
SOME THOUGHTS from the editor
This time of year, as the days get shorter and darker, always brings with it an instinct to start

to withdraw and pull inward. While I love this time of year cause the temperature brings some
relief from the summer heat -

1 have also come to associate it with the seasonal depression which
hits me hard. Unfortunately this makes it hard to appreciate the changing color of the leaves and
all the other fun things that go with autumn. If you’ve been reading this zine for any amount of

time, then you know that I flow with the seasons and talk about it conjunction with my mood a

lot. It’s a natural and normal thing to pull inward in the fall and winter and prepare for a bit of

hibernation. Unfortunately the way it affects me is more than a normal instinct and it is actually

rather debilitating. Fortunately I have found a way to overcome this dilemma for now and enjoy

the season for what it is. But more on that later. So much has happened in the past few months
since the last issue that it’s hard to even get my bearings on where to start writing.

As I finished up the last issue I was preparing to head west to the Zine Symposium in Portland,

Oregon. I had never been to a zine conference of this sort and it was exactly all that I had hoped
it would be. It was awesome to gather with so many other zine folks in such a positive, sharing,

honest and unpretentious manner. There were tons of people there tabling and attending, and

loads of workshops simultaneously happening through out the day. It was amazing and most
definitely overwhelming, but fortunately in a good way. I went to Portland expecting to see

everyone I’d ever known and thatmade it a lot easier to deal with running into people unexpectedly.

It also made it a lot of fun to meet people I’ve known for years on paper or in print, face to face,

and to bond over a common love of seff-publishing. And of course as it goes in the best of all

worlds at this kind of function—you reconnect with old friends and meet some new ones, and

I think that was the whole point of a zine social.

I had unbelievable synchronicity in Portland. Everything fell into place at just the right time,

almost frighteningly so. I got to check out the Independent Publishing Resource Center and

understand just why Portland is such a mecca for zinesters. The IPRC provides a great space for

people to create zines and it was really inspiring to see so much enthusiasm and support for zine-

making. This was the first time in years I was in Portland, and the first time I got to really spend

time getting to know the place and with the influx of people moving there over recent years I found

that there were a ton of great people and old friends to catch up with. I got to call Neil's eco-house,

with people constantly on the move, homebase while I was there. I conquered the city on my own
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with a bike, which was really a liberating experience. One night I even

went on a mammoth ride across town with an avid bike rider zine friend,

to the top of a mountain where there was an incredible view of the entire

city and distant mountains. I got to see this rad band Lost Sounds who
have become a new favorite obsession (they're from Memphis not

Portland). I fell in love with the artichoke plant—which at this time of

year was going to seed and had these purple spikey seeds sprouting out

of the already armor like studs of it's fruit base. Needless to say I think

that artichokes are very punk. I learned about tree grafting and got to see

some amazing gardens and eat berries off fences. I got to pal around

with Arwen and we had a total amazing evening sitting on the porch,

drinking some neat Oregon spruce tip beer, watching the sun set while

Tragedy practiced in the basement. I bounced around with so much
excitement I got the hiccups. As normal as your friends having band

practice can be, this evening was definitely one of those times that will

stay firmly etched in our memories of the “remember when” depart-

ment in years to come. I live for that stuff and so consequently I felt

more alive that I have in a long long time.

Since the first time I passed through Oregon in 95, 1 have had this

obsession with the trees and mountains there in the Cascades, always

knowing that I would return to spend more time there. Finally, I returned

to those alpine conifers that speak so deeply to me. The mountain

roads led me through these amazing trees and eco systems with half

a dozen types of berries ripe for the picking, and those majestic trees

soaring high in to the sky. Up in the high desert the sage brush grows

as trees almost as big as the wind swept junipers, and there are hardly

two scents and plants I like more. I could have stayed there for a long

time, which is exactly how I felt years ago when I was traveling more
freely, but both times I’ve been on a schedule and unable to just follow

my whims. I rolled back into Portland with huckleberry juice and tree

sap on my hands and the strong sent of sage coming from my bag, to

get tattooed and then hop on a place to San Francisco where I would

call the MRR HQ home for a few days. The Bay Area has been a source

of inspiration for me for years now, and my annual visits kinda

rejuvenate my weary soul. I walked and walked through that city and

had plenty of explorations and more distractions from the amazing

trees. I got to catch up with old friends, get my fix on burritos and books

and enjoy the energetic time with “my people" and the other visitors

flowing through town. I also got to follow the zine circuit and check out

the new zine store called Needles and Pens which was having a zine

event (with the Portland contingent) and I even had the luck of being in

SF the right weekend to check out the SF Zine Conference which was
in this really cool arts center space in the Mission.

I crossed the bay to Oakland and had more oood timma to drou m

bringing some of the home with me.

As soon as I got home, it was time to curse my responsibly of having a job which
kept me from seeing Damage Deposit, Contravene and two days of the Philly fest. But

the two days I did go to were amazing kept the momentum flowing. Erik & I left

Richmond at 3am, and I left my camera bag sitting in the middle of my living room floor.

Of course I only realized this^s we were entering Philly at 7am. I can’t begin to tell you
the horrid feeling of utter and total shock at realizing that YES, I FORGOT MY CAMERA
Fortunately Krissi & Donna were able to save the day and they picked up my camera
and brought it to me in Philly. I can't thank them enough. The Pointless Fest was one
of the most amazing things I’ve ever experienced. I knew it was going to be

overwhelming and I knew it was going to bring together (in theory) everyone I'd ever

known and people I didn't expect all at the same time. The west coast contingent was
there. My favorite bands were there - Born Dead Icons, Tragedy

, World Burns to Death,

Inepsy, and Aphasia were just a few of the highlights. Long lost pen pals showed up
All the punks from my old stomping grounds in the North East and even new friends

I’d hung out with on the west coast from London and Australia. There were bands
playing all day long and so much happening that you could watch every single band
like I did, and then you 'd step outside for a breath of air and realize that there were entire

microcosms outside of people so enwrapped in catching up that they probably never

even made it inside. In the end you always feel like you missed out on something. So
I felt like I did pretty damn good in seeing every single band that played in those 2 days.

I honestly couldn’t stand the thought of missing a one—that is just how good the line

up was and I feel that I should talk about each and every one, but there is no time or

space for that now. It was so awesome to just feel so at home and surrounding by old

friends, and punks that were punk as fuck, but devoid of any bullshit. It was kind of

rejuvenation that I long for, the feeling that makes life worth living, and everything

worthwhile. I've said it before and I’ll say it again, that is the shit that I live for, which

validates my entire life, which gives me hope and purpose and keeps me going.

Besides the obviousness ofwhy this fest with so many ofmy favorite bands and people

was so good and so important—what was perhaps most amazing of all—and thatwas
how well it was pulled off. I mean 4 days of non-stop punk rock, in the middle of

summer in a hot basement, it was run totally DIY. It was like a gathering of the tribes

that was actually a reunion of the extended punk rock family. It's as if everyone there

knew just how cool this was and how important is was and there was no drinking,

smoking, fights or bullshit inside that hot sweaty basement. So cheers to Tony & Greg

and everyone else who pulled off this amazing fest. And as Jack said, “It’s a good time

to be punk.” Indeed

I think it took a few weeks to fully recover from all that travel and punkness. I had
a hard time readjusting to the routine of life and had a few breakdowns and epiphanies

in the process. Then in mid-September we got walloped with Hurricane Isabel which
reeked more havoc on Richmond than anyone would have ever imagined possible.

The city was totally shut down for a few days, completely without power. There were
so many trees down everywhere it was virtually impossible to get around. The water
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punk rock can not be stopped.

Working in a photo lab. all I've seen for the past month or so are photos of the

storm's destruction. I saw some flooded homes, crushes houses, and totally

devastated areas I know people in the heart of the city of Richmond who were
still out of power 1 0 days after the storm . So perhaps it is easy for me to say that

5 days in the dark and 2 days off work was “fun” I thought of it as a time for quiet

self-reflection It was also enough to make us think about the electricity we
depend on and how our lives are structured around these needs. I think that

important to think in terms of reducing our dependency and finding ways to be

more self-sufficient and self-reliant. That is why I enjoy these wrenches thrown
into the system Being prepared and knowing that you can take care of yourself

is always an empowering feeling. And high-fives to all the punks who know how
to make the most out of very little and appreciate what we ’ve got when it’s good
But now. a month plus later, things are back to normal and I await the winter

snows to throw that wrench back into the city's rhythm

So as the season changes and deepens into autumn
,

I have been fighting my
own battles with my brain. I have a serious problem with Seasonal Affective

Disorder (SAD) What this means is that I’m extremely sensitive to the shorter,

darker, and colder days of fall and winter. I need to have a certain amount of

sunlight to keep my mood elevated and even the lacking intensity of the sun in

the winter is not enough to pull me out of the despair. My appetite increases, I

become over-tired and lethargic, I feel unable to talk to people and do the things

which I normally enjoy, and I get really down on myself with this lack of

confidence that spins downward cycles in my brain. In other words - it's a

clinical depression that just plain sucks. I never wanted to take meds. I never

thought I needed them. I have good skills for self-reflection and analyzing and
I am well aware of what is causing my funk. I have my light box therapy, my teas

and tinctures, and good friends to talk to who understand. But it got to the point

where this iust wasn 't enough and I knew I needed to do something else. I still

fought the idea of medicine cause I don’t want to be a slave to the pharmaceutical

companies, or the insurance or even the job which supplies the insurance etc

I feel like as punks we spend so much time fighting the system and knowing how
to beat it and treat ourselves in a more DIY fashion . But I also knew that my brain

was short circuiting and the depression that was inevitably hitting earlier and
harder was going to kill me. So I gave it and said, fuck it, it's worth a try. I feared

that the meds would make me feel doped or tired or that I would lose the edge
of over achiever productivity that I'm used to. And I'm stoked to stay that none
of that has happened It's been amazing what a difference it has made. I feel

like myself I’m able to stand outside watching the leaves fall and not be
preoccupied with the death of the garden. I am able to put together this zine and
not be a stressed out lunatic. I'm able to make decisions without getting caught
in these vicious cycles of despair and indecision I don't feel like this bizarre

freak, unable to leave the house or pick up the phone And most important I don’t
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with a bike, which was really a liberating experience. One night I even

went on a mammoth ride across town with an avid bike rider zine friend,

to the top of a mountain where there was an incredible view of the entire

city and distant mountains. I got to see this rad band Lost Sounds who

have become a new favorite obsession (they're from Memphis not

Portland). I fell in love with the artichoke plant—which at this time of

yearwas going to seed and had these purple spikey seeds sprouting out

of the already armor like studs of it's fruit base. Needless to say I think

that artichokes are very punk. I learned about tree grafting and got to see

some amazing gardens and eat berries off fences. I got to pal around

with Arwen and we had a total amazing evening sitting on the porch,

drinking some neat Oregon spruce tip beer, watching the sun set while

Tragedy practiced in the basement. I bounced around with so much

excitement I got the hiccups. As normal as your friends having band

practice can be, this evening was definitely one of those times that will

stay firmly etched in our memories of the “remember when” depart-

ment in years to come. I live for that stuff and so consequently I felt

more alive that I have in a long long time.

Since the first time I passed through Oregon in 95, 1 have had this

obsession with the trees and mountains there in the Cascades, always

knowing that I would return to spend more time there. Finally, I returned

to those alpine conifers that speak so deeply to me. The mountain

roads led me through these amazing trees and eco systems with half

a dozen types of berries ripe for the picking, and those majestic trees

soaring high in to the sky. Up in the high desert the sage brush grows

as trees almost as big as the wind swept junipers, and there are hardly

two scents and plants I like more. I could have stayed there for a long

time, which is exactly how I felt years ago when I was traveling more

freely, but both times I’ve been on a schedule and unable to just follow

my whims. I rolled back into Portland with huckleberry juice and tree

sap on my hands and the strong sent of sage coming from my bag, to

get tattooed and then hop on a place to San Francisco where I would

call the MRR HQ home for a few days. The Bay Area has been a source

of inspiration for me for years now, and my annual visits kinda

rejuvenate my weary soul. I walked and walked through that city and

had plenty of explorations and more distractions from the amazing

trees. I got to catch up with old friends, getmy fix on burritos and books

and enjoy the energetic time with “my people” and the other visitors

flowing through town. I also got to follow the zine circuit and check out

the new zine store called Needles and Pens which was having a zine

event (with the Portland contingent) and I even had the luck of being in

SF the right weekend to check out the SF Zine Conference which was

in this really cool arts center space in the Mission.

I crossed the bay to Oakland and had more good timing to drop in

at the Long Haul's 20th anniversary party which was the ultimate

Berkeley-esque experience with punk bands playing inside, the locals

playing acoustic outside, while the hippies, freaks, wingnuts and

anarchists all converged in a way that reminded me of ABC no RIO in

the early 90s. After the zaniness of all night parties I met up with my
girlfriends Adrienne and Beth and we jaunted around Berkeley and then

ultimately ending up at Gilman for the Strike Anywhere - From Ashes

Rise show. That show is ultimately what got me to the west coast on

this particular weekend. It was an amazing packed show as I knew it

would be, with two of my favorite bands—full of all that perfect punk

rock energy that just made me giddy with pride with all that can be

possible. Even thought I hadn’t seen them for months, hearing those

songs I know and love so well, with my Virginia girls by my side and

hundreds of California kids going crazy, not only got my instincts of a

fist in the air at the right moment but reminded me just how much I love

Strike Anywhere. From Ashes Rise just rocked the world. By this point

I was feeling like I had this family from Portland as well as San Francisco

and the best part was I knew I’d be seeing everyone again the following

weekend in Philly for the Pointless Fest. I was so sad to leave the west

coast. I felt like I had rediscovered so much of what has been missing

in my life. Not just seeing my people and reconnecting with old friends

but there is an energy and life force that made me feel like myself again

- so, very much alive - and so this time around I’ve been working on

bringing some of the home with me.
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space for that now. It was so awesome to just feel so at home and surrounding by old

friends, and punks that were punk as fuck, but devoid of any bullshit. It was kind of

rejuvenation that I long for, the feeling that makes life worth living, and everything

worthwhile. I’ve said it before and I'll say it again, that is the shit that I live for, which
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Besides the obviousness ofwhy this fest with so many ofmy favorite bands and people

was so good and so important—whatwas perhaps most amazing of all—and thatwas

how well it was pulled off. I mean 4 days of non-stop punk rock, in the middle of

summer in a hot basement, it was run totally DIY It was like a gathering of the tribes

that was actually a reunion of the extended punk rock family. It's as if everyone there

knew just how cool this was and how important is was and there was no drinking,

smoking, fights or bullshit inside that hot sweaty basement. So cheers to Tony & Greg

and everyone else who pulled off this amazing fest. And as Jack said, “It’s a good time

to be punk." Indeed

I think it took a few weeksjo fully recover from all that travel and punkness. I had

a hard time readjusting to the routine of life and had a few breakdowns and epiphanies

in the process. Then in mid-September we got walloped with Hurricane Isabel which

reeked more havoc on Richmond than anyone would have ever imagined possible.

The city was totally shut down for a few days, completely without power. There were

so many trees down everywhere it was virtually impossible to get around. The water

was contaminated due to the lack of electricity. I love a good wrench in the system that

stops us in our tracks and breaks up the daily routines. I think it’s important to not take

things for granted and to be reminded of what is important and where our priorities lie.

I am such a slave tomy schedule and routine, that I look for forces outside of my control

to halt me in my ways, and so I can really appreciate it when it happens. The hurricane

did that for me. As devastating as the destruction was all around me, being relatively

untouched myself and not knowing anyone who had really had any serious problems,

it was easy to just enjoy the whole thing. I took advantage of the time to catch up on

long neglected letters by candle light and tried to change my schedule around to

maximize the daylight, but I'm still a night owl and Erik & I would stay up reading by

flashlight listening to the battery radio talk about the state of emergency across the

destroyed city. It was pretty intense. But all those huge old trees fallen, really broke

my heart

Of course the punks are always the best at making the most out of little and so it

seemed that there was more happening our city without electricity than normal. Strike

Anywhere had their record release show the night after the storm. The whole city is

out of electricity but the club operated by generator and the show went on. It was

awesome! Erik & I rode our bikes to the show and it was dark in those city streets, let

me tell you. Darker than you would ever have guessed cause we just get so used to

all those street lights and traffic lights and porch lights and light lights everywhere It

was awesome to be sleuthing around our town on bike with flashlights and running into

trees blocking the road at every turn. The next night the punks prevailed again with a

generator show in a riverfront warehouse with a bunch of local bands and a beer bash

birthday party. I thought it was so amazing that here we are with no electricity and the

punk rock can not be stopped.

Working in a photo lab. all I’ve seen for the past month or so are photos of the

storm's destruction I saw some flooded homes, crushes houses, and totally

devastated areas I know people in the heart of the city of Richmond who were

still out of power 1 0 days after the storm. So perhaps it is easy for me to say that

5 days in the dark and 2 days off work was “fun” I thought of it as a time for quiet

self-reflection It was also enough to make us think about the electricity we
depend on and how our lives are structured around these needs. I think that

important to think in terms of reducing our dependency and finding ways to be

more self-sufficient and self-reliant. That is why I enjoy these wrenches thrown

into the system. Being prepared and knowing that you can take care of yourself

is always an empowering feeling. And high-fives to all the punks who know how
to make the most out of very little and appreciate what we've got when it’s good.

But now, a month plus later, things are back to normal and I await the winter

snows to throw that wrench back into the city's rhythm.

So as the season changes and deepens into autumn, I have been fighting my
own battles with my brain. I have a serious problem with Seasonal Affective

Disorder (SAD) What this means is that I’m extremely sensitive to the shorter,

darker, and colder days of fall and winter. I need to have a certain amount of

sunlight to keep my mood elevated and even the lacking intensity of the sun in

the winter is not enough to pull me out of the despair. My appetite increases, I

become over-tired and lethargic, I feel unable to talk to people and do the things

which I normally enioy, and I get really down on myself with this lack of

confidence that spins downward cycles in my brain. In other words - it'

clinical depression that just plain sucks. I never wanted to take meds. I never

thought I needed them I have good skills for self-reflection and analyzing and

I am well aware of what is causing my funk. I have my light box therapy, my teas

and tinctures, and good friends to talk to who understand. But it got to the point

where this just wasn't enough and I knew I needed to do something else. I still

fought the idea of medicine cause I don’t want to be a slave to the pharmaceutical

companies, or the insurance or even the job which supplies the insurance etc

I feel like as punks we spend so much time fighting the system and knowing how
to beat it and treat ourselves in a more DIY fashion . But I also knew that my brain

was short circuiting and the depression that was inevitably hitting earlier and

harder was going to kill me. So I gave it and said, fuck it, it’s worth a try. I feared

that the meds would make me feel doped or tired or that I would lose the edge

of over achiever productivity that I'm used to. And I'm stoked to stay that none

of that has happened It's been amazing what a difference it has made. I feel

like myself I’m able to stand outside watching the leaves fall and not be

preoccupied with the death of the garden. I am able to put together this zine and

not be a stressed out lunatic. I’m able to make decisions without getting caught

in these vicious cycles of despair and indecision. I don’t feel like this bizarre

freak, unable to leave the house or pick up the phone. And most important I don’t

feel overwhelmed by this feeling that I am drowning, nor do I feel like I'm totally

stuck in a fog of cloudy haze. As so many people have been talking openly about

depression, a part of me doesn’t want to jump on the bandwagon But this is

something that I've been dealing with for a long time and it's only gotten worse.

And so for now. the fact that I feel like I have my brain back is very liberating and

empowering and just plain awesome.

So this season has been an extreme balance of highs and lows. I had some
of the best times and some of the worst. Had a frenzy of punk rock euphoria and

travel experiences that had to be balanced with accepting the schedule and self-

imposed structure of my home life. I freaked out and crashed and hit my bottom

.

I really had to do a lot of thinking about what I'm doing and where I am and where

I want to be and all these big heavy things that I have been calling the mid-punk

crisis, when actually the only thing that I didn't doubt was punk rock. I feel like

I've come out stronger and better for it all. And I have huge hugs of thanks to all

the friends who have stood by me and helped me though the trying times, and

the amazing exalted fun times as well. You all know who you are and I love you

dearly. But I have to thank Erik the most, because he stood by me through the

darkest and ugliest of it all, and held my hand and waited for my brain to work

right again, all the while believing that I would come out on the other side of the

fog, myself again I love him so much for standing ty me and believing in me
So here's to the punks, and the trees, and the rad bands and zines, and storms

that throw wrenches in the routines, and the kids who put on amazing tests and

to everyone who gets it and knows it is worth if, and keeps on loving and fighting

for what really matters xoxo -Chris(tine)
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worlds at this kind of function—you reconnect with old friends and meet some new ones, and

I think that was the whole point of a zine social.

I had unbelievable synchronicity in Portland. Everything fell into place at just the right time,

almost frighteningly so. I got to check out the Independent Publishing Resource Center and

understand just why Portland is such a mecca for zinesters. The IPRC provides a great space for

people to create zines and itwas really inspiring to see so much enthusiasm and support for zine-

making. This was the first time in years I was in Portland, and the first time I got to really spend

time getting to know the place and with the influx of people moving there over recent years I found

that there were a ton of great people and old friends to catch up with. I got to call Neil’s eco-house,

with people constantly on the move, homebase while I was there. I conquered the city on my own
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roads led me through these amazing trees and eco systems with half

a dozen types of berries ripe for the picking, and those majestic trees

soaring high in to the sky. Up in the high desert the sage brush grows

as trees almost as big as the wind swept junipers, and there are hardly

two scents and plants I like more. I could have stayed there for a long

time, which is exactly how I felt years ago when I was traveling more

freely, but both times I’ve been on a schedule and unable to just follow

my whims. I rolled back into Portland with huckleberry juice and tree

sap on my hands and the strong sent of sage coming from my bag, to

get tattooed and then hop on a place to San Francisco where I would

call the MRR HQ home for a few days. The Bay Area has been a source

of inspiration for me for years now, and my annual visits kinda

rejuvenate my weary soul. I walked and walked through that city and

had plenty of explorations and more distractions from the amazing

trees. I got to catch up with old friends, get my fix on burritos and books

and enjoy the energetic time with “my people” and the other visitors

flowing through town. I also got to follow the zine circuit and check out

the new zine store called Needles and Pens which was having a zine

event (with the Portland contingent) and I even had the luck of being in

SF the right weekend to check out the SF Zine Conference which was

in this really cool arts center space in the Mission.

I crossed the bay to Oakland and had more good timing to drop in

at the Long Haul's 20th anniversary party which was the ultimate

Berkeley-esque experience with punk bands playing inside, the locals

playing acoustic outside, while the hippies, freaks, wingnuts and

anarchists all converged in a way that reminded me of ABC no RIO in

the early 90s. After the zaniness of all night parties I met up with my
girlfriends Adrienne and Beth and we jaunted around Berkeley and then

ultimately ending up at Gilman for the Strike Anywhere - From Ashes

Rise show. That show is ultimately what got me to the west coast on

this particular weekend. It was an amazing packed show as I knew it

would be, with two of my favorite bands—full of all that perfect punk

rock energy that just made me giddy with pride with all that can be

possible. Even thought I hadn’t seen them for months, hearing those

songs I know and love so well, with my Virginia girls by my side and

hundreds of California kids going crazy, not only got my instincts of a

fist in the air at the right moment but reminded me just how much I love

Strike Anywhere. From Ashes Rise just rocked the world. By this point

I was feeling like I had this family from Portland as well as San Francisco

and the best part was I knew I’d be seeing everyone again the following

weekend in Philly for the Pointless Fest. I was so sad to leave the west

coast. I felt like I had rediscovered so much of what has been missing

in my life. Not just seeing my people and reconnecting with old friends

but there is an energy and life force that made me feel like myself again

* so, very much alive - and so this time around I’ve been working on

up was and I feel that I should talk about each and every one, but there is no time or

space for that now. It was so awesome to just feel so at home and surrounding by old

friends, and punks that were punk as fuck, but devoid of any bullshit. It was kind of

rejuvenation that I long for, the feeling that makes life worth living, and everything

worthwhile. I’ve said it before and I'll say it again, that is the shit that I live for, which

validates my entire life, which gives me hope and purpose and keeps me going.

Besides the obviousness of why this fest with so many ofmy favorite bands and people

was so good and so important—what was perhaps most amazing of all—and thatwas
how well it was pulled off. I mean 4 days of non-stop punk rock, in the middle of

summer in a hot basement, it was run totally DIY. It was like a gathering of the tribes

that was actually a reunion of the extended punk rock family. It’s as if everyone there

knew just how cool this was and how important is was and there was no drinking,

smoking, fights or bullshit inside that hot sweaty basement. So cheers to Tony & Greg

and everyone else who pulled off this amazing fest. And as Jack said, “It's a good time

to be punk." Indeed

I think it took a few weeks to fully recover from all that travel and punkness. I had

a hard time readjusting to the routine of life and had a few breakdowns and epiphanies

in the process. Then in mid-September we got walloped with Hurricane Isabel which

reeked more havoc on Richmond than anyone would have ever imagined possible.

The city was totally shut down for a few days, completely without power. There were

so many trees down everywhere it was virtually impossible to get around. The water

was contaminated due to the lack of electricity. I love a good wrench in the system that

stops us in our tracks and breaks up the daily routines. I think it’s important to not take

things for granted and to be reminded of what is important and where our priorities lie.

I am such a slave to my schedule and routine, that I look for forces outside of my control

to halt me in my ways, and so I can really appreciate it when it happens. The hurricane

did that for me. As devastating as the destruction was all around me, being relatively

untouched myself and not knowing anyone who had really had any serious problems,

it was easy to just enjoy the whole thing. I took advantage of the time to catch up on

long neglected letters by candle light and tried to change my schedule around to

maximize the daylight, but I’m still a night owl and Erik & I would stay up reading by

flashlight listening to the battery radio talk about the state of emergency across the

destroyed city It was pretty intense. But all those huge old trees fallen, really broke

my heart.

Of course the punks are always the best at making the most out of little and so it

seemed that there was more happening our city without electricity than normal. Strike

Anywhere had their record release show the night after the storm. The whole city is

out of electricity but the club operated by generator and the show went on. It was
awesome! Erik & I rode our bikes to the show and it was dark in those city streets, let

me tell you. Darker than you would ever have guessed cause we just get so used to

all those street lights and traffic lights and porch lights and light lights everywhere It

was awesome to be sleuthing around our town on bike with flashlights and running into

trees blocking the road at every turn. The next night the punks prevailed again with a

generator show in a riverfront warehouse with a bunch of local bands and a beer bash

birthday party. I thought it was so amazing that here we are with no electricity and the

which I normally enioy, and I get really down on myself with this lack of

confidence that spins downward cycles in my brain. In other words - it’s a

clinical depression that just plain sucks. I never wanted to take meds. I never

thought I needed them. I have good skills for self-reflection and analyzing and

I am well aware of what is causing my funk. I have my light box therapy, my teas

and tinctures, and good friends to talk to who understand. But it got to the point

where this just wasn 't enough and I knew I needed to do something else. I still

fought the idea of medicine cause I don't want to be a slave to the pharmaceutical

companies, or the insurance or even the job which supplies the insurance etc.

I feel like as punks we spend so much time fighting the system and knowing how
to beat it and treat ourselves in a more DIY fashion. But I also knew that my brain

was short circuiting and the depression that was inevitably hitting earlier and

harder was going to kill me. So I gave it and said, fuck it, it's worth a try. I feared

that the meds would make me feel doped or tired or that I would lose the edge

of over achiever productivity that I’m used to. And I'm stoked to stay that none

of that has happened. It's been amazing what a difference it has made. I feel

like myself I'm able to stand outside watching the leaves fall and not be

preoccupied with the death of the garden . I am able to put together this zine and
not be a stressed out lunatic. I’m able to make decisions without getting caught

in these vicious cycles of despair and indecision. I don’t feel like this bizarre

freak, unable to leave the house or pick up the phone. And most important I don’t

feel overwhelmed by this feeling that I am drowning, nor do I feel like I’m totally

stuck in a fog of cloudy haze. As so many people have been talking openly about

depression, a part of me doesn’t want to jump on the bandwagon. But this is

something that I've been dealing with for a long time and it's only gotten worse.

And so for now. the fact that I feel like I havq/ny brain back is very liberating and

empowering and just plain awesome.

So this season has been an extreme balance of highs and lows. I had some
of the best times and some of the worst. Had a frenzy of punk rock euphoria and

travel experiences that had to be balanced with accepting the schedule and self-

imposed structure of my home life. I freaked out and crashed and hit my bottom.

I really had to do a lot of thinking about what I'm doing and where I am and where

I want to be and all these big heavy things that I have been calling the mid-punk

crisis, when actually the only thing that I didn't doubt was punk rock. I feel like

I ve come out stronger and better for it all. And I have huge hugs of thanks to all

the friends who have stood by me and helped me though the trying times, and

the amazing exalted fun times as well. You all know who you are and I love you

dearly. But I have to thank Erik the most, because he stood by me through the

darkest and ugliest of it all, and held my hand and waited for my brain to work

right again, all the while believing that I would come out on the other side of the

fog, myself again I love him so much for standing by me and believing in me
So here's to the punks, and the trees, and the rad bands and zines, and storms

that throw wrenches in the routines, and the kids who put on amazing tests and

to everyone who gets it and knows it is worth it. and keeps on loving and fighting

for what really matters xoxo -'Chris(tine)
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OUT NOW:

-ABSOLUTION s/t CD. Grindcrustcore
assault from Mexico that will blow your
brains away. Do it yourself production

released in collaboration with Exabrupto
Records. Only * 1000 copies made!!!

Get yours now or die! Hand numbered-.

This is fucking DIY Punk!!!
•"HUMAN BASTARD s/t CD. Reissue in Mexico

of the amazing first demo of this

Spanish bastar'ds. If you're into D-beat
and bands like Doom, Hiatus, Discharge
and Anti-Cimex, you'll love this CD.

limited to 200 copies, so hurry up!!!
-NO MAS NO "aquel que tanto odias" CD.

Brutal 8< Politic Grindcore with
male/female vocals. ?hink Phobia and
Excruciating Terror and you get the
picture. Released thanks to the help

of a bunch of DIY labels-.
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WEAINTGO NO CAR! #7 So this is an awesome little book in the 1/4 sized

[format and it’s a good 34 of an inch think. It’s a story about Jack moving to

(Portland and the first year or so he spends there I thought this was a perfect thing

to throw in my pocket and take with me to Portland, so consequently I was reading

this on the bus in Portland which was totally fitting. It actually took me quiet a long

[time to read which could mean a few things. In general this is a pretty depressing

story because Jack has a hard and rather depressing year. He’s got some serious

[issues with the weather and seasonal moodiness (much like myself) and so while

the summer in Portland is rad, when fall comes and brings the rain, his mood
[crashes. I could relate. Jack is obsessive too and he collects records and

frequents the record shops always looking for bargains. He's also broke, because

he l^s no job and is constantly keeping track of each penny he spends - to the

point of borderline neurosis In some ways the writing reminds me of Al Burian's

|- for the cynical slacker depressed vibe. Jack also has a sappy side, but it's

generally overwrought with depression. I really enjoyed reading this, though at

[times it was hard. My attention wandered but I always came back to it (hence

taking a month to read this). I enjoyed the glimpse into a zine writers life and

moving to Portland, spending time around the zine resource place, riding the bus,

land loafing around. Having Portland fresh in my mind made me enjoy these

simple things all the more In the course of this year both of Jack’s grandmother’s

die, which is a lot of fodder for the depressing tone of the story. But at the end

of the day this isn’t all misery either and if you like a glimpse into the life of, type

of stories, this is just that, and a well written one as also. ($8pp<J/The Recursive

Delete Imprint/PO Box 3824Tortland OR 97208) (-Chris)

MORE THAN MUSIC? A collection of pictures and words about

[hardcore, punk and other forms of rock n’ roil

A zine ora book? Well it's assembled in a half page horizontal format, printed

with a cardstock glossy cover and looks really good so I’m putting it into the bool/

zine category. This is a neat project. Two photographers get together with their

[live band photos and then show the photo to the person in the photo and then do

a short interview - asking them what they think of when the see the photo, what

lit was like playing with the band, how that show is remembered, what has

changed since then, how do they make a living, is punk more than music and

[about punk and sexiness. There are some photos included with out the

[interviews. But it's really interesting to see the responses Some are very lengthy

[and thoughtful, while others are extremely brief. We are so used to looking at

[photos of bands - it’s kind of interesting to hear some of the stories from the

[people in the photos and what the photos make them think about. There are

|photos of lots of bands to name a few: Oil, Creation is Crucifixion, DS13, AT the

[Drive In, Milemarker, Catharsis, Seein Red, Fast Times, the Locust, US Bombs.

[Botch, Detestation, Lack, Elliott, J Church, Dawnbreed, Turbonegro, Stack and

[loads more. I always enjoy seeing other peoples photos and I really like the new
[angle that this one offers. (www.morethanphotos.net/Tomte Tumme Tot/ob
Ischlichtaber/ Handwerkerstr.la/ 33617 Bielefeld/ Germany
<tomtemokinftott@yahoo.com) (-Chris)

PHARMA PUNX by Noah Levine

[The author of this book is no different from many of us, or at least from people we
[know. At the most basic level, I appreciated this book for its snapshot of life as

[an early 80is punk in Santa Cruz, going to shows and fucking shit up. However,

[this book is about a lot more. Noah came from a broken home and turned to punk

[as an outlet for all his aggression, dissatisfaction, and frustration. Like a lot of

[people, this frustration leads Noah to utter self-destruction. We watch him steal,

[get drunk everyday, become a drug addict grieve dead friends, drop out of

[school, live on the streets, and frequently end up in juvenile hall. I guess it is pretty

[sad, but I found this part of the book especially enjoyable, since I could relate to

his story and it was rich in punk references that would most likely go right over

[the head of a mainstream reader. Eventually, we watch Noah hit rock-bottom. He

[slowly and reluctantly turns to Buddhism at the advice of his father, a famous

[spiritual dude. I know I might have just lost some people here, but the story only

[gets better, as he travels around Asia and goes deeper into his spiritual practice.

[For Noah, Buddhism and punk go hand in hand, as Buddhism is about personal

[liberation and rejection of bullshit material society. The book never gets preachy,

[it’s just a heartfelt memoir of this guy's life and he is the real deal, I gave this book

[to a friend of mine, whose life kind of resembled Noah’s and he absolutely loved

[it. I’ll end the review with his words: “Sometimes when he says something, it’s

[like it rips a thought or feeling from inside me that I wasn’t ready to admit was
[there, the book vivisects me sometimes and starts to show me parts of myself I

[am only slowly discovering. It is more than an inspiration. I am beyond words. The

[book is amazing, it rattles me. challenges me, redefines me." (-Carolyn)

[
ROGUE NATION : AMERICAN UNILATERALISM AND THE FAIL-

lURE OF GOOD INTENTIONS by Clyde Prestowitz

This book is great, it points out exactly how and why the USA pisses off the world

[Written in the last year it is a timely account of the arrogance which is so
[forthcoming from our political leaders. Prestowitz gives detailed accounts of

[events like the Kyoto accord, where he shows clearly how this nation ignores the

[worldwide community. Example after example are put forth and the author even
adds humorous anecdotes. Prestowitz writes from an interesting perspective, a

self-described conservative who feels that his country (USA) is not acting

[according to its original democratic ideas While I disagree with his beliefs about

is a great companion to go along with other Crimethlnc books such as Evasion It

gives a great female perspective of transient life. It’s a little short but definitely

makes use of the pages that it has, painting a wonderful picture of the lives that they

lead. If you've read any books from Crimethlnc or any books about transient life,

your collection won’t be complete without this one. Definitely pick this one up
.
and

there's no way that you can complain about the price 1 ($3pp(
,/Crimethinc Far East/

PO Box 1963/ Olympia WA 98507) (Leigh)

WRITE THE WAY UP by Dick Lucas

I started reading this book from Dick Lucas, from the legendary Citizen Fish, and

couldn’t stop reading until I had finished the entire thing. From short stories to semi-

incoherent ramblings, he keeps your attention throughout this book. I especially

liked “Threat By Example", an essay about himself The way in which he explains

himself, is extremely entertaining. He’s got some great drawings, sketches, and

what have you. But one thing’s for certain, he gets his point across quite easily. The

only thing that I didn’t care too much for was the crossword puzzle, I’ve never been

good at those damn things! But over all. it’s a fascinating look into the way he

entertains and quite possibly the way that he thinks. I loved this book simply

because it breaks up the monotony with sketches, doodles, and anything else that

he could fit into the

margins. I can’t

wait for a follow

up! Once again a

great release from

AK Press. Pick

this one up right

away Just make

sure that you have

put enough time

aside to read the

whole thing at

once, because

you sure won’t be

able to put it down.

(AK Press) (-

Leigh)

LICKIN' THE

BEATERS -

LOW FAT

VEGAN
DESSERTS
by Siue Moffat,

Every year making

vegan desserts

gets easier and

better and I am so

glad for it. This

soft-back cook-

bookwas inspired

bySoy,NotOi!arid

Raggedy
Annarchy’s Guide

to Vegan Baking

and the Universe

cookzines. The

author honestly

takes vegan bak-

ing to an entirely

new level. Yes,

anything you want

you can make ve-

gan - pecan sticky

buns, fudge, pea-

nut butter cups, vegan rice crispy squares, halvah, lemon meringue pie to name a

few, and even the whip cream to top. In addition to writing an awesome cookbook

illustrated by the author's friends, Siue is someone you would want to support as

well. Be sure to check out the website to see other things she is working on at

(www.satanmacnuggit.com or write at 3584 John St. Vineland Ontario LOR 2E0

Canada) (distributed by www.dairyfreedesserts.com.) (-krissi)

FARGO ROCK CITY by Chuck Klosterman

Admittedly, I picked this one up from the library because of the cool Old English

font on the spine, plus it seemed like something I could relate to. -Like Chuck

Klosterman, I was also a teenage metalhead from a small town. I can remember

making biweekly trips to the mall in Lexington. KY to get the scoop on the latest

offerings from Bon Jovi, Motley Crue, Ratt, or whatever pop metal band was in

vogue at the time. There were times in reading this where I could have sworn that

I had written this book.

Chuck Klosterman was born and raised in North Dakota-not exactly known for

being a terribly rocking part of the country but not outside the grasping arms of pop

culture, most notably MTV and Headbanger’s Ball The tone Klosterman uses in

writing Fargo Rock City is almost scholarly-the examinations of the popularity of

heavy metal music in the mid-to late 1980s is discussed almost as if Klosterman

Wilii PUltmu lOrtll a thesis on tllU subiuct. tint m:,l when von think liu i; (mum In vUtl

York. NY 10020) (Doug)

THE LISA DIARIES: FOUR YEARS IN THE SEX LIVES OF LISA

CARVER AND COMPANY by Lisa Carver

Like the title suggests, this book is a compilation of Lisa Carveri' online diaries

which appeared on Nerve.com. Lisa is known primarily for these diaries, as well

as the publisher of Rollerderby zine as well as performing in the band Suckdog.

I’m not inclined to spending a lot of time on the Internet, nor will you find me in

any Internet chatroom or on any kind of online message service, so therefore my
perspective might be a little skewed. On one hand, The Lisa Diaries isn't anything

other than what it claims to be, but I just can't grasp the necessity of publishing an

online journal and letting anyone who can find it know of my sexual exploits There

are just some things that I feel like are my own business and I’ll let people know of

those things when the time is right I had heard this book talked up quite a bit before

I got a hold of a copy and read it. but to me it comes across as a plea for attention

and not much else. If you have the temerity and belief in your sex life necessary to

write a book about it and get it published, more power to you. To me, Ihis book kind

of reminded me of a girl I used to know who would tell me all sorts of details of her

sex life over a couple of beers at the neighborhood bar Interesting? Sometimes,

but more often than not it was just a little more detail than I wanted, and I was left

asking myself “Why is she telling me all this?” as I was while I read this book. For

the majority of The Lisa Diaries, Lisa is actually married, and the goings-on therein

made me toss this book across my room a few times. Lisa and her husband Dave

are basically the two main characters in this story, living with an “open" relationship

but with weird hang-ups around every corner-kind of like the couple that everybody

knows that should just break up and be flicking done with it. but yet they still drag

the whole thing oul and thereby annpy eveiyone unfortunate ‘enopgh to be within

earshot.

Not to sound like a slick in the -mud or anything, but we live in a world where

freakishness and strange situations get ratings and put asses in seats. Like a lot of

other things that purport to be so "extreme’’ or “out there, "
I found I he Lisa Diaries

to be a little labored and excessively dramatic. If nothing else, it reminded me of the

company I keep, and why I avoid certain people (like the girl I alluded to in the last

paragraph). Sometimes all the drama and erratic behavioi are just lost on me Lisa

Carver isn’t a bad writer, it’s jusl that knowing too much about anyone’s sex life is

not my idea of a good read, or any sort of read at all. (Black Books'P.O. Box 1 776^

Guerneville, CA 95446- 1 776) (Doug)

SPEAK OF THE DEVIL: poetry bv Francis Pospicil I got a big stack of

poetry stuff to review for Slug and Lettuce, but this was the only thing of that sort
Hull 1 lull uui mill tin til a

top of the heap of zine superstars hailing from Ohio. Send this cat a letter and

a buck or two, even if poetry isn’t your thing. (2915 Kenmore Ave/Dayton. OH
45420) (Doug)

PORTRAITS OF ISRAELIS & PALESTINIANS: FOR MY PARENTS
by Seth Tobocman . Seth is an amazing comic artist, known for his block style

and social and political commentary. This book is a slight departure from what

we’ve come to expect from his past work. It’s more illustrative in a charcoal

style. Seth traveled to the middle east and talked to the people he met. He drew

then and tells their stories. They are amazing and very real and he makes these

quiet points that are very impactive IF youhave the chance to see his slide show
talk - don’t miss it! ($20ppcK Soft Skull Press/ 71 Bond Street/ Brooklyn NY

11217 <www.softskull.com>) (-Chris)

DOCUMENT: A STORY OF HOPE A collection of vegan recipes and I
stories from the independent Dublin Music scene. This is a cool book that

combines the punk vegan cookbook with bands and photos and stories. From

a collective in Ireland setting up shows they gathered recipes along the way from

the bands that came. Each gig has a recipe, each recipe has a story. Inspiring

and indeed, full of hope ($13ppd through S&l/Hope Publishing/31 Hazel Rd/
Connycarney' Dublin 9/|reland) (-Chris)

THINGS ARE MEANINGLESS by Al Burian

This is a book of comics from Al Burian (Bum Collector guy) and they are

awesome. If you like Al’s writing and cynical style, then you will love this. I found

myself laughing, and laughing hard. It’s not that it’s supposed to be funny. Al

writes these comics much the way he writes his zines - about going about his

day. bored and miserable and commenting on things as they do or do not

happen. Sometimes that just hits you over the head though and this is put

together well by the Microcosm folks. ($8ppc/ Microcosm/ PO Box 14332/

Portland OR 97293)

• POOR & FORGOTTEN DIY ZINE LAM.F featuring interviews, short stories, art,

reviews, a punk rock word search & more! Send $Vstamps/trade for an issue to:

Matt Johnson/PO Box St/Linwood MA 01 523... PS. If you responded to the last Poor

& Forgotten classified ad here & it got sent back, it’s cuz the PO Box was printed

wrong, it’s PO Box fifty-nine, not 39. All apologies on the mistake.

- No. 1 3 ZINE is a new publication that focuses on the New England punk rock scene

of now & then. Issue features interviews, reviews, show listings, give away contests

& covers just about all the local happenings up here. Send $1 or trade for the latest

issue to Spatt at: No. 1 3 Zine/PO Box 1 299/Boston MA 02130
•• EGO RECORDS IS A SMALL LABEL & DISTRO Lofi & DIY music and spoken word

plus lotsa music and personal zines. Send a stamp for a catalog. SI ^-sampler. The

website is still under construction but check it out: egorecords cjb.net write or email

for more info: Jolie tgo/ 728 N Union/ Union City, IN 47390-1134 /

jolie_ego@yahoo.com

'• StfeetFreaks.cjb.net The Strcetfrcaks have a 13 song demo out. Write or emair

for more info Matt Howard/ 612 /Wood St/ Friqua OH 45356 /

plexi stardust@yahoo.com ,

•• AIDAN’S FIRE LABEL BENEFITCOMPILATION. Tape for Stop Huntingdon Animal

Cruelty USA is out now. 60 minutes v/booklet $3 US/$5 Can & Mex/$6 world. Cash,

check, money order to Steve Schimelpfenir/Aidan’s Fire Labe/1 701 Broadway St.

#WVancouver WA 98663

THIS BIKE IS A PIPE BOMB/CARRIE NATIONS new split 7“ 2 songs from each

band. $3 ppd to Shake Records/480 N Acoochee Ave/Athens GA 30601 . Cash or

MO only to Kathryn Gasperer/c/o Jor/480 Nacoochee Ave/Athens GA 30601

<www.plan-it-x.com>
• CRIMETHINC BOOTLEG SERIES CDs: #1 Catharsis, Zegota, Gehenna - live' #2
Nausea & His Hero is Gone - live/4 3 Nirvana - b-sides and rarities $2 + 2 stamps

eacIV #4 Godspeed You Black Emperor live 2 CDs $3 4 3stamps/ #5Humamcide
- 2000-2002 (members of Catharsis, Face Down in Shit & Blacken the Skies) $1 +
2 stamps. Cnmethinc Urban Pirates/PO Box 21 33^ Greensboro NC 27402
• DO YOU HAVE A PLACE TO PUT UP BANDS. TRAVELERS. OR anyone that needs

a place to stay while traveling. I’m taking submissions fora crash pad resource zine.

I’m accepting addresses for the continental 48 states only Sli/240 1. Kline Ave/
Lansford PA 18232/opiv1980@ptd.net
• 30 YR. OLD MALE looking for correspondence with others I enjoy helping out the

less fortunate, donating money to St Judes Children Hospital. Feed the Children &
Unicef. I listen to Warspite, A. Front, D Kennedy’s, Grave, also otfier punk, MC, grind,

death metal bands. Nice people only Pebce! Jason Freemarv7148 Cedar Hill Rd/
KeilMilk LA 71047
• SERIOUS ANARCHIST WILL WRITE other serious anarchists Am really interested

in deeds not words bul the solidarity of spirit can bring friendship. I am beyond your

expectations Wnte JJ Szufczewsk/301 Troy Dr/ Madison Wl 53704

LONELY AS HELL I HAVE ALWAYS BEEN PUNK. I even sing lor a band in San

Diego called TNP - Top Notch Punk. 33 yr old I like bands like Misfits. Black Flag,

Subhumans, and Bad Religion. I’m looking for a pen pal. Will answer all letters.

Anthony Mayes (J-79535) F-1 -161VP/Chuck Awalla Valley State PnsorYPO 2349^

Blythe CA 92226

WIZARD, WHO IS A POW OF SOCIETY AND MIA FROM NYC, is slowly going

insane. Looking to correspond with the outside world to share thoughts, opinions,

ideas, etc Write to Al bear to V Sanabrla 92A3536/ Wallkill Corr Facilit/Rte 208

Box G/Wallkill NY 1 2589-028.6

NEWLY FORMED ANARCHOHUMANIST CHURCH Founder Mooreclasian Zero

(jKJ JHUDUWlJCII VJ WlSllr> l OUCliOUIILlUIIUJ. ilinul .Hid (.uiiImIjuIujii-, f/iim mdiuiiiu



will) « CHrdMOOK glossy cov«i ana looks malty good sol m putting It Into the book/

zine category. This is a neat project. Two photographers get together with their

live band photos and then show the photo to the person in the photo and then do

short interview - asking them what they think of when the see the photo, what

it was like playing with the band, how that show is remembered, what has

changed since then, how do they make a living, is punk more than music and

about punk and sexiness. There are some photos included with out the

interviews. But it's really interesting to see the responses Some are very lengthy

and thoughtful, while others are extremely brief. We are so used to looking at

photos of bands - it's kind of interesting to hear some of the stories from the

people in the photos and what the photos make them think about. There are

photos of lots of bands to name a few: Oil, Creation is Crucifixion, DS13, AT the

Drive In, Milemarker, Catharsis, Seein Red, Fast Times, the Locust, US Bombs.

Botch. Detestation, Lack, Elliott, J Church, Dawnbreed, Turbonegro. Stack and

loads more. I always enjoy seeing other peoples photos and I really like the new
angle that this one offers. (www.morethanphotos.net/Tomte Tumme Tott/(/b

Schlichtaber/ Handwerkerstr.la/ 33617 Bielefeld/ Germany
<tomtemokinilott@yahoo.com) (-Chris)

PHARMA PUNX by Noah Levine

The author of this book is no different from many of us, or at least from people we
know. At the most basic level, I appreciated this book for its snapshot of life as

an early 80is punk in Santa Cruz, going to shows and fucking shit up. However,

this book is about a lot more. Noah came from a broken home and turned to punk

as an outlet for all his aggression, dissatisfaction, and frustration. Like a lot of

people, this frustration leads Noah to utter self-destruction. We watch him steal,

get drunk everyday, become a drug addict grieve dead friends, drop out of

school, live on the streets, and frequently end up in juvenile hall. I guess it is pretty

sad, but I found this part of the book especially enjoyable, since I could relate to

his story and it was rich in punk references that would most likely go right ovqr

the head of a mainstream reader. Eventually, we watch Noah hit rock-bottom. He

slowly and reluctantly turns to Buddhism at the advice of his father, a famous

spiritual dude. I know I might have just lost some people here, but the story only

gets better, as he travels around Asia and goes deeper into his spiritual practice.

For Noah, Buddhism and punk go hand in hand, as Buddhism is about personal

liberation and rejection of bullshit material society. The book never gets preachy.

It’s just a heartfelt memoir of this guy's life and he is the real deal. I gave this book

to a friend of mine, whose life kind of resembled Noah’s and he absolutely loved

it. I'll end the review with his words: “Sometimes when he says something, it's

like it rips a thought or feeling from inside me that I wasn’t ready to admit was
there, the book vivisects me spmetimes and starts to show me parts of myself I

am only slowly discovering. It is more than an inspiration. I am beyond words. 1 he

book is amazing, it rattles me, challenges me, redefines me.” (-Carolyn)

ROGUE NATION : AMERICAN UNILATERALISM AND THE FAIL-

URE OF GOOD INTENTIONS by Clyde Prestowitz

This book is great, it points out exactly how and why the USA pisses off the world.

Written in the last year it is a timely account of the arrogance which is so

forthcoming from our political leaders. Prestowitz gives detailed accounts of

events like the Kyoto accord, where he shows clearly how this nation ignores the

worldwide community. Example after example are put forth and the author even

adds humorous anecdotes. Prestowitz writes from an interesting perspective, a

self-described conservative who feels that his country (USA) is not acting

according to its original democratic ideas. While I disagree with his beliefs about

the core values of the USA, I agree completely with his theory of modern America

being an unacknowledged empire, one that pushes its might and ideas anywhere

it feels the need. A good analysis of US foreign policy from a perspective you may
not be used to reading. (-Mike Straight)

OFF THE MAP - Crimethlnc.

This book is an amazing look at travel through the eyes of two young women.

you sure won 't be

able to put it down.

(AK Press) (-

Leigh)

LICKIN* THE

BEATERS -

LOW FAT

VEGAN
DESSERTS
by Siue Moffat,

Every year making

vegan desserts

gets easier and

better and I am so

glad for it This

soft-back cook-

bookwas inspired

by Soy, Not Oi! arid

Raggedy
Annarchy’s Guide

to Vegan Baking

and the Universe

cookzines. The

author honestly

takes vegan bak-

ing to an entirely

new level. Yes,

anything you want

you can make ve-

gan -pecan sticky

buns, fudge, pea-

nut butter cups, vegan rice crispy squares, halvah, lemon meringue pie to name a

few, and even the whip cream to top. In addition to writing an awesome cookbook

illustrated by the authors friends, Siue is someone you would want to support as

well. Be sure to check out the website to see other things she is working on at

(www.satanmacnuggit.com or write at 3584 John St. Vineland Ontario LOR 2E0

Canada) (distributed by www.dairyfreedesserts.com.) (-krissi)

FARGO ROCK CITY by Chuck Klosterman

Admittedly, I picked this one up from the library because of the cool Old English

font on the spine, plus it seemed like something I could relate to. like Chuck

Klosterman, I was also a teenage metalhead from a small town. I can remember

making biweekly trips to the mall in Lexington. KY to get the scoop on the latest

offerings from Bon Jovi, Motley Crue. Ratt, or whatever pop metal band was in

vogue at the time. There were times in reading this where I could have sworn that

I had written this book.

Chuck Klosterman was bom and raised in North Dakota-not exactly known for

being a terribly rocking part of the country but not outside the grasping arms of pop

culture, most notably MTV and Headbanger’s Ball The tone Klosterman uses in

writing Fargo Rock City is almost scholarly-the examinations of the popularity of

heavy metal music in the mid-to late 1980s is discussed almost as if Klosterman

was putting forth a thesis on the subject. But just when you think he’s going to start

beating you over the head with information, he changes tone and involves himself

and his childhood in the story and that's what made this book a good read for me
Obviously he’s picked a subject he knows a little about, but he never comes off like

he's trying to score “retro points." In Fargo Rock City, Klosterman is able to realize

both the attraction and the campiness of ‘80s metal without coming off like some

Jgggoiv^^fHyigrag^^^^^ok^l230AvenueoftheAmerica^ew

corporate pfice eitltejlnot going it, then don't pay
catalog, please

i; iindetthesu^ace@c:lerk.c^iit

Plastic Bucket
19951

but more often than not it was just a little more detail than I wanted, and I was left

asking myself “Why is she telling me all this?" as I was while I read this book. For

the majority of The Lisa Diaries, Lisa is actually married, and the goings-on therein

made me toss this book across my room a few times. Lisa and her husband Dave

are basically the two main characters in this story, living with an “open" relationship

but with weird hang-ups around every corner-kind of like the c ouple that everybody

knows that should just break up and be fucking done with it, but yet they still drag

the whole thing out and thereby annpy eveiyone unfortunate 'enough to be within

earshot.

Not to sound like a stick in the mud or anything,, but we live in a worid where

freakishness and strange situations get ratings and put asses in seats. Like a lot of

other things that purport to be so “extreme'' or “out there, "
I found I he Lisa Diaries

to be a little labored and excessively dramatic. If nothing else, it reminded me of the

company I keep, and why I avoid certain people (like the girl I alluded to in the last

paragraph). Sometimes all the drama and erratic behavioi are just lost on me. Lisa

Carver isn't a bad writer, it's just that knowing too much about anyone's sex life is

not my idea of a good read, or any sort of read at all. (Black Books'P.O. Box 1 776/

Guerneville, CA 95446- 1 776) (Doug)

SPEAK OF THE DEVIL? poetry by Francis Pospicil I got a big stack of

poetry stuff to review for Slug and Lettuce, but this was the only thing of that sort

that I felt would be of any interest to S&L's readers. As I've said before. Francis has

the whole Charles BukowskkRichard Brautigan thing down pat. He basically writes

in the very direct style- not an excessive amount of imagery, but making up for it in

the raw emotion department. I think Francis gets a lot of strength from the fact that

he can take on a lot of different subjects, from impending war (“Cold War Left

Overs ’, "Never' Never! Never Again ”), to relationships and even the almighty Black

Flag
(
Nothing Left Inside”). This brother's got a lot to say and is definitely at the

Stolen Sharpie Revolution is a
I; book about zines, culture, arts, and

t IMV

DIY mailorder l Over a thousand sines,
books, films, patches, stickers, buttons,
t-shirts, bike tube belts, plus custom

buttons and stickers I Paper catalog is $1
or browse everything on the website!

• POOR & FORGOTTEN DIY ZINE LAM.F featuring interviews, short stories, art,

reviews, a punk rock word search & more! Send SVstamps'trade for an issue to:

Matt Johnson/PO Box 59/Linwood MA 01 523 ... PS. If you responded to the last Poor

& Forgotten classified ad here & it got sent back, it’s cuz the PO Box was printed

wrong, it's PO Box fifty-nine, not 39. All apologies on the mistake.
• No. 1 3 ZINE is a new publication that focuses on the New England punk rock scene

of now & then. Issue features interviews, reviews, show listings, give away contests

& covers just about all the local happenings up here. Send $1 ortrade for the latest

issue to Spatt at: No. 13 Zine/PO Box 1299/Boston MA 02130

EGO RECORDS IS A SMALL LABEL & DISTRO. Lofi & DIY music and spoken word

plus lotsa music and personal zines. Send a stamp for a catalog. $1 ^-sampler. The

website is still under construction but check it out: egorecords cjb net write or email

for more info: Jolic Ego/ 728 N Union/ Union City, IN 47390-1134 /

jolie_ego@yahoo com
'• StreetFreaks.cjb.net The Street freaks have a 13 song demo out.. Write or emaif

for more info Matt Howard/ 612 /Wood St/ Ptqua OFi 45356 /

plexi stardust@yahoo.com

AIDAN S FIRE LABEL BENEFIT COMPILATION. Tape forStop Huntingdon Animal

Cruelty USA is out now. 60 minutes v/booklet $3 US/$5 Can & Mex/$6 world. Cash,

check, money order to Steve Schimelpfenic/Aidan's Fire Labe/1 701 Broadway St.

#W Vancouver WA 98663
•• THIS BIKE IS A PIPE BOMB/CARRIE NATIONS new split 7" 2 songs from each

band. $3 ppd to Shake Records/480 N Acoochee Ave/Athcns GA 30601 . Cash or

MO only to Kathryn Gasperer/ cP JorT 480 Nacoochee Ave/ Athens GA 30601

<www.plan-it-x.com>

CRIMETHINC BOOTLEG SERIES CDs: #1 Catharsis, Zegota, Gehenna - live'#?

Nausea & His Hero is Gone - live/#3 Nirvana - b-sides and rarities $2 + 2 stamps

eactV #4 Godspeed You Black Emperor live 2 CDs $3 + 3stamps/ #5Humamcide
- 2000-2002 (members of Catharsis, Face Down in Shit & Blacken the Skies) $1 +
2 stamps. Cnmethinc Urban Pirates'PO Box 21 3y Greensboro NC ?740?

DO YOU HAVE A PLACE TO PUT UP BANDS, TRAVELERS, OR anyone that needs

a place to stay while traveling. I'm taking submissions fora crash pad resource zine.

I’m accepting addresses for the continental 48 stales only. Sti/240 E. Kline Ave/

Lansford PA 18?3?/opiv1980@ptd.net
• 30 YR. OLD MALE looking for correspondence with others I enjoy helping out the

less fortunate, donating money to St Judes Children Hospital, Feed the Children &
Unicef. I listen to Warspite, A. Front, 0 Kennedy's, Grave, also oltier punk, MC, grind,

death metal bands Nice people only Peace! Jason FreemarY?148 Cedar Hill Rd/

Keithville LA 71047

SERIOUS ANARCHIST WILL WRITE other serious anarchists Am really interested

in deeds not words but the solidarity of spirit can bring friendship I am beyond your

expectations Wnte JJ SzuJczewski/SOI Troy Dr/Madison Wl 53704

LONELY AS HELL. I HAVE ALWAYS BEEN PUNK. I even sing lor a band in San

Diego called TNP Top Notch Punk. 33 yr. old I like bands like Misfits. Black Flag,

Subhumans, and Bad Religion. I'm looking tor a pen pal. Will answer all letters.

Anthony Mayes (J- 79535) F I 161 VP/ Chuck Awalla Valley State Pnsor/PO ?349/

Blythe CA 92226

WIZARD, WHO IS A POW OF SOCIETY AND MIA FROM NYC, is slowly going

insane. Looking to correspond with the outside world to share thoughts, opinions,

ideas, etc Write to Al bear'to V Sanabria O^ASSSG/Wallkill Corr. FacilityRte ?08

Box G'Wallkill NY 12589-0286

NEWLY FORMED ANARCHOHUMANIST CHURCH. Founder Mooreclasian Zero

(aka Jim Dewberry) wishes correspondence, input, and contributions from individu-

als interested in anarchy (non-marxist), libertarianism, humanism, objectivism,

pantheism and taoism Write (w/SASE) Jim Dewberry # P07693/ Wakulla/ 1 1

0

Melaleuca Dr/Crawfordville FL 32327-4963

WRITE ME: INTO: AYN RAND, U MILTON, V. Nabakov, Marquis de Sade, Anton

LaVey, Zerzan, black metal, grmdcore, hardcore, subversion, insurrection, nihilism,

etc Me Matt Borowsky #1 04265'ASPC-T/PO Box 24401/Tucson AZ 85734-4401

»tv& & Lttrvct
eox mstRiBtrrtour

PEOPS: Portraits & Stories of People by Fly Amazing
collection of Fly’s sketchbook of cool people. $20ppd

PORTRAITS OF ISRAELIS & PALESTINIANS: For Mv Parents
by Seth Tobocman $20ppd

THE BEST OF INTENTIONS: The AVOW Anthology by Keith

Rosson (collection of AVOW zine 1-16). ..$1 Oppd
TINY GIANTS by Nate Powell.. Anthology of Nate's comics from

his zine Walkie Talkie . $1 6ppd
OFF THE MAP ... travel tales of Europe from Kika & Hib.

Hitching, squatting and seeking. Book format is only $3ppd
DOUBLE PUCE by Aaron Cometbus... Book format of the

Double Duce issue (#42) + WDH stories from issues #32-
45. Cometbus stories are always awesome.. $7ppd

CONTROLLED FLIGHT INTO TERRAIN: STEALWORKS
ANTHOLOGY 3.0 by John Yates... Brand new one from
political collage artist with biting commentary of our times

and the Bush administration. $12ppd
THINGS ARE MEANINGLESS by Al Burian..new book of cynical

comics in the Burn Collector style... $8ppd
NOT FOR RENT: Conversations with Creative Artists in the UK



... ...iggsagjislowly and reluctantly turns to Buddhism at the advice of his father, a famous

spiritual dude. I know I might have just lost some people here, but the story only

gets better, as he travels around Asia and goes deeper into his spiritual practice.

For Noah, Buddhism and punk go hand in hand, as Buddhism is about personal

liberation and rejection of bullshit material society. The book never gets preachy.

It’s just a heartfelt memoir of this guy's life and he is the real deal. I gave this book

to a friend of mine, whose life kind of resembled Noah’s and he absolutely loved

it. I’ll end the review with his words: “Sometimes when he says something, it's

like it rips a thought or feeling from inside me that I wasn't ready to admit was

there, the book vivisects me sometimes and starts to show me parts of myself I

am only slowly discovering. It is more than an inspiration. Iam beyond words. 1 he

book is amazing, it rattles me, challenges me, redefines me.” (-Carolyn)

ROGUE NATION : AMERICAN UNILATERALISM AND THE FAIL-

URE OF GOOD INTENTIONS by Clyde Prestowitz

This book is greal, it points out exactly how and why the USA pisses off the world.

Written in the last year it is a timely account of the arrogance which is so

forthcoming from our political leaders. Prestowitz gives detailed accounts of

events like the Kyoto accord, where he shows clearly how this nation ignores the

worldwide community. Example after example are put forth and the author even

adds humorous anecdotes. Prestowitz writes from an interesting perspective, a

self-described conservative who feels that his country (USA) is not acting

according to its original democratic ideas. While I disagree with his beliefs about

the core values of the USA, I agree completely with his theory of modern America

being an unacknowledged empire, one that pushes its might and ideas anywhere

it feels the need. A good analysis of US foreign policy from a perspective you may

not be used to reading. (-Mike Straight)

OFF THE MAP - Crimethlnc.

This book is an amazing look at travel through the eyes of two young women.

you ( .ill m.iKr V. 1 • 7$Mr| 'W?
gan - pecan sticky —g.......^Wia
buns, fudge, pea-

nut butter cups, vegan rice crispy squares, halvah, lemon meringue pie to name a

few, and even the whip cream to top. In addition to writing an awesome cookbook

illustrated by the authors friends, Siue is someone you would want to support as

well. Be "sure to check out the website to see other things she is working on at

(www.satanmacnuggit.com or write at 3584 John St. Vineland Ontario LOR 2E0

Canada) (distributed by www.dairyfreedesserts.com.) (-krissi)

FARGO ROCK CITY by Chuck Klosterman

Admittedly, I picked this one up from the library because of the cool Old English

font on the spine, plus it seemed like something I could relate to. -Like Chuck

Kfosterman, I was also a teenage metalhead from a small town. I can remember

making biweekly trips to the mall in Lexington. KY to get the scoop on the latest

offerings from Bon Jovi, Motley Crue. Ratt, or whatever pop metal band was in

vogue at the time. There were times in reading this where I could have sworn that

I had written this book.

Chuck Klosterman was born and raised in North Dakota-not exactly known for

being a terribly rocking part of the country but not outside the grasping arms of pop

culture, most notably MTV and Headbanger's Ball The tone Klosterman uses in

writing Fargo Rock City is almost scholarly-the examinations of the popularity of

heavy metal music in the mid-to late 1980s is discussed almost as if Klosterman

was putting forth a thesis on the subject But just when you think he’s going to start

beating you over the head with information, he changes tone and involves himself

and his childhood in the story and that's what made this book a good read for me
Obviously he's picked a subject he knows a little about, but he never comes off like

he's trying to score “retro points. " In Fargo Rock City, Klosterman is able to realize

both the attraction and the campiness of ‘80s metal without coming off like some

hanger-on. I dug this quite a bit. (Scribner Bookyl 230 Avenue of the America^New

but more often than not it was just a little more detail than I wanted, and I was left

asking myself “Why is she telling me all this?” as I was while I read this book. For

the majority of The Lisa Diaries, Lisa is actually married, and the goings-on therein

made me toss this book across my room a few times. Lisa and her husband Dave

are basically the two main characters in this story, living with an “open" relationship

but with weird hang-ups around every corner-kind of like the couple that everybody

knows that should just break up and be flicking done with it, but yetthey still drag

the whole thing out and thereby annoy eveiyone unfortunate enough to be within

earshot.

Not to sound like a stick in thejnud or anything, but we live in a world where

freakishness and strange situations get ratings and put asses in seats. Like a lot of

other things that purport to be so “extreme" or “out there, "
I found I he Lisa Diaries

to be a little labored and excessively dramatic. If nothing else, it reminded me of the

company I keep, and why I avoid certain people (like the girl I alluded to in the last

paragraph). Sometimes all the drama and erratic behavioi are just lost on me Lisa

Carver isn't a bad writer, it's just that knowing too much about anyone’s sex life is

not my idea of a good read, or any sort of read at all. (Black Books'P.O. Box 1 776^

Guerneville, CA 95446- 1 776) (Doug)

SPEAK OF THE DEVIL: poetry bv Francis Pospicil I got a big stack of

poetry stuff to review for Slug and Lettuce, but this was the only thing of that sort

that I felt would be of any interest to S&L's readers. As I've said before. Francis has

the whole Charles Bukowsktftichard Brautigan thing down pat. He basically writes

in the very direct style- not an excessive amount of imagery, but making up for it in

the raw emotion department. I think Francis gets a lot of strength from the fact that

he can take on a lot of different subjects, from impending war (“Cold War Left

Overs", “Never 1 Never! Never Again”), to relationships and even the almighty Black

Flag (“Nothing Left Inside"). This brother's got a lot to say and is definitely at the
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1. your art

2. payment
(check, MO,
or cash)

3. your
address
and phone #

A DIT mailorder! Over a thousand sines,
books, films, patches , stickers, buttons,
t-shirts, bike tube belts, plus custom

buttons and stickers! Paper catalog is $1
or browse everything on the website!

Stolen Sharpie Revolution is a
book about zines, culture, arts, and
how-to guide for DIY
crafts $4 ppd

Urban Hermltt: The
Flow Chronicles book is a queer

hip-hop novel from a beat poet
“figuring it all out." $9

Things are Meaning Less
is.a new anthology book by
Al Burian (Bum Collector,

Milemarker) compiling comics
published in the mid-late

90s $8ppd.

PO Box 14332 Portland. OR 97293
503-286-1038

joe@microcosmpublishing com
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DO YOU HAVE A PLACE TO PUT UP BANDS, TRAVELERS. OR anyone that needs

a place fo stay while traveling I'm taking submissions fora crash pad resource 7ine.

I’m accepting addresses for Ihe continental 48 states only. Sti/240 1 Kliitc /We/

Lansford PA 18?3?/opiv1980@ptd.net

- 30 YR. OLD MALE looking for correspondence with others I enjoy helping out the

less fortunate, donating money to St Judes Children Hospital, Feed the Children &

Unicef . I listen to Warspite, A. Front, 0 Kennedy's, Grave, also otlior punk, MC, grind,

death metal hands. Nice people only Peace! Jason Freemarv7148 Cedar Hill Rd/

KeithVille LA 71047

-SERIOUS ANARCHIST WILL WRITE other serious anarchists Am really interested

in deeds not words but the solidarity of spirit can bring friendship. I am beyond your

expectations Wnte JJ SzuJczewsk/SOI Troy Dr/Madison Wl 53704

LONELY AS HELL. I HAVE ALWAYS BEEN PUNK. I even sing for a band in San

Diego called TNP - Top Notch Punk. 33 yr old I like bands like Misfits. Black Flag.

Subhumans, and Bad Religion. I'm looking for a pen pal Will answer all letters.

Anthony Mayes (J-79535) F-1 -161 VP/Chuck Awalla Valley State Pnsor/PO 7349'

Blythe CA 92226

WIZARD, WHO IS A POW OF SOCIETY AND MIA FROM NYC. IS slowly going

insane. Looking lo correspond with the outside world to share thoughts, opinions,

ideas, etc Write to Al'bear'to V. Sanabria QPASSSe/Wallkill Corr. FacilityRte 208

Box Gy Wallkill NY 1 2589-0286

NEWLY FORMED ANARCHOHUMANIST CHURCH. Founder Mooreclasian Zero

(aka Jim Dewberry) wishes correspondence, input, and contributions from individu-

als interested in anarchy (non-marxist), libertarianism, humanism, objectivism,

pantheism and taoism Write (v/SASE) Jim Dewberry #P0769y Wakulla' 110

Melaleuca Dr/Crawfordville FL 32327-4963
•• WRITE ME: INTO: AYN RAND. U. MILTON, V Nabakov, Marquis de Sade. Anton

LaVey, Zerzan, black metal, grindcore, hardcore, subversion, insurrection, nihilism,

etc. Me: Matt Borowsky # 1 0426yASPC-T/PO Box 24401/Tucson AZ 85734-4401
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PEOPS: Portraits & Stories of People by Fly .. Amazing
collection of Fly’s sketchbook of cool people ...$20ppd

PORTRAITS OF ISRAELIS & PALESTINIANS: For Mv Parents

by Seth Tobocman...$20ppd

THE BEST OF INTENTIONS: The AVOW Anthology by Keith

Rosson (collection of AVOW zine 1-16). ,.$10ppd

TINY GIANTS by Nate Powell.. Anthology of Nate’s comics from

his zine Walkie Talkie. ,.$16ppd

OFF THE MAP ... travel tales of Europe from Kika & Hib.

Hitching, squatting and seeking. Book format is only $3ppd
DOUBLE PUCE by Aaron Cometbus... Book format of the

Double Duce issue (#42) + WDH stories from issues #32-
45. Cometbus stories are always awesome.. $7ppd

CONTROLLED FLIGHT INTO TERRAIN: STEALWORKS
ANTHOLOGY 3.0 by John Yates... Brand new one from

political collage artist with biting commentary of our times

and the Bush administration. $12ppd
THINGS ARE MEANINGLESS by Al Burian. new book of cynical

comics in the Burn Collector style. . $8ppd
NOT FOR RENT: Conversations with Creative Artists in the UK

.. a classic from the 90s, essential for punks & activists,

documenting eco-actions, squats, community centers, arts

collectives & more...$13ppd

ADDICTED TO WAR: Why the US Can’t Kick Militarim An

excellent illustrated “for beginners" type book which will give

you a history of the US and War with an easy to grasp

context of history. Really good. $8ppd
THE FLOW CHRONICLES by The Urban Hermitt If you like the

zine (The Urban Hermitt), then read the book. $9ppd
YOURS FOR THE REVOLUTION by Carissa Van Den Berk Clark

.

Story of anarchist punk kids in the near future. ,.$9ppd

MEDIA READER #5 photo documentary issue featuring work

from Michael Rhoades of East Timor, Mexico city, IMF,

World Bank and anti-war protests. Book format. $6ppd
ANARCHISM & OTHER ESSAYS bv Emma Goldman... An

affordable collection of her essays. $1 1 ppd

PLUS LOTS OF GREAT ZINES. INCLUDING SOME FREE ONES WORDERS.

Send a $fi>$t for a complete lift! $StL • VO
3ox 26632 • Richmond V£ 23261-6632
or email - chri*lxlu0<5*hotmail.com
All payment should be cash or payable to Chris Boarts Larson

All prices are postage paid in the VS only. Overseas - write/emailfor prices.
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Blinking Red Lights and the Souls of Our Friends

I. Like clockwork or maybe something more divine, the leaves just started

cascading down from the sky on the equinox, carpeting the ground in a layer

of burnt orange, blood red, and mustard yellow. There’s a chill in the air and

word in the Hudson Valley says the first ground frost is coming any day now.

The last apples, corn, and pumpkins are mostly harvested and the fields are

being put to bed until next year. It’s the end of the growing season for all the

plants that aren’t frost hearty. We’ll wake up one morning soon and the

vegetables and herbs we lovingly grew from seed in ihe spring will be frozen

and dead. Just like that. You can feel it in the air: the end is near.

But with the end always comes a new beginning. Last week we cut half a

dozen heirloom Striped German tomatoes in half, horizontally down the middle,

their thick, juicy sweet flesh a marbleized swirl of reds and yellows. You won’t

find tomatoes like these in big supermarkets anywhere, but people all over the

world have been quietly saving and trading their seeds for generations through

family and friends. The fruits we chose were thejargest ones off the most

productive and healthy plants. We squeezed the seeds into a glass jar, their

gelatinous coats settling into a thick layer of juicy pulp an inch deep. We let the

jar sit forthree days until it was smelly and moldy, filled it up halfway with water,

stirred the whole mess and poured off the rotting gel and pulp along with the

infertile empty seeds which floated to the top. We continued to pour the

remainder of the murky water through a metal strainer until we were left with

just the glistening seeds, and then spread them on a plate to sit for a few days

in an airy place out of the sun. When the seeds were dry enough to snap instead

of bend, we put them in labeled packs, and stored them in the freezer to wait

for next spring, for another chance at rebirth and life.

II.

I don’t even really know how to find the language that makes sense for

talking about this because it's still so fresh and painful, but my friend Donny just

dropped dead completely without warning last week at the age of 32. The

doctors say he had a rare, undiagnosed condition that left him with an enlarged

heart. Which in some ways is fitting because he ya$ §uch a sweet man who
*

had so much love for the world and the people around him. But his deMh is one *

of the most horrible and confusing things that's ever happened' in my
community of friends and we’re all still in shock and trying to make sense of

it. It feels so unfair and wrong and somehow meaningless. Donny seemed

perfectly healthy and was the proud father of three beautiful children. He always

had a big smile and kind word for those of us who crossed his path. There are

a lot of grieving people walking around right now, feeling the huge loss fn their

lives that his death has created. „

Donny and his partner Lisa lived with their kids ori the Lower East Side of

New York City at 7th Street Squat, one of the places that has felt like a second

home to me since I was a teenager. A building full of rebels and artists and

activists, the residents of 209 E. 7th are a group of people who have managed

to carve a life for themselves in a city that has become less and less hospitable

over the years to dissidents and radicals and anyone not willing to drink from

the poisoned waters of the mainstream The physical building itself is one of

many old six story tenement walkups in the neighborhood that was a burnt out

neglected and uninhabitable shell when the original homesteaders moved in

more than two decades ago So much has changed on the block, in the city,

and in the world since those days, but all these years later and against the odds,

7th Street’s proud walls are filled with families who have beautiful children that

go to the local public school together and play- down the street in Tompkins

Square Park. The building is a solid rock in.thec.pmmunity and the epitome of

everything I love about my hometown in all its diversity and fighting spirit

Eight years ago when I stayed at 7th Street with my friend Fly, we would

sneak into the abandoned synagogue next door to scavenge bricks forpatching

up the holes in her walls The windows of Fly s space were framed by cut up

2x10 pieces of stolen blue and white police barricades The electricity and

water were pirated from the city People kept their windows shaded and the

front door was always locked But it still felt so warm and welcome inside That

Fall there was a constantly flurry of activity in the building as a group of

dedicated people banded together to get one of the spaces upstairs ready for

the birth of Felix, Stefane and Arrow's baby girl. In those days Donny and Lisa

lived down the street at Bullet Space, one of the other squats in the neighbor-

old squatted buildings quietly sat among the newly built cheap condos as every

morning the sound of piledrivers digging foundations for more condos shook the

whole neighborhood. Community gardens and underground art spaces quietly

kept their gates and doors open as more and more cafes and bars and restaurants

full of hip dotcomers made their way down the alphabet streets. A pirate radio

station broadcasting radical news and shows full of underground hip-hop and

punk rock existed a few blocks away from the building site of the enormous new

police station. Those were strange days for sure.

But the roots of the squatter community go way deeper into the history of the

neighborhood and the intersection of so many incredible lives and stories. The

intense friendships and alliances forged amidst battles with the city — at the

community board meetings, at eviction watch meetings, in the courts, and

mostly in the streets, brought together an incredible group of people. The

Tompkins Square riots of the late ‘80 s were the most visible manifestation to the

outside world of the battle that went on for living space in the Lower East Side,

but over the years and outside of the larger public eye, dozens of buildings were

evicted violently and dramatically, leaving hundreds of people angry and out on

the streets. It’s a battle which changed the course of a lot of peoples' lives, myself

included, and it's just been within the past two years that the city finally struck

a quiet deal with the last remaining inhabitants of the squats. After all the fighting

in the courts and on -the streets, 209 E 7th, along with about a dozen other

buildings, finally became legit in the eyes

happening I thought to myself : "If it exists, this is how I imagine the afterlife - a

million wandering souls floating in and around and through each other, strangers

' and friends, crossing paths over and over forever. " In different shapes and forms

what we are doing has been happeningforalong time, maybe since the beginning

of time, and will continue to happen for a long time to come

IV.

When you see a red flashing light at the end of a freight train sitting in a yard,

you know that train is soon going to be taking off for somewhere else.D When

you’re trying to get out of town in the middle of the night, sneaking through a

trainyard with a pack on your back, that flashing red light is the sweetest sight

there is to see. People who ride the rails call those blinking red lights “freddies”

which is an anthropomorphic slang-play on the acronym “FRED (Flashing Rear

End Device)." Back at the end of the Summer, a crew of trainhopping old time-

playing musicians calling themselves the Blinkin' Freddies blew through New

York City and played a free show in the middle of Tompkins Square Park. They

had ridden freight trains together all the way across the country from Portland,

Oregon with their fiddles and banjos and guitars. They communicated their

whereabouts across the country through a free 800 voicemail line, stopping

along the way to play shows, busk on the streets, and hang out with their friends.

I was one of their friends. I’d known most of that crew for years and was

proud to see, as I had suspected and hoped, that many of us are actually just

getting cooler as we get older. Which is a good thing, cause time sure ain’t

moving backwards. When I hang out with certain crews of my friends I feel very

much like I’m part of a secret culture of freedom and hope and adventure. And

of the city.

Amidst this whole backdrop, Lisa and

Donny were solid members of the com-

munity, survivors who had stuck it out

without ever really knowing what would

be the outcome of their home and the

hoqies of their friends. They moved into

209 East 7th after the birth 6f their Son

Benjamin, Donny went to school to study

cornputer programming so he could make

as much money as he could to support

the family, and they built their little nest.

As many others retreated over the bridge

into Brooklyn or up north into the Bronx,

they were some of those who stood their

ground in the quiet battle with the city

They had proudly created a life worth

fighting for — for themselves and their

children. And while they could have easily

chosen a much easier path, their high

ideals and vision allowed them to see the

larger importance of living a radical life,

cltaHenging the system (hat their kids

would, eventually nave to Jake on them-

selves. •

"
'

The Critical Mass rides in. New Yifrk

C ity happen the last Friday of every month

We all meet at Union Square with our

bicycles and at around 7pm everyone

pours out into traffic and takes over the

entire four lane street, sidewalk to side-

walk. It’s such a glorious sight. The

Masses have been getting progressively

bigger every month, there were probably a thousand of us at the last ride when

we took over the upper level of the Manhattan Bridge and were finally dispersed

by the Brooklyn police as we stopped to have a party by the river. Critical Mass

is a protest of car culture, part of a larger alternative transportation movement

pushing for more bike lanes and better traffic laws in the city. There are Critical

Mass rides that happen all over the world But at its heart, the Mass is really a

celebration. It’s a celebration of community and autonomy from the all the oil

companies and corporate monsters who try to stranglehold our lives. It’s a

celebration of the simple beauty and freedom of riding a bicycle. It's also where

so many of us come to see our friends and feel the power of numbers - the power

of The Mass
’

Weaving around each other, feeling the joyful unity amongst the strangers

and familiar faces, Critical MasS is really a big roving street party thaf takes the

city by storm every month. We ride a different route every time, but at some point

we always end up blocking traffic in Time Square, the center of Manhattan,

amidst all its corporate Disneyland8lade Runner-like madness. Holding our

bicycles over our heads and screaming at the crazy tourist techno-nightmare that

42nd street has become, it's like we re carving a space for the real people of the

city, so that the tourists see that New York has become more than just a huge

digital billboard advertising the end of the world.

There was a moment at the Mass a couple weeks ago when we all rode

I have so much respect for my
people who aren't afraid to fol-

low their dreams and live loud

the vibrant poetry of the uni-

verse in their day to day lives. I

feel happily bound to a lot of

these people for as long as we’re

all around and I'll shout it forthe

world to hear. A bunch of us

even all have the same little

tattoo on our wrists: two inter-

connected circles, an old hobo

sign that means "nevergive up.

"

I look down at my wrist all the

time when I’m starting to for-

get.DCD

The night the Blinkin' Freddies

played in the park there were

about 50 dirty punk kids doing

some beautiful and ridiculous

mix of country dancing and

slamdancing. There was some-

thing so pure and raw about the

whole 'thing, all- acoustic and

loud, it felt like we were waking

iip the rebel ghosts of the city

wfth oUr joy and fire and song. I

was one of few people in the

young crowd that night who had

been around to rememberwhen

Tompkins Square had been the

last park in the city not to have a

curfew and I carry that history

with me wherever I go. To this

straight through the tunnel under Grand Central Terminal, a surreal visual

rornnhnnu nff.fimo n

day when I’m standing at the Entrance to the park on St. Marks and

Avenue A, I see the fancy restaurants and boutiques and people, but super-

imposed over it all I still see a huge bonfire in the middle of the intersection and

hundreds of people reclaiming the streets from a retreating army of police in riot

gear. Then I blink and it’s gone.

The cops kicked the whole dancing dirty lot of us out of the park that night

the Blinkin' Freddie^ came through town, but we just paraded down to the East

River and danced’some more to their old time rebfel music'. I could feel so many

layers of history all around me on that walk down to the river, stories like coats

of peeling paint on the old tenement buildings falling bn the bloodstained streets,

okf traditions l

r
rr> a part of that connect my friends ‘to something a lot more

powerful than our own individual lives. On the way to the fiver I proudlypointed

out 7th Street Squat to a couple of my younger friends “Some of the most

amazing people I know live behind those walls. They're the reason we re still

walking down this street.”

V

Back in the springtime, me and some of those youngerfriends I danced with

planted a garden at what was to become Jane Doe, the new anarcha-feminist

infoshop in Brooklyn. Last Saturday I went back to Jane Doe for the first time

since the May and found a forest of collards and kale growing in the backyard

Most of them were from seedlings I grew and transplanted up at the farm in the

Valley and now they were huge healthy plants thriving in the middle of the oity.

It made me really happy This is about the time of year that collards and kale start

We sat shiva for Donny at the Squat. There were warm rooms packed full

of good people and good food. There were little kids running around every-

where. Even a couple big kids and teenagers. It was a forest of people; the kids

were like the understory and midstory. We were the trees. There were lots of

old familiar characters from my life. We all had more lines in our faces, more

stories on our skin and tongues. Lots of long embraces and tears. On Saturday

night we sat in a room on the floor and each took turns telling stories and

grieving, sharing our memories and holding each other up together.

While we sat as a group I kept thinking about all the work that's gone into

keeping the building alive all these years, from the battles with the city in the

courts and the streets, to the years of sweat and blood equity; all the sheetrock

carried up five flights of stairs and everv last scavenged brick. I started thinking

about how we become like the spaces we inhabit, how we grow together in

complexity and beauty. Then I started thinking about how when someone as

amazing as Donny dies it’s like they become the mortar that holds the walls

of the community together. Like we’re the bricks, all us people who are left

standing. When someone as amazing as Donny dies, they become the spiritual

glue that bonds us together for life, until it becomes our own turn, one by one,

to silently play that role.

VII

It’s Monday night and a group of us are sitting outside the building smoking

and drinking and telling stories. There are flickering red, yellow, and green

candles on the sidewalk lighting a memorial shrine to our lost friend. His

haunting photo compels passersby, strangers and neighbors alike, to stop and

pay their respects. Lisa's at the center of our crew. Everyone knows this is

hardest for Lisa. We all know it’s getting cold out, that winter is coming, that

the easy part of a tragedy is at the beginning when everyone gathers in mass

to give support. The struggle is always in the long haul: raising the kids, paying

the bills, finding the vision to always move forward when times get hard. We
all know that Lisa and Donny had dreams of one day building a house on a

piece of land up in Vermont and spending the rest of their lives together. We
all know that the weight of lost dreams and responsibility that’s just been

placed on her shoulders would crush many people with a weaker spirit. We
also all know that if there’s anyone who can handle the weight it’s our friend

Lisa. She is as strong willed and tough as they come. And when all is said and

done, there’s a whole pack of us that’s going to stand by her and grow old with

her together. I close my eyes, listening to the sound of my friends’ voices in

the quiet late night street, and just for a second I see blinking red bicycle lights.

I’m momentarily overcome with a sense of calm and a feeling that I’m part of

something much bigger than myself that I don't really understand. And

somehow I know it's going to be alright. We’re so lucky to have each other

Lisa smiles her beautiful smile by the light of the candles as she holds her

sleeping two year old daughter Leila in her strong arms. “See how Leila looks

just like herfather? Same nose. Same lips. Same eyes. It feels sometimes like

I’m holding Donny in my arms. Some people would look at my life right now
and feel like giving up, feel like this is the end. But I look at the face of my child

and know that in so many ways this is just the beginning. This is just the

beginning."

— Sascha Scattei/PO Box 1 ^Spring Glen, NY 12525

scatter@theicarusproject.net /www.theicarusproject.net

Along the periphery of the Great Basin, high in mountains named after long

forgotten indians like Wallowa, Umatilla and Ochoco, the Ponderosa Pines

grow thick and stout like 200' tall pumpkins. Th§ Doug Firs, thinner and more

wiry than their Westside cousins, flex their muscles against the strain df

oppressive snowloads and root wrenching gusts of wind. Higher up, the

tenacious five needle pines, the Western White and White Bark, grow slow and

steady, sometimes growing from a sprout to a tree 40’ tall and 6" in diameter

in just under 500 years. The understory of huckleberry, sage and mountain

mahogany lay in the duff stoic and warped like some ancient sadhus on their

path to metaphysical enlightenment. But amongst them all, there is a

consistent joke and target for bad humor; the Western Larch.

The Western Larch is a tall, gangly tree that looks like it was drawn on

some little kid’s notebook They rise out of the ashy soil and shoot straight into

the air with no discernible taper (meaning they’re the same diameter at breast



But with the end always comes a new beginning. Last week we cut half a

dozen heirloom Striped German tomatoes in half, horizontally down the middle,

their thick, juicy sweet flesh a marbleized swirl of reds and yellows. You won't

find tomatoes like these in big supermarkets anywhere, but people all over the

world have been quietly saving and trading their seeds forgeneratioristhrough

family and friends. The fruits we chose were thejargest -ones off the most

productive and healthy plants. We squeezed the seeds into a glass jar, their

gelatinous coats settling into a thick layer of juicy pulp an inch deep. We'letttie

jar sit forthree days until it was smelly and moldy, filled it up halfway with water,

stirred the whole mess and poured off the rotting gel and pulp along with the

infertile empty seeds which floated to the top. We continued to pour the

remainder of the murky water through a metal strainer until we were left with

just the glistening seeds, and then spread them on a plate to sit for a few days

in an airy place out of the sun. When the seeds were dry enough to snap instead

of bend, we put them in labeled packs, and stored them in the freezer to wait

for next spring, for another chance at rebirth and life.

II.

I don't even really know how to find the language that makes sense for

talking about this because it’s still so fresh and painful, but my friend Donny just

dropped dead completely without warning last week at the age of 32. The

doctors say he had a rare, undiagnosed coTndition that feft him with an enlarged

heart. Which in some ways is fitting because he \yas .such a sweet man who
had so much love for the world and the people around him. But his «ieMh is one *

of the most horrible and confusing things that’s ever happened' in my
community of friends and we’re all still in shock and trying to make sense of

it. It feels so unfair and wrong and somehow meaningless. Donny seemed

perfectly healthy and was the proud father of three beautiful children. He always

had a big smile and kind word for those of us who crossed his path. There are

a lot of grieving people walking around right now, feeling the huge loss in their

lives that his death has created.

Donny and his partner Lisa lived with their kids on the Lower East Side of

New York City at 7th Street Squat, one of the places that has felt.fike a second

home to me since I was a teenager. A building full of rebels and artists and

activists, the residents of 209 E. 7th are a group of people who have managed

to carve a life for themselves in a city that has become less and less hospitable

over the years to dissidents and radicals and anyone not willing to drink from

the poisoned waters of the mainstream. The physical building itself is one of

many old six story tenement walkups in the neighborhood that was a burnt out

neglected and uninhabitable shell when the original homesteaders moved in

more than two decades ago So much has changed on the block, in the city,

and in the world since those days, but all these years later and against the odds,

7th Street's proud walls are filled with families who have beautiful children that

go to the local public school together and play down the street in Tompkins

Square Park. The building is a solid rock in.the.c.pmmunity and the epitome of

everything I love about my hometown in. all its diversity and fighting spirit

Eight years ago when I stayed at 7th Street with my friend Fly, we would

sneak into the abandoned synagogue next door to scavenge bricks for patching

up the holes in her walls. The windows of Fly's space were framed by cut up

2x10 pieces of stolen blue and white police barricades The electricity and

water were pirated from the city People kept their windows shaded and the

front door was always locked But it still felt so warm and welcome inside That

Fall there was a constantly flurry of activity in the building as a group of

dedicated people banded together to get one of the spaces upstairs ready for

the birth of Felix, Stefane and Arrow’s baby girl. In those days Donny and Lisa

lived down the street at Bullet Space, one of the other squats in the neighbor-

hood that was part of the scene.

At that time it felt like the squatter subculture on the Lower East Side

coexisted as some mysterious shadowlike parallel universe amidst the rising

tide of real estate which eventually ended up flooding everything and sending

a diaspora of my friends all over the city to the outerboroughs. DA couple dozen

Amiosr mis wnoic oackarop, usa ano

Donny were solid members of the com-

munity, survivors who. had stuck it out

without ever really knowing what would

be the outcome of their home and the

homes.of their friends. They moved into

209 East 7th after the birth Of their Son

Benjamin, Donny went to school to study

computer programming so he could make

as much money as he could to support

the family, and they built their little nest.

As many others retreated over the bridge

into Brooklyn or up north into the Bronx,

they were some of those who stood their

ground in the quiet battle with the city.

They had proudly created a life worth

fighting for — for themselves and their

children. And while they could have easily

chosen a much easier path, their high

ideals and vision allowed them to see the

larger importance of living a radical life,

' challenging the system that their kids

would, eventually have to Jake on them-
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The Critical Mass rides in. New York

City happenthe lastFriday of fevery month

We all meet at Union Square with our

bicycles and at around 7pm everyone

pours out into traffic and takes over the

entire four lane street, sidewalk to side-

walk. It’s such a glorious sight. The

Masses have been getting progressively

bigger every month, there were probably a thousand of us at the last ride when

we took over the upper level of the Manhattan Bridge and were finally dispersed

by the Brooklyn police as we stopped to have a party by the river. Critical Mass

is a protest of car culture, part of a larger alternative transportation movement

pushing for more bike lanes and better traffic laws'ln the city. There are Critical

Mass rides that happen all over the world. But at its heart, the Mass is really a

celebration. It’s a celebration of community and autonomy from the all the oil

companies and corporate monsters who try to stranglehold our lives. It’s a

celebration of the simple beauty and freedom of riding a bicycle. It's also where

so many of us come to see our friends and feel the power of numbers - the power

of The Mass
v

Weaving around each other, feeling the joyful unity amongst the strangers

and familiar fades, Critical MasS is really a big roving street party that takes the

city by storm every month. We ride a different route every time, but at some point

we always end up blocking traffic in Time Square, the center of Manhattan,

amidst all its corporate DisneylanrkBlade Runner-like madness. Holding our

bicycles over our heads and screaming at the crazy tourist techno-nightmare that

42nd street has become, it's like we re carving a space for the real people of the

city, so that the tourists see that New York has become more than just a huge

digital billboard advertising the end of the world.

There was a moment at the Mass a couple weeks ago when we all rode

straight through the tunnel under Grand Central Terminal, a surreal visual

cacophony of off-time red blinking lights, and then emerged and took over Park

Avenue in a flurry of hoots and howls I suddenly felt like I knew all of these people

I was riding with, friends of friends of friends, through however many degrees of

separation. And it felt incredibly peaceful, the sense of momentarily losing

individuality among a friendly mass in a sea of blinking red lights. While it was

low mcir oreams and live loud

the vibrant poetry of the uni-

verse in their day to day lives. I

feel happily bound to a lot of

these people for as long as we’re

all around and I’ II shout it for the

world to hear. A bunch of us

even all have the same little

tattoo on our wrists: two inter-

connected circles, an old hobo

sign that means “nevergiveup.”

I look down at my wrist all the

time when I’m starting to for-

get.DGD

The night the Blinkin’ Freddies

played in the park there were

about 50 dirty punk kids doing

some beautiful and ridiculous

mix of country dancing and

slamdancing. There was some-

thing so pure and raw about the

whole 'thing, all* acoustic and

loud, it felt like we were waking

up the rebel ghosts of the city

with oOr joy and fire and song. I

was one of few people in the

young crowd that nightwho had

been around to rememberwhen

Tompkins Square had been the

last park in the city not to have a

curfew and I carry that history

with me wherever I go. To this

day when I’m standing at the Entrance to the park on St. Marks and

Avenue A, I see the fancy restaurants and boutiques and people, but super-

imposed over it all I still see a huge bonfire in the middle of the intersection and

hundreds of people reclaiming the streets from a retreating army of police in riot

gear. Then I blink and it’s gone.

The cops kicked the whole dancing dirty lot of us out of the park that night

the Blinkin’ Freddies came through town, but we just paraded down to the East

River and danced'some more to their old time rebfel music. I could feel so many

layers of history all around me on that walk down to the over, stories like coats

of peeling paint on the old tenement buildings falling bn the bloodstained streets,

old traditions-Urr a part of that connect my friends 'to something a lot more

powerful than our own individual lives. On the way to the river I proudlypointed

out 7th Street Squat to a couple of my younger friends. "Some of the most

amazing people I know live behind those wallS. They're the reason ’we're still

walking down this street."

V

Back in the springtime, me and some of those youngerfriends I danced with

planted a garden at what was to become Jane Doe, the new anarcha-feminist

infoshop in Brooklyn. Last Saturday I went back to Jane Doe for the first time

since the May and found a forest of collards and kale growing in the backyard

Most of them were from seedlings I grew and transplanted up at the farm in the

Valley and now they were huge healthy plants thriving in the middle of the city.

It made me really happy This is about the time of year that collards and kale start

to taste good because the cold weather stimulates the carbohydrates in their

leaves to turn into sugars and they suddenly become sweet These are the little

things that give me hope I harvested a big green and purple bunch and brought

them to Lisa back at 7th Street.

CM

the easy pari of a tragedy Is at the beginning when everyone gathers In mass

to give support. The struggle is always in the long haul: raising the kids, paying

the bills, finding the vision to always move forward when times get hard. We
all know that Lisa and Donny had dreams of one day building a house on a

piece of land up in Vermont and spending the rest of their lives together. We
all know that the weight of lost dreams and responsibility that’s just been

placed on her shoulders would crush many people with a weaker spirit. We
also all know that if there’s anyone who can handle the weight it’s our friend

Lisa. She is as strong willed and tough as they come. And when all is said and

done, there's a whole pack of us that’s going to stand by her and grow old with

her together. I close my eyes, listening to the sound of my friends’ voices in

the quiet late night street, and just for a second I see blinking red bicycle lights.

I’m momentarily overcome with a sense of calm and a feeling that I’m part of

something much bigger than myself that I don't really understand. And

somehow I know it’s going to be alright. We’re so lucky to have each other.

Lisa smiles her beautiful smile by the light of the candles as she holds her

sleeping two year old daughter Leila in her strong arms. “See how Leila looks

just like her father? Same nose. Same lips. Same eyes. It feels sometimes like

I’m holding Donny in my arms. Some people would look at my life right now
and feel like giving up, feel like this is the end. But I look at the face of my child

and know that in so many ways this is just the beginning. This is just the

beginning.”

— Sascha Scattei/PO Box 1 ^Spring Glen, NY 12525

scatter@theicarusproject.net /www.theicarusproject.net

Along the periphery of the Great Basin, high in mountains named after long

forgotten indians like Wallowa, Umatilla and Ochoco, the Ponderosa Pines

grow thick and stout like 200' tall pumpkins. The Doug Firs, thinner and more

wiry than their Westside cousins, flex their muscles against the strain qf

oppressive snowloads and root wrenching gusts of wind. Higher up, the

tenacious five needle pines, the Western White and White Bark, grow slow and

steady, sometimes growing from a sprout to a tree 40' tall and 6" in diameter

in just under 500 years. The understory of huckleberry, sage and mountain

mahogany lay in the duff stoic and warped like some ancient sadhus on their

path to metaphysical enlightenment. But amongst them all, there is a

consistent joke and target for bad humor; the Western Larch.

The Western Larch is a tall, gangly tree that looks like it was drawn on

some little kid ’ s notebook They rise out of the ashy soil and shoot straight into

the air with no discernible taper (meaning they’re the same diameter at breast

height as they are at 100
)
before erupting into a shaggy crown of awkward

branches that Dr. Suess wouldn’t have dared attempt on paper, much less in

#
such fragile ecosystems Their needles are arranged like miniature crowns

and cones look like shaggy grapes. The tree is renowned for its ability to sprout

wolfy mistletoe clumps and the fact that even its largest branches are prone
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to carve a life for themselves in a city that has become less and less hospitable

over the years to dissidents and radicals and anyone not willing to drink from

the poisoned waters of the mainstream The physical building itself is one of

many old six story tenement walkups in the neighborhood that was a burnt out

neglected and uninhabitable shell when the original homesteaders moved in

more than two decades ago So much has changed on the block, in the city,

and in the world since those days, but all these years later and against the odds

7th Street's proud walls are filled with families who have beautiful children that

go to the local public school together and play down the street in Tompkins

Square Park. The building is a solid rock in.the,community and the epitome of

everything I love about my hometown inall its diversity and fighting spirit

Eight years ago when I stayed at 7th Street with my friend Fly, we would

sneak into the abandoned synagogue next door to scavenge bricks for patching

up the holes in her walls The windows of Fly’s space were framed by cut up

2x10 pieces of stolen blue and white police barricades The electricity and

water were pirated from the city People kept their windows shaded and the

front door was always locked But it still felt so warm and welcome inside That

Fall there was a constantly flurry of activity in the building as a group of

dedicated people banded together to get one of the spaces upstairs ready for

the birth of Felix, Stefane and Arrow's baby girl, In those days Donny and Lisa

lived down the street at Bullet Space, one of the other squats in the neighbor-

hood that was part of the scene

At that time it felt like the squatter subculture on the Lower East Side

coexisted as some mysterious shadowlike parallel universe amidst the rising

tide of real estate which eventually ended up flooding everything and sending

a diaspora of my friends all over the city to the outer boroughs, DA couple dozen

we took over the upper level of the Manhattan Bridge and were finally dispersed

by the Brooklyn police as we stopped to have a party by the river. Critical Mass
is a protest of car culture, part of a larger alternative transportation movement
pushing for more bike lanes and better traffic laws in the city. There are Critical

Mass Tides that happen all over the world. But at its heart, the Mass is really a

celebration. It’s a celebration of community and autonomy from the all the oil

companies and corporate monsters who try to stranglehold our lives. It’s a

celebration of the simple beauty and freedom of riding a bicycle. It’s also where

so many of us come to see our friends and feel the power of numbers - the power
of The Mass

'

Weaving around each other, feeling the joyful unity amongst the strangers

and familiar fades, Critical Mas$ is really a big roving street party that takes the

city by storm every month. We ride a different route every time, but at some point

we always end up blocking traffic in Time Square, the center of Manhattan,

amidst all its corporate DisneylanP^lade Runner-like madness. Holding our

bicycles over our heads and screaming at the crazy tourist techno-nightmare that

42nd street has become, it’s like we re carving a space for the real people of the

city, so that the tourists see that New York has become more than just a huge

digital billboard advertising the end of the world.

There was a moment at the Mass a couple weeks ago when we all rode

straight through the tunnel under Grand Central Terminal, a surreal visual

cacophony of off-time red blinking lights, and then emerged and took over Park

Avenue in a flurry of hoots and howls I suddenly felt like I knew all of these people

I was riding with, friends of friends of friends, through however many degrees of

separation. And it felt incredibly peaceful, the sense of momentarily losing

individuality among a friendly mass in a sea of blinking red lights. While it was

imposed over it all I still see a huge bonfire in the middle of the intersection and

hundreds of people reclaiming the streets from a retreating army of police in riot

gear. Then I blink and it’s gone.

The cops kicked the whole dancing dirty lot of us out of the park that night

the Blinkin' Freddies came through town, but we just paraded down to the East

River anddanced'some more to their old time rebfel music'. I could feel so many
layers of histdry all around me on that walk down to the river, stories like coats

of peeling paint on the old tenement buildings falling on the bloodstained streets,

old' traditions-fm- a part of that connect my friends to something a lot more
powerful than our own individual lives. On the way to the river I proudfypointed

out 7th Street Squat to a couple of my younger friends. "Some of the most
amazing people I know live behind those walls. They're the reason we’re still

walking down this street.”

V

Back in the springtime, me and some of those youngerfriends I danced with

planted a garden at what was to become Jane Ooe, the new anarcha-feminist

infoshop in Brooklyn. Last Saturday I went back to Jane Doe for the first time

since the May and found a forest of collards and kale growing in the backyard

Most of them were from seedlings I grew and transplanted up at the farm in the

Valley and now they were huge healthy plants thriving in the middle of the oity.

It made me really happy This is about the time of year that collards and kale start

to taste good because the cold weather stimulates the carbohydrates in their

leaves to turn into sugars and they suddenly become sweet These are the little

things that give me hope I harvested a big green and purple bunch and brought

them to Lisa back at 7th Street.
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Along the periphery of the Great Basin, high in mountains named afterlong

forgotten indians like Wallowa, Umatilla and Ochoco, the Ponderosa Pines

grow thick and stout like 200' tall pumpkins. The Doug Firs, thinner and more
wiry than their Westside cousins, flex their muscles against the strain of

oppressive snowloads and root wrenching gusts of wind. Higher up, the

tenacious five needle pines, the Western White and White Bark, grow slow and

steady, sometimes growing from a sprout to a tree 40’ tall and 6" in diameter

in just under 500 years The understory of huckleberry, sage and mountain

mahogany lay in the duff stoic and warped like some ancient sadhus on their

path to metaphysical enlightenment. But amongst them all, there is

consistent joke and target for bad humor; the Western Larch.

The Western Larch is a tall, gangly tree that looks like it was drawn on
some little kid’s notebook They rise out of the ashy soil and shoot straight into

the air with no discernible taper (meaning they're the same diameter at breast

height as they are at 1 00') before erupting into a shaggy crown of awkward
branches that Dr. Suess wouldn’t have dared attempt on paper, much less in

such fragile ecosystems. Their needles are arranged like miniature crowns
and cones look like shaggy grapes. The tree is renowned for its ability to sprout

wolfy mistletoe clumps and the fact that even its largest branches are prone
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to popping off without a moment’s notice As much as the other trees make fun

of 'em, the Forest Service loves larch. It was discovered a few years back that

planting larch alongside Ponderosa Pine after a heavy cut or burn will not only

help the marketable pondies grow faster, but in a relationship not unlike that of

planting tobacco next to corn, will keep the pondies from developing several

species of root infections.

The larch is also the constant enemy of professional tree climbers from

Sisters to Telluride, from BC to Arizona. Its brittle branches have caused more

than one climber to fall to his death and well, it just feels fucking weird to be

150' up so skinny a tree.

I wasn’t feeling so good about the state of the world that dark Thursday

when our Forest Service liaisons dragged Lars and I up to the highest points

in the Wallowas and sent us up a pair of huge larch. The sky looked like it came

straight off a black metal album cover with heavy dark clouds shrouding the

mountains in a nightmare-like mist. A slight wind came up from the East, but

needing money, we scurried up the trees.

I sang a Red Alert song to no one in particular as I dug my spurs in and raced

up the 100’ branchless, taperless, humorless trunk to the crown. From there

it was the tedious chore of flipping my fliplines around each branch as they

came, taking great care to break as few branches as possible. A couple more

lines through “Rebels in Society” and I was at the top. I slipped my climbing

line around a couple of semi-sturdy looking branches where the bole was Still

4" in diameter, checked my knots, and set to work jerking off the tree as gently

as possible. Rosemary, my dear Forest Service friend, shouted up a dirty joke.

I turned around and looked down to shout something back when a gust of wind

hit. The bole of the tree shimmied like a particularly good belly dancer and I felt

the top of the tree swinging back and forth 6 feet either side of center. Tree

sickness (like seasickness but from being blown around in a tree) erupted in

my guts and all at once I felt like I was stuck in a Swans song. The total and

absolute futility of humyn existence competed in my mind with the biological

fact that my non-winged, non-shelled, all too breakable body was swinging

150' up in a fragile little tree with a notably shallow root system in decidedly

shallow soil. Just when I was about to get freaked, I looked down across the

valley (always look at a distant object when you’re getting treesick). There, a

mile away was a mosaic of different sized trees, most caused not by chainsaw

orfelleetouncher but by two of my fave old testament destroyers of life; fire and

pestilence. I was once again reminded of the justice inherent in our precarious

existence on Earth. Short of humyns, there is no evil in the world, just lives and

elements doing their best to act out their nature. The bark beetles that killed off

several hundred lodgepole pines were just eaking out a living in a world harsh

with bats and woodpeckers and fishers and other insect devouring predators.

The fire that WILL reclaim the entire temperate West is only following the nature

given to it by whatever sculpted this all too perfect natural world. The bald eagle

I saw ripping apart a screaming rabbit a couple weeks ago was doing the only

thing it could with instinct, biology and a lack of vegan options guiding it. In the

non-humyn world, there is no such thing as an accident or coincidence.

Everything occurs as a result of one or more parts of a natural system coming

into conflict or symbiosis. But sometimes our humyn egos get in the way of our

appreciation for the cycles of life and death; especially when these cycles take

something away from us.

Earlier this yearme and one of my fave people in the world were falling dead

trees along the roads where the Quartz Fire wiped out every living thing for miles

around. Just as wimmin are always better with guns than men, Bug had

become an excellent timber taller in just a few days careful work while most of

the men were arrogantfeckless as hell and workman’s comp, claims waiting

to happen. So Bug was my number one employee. We’d get up at 3:30 AM,

drink too much cold-pressed coffee and head out into the units so we’d be

knocking down our first dead trees before the sun came anywhere close to

popping over the incredibly steep Siskiyous. We’d thump trees all day, then

retreat back to our camp by the river for swimming, copious quantities of mm
and organic limeaid, and dancing to Soft Cell. The best rituals are the ones you

make up by yourself.

Anyway, one day after a particularly hairy day of falling huge rotten trees

on a huge slope, we retreated back to camp at about 5pm. I was opening up

another beer when Bug jumped up and shouted" Ow!”

“What happened?"

"I just got stung by a bee!”

“Are you allergic?”

She shook her head and laughed. “Naw. I been stung a hundred times."

A wind of worry swirled around my guts ‘cuz I’d almost lost a climber two

years earlier to a bee, but hell, Bug was a superhero. She was the smartest

person I’d ever met in my life, tougher than nails, gorgeous and a great dancer

She had worked on fishing boats in alaska and before my own dazzled eyes,

had mastered the quickly dying art of timber falling. She was as indestructible

as she was amazing. I was in the process of rolling another joint when a moan
caught my attention. I looked over and saw that she’d abandoned the fire and

was laying on her back.

"Bug? Are you OK?"

"Uhhhh. Naw My heart feels weird and I can't really breathe.”

the burning sensation of adrenaline oozed into her bloodstream We were way the

fuck in the middle of nowhere, an hour from the nearest cell phone reception or

hospital and I knew she was probably going to die That's the thing about woods

work, anything more than a scratch at work and there’s a huge chance you’re

gonna die.

I laid her across the front seat of my truck and peeled gravel as we shot uphill

towards Wagner Gap, the quickest road to Ashland. The sweat from her head

soaked my pants and hand grew colder and colder in mine She dropped in and

out of consciousness as we barreled around hairpin curves and bounded over

washboard. Only a week before we had been taking lunch on a steep draw when

she had asked “Have you ever seen anyone die?” and I had dodged the question

‘cuz I didn’t wanna talk about watching my friends be covered up by K lesions

or twitch to death with needles in their arms. And here she was dying on the seat

next to me.

Her hand went limp and dropped to the seat. I shifted into forth and felt the

old diesel surge as we careened down the poorly maintained logging roads at

twice the safe speed. My fingers felt the still deepening welts on her cold face

An hour later, after driving 70 mph through 25 mph residential zones, we arrived

at the Ashland Hospital. They pumped her full of more adrenaline, set up a

Benadryl IV and slowly, she emerged back into the world.

. It’s sometimes hard to pull ourselves out of the subjective and see just how the

pain and trauma that’s battering our hearts into a bloody heap is not the world

trying to make us hurt, but the natural result of consequence. My dear friend

almost died of a bee sting, not 'cuz the yellowjacket wanted her dead, but 'cuz

it was hanging out around the fire eating dropped pieces of fish from the dirt when

Bug sat on it. There was no malice involved, no hatred, no violence, just actions

inspiring reactions between creatures all sharing the same bitchin’ space.

—mike antipathy

antipathy@morelos.com * 541.554.0922

I usually love writing about how great homeschooling my kid is and just

generally spreading the word about education alternatives, but lately I've just

been really stressed out and it has been hard to write positive stuff. The troubles

in my life seem to be mostly of the economic variety—trying to make ends meet

while home schooling a kid is a challenge and it seems like the economy is getting

worse all the time. There never feels like there is enough time to get everything

done and there is always another bill to pay. I know a lot of other mothers that are

having as much trouble as me trying to pay the bills, work through school,

educate their kids or all of the above. I know mothers that are facing much greater

challenges than me—mothers who are battling addiction or living with physical

disabilities and mothers in abusive relationships that are afraid to leave their

partners because they might lose their homes or even their kids.

When just trying to get by is such a struggle, it is easy to become cynical and

sour about things. So many of us feel like we are in a hole that we are never going

to be able to climb out of. And all we want to find on the outside of these holes

is good educations for our kids, health care, jobs that pay a fair wage and won’t

strip away our dignity, a decent home to raise our kids in. This is basic stuff we

are scratching and pecking in the dirt for. When I hear about "Welfare Reform"

and the high unemployment rate and how colleges are getting more and more

expensive and women still aren't getting paid the same as men, I want to just

scream, you know?

There are times that I am convinced that American society just hates women
and children. Why else would people be so callous and oblivious?D When so

many Americans support the march of the military death machine and don't bat

an eyelash when funding to public schools is being slashed left and right and

prisons are overflowing, there is nothing to lead me to believe that we cherish life

or freedom or our future. I’m sick to death of hearing about all of the perceived

threats to ourfreedom when there are so many kids without and education or food

to eat or safe homes to live in. Military spending goes up and kids take the cuts

in education, food and health care programs There is no freedom for kids like

that—just a lifetime of enslavement to poverty. But I know that the lack of support

or concern for mothers and children is not a blind ambivalence The truth is, a lot

of people and institutions benefit from vilifying poor and working class families.

Women (particular poor women and women of color) and children make areat

50% is used for military spending, how can anyone rightfully claim so? By

making welfare moms out to be some sort of threat to the American way of life

—

a burden in our pursuit of happiness—the patriarchal structure is simply passing

off propaganda that stifles any threat of their vision of America where the white

nuclear family reigns supreme in economic status and political power

Attacking welfare moms is just one way to maintain the status quo The War

on Drugs and tougher sentencing laws, such as “three strikes', have been an

effective tool not only against people of colorthat also deeply effects women and

children, too. I ran across some statistics that state: “Nearly 5% of black men,

compared to .6% of white men, are incarcerated” and " . the proportion of blacks

in prison exceeds the proportion among state residents in every single state. In

twenty states, the percent of blacks incarcerated is at least five times greater than

their share of the resident population.” And there is so much more information

out there pertaining to the U S. government’s involvement in importing and

profiting from illegal drugs into this country and the racial bias of the justice

system, all while waging the War on Drugs. We are talking about a war on people

who are struggling to survive without the same education and job opportunities

as white Americans. Not only does putting black men keep them politically and

economically oppressed (convicted drug offenders cannot get

federal aid for school and in many

states convicted felons cannot vote:

13% of black men in America can-

not vote for fhis reason) but it takes

fathers away from their children,

creating single moms who become
the very welfare moms that are

supposedly such a burden. How
does this make sense? It doesn’t

make economic sense other than

giving more white men jobs as cops,

judges, prison guards and politi-

cians. We should also consider the

women incarcerated in U.S. pris-

ons. In the last twenty years the

number of women in prison has

tripled. Ninety percent ofwomen in

prison are single mothers. Most

women that are in prison are serv-

ing time for economic crimes such

as check forgery and illegal credit

card use. When you take into ac-

count that 80% of these women
reported incomes of $2,000 or

less in the year prior to their con-

victions, it seems obvious that

these single moms are in desper-

ate financial crisis. Can anyone

out there imagine trying to take

care of a family on $2,000 dollars

or less in a year? All in all, the U.S.

“justice" system has left 1 .5 chil-

dren with a parent in prison.

As I write this, President Bush

has declared the following days

“National Marriage Week”. Not

only is this an affront to gay

couples and families, it is yet an-

other jab at single mothers. He is regurgitating the same old tired rhetoric, saying,

“Research has shown that, on average, children raised in households headed by

married parents fare better than children who grow up in other family structures."

Yet there is plenty of research that says that kids fare just fine in single parent

homes and “otherfamily structures" as long as their needs for education, health

care.Dlove and attention are being met. The problem isn’t single parents, the

problem is overworked and stressed out mothers who are given little to no

support. Again I say that it might sound like the government cares for children,

but promoting marriage doesn't do anything to actually solve the problem of

poverty. Homosexuals and teen moms are just scapegoats that are so much

easier to attack than setting about the task of creating good schools and a national

health care program

The misogyny of the rich white men in power is damaging enough to women

and their children, but the lack of support—and sometimes outright disdain

—

among liberals and radicals is probably the most disheartening thing of all

Growing up as a female in this society tends to thicken your skin a little. You

almost come to expect to be treated as a second class citizen a lot of

government policy doesn't phase me because I just don’t expect things to be any

different or better for women, minorities, and children However, when I encoun-

ter sexism, classism, homophobia and child hate from punks and political

activists it still hurts me deeply I have looked to this community for solace for

so long and so many times it has inspired me to think that there is some hope

of the same people who believe it is absolutely unacceptable to hate an entire

sex or race of people seem to think it is okay if their tolerance for people stops

with children. This further promotes the idea that children are not valuable

—

they are not fully people and therefore do not deserve to be treated with the

same tolerance, rights, or respect as adult citizens. Sadly, this seems to be a

very popular stance ..why else would children be treated so badly or be so

overlooked in our country? If you want to be a freedom fighter then speak up

for the people vyho have no voice in government or the media. And that

includes children. Maybe more so than any other group of people. Parents are

the only real representatives of children, and so many parents are not

represented by government or media because they are women, people of

color, behind bars, poor or working class.

I also hear radical minded people say that it is not “right” to have children

because the world is in such bad shape. This idea seems almost humanitarian

in nature: By sparing all the unborn babies the cruelty of life, we would be doing

them a favor. First of all, that is a dangerous argument. It sounds too much like

the Christian argument of giving unborn babies a chance at life. This issue is

not about imaginary, unborn babies pulling at our heart strings. We are talking

-about reproductive rights here. Sup-

porting the autonomy of women by

promoting their right to choose means

not pushing your opinion about “right”

and “wrong". You either support a

woman's right to choose or you don’t.

Maybe you won’t like her choice to

bring a child into this world, but how

can you be pro-choice and not trust a

woman’s decision? As a women it is

hard not to be offended when I hear

people say that they don’t think it is

“right” to bring children into this world

because it seems as though I am being

judged for my choice to have a child.

The world can be pretty aw-

ful, I agree. I respect other peoples

decision to not have children for that or

any other reason. Sometimes I just find

that argument to be yet another in-

stance where children are scapegoats.

Yes, there are already so many sick and

hungry people in this world... but over

population may not be the source of the

trouble. The fact is, there is enough

food and other resources to ensure that

everyone on this planet is taken care of

Maybe there are too many babies, but

maybe there are too many greedy people

that have created a disproportion of

resources on this planet. Not only do

nations with military might and mega-

corporations keep entire populations of

people oppressed and deprived in the

name of profit, but as individuals we

have taken very little responsibility in

sustaining our planet. Eat meat? Drive a

car? Buy sweat shop produced prod-

ucts? Support (or passively endure) a

corrupt government? All of these things, and so many more, deplete re-

sources and contribute to making the world a hostile environment for future

generations. But it certainly is easier for some people to tell women that they

shouldn't have children rather than being accountable for their own irrespon-

sible way of life. I’m not attempting to argue in favor of people having

children— I am simply in favor of choice and respecting the decisions of

women. I realize that this is a complex issue. . . many people reading this might

think that having children is irresponsible, plain and simple I don't really like

that idea, but I don’t have to like it and you don't have to like my choice But

we can still respect each other. What I would like to see is a change in how the

subjects of children and the right to choose are addressed As a mother, I feel

somewhat ostracized when people disapprove of my choice so bluntly I’m

not sure if people intend to do that or not, but I don’t think it makes for good

community building '

I feel like there is little sympathy and support for mothers that are people

of color, poor, working class, single, young etc because people figure, hey,

she made the choice to have a kid and that is not my problem ! ! It is a problem

for everyone when mothers can't take care of their kids because they aren’t

able to earn a comparable wage to men or when the justice system is racially

biased Those things effect us a society—these things speak so much about

what kind of people we are and yet that truth is so easy for so many people to

shrug off because but the burden of inequality and injustice falls on the backs I



the top ol the tree swinging back and forth 6 feet either side of center. Tree

sickness (like seasickness but from being blown around in a tree) erupted in

my guts and all at once I felt like I was stuck in a Swans song. The total and

absolute futility of humyn existence competed in my mind with the biological

fact that my non-winged, non-shelled. all too breakable body was swinging

150' up in a fragile little tree with a notably shallow root system in decidedly

shallow soil. Just when I was about to get freaked, I looked down across the

valley (always look at a distant object when you're getting treesick). There, a

mile away was a mosaic of different sized trees, most caused not by chainsaw

or fellertiuncher but by two of my fave old testament destroyers of life; fire and

pestilence. 1 was once again reminded of the justice inherent in our precarious

existence on Earth. Short of humyns, there is no evil in the world, just lives and

elements doing their best to act out their nature. The bark beetles that killed off

several hundred lodgepole pines were just eaking out a living in a world harsh

with bats and woodpeckers and fishers and other insect devouring predators.

The fire that WILL reclaim the entire temperate West is only following the nature

given to it by whatever sculpted this all too perfect natural world. The bald eagle

I saw ripping apart a screaming rabbit a couple weeks ago was doing the only

thing it could with instinct, biology and a lack of vegan options guiding it. In the

non-humyn world, there is no such thing as an accident or coincidence.

Everything occurs as a result of one or more parts of a natural system coming

into conflict or symbiosis. But sometimes our humyn egos get in the way of our

appreciation for the cycles of life and death; especially when these cycles take

something away from us.

Earlier this yearme and one of my fave people in the world were falling dead

trees along the roads where the Quartz Fire wiped out every living thing for miles

around. Just as wimmin are always better with guns than men, Bug had

become an excellent timber faller in just a few days careful work while mos^of

the men were arrogantteckless as hell and workman’s comp, claims waiting

to happen. So Bug was my number one employee. We’d get up at 3:30 AM,

drink too much cold-pressed coffee and head out into the units so we'd be

knocking down our first dead trees before the sun came anywhere close to

popping over the incredibly steep Siskiyous. We’d thump trees all day, then

retreat back to our camp by the river for swimming, copious quantities of rum

and organic limeaid, and dancing to Soft Cell. The best rituals are the ones you

make up by yourself.

Anyway, one day after a particularly hairy day of falling huge rotten trees

on a huge slope, we retreated back to camp at about 5pm. I was opening up

another beer when Bug jumped up and shouted" Ow!"

“What happened?”

"I just got stung by a bee!"

“Are you allergic?"

She shook her head and laughed. “Naw. I been stung a hundred times."

A wind of worry swirled around my guts ‘cuz I'd almost lost a climber two

years earlier to a bee, but hell, Bug was a superhero. She was the smartest

person I’d ever met in my life, tougher than nails, gorgeous and a great dancer

She had worked on fishing boats in alaska and before my own dazzled eyes,

had mastered the quickly dying art of timber falling. She was as indestructible

as she was amazing. I was in the process of rolling another joint when a moan
caught my attention. I looked over and saw that she'd abandoned the fire and

was laying on her back.

“Bug? Are you OK?"

“Uhhhh. . . Naw. My heart feels weird and I can’t really breathe."

Fuck. I jumped up and skidded to her side. Her face and arms were bright

red with deepening hives and I could see how shallow her breathing was. I ran

into my truck and got the first aid kit out. No Benadryl. I’d given the whole box

to Lizzzz when she came out with her hands all swollen from wasp stings. All

I had was a pair of Epi-pins. The seconds dragged on like they were a million

miles long before I pulled the cover off the Epi-pin. “You ready?" I asked.

“Yeah. Do it."

I jabbed the spring loaded needle into her bare thigh and held her hand as
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Bug sat on it. There was no malice involved, no hatred, no violence, just actions

inspiring reactions between creatures all sharing the same bitchin’ space.

—mike antipathy

antipathy@morelos.com * 541.554.0922

I usually love writing about how great homeschooling my kid is and just

generally spreading the word about education alternatives, but lately I’ve just

been really stressed out and it has been hard to write positive stuff. The troubles

in my life seem to be mostly of the economic variety—trying to make ends meet

while home schooling a kid is a challenge and it seems like the economy is getting

worse all the time. There never feels like there is enough time to get everything

done and there is always another bill to pay. I know a lot of other mothers that are

having as much trouble as me trying to pay the bills, work through school,

educate their kids or all of the above. I know mothers that are facing much greater

challenges than me—mothers who are battling addiction or living with physical

disabilities and mothers in abusive relationships that are afraid to leave their

partners because they might lose their homes or even their kids.

When just trying to get by is such a struggle, it is easy to become cynical and

sour about things. So many of us feel like we are in a hole that we are never going

to be able to climb out of. And all we want to find on the outside of these holes

is good educations for our kids, health care, jobs that pay a fair wage and won’t

strip away our dignity, a decent home to raise our kids in. This is basic stuff we

are scratching and pecking in the dirt for. When I hear about “Welfare Reform"

and the high unemployment rate and how colleges are getting more and more

expensive and women still aren't getting paid the same as men, I want to just

scream, you know?

There are times that I am convinced that American society just hates women
and children. Why else would people be so callous and oblivious?^ When so

many Americans support the march of the military death machine and don’t bat

an eyelash when funding to public schools is being slashed left and right and

prisons are overflowing, there is nothing to lead me to believe that we cherish life

or freedom or our future. I’m sick to death of hearing about all of the perceived

threats to ourfreedom when there are so many kids without and education or food

to eat or safe homes to live in Military spending goes up and kids take the cuts

in education, food and health care programs There is no freedom for kids like

that—just a lifetime of enslavement to poverty. But I know that the lack of support

or concern for mothers and children is not a blind ambivalence The truth is, a lot

of people and institutions benefit from vilifying poor and working class families.

Women (particular poor women and women of color) and children make great

scapegoats because they are so poorly represented in the media and govern-

ment. "Welfare Moms" have served the war loving-Christian-right wingers very

well. We’ve heard so much about “family values" that it almost seems like they

care about families. But are single mothers really destroying the integrity of our

country? Do blatant lies, “preemptive strikes" and a general disregard for world

opinion not speak of our moral fiber? And are Welfare Moms really breaking the

federal bank, anyway? When 4% of the national budget is spent on welfare and

supposedly such a burden. How
does this make sense? It doesn’t

make economic sense other than

giving more white men jobs as cops,

judges, prison guards and politi-

cians. We should also consider the

women incarcerated in U S. pris-

ons. In the last twenty years the

number of women in prison has

tripled. Ninety percent ofwomen in

prison are single mothers. Most

women that are in prison are serv-

ing time for economic crimes such

as check forgery and illegal credit

card use. When you take into ac-

count that 80% of these women
reported incomes of $2,000 or

less in the year prior to their con-

victions, it seems obvious that

these single moms are in desper-

ate financial crisis. Can anyone

out there imagine trying to take

care of a family on $2,000 dollars

or less in a year? All in all, the U.S.

“justice” system has left 1 .5 chil-

dren with a parent in prison.

As I write this, President Bush

has declared the following days

"National Marriage Week". Not

only is this an affront to gay

couples and families, it is yet an-

other jab at single mothers. He is regurgitating the same old tired rhetoric, saying.

“Research has shown that, on average, children raised in households headed by

married parents fare better than children who grow up in other family structures.

"

Yet there is plenty of research that says that kids fare just fine in single parent

homes and “other family structures" as long as their needs for education, health

care.Oove and attention are being met The problem isn’t single parents, the

problem is overworked and stressed out mothers who are given little to no

support. Again I say that it might sound like the government cares for children,

but promoting marriage doesn’t do anything to actually solve the problem of

poverty. Homosexuals and teen moms are just scapegoats that are so much

easier to attack than setting about the task of creating good schools and a national

health care program

The misogyny of the rich white men in power is damaging enough to women
and their children, but the lack of support—and sometimes outright disdain

—

among liberals and radicals is probably the most disheartening thing of all.

Growing up as a female in this society tends to thicken your skin a little You

almost come to expect to be treated as a second class citizen a lot of

government policy doesn't phase me because I just don’t expect things to be any

different or better for women, minorities, and children However, when I encoun-

ter sexism, classism, homophobia and child hate from punks and political

activists it still hurts me deeply I have looked to this community for solace for

so long and so many times it has inspired me to think that there is some hope

There are times that I find myself disappointed in our progress, though

I can’t count how many times I've heard punks and radicals say that they

can’t stand or even hate children. It is said casually, it probably doesn’t mean

much. I know that most of the time when people say this it is not a sort of active

hate for children, but more just a way of saying that children can be tiring or

annoying. I understand that—not everyone has to enjoy the company of children

and seek it out—but it seems like such a shallow and sweeping opinion Some

can you be pro-choice and not trust a

woman’s decision? As a women it is

hard not to be offended when
J
hear

people say that they don’t think it is

“right” to bring children into this world

because it seems as though I am being

judged for my choice to have a child.

The world can be pretty aw-

ful, I agree. I respect other peoples

decision to not have children for that or

any other reason. Sometimes I just find

that argument to be yet another in-

stance where children are scapegoats.

Yes, there are already so many sick and

hungry people in this world... but over

population may not be the source of the

trouble. The fact is, there is enough

food and other resources to ensure that

everyone on this planet is taken care of

Maybe there are too many babies, but

maybe there are too many greedy people

that have created a disproportion of

resources on this planet Not only do

nations with military might and mega-

corporations keep entire populations of

people oppressed and deprived in the

name of profit, but as individuals we

have taken very little responsibility in

sustaining our planet. Eat meat? Drive a

car? Buy sweat shop produced prod-

ucts? Support (or passively endure) a

corrupt government? All of these things, and so many more, deplete re-

sources and contribute to making the world a hostile environment for future

generations. But it certainly is easier for some people to tell women that they

shouldn't have children rather than being accountable for their own irrespon-

sible way of life. I'm not attempting to argue in favor of people having

children— I am simply in favor of choice and respecting the decisions of

women. I realize that this is a complex issue. . . many people reading this might

think that having children is irresponsible, plain and simple I don’t really like

that idea, but I don’t have to like it and you don't have to like my choice But

we can still respect each other What I would like to see is a change in how the

subjects of children and the right to choose are addressed As a mother, I feel

somewhat ostracized when people disapprove of my choice so bluntly I’m

not sure if people intend to do that or not, but I don't think it makes for good

community building

I feel like there is little sympathy and support for mothers that are people

of color, poor, working class, single, young etc because people figure, hey,

she made the choice to have a kid and that is not my problem ! J It is a problem

for everyone when mothers can't take care of their kids because they aren’t

able to earn a comparable wage to men or when the justice system is racially

biased Those things- effect us a society—these things speak so much about

what kind of people we are and yet that truth is so easy for so many people to

shrug off because but the burden of inequality and injustice falls on the backs

of those on the bottom rung

Being a parent is really hard we've got a lot of obstacles set out before

us. It is harder still without the support of community and constantly feeling

like we have to justify our choices and the existence of our children I am
indebted to people like Chris Boarts who give mothers a place to be heard.

Even though I consider the way I think and live to be outside the mainstream

and feel lucky to be able to reach out to people and share my experience, I
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popping over the Incredibly steep Sisklyous. We'd thump trees all day, then

retreat back to our camp by the river for swimming, copious quantities of rum

and organic limeaid, and dancing to Soft Cell. The best rituals are the ones you

make up by yourself.

Anyway, one day after a particularly hairy day of falling huge rotten trees

on a huge slope, we retreated back to camp at about 5pm. I was opening up

another beer when Bug jumped up and shouted” Ow!"

“What happened?"

“I just got stung by a bee!”

“Are you allergic?"

She shook her head and laughed. “Naw. I been stung a hundred times."

A wind of worry swirled around my guts ‘cuz I’d almost lost a climber two

years earlier to a bee, but hell, Bug was a superhero. She was the smartest

person I’d ever met in my life, tougher than nails, gorgeous and a great dancer

She had worked on fishing boats in alaska and before my own dazzled eyes,

had mastered the quickly dying art of timber falling. She was as indestructible

as she was amazing. I was in the process of rolling another joint when a moan

caught my attention. I looked over and saw that she’d abandoned the fire and

was laying on her back.

"Bug? Are you OK?"

“Uhhhh. . . Naw. My heart feels weird and I can’t really breathe."

Fuck. I jumped up and skidded to her side. Her face and arms were bright

red with deepening hives and I could see how shallow her breathing was. I ran

into my truck and got the first aid kit out. No Benadryl. I’d given the whole box

to Lizzzz when she came out with her hands all swollen from wasp stings. All

I had was a pair of Epi-pins. The seconds dragged on like they were a million

miles long before I pulled the cover off the Epi-pin. “You ready?" I asked.

“Yeah. Do it."

I jabbed the spring loaded needle into her bare thigh and held her hancf as

sour about things So many of us feel like we are in a hole that we are never going

to be able to climb out of. And all we want to find on the outside of these holes

is good educations for our kids, health care, jobs that pay a fair wage and won’t

strip away our dignity, a decent home to raise our kids in. This is basic stuff we

are scratching and pecking in the dirt for. When I hear about "Welfare Reform”

and the high unemployment rate and how colleges are getting more and more

expensive and women still aren’t getting paid the same as men, I want to just

scream, you know?

There are times that I am convinced that American society just hates women
and children. Why else would people be so callous and oblivious?^ When so

many Americans support the march of the military death machine and don't bat

an eyelash when funding to public schools is being slashed left and right and

prisons are overflowing, there is nothing to lead me to believe that we cherish life

or freedom or our future I’m sick to death of hearing about all of the perceived

threats to ourfreedom when there are so many kids without and education or food

to eat or safe homes to live in Military spending goes up and kids take the cuts

in education, food and health care programs There is no freedom for kids like

that—just a lifetime of enslavement to poverty But I know that the lack of support

or concern for mothers and children is not a blind ambivalence The truth is, a lot

of people and institutions benefit from vilifying poor and working class families.

Women (particular poor women and women of color) and children make great

scapegoats because they are so poorly represented in the media and govern-

ment. “Welfare Moms” have served the war loving-Christian-right wingers very

well. We’ve heard so much about “family values” that it almost seems like they

care about families. But are single mothers really destroying the integrity of our

country? Do blatant lies, “preemptive strikes” and a general disregard for world

opinion not speak of our moral fiber? And are Welfare Moms really breaking the

federal bank, anyway? When 4% of the national budget is spent on welfare and

“Research has shown that, on average, children raised in households headed by

married parents fare better than children who grow up in other family structures."

Yet there is plenty of research that says that kids fare just fine in single parent

homes and “other family structures" as long as their needs for education, health

care.Dlove and attention are being met. The problem isn’t single parents, the

problem is overworked and stressed out mothers who are given little to no

support Again I say that it might sound like the government cares for children,

but promoting marriage doesn't do anything to actually solve the problem of

poverty. Homosexuals and teen moms are just scapegoats that are so much

easierto attack than setting about the task of creating good schools and a national

health care program

The misogyny of the rich white men in power is damaging enough to women

and their children, but the lack of support—and sometimes outright disdain

—

among liberals and radicals is probably the most disheartening thing of all

Growing up as a female in this society tends to thicken your skin a little. You

almost come to expect to be treated as a second class citizen a lot of

government policy doesn't phase me because I just don't expect things to be any

different or better for women, minorities, and children However, when I encoun-

ter sexism, classism, homophobia and child hate from punks and political

activists it still hurts me deeply I have looked to this community for solace for

so long and so many times it has inspired me to think that there is some hope

There are times that I find myself disappointed in our progress, though.

I can’t count how many times I’ve heard punks and radicals say that they

can’t stand or even hate children. It is said casually, it probably doesn’t mean

much. I know that most of the time when people say this it is not a sort of active

hate for children, but more just a way of saying that children can be tiring or

annoying. I understand that—not everyone has to enjoy the company of children

and seek it out—but it seems like such a shallow and sweeping opinion Some

sources and contribute to making the world a hostile environment for future

generations. But it certainly is easier for some people to tell women that they

shouldn’t have children rather than being accountable for their own irrespon-

sible way of life. I’m not attempting to argue in favor of people liaving

children— I am simply in favor of choice and respecting the decisions of

women. I realize that this is a complex issue. . . many people reading this might

think that having children is irresponsible, plain and simple I don’t really like

that idea, but I don't have to like it and you don’t have to like my choice But

we can still respect each other What I would like to see is a change in how the

subjects of children and the right to choose are addressed As a mother, I feel

somewhat ostracized when people disapprove of my choice so bluntly I’m

not sure if people intend to do that or not, but I don't think it makes for good

community building

I feel like there is little sympathy and support for mothers that are people

of color, poor, working class, single, young etc because people figure, hey,

she made the choice to have a kid and that is not my problem ! ! It is a problem

for everyone when mothers can’t take care of their kids because they aren’t

able to earn a comparable wage to men or when the justice system is racially

biased Those things effect us a society—these things speak so much about

what kind of people we are and yet that truth is so easy for so many people to

shrug off because but the burden of inequality and injustice falls on the backs

of those on the bottom rung

Being a parent is really hard . we've got a lot of obstacles set out before

us. It is harder still without the support of community and constantly feeling

like we have to justify our choices and the existence of our children. I am
indebted to people like Chris Boarts who give mothers a place to be heard.

Even though I consider the way I think and live to be outside the mainstream

and feel lucky to be able to reach out to people and share my experience. I
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COLUMNS
realize that I am sitting in a pretty unique position. I have an amazing support

network in my life and while there is always a struggle to pay the bills, I have

a lot of luck and privilege and good people on my side. I want to wake up the

feminists and radicals and activists to the fact that the struggles of less

privileged mothers and their children are tightly interwoven with so many other

issues we rally for: the right to choose, equal pay for equal work, anti-racism,

anti-globalization, and so on. Moms and kids are not a special issue—they are

the poor, the working class, the imprisoned, the people of color. We've got to

really understand how people are made into scapegoats and used against each

other by government puppets and their media cohorts. We’ve got to recognize

and overcome our own bias so that we can challenge and dismantle their

systems.

—Candyce^2717 Dodson Aveyfort Smith, AfV72901
hellocooldisaster@hotmail.com

*The statistics I use here are from Human Rights Watch and The Prison Activist

Resource Center.

I once asked a friend what they would write about if they could get a

message to 10,000 people. His answer was “ride a bike." I think about this

question every time I write this column, and I still get stuck. So I’ll talk about

elections.

I’ve considered myself an anarchist for about ten years now, after I finally

read enough pointy headed anarchist literature to understand the deeper

complexities of anarchism as a social movement, more than just a lifestyle.

Before that I was afraid of being called a poseur if someone asked me what it

meant and I couldn’t tell them. I remember reading “Anarchy a Graphic Guide”

and being really excited that it was readable, unlike like the Situationist writings

I had first come across that made my head hurt.

Now, when I explain anarchism, I talk about collectives. I believe in

collectives that function well, with structures that people can easily under-

stand. Some people are terrified of being explicit in what they do and how they

do it, confusing organization with hierarchy. However, for people to work well

together everyone must have a common understanding of what they are doing,

why, and how. This doesn’t mean that there are positions like a vice president,

president, etc. But if you are running a printing studio, everyone should know
where tools are kept, how to use the equipment, and how to teach someone
else to use it. This may sound basic, but I have witnessed multiple organiza-

tions where the groups crashed and burned because of a failure for people to

understand how to get involved, or how their skills could be useful. Well

organized spaces- like Wooden Shoe Books in Philadelphia, are inviting for

volunteers to become involved. It is relatively simple to check the shelves for

the book sections to find what you are looking for. The bookstore has been

around at least a decade, and at least from my outside perspective, is doing

pretty well.

So, how does this relate to elections. Well, I have always hated the idea

of choosing the lesser of two evils, thinking it was too much compromise, and

a bogus attempt at making us think we are in a democracy. I still believe that

voting goes against my ideals of how people’s voices should be counted.

Voting still feels like validating a system that I don’t believe in and doesn’t seem
to affect change. Especially after the 2000 election, where people of color, low

income people, ex-offenders and folks with similar names as ex-offenders,

were systematically denied the opportunity to vote. I still have zero faith in the

American two party system. I still believe that Bush can and will do everything

in his power to buy and steal the presidency again in 2004. When the Supreme
Court made him king I thought that the people would become more radical in

reaction to him. Instead, it seems to have had the opposite affect of making

everyone more conservative. There is an utter lack of even left of center

Democrats voicing their minds on the news conglomerations owned by Clear

Channel. And they now even own NPR, the old lap dog for moderate America.

The recall vote in California is so full of crap I’m shocked that people aren't

rioting. But after the last three years of Bush, and seeing how much his cabinet

has utilized devious tactics to pass the most extraordinary fucked up measures
while we stay glued to moving pictures of war, I am going to go vote against

the bastard in the next election.

crossroads

f By, Carolyn

At a show about a year ago, I was sitting outside talking with a group of

people. The conversation turned towards activism and a protest that had

happened earlier in the week. One girl asked me if I went to the protest (against

Columbus Day, I think) and I told her the truth- that I couldn’t make it because

I had a chemistry test. She scoffed and proceeded to tell me that I had no right

to even participate in a discussion about activism, that because I don’t make it

to all the protests I contribute nothing to ‘the struggle.’

That pissed me off and I had an immediate reply. I explained to her that while

she’s been floating around the country getting drunk and sleeping on people’s

floors, I’ve been wording damn hard to support myself and learn how I can try

to solve environmental and social problems. Instead of being on the streets

reacting to some fucked up policy change or whatever, I want to work to make
sure it never happens in the first place. Somebody needs to fill the important

positions. Like at the EPA or at the utility company, wouldn’t it be better to have

someone with my ideals and goals call-

ing the shots than some ex- frat boy fuck

that’s just in it for the cash? Imagine

how different things would be if there

were more people like us defining the

status quo. It would save a lot of frus-

tration and heartbreak, not to mention

environmental and social damage.

I respected her choice to just travel

around and her commitment to social

change, but I thought she was a little

misguided. I think it’s a common belief

among travelers and squatters that they

are somehow outside of the system, the

real revolutionaries, that they are living

it. There might be a hint of truth there in

the form of small protests, but in my
experiences traveling, where I expected

freedom, I found new dependencies.

Sure, I didn’t pay money to a landlord or

clock in at some chain-store job, but I

was dependent on the sympathy and

wallets of other people and on the re-

mains of other people’s products. With-

out this society in place, virtually no-

body could ‘afford’ to travel and be

unemployed. I’m not saying our society

is wonderful, but unfortunately, this is the way it is for now. It always amused me
how someone could claim s4ie is 'fucking the system’ or ’living free,’ as s4ie

waits in line for food stamps or to buy booze with someone else’s money.

It led me to question the various types of activism. I do think there is a place

for direct action and I have a lot of respect for people who risk their freedom and

sometimes their lives to make an immediate difference. When I was younger,

I wished I had the courage and commitment to fuck up animal testing labs and

throw bricks at McDonald’s and fur shops. I felt pretty useless and inadequate

as I screamed at a protest, then went home or as I handed out leaflets at punk

shows; I never thought I was doing enough.

Now I see things differently. While I think direct action can be a good thing,

I also think it’s usually shortsighted and potentially detrimental. For example, last

week I heard that environmental activists vandalized and torched an SUV sales

lot. My initial reaction was pleasure, but when I thought about it more, I realized

that burning tires or anything for that matter releases a lot of pollution. In addition,

those cars will just be replaced and the buildings rebuilt which requires more raw

materials and usually the company doesn’t just suck it up, but gets money from

insurance or passes the price to the consumer. Sure, the action sent the

message that SUV’s are bad for the environment, but so is burning gasoline and

tires. Likely, the only result was to make people afraid and that is a bullshit tactic

of the mass media and government. I can’t help thinking that a better way to

make a difference would be to encourage people to ride their bikes or mass
transit and work towards changing fuel efficiency standards

I’ve been thinking about that conversation and related topics a lot lately.

Since June I’ve been volunteering as an intern with the local government. I work

in the Office of Environmental Affairs, focusing on energy efficiency and

renewable energy. If you had asked me even two years ago whether I’d ever work

for the government, I’d have laughed or spit or something. But, I’ve changed my
mind; I get a lot accomplished this way. A few months ago I put together energy

possibility of affecting change on local levels.

When I look at all the good that could happen, covering my tattoos and

brushing my hair is trivial. Yeah, it sucks that I won’t be able to go to work in

Carhartt’s and a Doom shirt, but it’s a tiny sacrifice. It would only be a big deal

if my identity was wrapped up in my appearance. Fortunately, it’s not. At this

point, it’s more like a fun role-playing game when I slip on some funky, sexy

blouse and work skirt and get out my day planner. Clothing is just one facet of

individuality, so fuck it. The only thing that sucked was having to buy the clothes.

And if that makes me a ‘sell-out,’ than I’m content to be one.

I hope you believe me when I say that I don’t think what I do is more important

than what anybody else does. I think it’s rad when people begin to take more

responsibility for their lives by learning to garden, build bikes, by recycling and

helping and educating their community. My point is that we can all make small

changes that potentially can have far-reaching effects. The cool thing about life

(at least in this country) is that we have choices. People can have different goals

and are best suited for different things. Personally, I want to affect change and

make a living doing something I love and that helps make the world, specifically

the environment, a better place. Sounds like idealistic dribble, I know, but why
stop short of our dreams?

Love for nature is what motivates me. Every time I sign someone up for wind

power or get them to use an energy efficient light bulb, I’m happy. Every time I

put out the recycling or take the bus, I’m making a small difference. And I like to

do what feels good. Perhaps it is a little selfish, but nature is better off for it. I may
not be smashing the state or fuck, fuck, fucking the system, but I have my little

hammer chipping away at the walls before me.

P. S. Want to do something really easy that saves you money on your energy

bill and prevents pollution? Replace your incandescent bulbs with compact

fluorescents (CFL’s). You can find them at the hardware store for around $6 and

they use about 75% less energy and last way longer, like 5 years. Saving energy

not only saves money, but it prevents pollution. Also, lots of municipalities offer

wind power for only a couple of cents more per kWh. You can stick it to those oil

tycoons by choosing to use renewable fuel.

One of the largest pitfalls facing the international anarchist community is our

tendency to get so emersed in that which we aim to dismantle that we often

overlook the beauty and power associated with the world that we are shaping in

the here and now I myself have been extremely guilty in the negative energy

RicnmondDFNB chapter. Being that there wasn’t a chapter in Kentucky and I

knew of no one who was involved with FNB elsewhere I got the Richmond info

at anDAvail show in Louisville. Although I had read and heard the stories of

Boston and San Francisco, I wanted to know how a small town group that was

just gettingDstarted was fairing?

In time I received aDletterfrom one of the members along with a pamphlet

and some other national literature. I read it and reread it a dozen times trying

to envision Richmond, the park they served in, the homeless community there

as well as the members who carried out the day to day operations. In January

of ’96
1 visitedDRichmond to checkOout the cityDto see if it might be a plac

would want to live in. While thereDI visited the house where FNB was cookinr

and helped out. There was some lively conversation about whether or not to

cook the several dozen eggs that were donated or not. In the end they were

scrambled and served and I got my first look at Monroe Park. It was a grand

old urtan park in theQradition of a Boston Commons and I was transfixed by

it and the city instantly. I moved three months later.

After I moved and got settled in, it took me a few months to get into the flow

of things with FNB and the larger radical community in town. By the time I

became a regular, FNB as well as every other feeding programDand homeless

service provider were coming under attack. A coalition of neighborhood

associations, wealthy business interests and secret city clubs conspired to

once and for all remove the homeless from downtown behind aDwave of

fascistic anti-poor zoning laws. The laws restricted how many service

providers could beOwithinDx number of feet of one another, how many meal<

could be served, how oftenDand where. When things

looked bleakest that’s when a people’s army was as-

sembled.

Over the course ofDnine months a wide and

truly diverse assortment of baptist ministers, civil rights

activists, homeless groups,[lawyers, students, church

goers and everyday folks gathered together and orga-

nized alongside us anarchists and rabble rousers to fight

and ultimately defeat the city and crush the barbaric

laws. Every churcfOeeding group in town and

everyDmeal program in Monroe Park openly and vocif-

erously continued their operations indtotal defiance of

the laws. By the time an ex-mayor andDthen minister

publicly stated that he would personally serve his church’s

program by himself we knew we had them. On the night

that theDnewDzoning regulations came up for debate

«

three times the capacity crowd took overOCity Hall and

shut down their sick, greed driven plans. We celebrated

in jubilation on the steps that night, fists in air,

screamingDvictory in unison. A triumph.

In the years since that momentous day,

Richmond FNB has gone on to accomplishDamazing

amounts. It has been the longest standing and only

constant anti-authoritarian group in Richmond during

the past decade. It has introducedDcountless hundreds

of youth and young adults todanarchist principles and

organizing methods. It has hosted tons of conferences,

speakers, workshops, protests and rallies. It has been at the forefront of anti-

glooalization struggles, theDanti-war movement and has worked with every

imaginable radical group that has existed in our city. It has served probably

close to 1 0O.OOODmeals on a day and at a time when it has been the only meal

program available. Only two missed days in ten years. That’s staggering in and

of itself. Oh yeah we have six or seven tables including a condiment table, a

salad and bread table, a literature table and two giveaway tables. The

meaOprogramdportion of Richmond FNB is widely regarded as one of the

best anywhere. What the fuck else can I say? Happy birthday and thank you

for all the memories. I’m looking forward to the next ten years.

Gainesville, Florida - Civic Media Cenler - Ten years old - October, 2003

The infoshop explosion in North America in the past fifteen to twenty years

has probably seen hundreds and hundreds of these autonomous spaces

come and go in areasDas wide in scope as urban metropolises to tiny college

towns and even rural country backwoods. The story usually goes something

like this: Small group of friends get a head of steam, do a few fundraisers, rent

a beat up old space in some neglected part of town and open up shop. Within

a year theDgroup dissolves due to infighting, overwork, issues of abuse,

domination, power plays, so on, so forth. You know the story.DNone of this

is to discredit any of those spaces or collectives, long-term infrastructure

based work is under appreciated and rarely ever done right. So, when youDdo
stumble across a space such as Gainesville's Civic Media Center it is all the

more impressive that it not only has survived ten years, it continues to be

aDvital and highly utilized space for theOocal community. Here’s what I’ve

seen and what I know.
\

In the early 90’s there were a flood of independent papers and journalists

in the Gainesville community. MostOall of the papers had a strong leftist slant

and many of the editors and staff writers were friends and saw each other



I once asked a friend what they would write about if they could get a

message to 10,000 people. His answer was “ride a bike." I think about this

question every time I write this column, and I still get stuck. So I’ll talk about

elections.

I’ve considered myself an anarchist for about ten years now, after I finally

read enough pointy headed anarchist literature to understand the deeper

complexities of anarchism as a social movement, more than just a lifestyle.

Before that I was afraid of being called a poseur if someone asked me what it

meant and I couldn’t tell them. I remember reading “Anarchy a Graphic Guide”

and being really excited that it was readable, unlike like the Situationist writings

I had first come across that made my head hurt.

Now, when I explain anarchism, I talk about collectives. I believe in

collectives that function well, with structures that people can easily under-

stand. Some people are terrified of being explicit in what they do and how they

do it, confusing organization with hierarchy. However, for people to work well

togethereveryone must have a common understanding of what they are doing,

why, and how. This doesn’t mean that there are positions like a vice president,

president, etc. But if you are running a printing studio, everyone should know

where tools are kept, how to use the equipment, and how to teach someone

else to use it. This may sound basic, but I have witnessed multiple organiza-

tions where the groups crashed and burned because of a failure for people to

understand how to get involved, or how their skills could be useful. Well

organized spaces- like Wooden Shoe Books in Philadelphia, are inviting for

volunteers to become involved. It is relatively simple to check the shelves for

the book sections to find what you are looking for. The bookstore has been

around at least a decade, and at least from my outside perspective, is doing

pretty well.

So, how does this relate to elections. Well, I have always hated the idea

of choosing the lesser of two evils, thinking it was too much compromise, and

a bogus attempt at making us think we are in a democracy. I still believe that

voting goes against my ideals of how people’s voices should be counted.

Voting still feels like validating a system that I don 't believe in and doesn’t seem

to affect change. Especially after the 2000 election, where people of color, low

income people, ex-offenders and folks with similar names as ex-offenders,

were systematically denied the opportunity to vote. I still have zero faith in the

American two party system. I still believe that Bush can and will do everything

in his powerto buy and steal the presidency again in 2004. When the Supreme

Court made him king I thought that the people would become more radical in

reaction to him. Instead, it seems to have had the opposite affect of making

everyone more conservative. There is an utter lack of even left of center

Democrats voicing their minds on the news conglomerations owned by Clear

Channel. And they now even own NPR, the old lap dog for moderate America.

The recall vote in California is so full of crap I’m shocked that people aren’t

rioting. But after the last three years of Bush, and seeing how much his cabinet

has utilized devious tactics to pass the most extraordinary fucked up measures

while we stay glued to moving pictures of war, I am going to go vote against

the bastard in the next election.

So unless all us anarchists start rattling the old bones in a serious way-

which I think we need to do anyway- 1 think it's important for us to at least take

a deep breath and vote against the ass in the next election. If everyone who

reads this votes, maybe we can have a chance at dethroning the fuckers.

Unless, of course, massive social upheaval beats us to it.

-merrydeath stern

po box 7466 Philadelphia pa 19101

someone with my ideals and goals call-

ing the shots than some ex- frat boy fuck

that’s just in it for the cash? Imagine

how different things would be if there

were more people like us defining the

status quo. It would save a lot of frus-

tration and heartbreak, not to mention

environmental and social damage.

I respected her choice to just travel

around and her commitment to social

change, but I thought she was a little

misguided. I think it’s a common belief

among travelers and squatters that they

are somehow outside of the system, the

real revolutionaries, that they are living

it. There might be a hint of truth there in

the form of small protests, but in my
experiences traveling, where I expected

freedom, I found new dependencies.

Sure, I didn’t pay money to a landlord or

clock in at some chain-store job, but I

was dependent on the sympathy and

wallets of other people and on the re-

mains of other people’s products. With-

out this society in place, virtually no-

body could ‘afford’ to travel and be

unemployed. I’m not saying our society

is wonderful, but unfortunately, this is the way it is for now. It always amused me
how someone could claim s4ie is ‘fucking the system’ or ‘living free,’ as sfte

waits in line for food stamps or to buy booze with someone else’s money.

It led me to question the various types of activism. I do think there is a place

for direct action and I have a lot of respect for people who risk their freedom and

sometimes their lives to make an immediate difference. When I was younger,

I wished I had the courage and commitment to fuck up animal testing labs and

throw bricks at McDonald’s and fur shops. I felt pretty useless and inadequate

as I screamed at a protest, then went home or as I handed out leaflets at punk

shows; I never thought I was doing enough.
v

Now I see things differently. While I think direct action can be a good thing,

I also think it’s usually shortsighted and potentially detrimental. For example, last

week I heard that environmental activists vandalized and torched an SUV sales

lot. My initial reaction was pleasure, but when I thought about it more, I realized

that burning tires or anything for that matter releases a lot of pollution. In addition,

those cars will just be replaced and the buildings rebuilt which requires more raw

materials and usually the company doesn’t just suck it up, but gets money from

insurance or passes the price to the consumer. Sure, the action sent the

message that SUV’s are bad for the environment, but so is burning gasoline and

tires. Likely, the only result was to make people afraid and that is a bullshit tactic

of the mass media and government. I can't help thinking that a better way to

make a difference would be to encourage people to ride their bikes or mass

transit and work towards changing fuel efficiency standards

I’ve been thinking about that conversation and related topics a lot lately.

Since June I've been volunteering as an intern with the local government. I work

in the Office of Environmental Affairs, focusing on energy efficiency and

renewable energy. If you had asked me even two years ago whether I’d ever work

for the government, I’d have laughed or spit or something. But, I've changed my
mind

;
I get a lot accomplished this way. A few months ago I put together energy

efficiency resource sheets for local businesses. Currently, I am developing an

entire energy efficiency program for the city. I'm even getting Xcel Energy, the

power company, to give us thousands of dollars for local energy efficiency

projects. Because of my efforts and those of other caring people, this town will

cut its greenhouse gas emissions between 10 and 20% over the next ten years,

helping to slow global warming, clear the air, and becoming a model for other

cities to follow. I’m really seeing the value of community projects and the

hammer chipping away at the walls before me.

P.S. Want to do something really easy that saves you money on your energy

bill and prevents pollution? Replace your incandescent bulbs with compact

fluorescents (CFL's). You can find them at the hardware store for around $6 and

they use about 75% less energy and last way longer, like 5 years. Saving energy

not only saves money, but it prevents pollution. Also, lots of municipalities offer

wind power for only a couple of cents more per kWh. You can stick it to those oil

tycoons by choosing to use renewable fuel.

One of the largest pitfalls facing the international anarchist community is our

tendency to get so emersed in that which we aim to dismantle that we often

overlook the beauty and power associated with the world that we are shaping in

the here and now. I myself have been extremely guilty in the negative energy

department oveOhe past fewDyears. It’sOcomforting to know that there are

millions of us out there everyday fighting for liberation the world over.D So, today

I’m going to take the time to share with you the stories and histories of two ten

year old organizations that have fueled my fire and given me hope in times when

I had little.

Richmond, Virginia - Food Not Bombs - Ten Years Old - November, 2003

In 1 994 at the age of nineteen I wrote a letter to the thenDnine month old

could be served, how oftenDand where. When things

looked bleakest that’s when a people’s army was as-

sembled.

Over the course ofDnine months a wide and

truly diverse assortment of baptist ministers, civil rights

activists, homeless groups,[lawyers, students, church

goers and everyday folks gathered together and orga-

nized alongside us anarchists and rabble rousers to fight

and ultimately defeat the city and crush the barbaric

laws. Every churchDfeeding group in town and

everyDmeal program in Monroe Park openly and vocif-

erously continued their operations inQotal defiance of

the laws. By the time an ex-mayor ancOhen minister

publicly stated that he would personally serve his church’s

program by himself we knew we had them. On the night

that theDnewDzoning regulations came up for debate z

three times the capacity crowd took overOCity Hall and

shut down their sick, greed driven plans. We celebrated

in jubilation on the steps that night, fists in air,

screamingDvictory in unison. A triumph.

In the years since that momentous day,

Richmond FNB has gone on to accomplishDamazing

amounts. It has been the longest standing and only

constant anti-authoritarian group in Richmond during

the past decade. It has introducedDcountless hundreds

of youth and young adults toDanarchist principles and

organizing methods. It has hosted tons of conferences,

speakers, workshops, protests and rallies. It has been at the forefront of anti-

globalization struggles, thedanti-war movement and has worked with every

imaginable radical group that has existed in our city. It has served probably

close to 1 0O.OOODmeals on a day and at a time when it has been the only meal

program available. Only two missed days in ten years. That’s staggering in and

of itself. Oh yeah we have six or seven tables including a condiment table, a

salad and bread table, a literature table and two giveaway tables. The

meaDprogramDportion of Richmond FNB is widely regarded as one of th(

best anywhere. What the fuck else can I say? Happy birthday and thank you

for all the memories. I’m looking forward to the next ten years

.

Gainesville, Florida - Civic Media Center - Ten years old - October, 2003

The infoshop explosion in North America in the past fifteen to twenty years

has probably seen hundreds and hundreds of these autonomous spaces

come and go in areasDas wide in scope as urban metropolises to tiny college

towns and even rural country backwoods. The story usually goes something

like this: Small group of friends get a head of steam, do a few fundraisers, rent

a beat up old space in some neglected part of town and open up shop. Within

a year theDgroup dissolves due to infighting, overwork, issues of abuse,

domination, power plays, so on, so forth. You know the story.DNone of this

is to discredit any of those spaces or collectives, long-term infrastructure

based work is under appreciated and rarely ever done right. So, when youDdo

stumble across a space such as Gainesville’s Civic Media Center it is all the

more impressive that it not only has survived ten years, it continues to be

aDvital and highly utilized space for theOocal community. Here’s what I've

seen and what I know.

In the early 90’s there were a flood of independent papers and journalists

in the Gainesville community. MosOall of the papers had a strong leftist slant

and many of the editors and staff writers were friends and saw each other

often. Feeling that they needed to take a step beyond just peddling papers for

chejip or free on the streets a group of these allies came together and pulled

resources to open up a radical media center where folks from town could

come to get alternative media and meet andDorganize out of.

Being that Gainesville is a huge college town and lots of anarchists passed

through the university, the circle A crowd soon began organizing with the

independent media folks and a long standing relationship was forged. I visited

tf)e 'promt
“Misery” CD / 10”

Alternating between fast, gnlty hardcore anthems (Adolescents, Necros) and slow, alomospberic

punk (Samhain, Wipers, TSOL). “Misery” is a manic ride through a twisted mind.

I'um the lights down low and close the door. The future is coming.

ANNIHILATION TIME
“Bad Reputation” CD Single / 7”

The best band on the planet return with a new 4 song F.P and a new singer. “Bad Reputation” is

the audio equivalent of doing 'ludcs with Hells Angels in the parking lot of a Deep Purple

concert and blasting Black Flag's “Live ‘84” in your headphones. This is Rock N'Roll California.

THINK DH3IE
s/t CD / LP

ALSO AVAILABLE:

DRAGNET - “We’re All Cutthroats’’ CD / LP
(Fast, memorable hardcore with a slight modem sound)

ANNIHILATION TIME - s/t LP
(Black Flag via Bl'ast! influenced motherfuckers. Pcttibon cover art.)

TEAR IT UP - Nothing To Nothing CD / LP
(A modem classic. DR1, Black Flag, and Youth of Today all come to mind.)

VICTIMS - Neverendinglasting LP
(Steamroller Swedish hardcore juggernaut. Smokes!

)
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So, how does this relate to elections. Well, I have always hated the idea

of choosing the lesser of two evils, thinking it was too much compromise, and

a bogus attempt at making us think we are in a democracy. I still believe that

voting goes against my ideals of how people’s voices should be counted.

Voting still feels like validating a system that I don’t believe in and doesn’t seem
to affectchange. Especially afterthe 2000 election, where people of color, low

income people, ex-offenders and folks with similar names as ex-offenders,

were systematically denied the opportunity to vote. I still have zero faith in the

American two party system. I still believe that Bush can and will do everything

in his powerto buy and steal the presidency again in 2004. When the Supreme

Court made him king I thought that the people would become more radical in

reaction to him. Instead, it seems to have had the opposite affect of making

everyone more conservative. There is an utter lack of even left of center

Democrats voicing their minds on the news conglomerations owned by Clear

Channel. And they now even own NPR, the old lap dog for moderate America.

The recall vote in California is so full of crap I’m shocked that people aren’t

rioting. But afterthe last three years of Bush, and seeing how much his cabinet

has utilized devious tactics to pass the most extraordinary fucked up measures

while we stay glued to moving pictures of war, I am going to go vote against

the bastard in the next election.

So unless all us anarchists start rattling the old bones in a serious way-

which I think we need to do anyway- 1 think it’s important for us to at least take

a deep breath and vote against the ass in the next election. If everyone who

reads this votes, maybe we can have a chance at dethroning the fuckers.

Unless, of course, massive social upheaval beats us to it.

-merrydeath stem

po box 7466 Philadelphia pa 19101

as i screamea at a proresi, men worn nomc or as i nannco our icarieis at punx

shows; I never thought I was doing enough.

Now I see things differently. While I think direct action can be a good thing,

I also think it’s usually shortsighted and potentially detrimental. For example, last

week I heard that environmental activists vandalized and torched an SUV sales

lot. My initial reaction was pleasure, but when I thought about it more, I realized

that burning tires or anything for that matter releases a lot of pollution. In addition,

those cars will just be replaced and the buildings rebuilt which requires more raw

materials and usually the company doesn’t just suck it up, but gets money from

insurance or passes the price to the consumer. Sure, the action sent the

message that SUV’s are bad for the environment, but so is burning gasoline and

tires. Likely, the only result was to make people afraid and that is a bullshit tactic

of the mass media and government. I can’t help thinking that a better way to

make a difference would be to encourage people to ride their bikes or mass
transit and work towards changing fuel efficiency standards.

I’ve been thinking about that conversation and related topics a lot lately.

Since June I've been volunteering as an intern with the local government. I work

in the Office of Environmental Affairs, focusing on energy efficiency and

renewable energy. If you had asked me even two years ago whether I’d ever work

for the government, I’d have laughed or spit or something. But, I've changed my
mind

,
I get a lot accomplished this way. A few months ago I put together energy

efficiency resource sheets for local businesses. Currently, I am developing an

entire energy efficiency program for the city. I’m even getting Xcel Energy, the

power company, to give us thousands of dollars for local energy efficiency

projects. Because of my efforts and those of other caring people, this town will

cut its greenhouse gas emissions between 10 and 20% over the next ten years,

helping to slow global warming, clear the air, and becoming a model for other

cities to follow. I’m really seeing the value of community projects and the

tf)e tyxowl
“Misery” CD / 10”

Alternating between fast, gritty hardcore anthems (Adolescents, Necros) and slow, atomosphcnc

punk (Samhain, Wipers, TSOL). “Misery” is a manic ride through a twisted mind.

Turn the lights down low and close the door. The future is coming.

ANNIHILATION TIME
“Bad Reputation” CD Single / 7”

The best band on the planet return with a new 4 song F.P and a new singer. “Bad Reputation" is

the audio equivalent of doing ‘ludcs with Hells Angels in the parking lot of a Deep Purple

concert and blasting Black Flag’s “Live ‘84” in your headphones. This is Rock N'Roll California.

THINK QS3IE
s/t CD / LP

MS0MMIMU:
DRAGNET - “We’re All Cutthroats” CD / LP

(Fast, memorable hardcore with a slight modem sound)

ANNIHILATION TIME - s/t LP
(Black Flag via Bl’ast! influenced motherfuckers. Pettibon cover art.)

TEAR IT UP - Nothing To Nothing CD / LP
(A modem classic. DR1, Black Flag, and Youth of Today all come to mind.)

VICTIMS - Neverendinglasting LP
(Steamroller Swedish hardcore juggernaut. Smokes!)

This is quite possibly the meanest, most violent sounding hardcore record to be let out of it’s cage

since Voorhees' “Spilling Blood..." LP. You are being lied to, abused, and taken advantage of by
society and Think I Care arc the voices in your head. For fans of Infest, DYS and Sheer Tenor.

eKTCdES
s/t CD / LP

SELFISH - Cry For Love, Cry For Death CD / LP
(Japanese hardcore via Finland. Death Side worship? Possibly, but where’s the problem?)

BORN DEAD ICONS - Work CD / LP
(Thundering hardcore from Montreal. One of the best in N. America. Their 1st LP.)

C0MM1NG SOON:

R’N’R - The Infamous and Notorious CD / LP
(Ferocious rock inspired hardcore from some Think I Care folks.)

Fast, high energy hardcore brought to you by members of Tear It Up. Cut the Shit, and Down
In Flames. Use Poison Idea's “Pick Your King” as a reference point. Real fucking vicious.

CD format contains their "Your Last Rites" 7” and a live radio set.

WWW.DEADALIVERECORDS.COM

STRAIGHT TO HELL - We Will Bury You CD / LP
(Mean Scandinavian styled hardcore from members ofDrnpdead and Ulcer.)

SEX MANIACS - Mean As Hell CD / LP
(Like AC/DC fucking the Dwarves in your sister’s bedroom. Real big balls on this one.)

FULL SPEED AHEAD - Bom To Lose CD / LP
(After 3 years we saved this future skatepunk classic from the shelves. Pushcad art.)

One of the largest pitfalls facing the international anarchist community is our

tendency to get so emersed in that which we aim to dismantle that we often

overlook the beauty and power associated with the world that we are shaping in

the here and now. I myself have been extremely guilty in the negative energy

department oveOhe past fewOyears. It’sDcomforting to know that there are

millions of us out there everyday fighting for liberation the world over.D So, today

I’m going to take the time to share with you the stories and histories of two ten

year old organizations that have fueled my fire and given me hope in times when
I had little.

Richmond, Virginia - Food Nol Bombs - Ten Years Old - November, 2003

In 1 994 at the age of nineteen I wrote a letter to the thenDnine month old

best anywhere. What the fuck else can I say* Happy birthday and thank you

for all the memories I’m looking forward to the next ten years

.

Gainesville, Florida - Civic Media Center - Ten years old - October, 2003

The infoshop explosion in North America in the past fifteen to twenty years

has probably seen hundreds and hundreds of these autonomous spaces

come and go in areasdas wide in scope as urban metropolises to tiny college

towns and even rural country backwoods. The story usually goes something

like this: Small group of friends get a head of steam, do a few fundraisers, rent

a beat up old space in some neglected part of town and open up shop. Within

a year thedgroup dissolves due to infighting, overwork, issues of abuse,

domination, power plays, so on, so forth. You know the story.dNone of this

is to discredit any of those spaces or collectives, long-term infrastructure

based work is under appreciated and rarely ever done right. So, when youddo
stumble across a space such as Gainesville's Civic Media Center it is all the

more impressive that it not only has survived ten years, it continues to be

advital and highly utilized space for thedlocal community. Here's what I've

seen and what I know.

In the early 90's there were a flood of independent papers and journalists

in the Gainesville community. Mostdall of the papers had a strong leftist slant

and many of the editors and staff writers were friends and saw each other

often. Feeling that they needed to take a step beyond just peddling papers for

cheap or free on the streets a group of these allies came together and pulled

resources to open up a radical media center where folks from town could

come to get alternative media and meet andDorganize out of.

Being that Gainesville is a huge college town and lots of anarchists passed

through the university, the circle A crowd soon began organizing with the

independent media folks and a long standing relationship was forged. I visited
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the CMC for the first time in '98 and aCJyear later ended up living in Gainesville

for a couple of months during some miserable northern winter. I had some

great friends who worked at the CMC andDput together a whole zine sitting

there and at theQnain library for hours every day. I quicklyDcame to love the

space and here’s why.

Everyone I met who worked, volunteered orfrequented the space felt some

sense of ownership and connection to the space.DThe serious staffers worked

tirelessly on all aspects of the space from set up, to databasing, outreach,

events, organizing. It was a flood of boundless enthusiasm and positivity, and

was it ever utilized. There were always folks there. Reading, studying,

socializing, debating, listening to the news, watching the news, seeing events,

planning, working on the computer or just checking email. And a wide swath

of Gainesville used it from my experience.D

I could ramble forever and a day but I’ll offer a brief sampling of what the

CMC has to offer. Books, lots of ’em. Classics, theory,Dradical history,

people’s struggles, anti-war, class, race, queer and gender studies, commu-

nityorganizing, urtan studies, shit they’ve got it all. Periodicals and magazines

all methodically picked through and organized in alphabetical and chronologi-

cal order and they keep coming in by the boatload. Zines by the thousands in

another well structured file cabinet system with currents and favorites out os)

display including the wholeDembarrassing Complete ControDcollection. You

really have to see it to believe it. Go now, become a member and start your own

CMC and I promise I'll write about you ten years from now. Happy Tenth

CMCers! Keep on pushing.D

NOTES: Richmond Food Not Bombs serves every Sunday At 4 pm In Monroe

Park at the intersection of Main and Belvidere Streets near Virginia Common-
wealth University. They can be reached at 804-643-0196. Gainesville’s Civic

Media Center is located at 1021 W. University Avenue and is open most days.

There number is 352-373-001 0. We run a mini -inversion of the CMC out of a

room in my house here in Richmond and love visitors. We’re at 506 S. Pine

Street and can be reached at 804-644-2544. Send us your zine or newsletter

for the archives. I can be reached at: PO Box 5021 Richmond, VA. 23220. Take

Care, Greg

The Submission Hold show got me all warm and fuzzy about being old. The

show was not super crowded, just enough people and a few little kids. Kids

at shows are so awesome and it sets a really comfortable tone (this was not

at a bar or club). It felt like community. I am now at the age where some of

my friends have kids and live as they always have but they are also raising a

child or children. It is so frustrating that we are so inundated with society telling

us we have to grow up some time and conform like everyone else (if we haven’t

already conformed). It’s so inspiring to have friends that are starting families

and are still vegan, still go to shows and protests, etc. I know it must be

challenging to be punk and get married anchor have kids. Not just because of

the ideas of mainstream society but from other punks and peers. I know not

everyone gets married and has kids or wants to but it is important to recognize

you can do it and do not have to give in to societies’ expectations and

definitions of parents or families. It's important for us to recognize that people

define the punk lifestyle in different ways and it’s up to us to try to respect the

choices that people make forthemselves. I am thankful forthe people out there

that I admire who are maintaining their ethics and lifestyle. And most

importantly, sticking to your convictions! As I get older I see more and more

people give up and give in and I get so inspired when I meet the punks over

thirty. People like CBL keep me smiling and also knowing that Submission

Hold tours with a 3-year old, Adam and Alyssa have raised Bella vegan and

Carol brings Acie to shows, keep me inspired. I would be lost and sad without

these other folks so, thank you to the punk moms and dads out there for being
•

awesome and strong. I also need to thank the bands that played the first annual

Vegan Action Benefit Show (set up by Devon and Chris BL). Thank you to My
War, Light the Fuse and Run, Human Racist, Envenomed, Aphasia and The

Scarlet Letter, we appreciate the support. Please visit www.vegan.org. thanks

-krissi Get in touch: p.o. box 4288 richmond, va 23220 or krissi@vegan.org.

Two of my favorite fall time foods

I Neal's chana masala Saute two onions and 1 tbsp fresh chopped garlic, 1

if you want Grease the sides of a large pot and combine sugar, chocolate, salt

and soymilk. Heat over medium heat, stir continuously until the sugar dissolves

and the mixture boils. Cook until it is 238 (or it forms a ball when dropped into

a glass of cold water.) Do not stir while it is boiling! Take off heat and stir in

margarine Let it cool to a lukewarm temp and beat in vanilla and nuts if you

choose. As it thickens it will start to lose it's gloss and you can pour it into a

greased pan. Chill for 15 minutes before cutting and eating You can do this.

I really need to start writing these things a month ahead of the due date time.

Of course I have to get this to Chris tomorrow - so here I am trying to get this

done, while Ballast is hanging out in the living room and I soon have too cook for

the potluck tonight. Of course, I could have done this a couple of days ago when

I was staying at the Hardcore Holocaust Warehouse — where there was three

of us sitting in the kitchen, one having zine reviews to do, one having record

reviews, and me with the column deadline. We ’collectively’ blew off our

obligations to drink coffee and have pleasant conversation. Yep, I have been

procrastinating-and-well-nothing was flowing right.

I think this column is so difficult because I am trying to write about punk.

After my last couple columns dealing with US imperialism, military recruit-

ment, and the need for voting in local elections, I wanted to step back and write

about something I actually like — as too often I feel that our culture is bound

around what we are against instead of what we are for. 'Our culture?’ you ask.

Yep, our culture. Hmmm, Punk as a culture. I was trying to write about this

strange, international, deviant counter-culture. Trying to write this while prepar-

ing for a workshop at an Anarchist conference, while talking about the 90s

Autonomen with our German houseguest, trying to set up a benefit show, going

on a dumpster run-doing all these punk activities, these things that make up life.

I was trying to do some sort of pro-punk-column-as-a-culture-in-a-pseudo-

scholarly type of way, but it wasn’t working, and then I started thinking that

maybe this shit shouldn't be written down. hmmm. Nope, the glory's of Punk just

got to be spoken, so if you’re interested, find me on the street, give me some

coffee and I will rant there. Or maybe next summer me and Chris Control will do

a spoken word tour on “the great things about Punk” — (now you got to admit

that may be more interesting to watch then another Disclone band, haha) Well,

maybe not everything has to be written down or spoken. Maybe the best way is

to live as an example - to build our communities and support systems, cause we
really don’t have much except our learned skills and each other. So this month,

no column about punk from me and instead I will leave you with a quote from Dick

Hebdige as he was describing the early Punx:

“The counter-culture is basically a mechanism for expressing a sense of

independence and to refuse the subordinate status that is ingrained into the

society. It is a way of forming something new and oppositional to what is the

dominant stream of thought.” Or, as the ever so quotable Jake Filth once said,

"Punk good, society bad.”

—Mike Straight - straight@defenestrator.org

Or at - House of Random - 4332 Parrish st. Philly, Pa 19104

Endnotes:

1 )
So I have to admit, I am an avid NPR listener. I’m talking about waking up

and turning on NPR with my first cup of coffee and listening while I work. I have

to tell you it was quite a shock to hear ’good kid’ Paulie’s voice when I hit the radio

on button. For a second I thought one of my roommates left some audio zine in

the tape player—but no, it was 90.9 FM Yep, it was Paulie describing the life of

squatting and dumpstering in NYC. The interviewer was pretty good, not

condescending or exploitative. I do wish they talked about NYC’s crackdown on

the homeless and the squatters in the last couple of years, but that is just what

I would have talked about if someone from NPR would have found me in a

dumpster. It was a good, fair representation of NY squatting life, but remember

my punky friends, be wary of the media, for they often promote the worst aspects

of Punk culture (see the coverage of the "Punk riot" in Montreal after the Exploited

show)

porchsitting end up as column topics—but I like that sort of thing, it gives it a

down-homey feel, that you (as the reader) can relate too—in theory I guess.

Anyway if you don't get it, you can always skip to the record reviews as I am sure

that there is some American band trying to sound like some Scandinavian band

from two decades ago. Oh why I am on the name-dropping kick, this months

column was not proofread by PigPen TM, the lovable little spelling Gnome from

West Philly - but instead we have a guest proofreader, Silly!, from Canada staying

here at Maison de Random TM and I am putting him to work

3) Oh, I have an example of American Punx just not getting it, and it’s

something they REALLY need to get a clue about. So I went to the La Faction show

here in Philly and ran into Arno (a somewhat crazy guy from Liege, Belgium who

has a tendency to lose his clothes in public spaces and interview Canadian dogs

about their views on the president of France- Definitely, and clearly - not a

“scenester".) and Arno asks me if there is any food for the bands. Now I had

earlier fed les Icons Dee Mode at the Maison de Random before the show, but

for the rest of the bands going straight to the venue there was no food. I had to

explain to Arno that 'I’m actually not surprised that there is no food that night,

since it is uncommon for promoters to actually cook for the bands— this is not

at all like the European punk scene. Arno asks why and states "I see it in

interviews of American bands, they all talk about how great touring Europe is

because everyone feeds them but they never seem to think about doing it at

home. Why is that???” So, once again, I am stuck trying to explain the stupidity

of Americans—great. So all you “punk promoters” why are you NOT FEEDING

TOURING BANDS! Is this such a difficult concept for you people to grasp! Do not

tell touring bands where the Taco Hell or the expensive Vegan restaurant is —
instead, FEED THEM. Here in case you all are at a loss about how to cook, here

are couple of my favorite Punk approved cookbooks that have plenty of Vegan

recipes for you to choose - Don’t feed the Bears and Soy not oil. Ok if you don’t

have access to either one of them I will give you a basic recipe for a simple meal

for a touring band.

Basic spaghetti - !1) Boil water 2) add pasta 3) cut vegetables and tofu 4) Add

tomato sauce. 5) Bring to show for starving band. Simple, eh? Now try it!!!!

Since a lot of American punk promoters routinely forget to do simple "promoter”

type things like flyer or collect money at the door, the least you people can do is

feed the scared and starving European bands. While you are at it maybe you

Should try feeding American bands too, as maybe that way more people will start

looking at punk as a community instead of a scene that you hangout in during

your late teenage years.

4) Oh, the Robot Haus wants to thank everyone who came to their house for

the show after the Pointless test and didn't act like a JERK. For those who were

smashing bottles in front qf the neighbors houses
,
please get a clue and don’t

come back to NW Philly.

5) The USA is still an Empire, that hasn't changed since the last issue of S&L

and if you are a punk in the US military I got one word for you - Desert!

Ask thejQ Plants
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About a weekago, I was really gung-ho to write this column, and now it just

feels like pulling teeth to sit down in front of the computer! I Probably because

I’ve been having so many stupid issues with hotmail and ebay in the past couple

of months that it just isn’t funny Don’t you just love it when you get denied

access to an account because you’ve forgotten your password (EVEN THOUGH
YOU HAVEN’T!!!). Anyway I’ve seen a few really good shows since the last

issue (like Pointless Fest, J-Church and The Weakerthans) which were all

incredibly inspiring in so many different ways and on so many different levels.

The Fest for the sheer numbers of us, all the-fantastic bands, the overwhelming

heat, the endless line for vegan cheese steaks, and the family reunion feel of it. . .a .

huge round of applause to Greg and Tony for being such great hosts, John Hiltz

for letting me stand on that rolling case for two nights in a row, and to Ken
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to warm you from the inside out. Whew. I was utterly transfixed on Jon’s smile

while they played, it was almost like he created his own personal spotlight.

The entire crowd seemed to be singing along to every song, even all of the new

ones. I think that I smiled for about a week straight after that show. I sure do

hope that they swing through the Midwest again real soon. Okay, enough with

the mushy stuff (for now),

the winter of our discontent...

I always think of that John Steinbeck book when winter is right around the

corner. I generally feel somewhat discontent during the dreaded cold dark

months. . .although it is alsoDa relief to just be able to spend some time indoors

hibernating with a pile of good books and a huge pot of hot steaming soup. I ’ve

found soup making to be quite therapeutic and I’m going to share one of my
favorite recipes with you right now. This is a fast and simple soup, full of great

greens (you need that chlorophyll in the winter!!!) and garlic, with just the right

amount of spice on a cold winter night.

*hot-n-spicy vegetable noodle soup:

-vegetable broth (either homemade, or store bought. If store bought, I

recommend Imagine brand)

-one or two packs of vegan friendly ramen noodles (I’m really into the Udon

Pride miso wlofu)

-one bulb of garlic

-one can of diced tomatoes with green chili peppers

-kale(6-1 0 leaves), broccoli (1 -2 stalks), baby bokchoy(1 bunch), peapods(1 0-

15), shitake mushrooms(6-10)

-nutritional yeast

-soy sauce or sea salt

use whatever size pot you like and adjust your vegetable broth accord-

ingly. I usually use at least a 3 quart sauce pan and wind up using about 2

quarts of veggie broth. I only use organic ingredients, but that part is up to you

(of course). Start by washing all of your produce. Put veggie broth in soup pot

and let it boil. While broth is heating up, start with your garlic (I use a garlic

press for this soup, but you can just chop it really finely if you wish) Put the

whole bulb in with the broth. Once you’ve reached the boiling point, add your

noodles and the flavor packets. (Note: if you’re using a pan that’s smaller than

3 quarts, you should probably only use one packof noodles). Chop up broccoli

and kale, put in small bowl. Once your noodles are close to being done, add

broccoli, kale and the can of tomatoes wtjreen chili’s. Lower your heat to a

good simmer. Now chop baby bok choy, pea pods and shitake mushrooms.

Add these when the broccoli and kale feel close to being done You can chop

your veggies into whatever size you like. Once everything has been added, I

turn off the heat, or put it really low and add nutritional yeast and either soy

sauce^ea salt to taste. I usually serve right away, so the pea pods and baby

bok choy still have some crunch to them. Feel free to play around with this, as

it is an extremely flexible recipe I only have one warning foryou. ..this soup has

been known to cause extreme fart potential, so maybe you shouldn't make it

on a first date All that garlic likes to ‘show off, if you know what I mean.

Another good winter pick-me-up tip can be found right on the label of Bragg’s

apple cider vinegar Take two teaspoons of apple cider vinegar, a glass of

water, one or two teaspoons of pure maple syrupTioneyTnolaSses^tevia

(your preference) and a big squeeze of lemon and mix it all together. I know

it sounds a bit weird, but it’s darn good for you and your immune system

bed time stories...

I've already got a huge stack of winter reading started. I picked up The

Rodale Book of Composting from Rodale Press. Good inspiration lor next

summer's garden. I’ve also got Second Nature by Michael Pollan which looks

really good. ..one man’s relationship with the earth. I picked up both of these

fine selections at The Rainbow Book Collective in Madison. Should you find

yourself wandering around the streets of Mad Town, you should check them

out . .1 don’t know the exact address off hand, but they are on Gilman St. . right

off. of State St. I'm sure that they’re in the phone book. A long standing radical

book collective that certainly deserves your support! Great zine selections, as

well I’m also really obsessed with the work of legendary Japanese fiction

writer Haruki Murakami Fairly depressing, yet intricately crafted stories.

Should you find your interest sparked, 1 recommend starting with The Wind-

Up Bird Chronicle , or Norwegian Wood x

unhappy anniversary,..

I’d just like to take a second and again say thanks and goodbye to Matty

Luv, who died last year on October 4th He was a genius, in his own unique

and stubborn way I still think about him and the rest of those lovely Hickey

boys all the time and know that without them, my life would have turned out

very differently I’ve had some pretty crazy and vivid dreams involving Matty

during the pcist year, so I still feel that part of him is out there somewhere,

getting into trouble, livin’ the chaos and making sure we don’t forget him. I

know that we won t. I still can t quite bring myself to listen to Hickey yet, it still

feels too fresh, but it s there waiting for me someday. Aesop andRizzler. y’all

take care of yourselves, ya hear'?!

time to fall out...



wealth University. They can be reached at 804 643-0196. Gainesville's Civic

Media Center is located at 1 02 1 W. University Avenue and is open most days.

There number is 352-373-0010. We run a mini -inversion of the CMC out of a

room in my house here in Richmond and love visitors. We’re at 506 S. Pine

Street and can be reached at 804-644-2544. Send us your zine or newsletter

for the archives. I can be reached at: PO Box 5021 Richmond, VA. 23220. Take

Care, Greg

action
The Submission Hold show gotme all warm and fuzzy about being old. The

show was not super crowded, just enough people and a few little kids. Kids

at shows are so awesome and it sets a really comfortable tone (this was not

at a bar or club). It felt like community. I am now at the age where some of

my friends have kids and live as they always have but they are also raising a

child or children. It is so frustrating that we are so inundated with society telling

us we have to grow up some time and conform like everyone else (if we haven't

already conformed). It's so inspiring to have friends that are starting families

and are still vegan, still go to shows and protests, etc. I know it must b£

challenging to be punk and get married anchor have kids. Not just because of

the ideas of mainstream society but from other punks and peers. I know not

everyone gets married and has kids or wants to but it is important to recognize

you can do it and do not have to give in to societies’ expectations and

definitions of parents or families. It’s important for us to recognize that people

define the punk lifestyle in different ways and it's up to us to try to respect the

choices that people make forthemselves. I am thankful forthe people out there

that I admire who are maintaining their ethics and lifestyle. And most

importantly, sticking to your convictions! As I get older I see more and more

people give up and give in and I get so inspired when I meet the punks over

thirty. People like CBL keep me smiling and also knowing that Submission

Hold tours with a 3-year old, Adam and Alyssa have raised Bella vegan and

Carol brings Acie to shows, keep me inspired. I would be lost and sad without

these other folks so, thank you to the punk moms and dads out there for being
•

awesome and strong. I also need to thank the bands that played the first annual

Vegan Action Benefit Show (set up by Devon and Chris BL). Thankyou to My
War, Light the Fuse and Run, Human Racist, Envenomed, Aphasia and The

Scarlet Letter, we appreciate the support. Please visit www.vegan.org. thanks

-krissi Get in touch: p.o. box 4288 richmond, va 23220 or krissi@vegan.org.

Two of my favorite fall time foods

Neal’s chana masala: Saute two onions and 1 tbsp fresh chopped garlic, 1

tbsp fresh shredded ginger, and 1 tbsp of whole mustard seed. Once soft, add

sliced carrots, two cans of chick peas, 2 cans of diced tomatoes and 4 boiled

potatoes. Stew for 10 minutes or until carrots and potatoes are soft. Add 2

tbsp curry powder and cumin, cinnamon and garam masala, salt and black

pepper to taste. Stew for another 5 minutes. Add 1/4 cup fresh chopped

cilantro and let sit for a few minutes . Serve overjasm ine rice with fancy saffron

if you have it.

Lickin’ the Beaters Fudge 1 cup sugar, 1 oz pure unsweetened chocolate, a

pinch of salt, 1 cup soymilk, 2 tbsp margarine, 1 tsp vanilla, cup chopped nuts

the potluck tonight. 01 course, I could have done this a couple ol days ago when

I was staying at the Hardcore Holocaust Warehouse — where there was three

of us sitting in the kitchen, one having zine reviews to do, one having record

reviews, and me with the column deadline. We ‘collectively’ blew off our

obligations to drink coffee and have pleasant conversation. Yep, I have been

procrastinating-and-well-nothing was flowing right.

I think this column is so difficult because I am trying to write about punk.

After my last couple columns dealing with US imperialism, military recruit-

ment, and the need for voting in local elections, I wanted to step back and write

about something I actually like — as too often I feel that our culture is bound

around what we are against instead of what we are for. ‘Our culture?’ you ask.

Yep, our culture. Hmmm, Punk as a culture. I was trying to write about this

strange, international, deviant counter-culture. Trying to write this while prepar-

ing for a workshop at an Anarchist conference, while talking about the 90s

Autonomen with our German houseguest, trying to set up a benefit show, going

on a dumpster run-doing all these punk activities, these things that make up life.

I was trying to do some sort of pro-punk-column-as-a-culture-in-a-pseudo-

scholariy type of way, but it wasn’t working, and then I started thinking that

maybe this shit shouldn’t be written down. hmmm. Nope, the glory’s of Punk just

got to be spoken, so if you're interested, find me on the street, give me some

coffee and I will rant there. Or maybe next summer me and Chris Control will do

a spoken word tour on “the great things about Punk"— (now you got to admit

that may be more interesting to watch then another Disclone band, haha) Well,

maybe not everything has to be written down or spoken. Maybe the best way is

to live as an example - to build our communities and support systems, cause we
really don’t have much except our learned skills and each other. So this month,

no column about punk from me and instead I will leave you with a quote from Dick

Hebdige as he was describing the early Punx:

“The counter-culture is basically a mechanism for expressing a sense of

independence and to refuse the subordinate status that is ingrained into the

society. It is a way of forming something new and oppositional to what is the

dominant stream of thought.” Or, as the ever so quotable Jake Filth once said,

"Punk good, society bad.”

—Mike Straight - straight@defenestrator.org

Or at - House of Random - 4332 Parrish st. Philly, Pa 19104

Endnotes:

1 ) So I have to admit, I am an avid NPR listener. I’m talking about waking up

and turning on NPR with my first cup of coffee and listening while I work. I have

to tell you it was quite ashock to hear ‘good kid' Paulie’s voicewhen I hit the radio

on button For a second I thought one of my roommates left some audio zine in

the tape player—but no, it was 90.9 FM Yep, it was Paulie describing the life of

squatting and dumpstering in NYC. The interviewer was pretty good, not

condescending or exploitative. I do wish they talked about NYC’s crackdown on

the homeless and the squatters in the last couple of years, but that is just what

I would have talked about if someone from NPR would have found me in a

dumpster It was a good, fair representation of NY squatting life, but remember

my punky friends, be wary of the media, for they often promote the worst aspects

of Punk culture (see the coverage of the "Punk riot
" in Montreal after the Exploited

show)

2) So, someone brought to my attention that I name a lot of "scenesters” in

my columns. At first this confused me—scenesters? In my column??? Hell no!

Looking back maybe someone has gotten the wrohg impression, as I do often

name my friends in columns, as they have contributed to something influential

in my life, therefore they come out in stories. Logical, eh? So let me also say—
just in case anyone gets the wrong idea— that Jeff Schwilk, Jason Angst or Tim

Krupnik aren't in any way “coor or scenesters. Trust me. Ok, Angst might be at

this point, but I still write of him as a young lad, fresh out of Yinzburgh. See, I got

some inspiring and interesting friends - ones who’s adventures in yardsailing and

SIX WEEKS RECORDS!
*V/A “Disturbing the Peace”LP/CD
Bay Area HC/punk & friends w/ Blown
To Bits, Iron Lung, Voetsek, Deadfall,

STFU, Born/Dead, Dystrophy, Scurvy

Dogs, Brainoil,Case of Emergency,
Hatemail Killerz. CD bonuses by:

Desolation, Funeral Shock,

Doppleganger. Holy fuckin shit!!!!!!!!!

ENTROPIA-CD Italian HC headfuck

INSULT-“Emo Bashing Fastcore
Pimps”CD Dutch thrash discog.

Runnamucks-“Of A Different

recipes for you to choose - Don’t feed the Bears and Soy not oil Ok il you don’t

have access to either one of them I will give you a basic recipe for a simple meal

for a touring band.

Basic spaghetti - !1) Boil water 2) add pasta 3) cut vegetables and tofu 4) Add

tomato sauce. 5) Bring to show for starving band. Simple, eh? Now try it!!!!

Since a lot of American punk promoters routinely forget to do simple “promoter"

type things like flyer or collect money at the door, the least you people can do is

feed the scared and starving European bands. While you are at it maybe you

should try feeding American bands too, as maybe that way more people will start

looking at punk as a community instead of a scene that you hangout in during

your late teenage years.

4) Oh, the Robot Haus wants to thank everyone who came to their house for

the show after the Pointless fest and didn’t act like a JERK. For those who were

smashing bottles in front of the neighbors houses . .please get a clue and don't

come back to NW Philly.

5) The USA is still an Empire, that hasn’t changed since the last issue of S&L
and if you are a punk in the US military I got one word for you - Desert!

About a weekago, I was really gung-ho io .write this column, and now it just

feels like pulling teeth to sit down in front of the computerl .1 Probably because

I’ve been having so many stupid issues with.hotrpail and ebay in the past couple

of months that it just isn't funny. Don’t you just love it when you get denied

access to an account because you’ve forgotten your password (EVEN THOUGH
YOU HAVEN’T!!!). Anyway I've seen a lew really good shows since the last

issue (like Pointless Fest, J-Church and The Weakerthans) which were all

incredibly inspiring in so many different ways and on so many different levels

The Fest for the sheer numbers of us, all the fantastic bands, the overwhelming

heat, the endless line for vegan cheese steaks, and the family reunion feel of it a

huge round of applause to^reg and Tony for being such great hosts, John Hiltz

for letting me stand on that rolling case for two nights in a row, and to Ken

Sanderson for putting us up at Grandma's house J-Church was just pure fun

I love how J-Church is always ever evolving. It made me really happy to see

Lance on tour again I can’t believe how different they are now . .they ’ve got some
hardcore going on!l i I got to meet Ben White (of Snakepit fame) and he seeme

like a real sweetheart of a guy We only chatted briefly, but it was just plain nice

to actually put a real face on the artist. And then there's The Weakerthans, who
absolutely, without a doubt, made my YEAR with their show in Chicago The

music is so intricate and gorgeous and heariwrenching yet so hopeful with just

that subtle taste of bitterness on the lips that instantly gets wiped away by the

poetic lyrics and imagery that get absolutely embedded in your brain and seem

ingly. I usually use at least a 3 quart sauce pan and wind up using about 2

quarts of veggie broth. I only use organic ingredients, but that part is up to you

(of course). Start by washing all of your produce. Put veggie broth in soup pot

and let it boil. While broth is heating up, start with your garlic (I use a garlic

press for this soup, but you can just chop it really finely if you wish). Put the

whole bulb in with the broth. Once you've reached the boiling point, add your

noodles and the flavor packets. (Note: if you’re using a pan that’s smallerthan

3 quarts, you should probably only use one pack of noodles). Chop up broccoli

and kale, put in small bowl. Once your noodles are close to being done, add

broccoli, kale and the can of tomatoes w/green chili’s. Lower your heat to a

good simmer. Now chop baby bok choy, pea pods and shitake mushrooms.

Add these when the broccoli and kale feel close to being done. You can chop

your veggies into whatever size you like. Once everything has been added, I

turn off the heat, or put it really low and add nutritional yeast and either soy

sauce^ea salt to taste. I usually serve right away, so the pea pods and baby

bok choy still have some crunch to them. Feel free to play around with this, as

it is an extremely flexible recipe I only have one warning foryou. ..this soup has

been known to cause extreme fart potential, so maybe you shouldn’t make it

on a first date. All that garlic likes to ‘show off’, if you know what I mean.

Another good winter pick-me-up tip can be found right on the label of Bragg’s

apple cider vinegar Take two teaspoons of apple cider vinegar, a glass of

water, one or two teaspoons of pure maple syruptioneytnolasses^tevia

(your preference) and a big squeeze of lemon and mix it all together. I know

it sounds a bit weird, but it's darn good for you and your immune system

bed time stories...

I've already got a huge stack of winter reading started. I picked up The

Rodale Book of Composting from Rodale Press. Good inspiration for next

summer’s garden. I’ve also got Second Nature by Michael Pollan which looks

really good... one man’s relationship with the earth. I picked up both of these

fine selections at The Rainbow Book Collective in Madison. Should you find

yourself wandering around the streets of Mad Town, you should check them

out .1 don’t know the exact address off hand, but they are on Gilman St .
right

off of State St. I’m sure that they’re in the phone book. A long standing radical

book collective that certainly deserves your support! Great zine selections, as

well I’m also really obsessed with the work of legendary Japanese fiction

writer Haruki Murakami Fairly depressing, yet intricately crafted stories.

Should you find your interest sparked, I recommend starting with The Wind-

Up Bird Chronicle , or Norwegian Wood ,

unhappy anniversary...

I’d just like to take a second and again say thanks and goodbye to Matty

Luv, who died last year on October 4th He was a genius, in his own unique

and stubborn way I still think about him and the rest of those lovely Hickey

boys all the time and know that without them, my life would have turned out

very differently. I've had some pretty crazy and vivid dreams involving Matty

during the p'ast year, so I still feel that part of him is out there somewhere,

getting into trouble, livin' the chaos and making sure we don't forget him I

know that we won't I still can't quite bring myself to listen to Hickey yet. it still

feels too fresh, but it's there waiting for me someday Aesop and Rizzler, y all

take care of yourselves, ya hear'?!

time to fall out...

It s late and I’m about ready to call it a night. Eat lots and lots of garlic,

experiment with herbal teas, drink as much hot water with lemon as you can

stand, and take care of yourselves this winter. You don’t have to catch a cold!

I made it through the entire winter last year without a sniffle, and then my dear

husband brought home the Sabado virus for me... but even that only had me
down for 2 days!! Look for plant based alternatives 1o drug store remedies.

I know that I always mention it, but the massive reference book Prescription

for Nutritional Healing by James and Phyllis Balch is handy and pretty darn

cheap. Get one. Life is short, live it to the fullest!!

-

] -karolinen (note new e-mai

address) roadiegirl@yahoo.corr/2491 5 Superior St ./Milwaukee, Wl 53207

FKARK
WORLD BURNS TO DEATH “Art of Self” 7”

DROPDEAD/TOT4LITAR Split 7” / CD-EP
SUNDAY MORNING EINSTEINS 7”

ARTIMUS PYLE “FORTRESS” 7”

GRIMPLE “ UP YOUR ASS” LP/CD
KYLESA LP/CD
BORN AGAINST “NINE PATRIOTIC” LP
BORN AGAINST’BATTLE HYMNS’ LP
ARTIMUS PYLE “Cold Cold Earth”7”
JABARA “Why We wish” 12”

GRIMPLE “Phil” 7”

ARTIMUS PYLE / CROW split 7”



me moas oi mainstream society out rrom otner purms ana peers i Know not

everyone gets married and has kids or wants to but it is important to recognize

you can do it and do not have to give in to societies’ expectations and

definitions of parents or families. It’s important for us to recognize that people

define the punk lifestyle in different ways and it’s up to us to try to respect the

choices that people make forthemselves. I am thankful forthe people out there

that I admire who are maintaining their ethics and lifestyle. And most

importantly, sticking to your convictions! As I get older I see more and more

people give up and give in and I get so inspired when I meet the punks over

thirty. People like CBL keep me smiling and also knowing that Submission

Hold tours with a 3-year old, Adam and Alyssa have raised Bella vegan and

Carol brings Acie to shows, keep me inspired. I would be lost and sad without

these other folks so, thank you to the punk moms and dads out there for being
•

awesome and strong. I also need to thank the bands that played the first annual

Vegan Action Benefit Show (set up by Devon and Chris BL). Thank you to My
War, Light the Fuse and Run, Human Racist, Envenomed, Aphasia and The

Scarlet Letter, we appreciate the support. Pleasevisitwww.vegan.org. thanks,

-krissi Get in touch: p.o. box 4288 richmond, va 23220 or krissi@vegan.org.

Two of my favorite fall time foods

Neal’s chana masala: Saute two onions and 1 tbsp fresh chopped garlic, 1

tbsp fresh shredded ginger, and 1 tbsp of whole mustard seed. Once soft, add

sliced carrots, two cans of chick peas, 2 cans of diced tomatoes and 4 boiled

potatoes. Stew for 1 0 minutes or until carrots and potatoes are soft. Add 2

tbsp curry powder and cumin, cinnamon and garam masala, salt and black

pepper to taste. Stew for another 5 minutes. Add 1/4 cup fresh chopped

cilantro and let sit fora few minutes. Serve over jasmine rice with fancy saffron

if you have it.

Lickin’ the Beaters Fudge 1 cup sugar, 1 oz pure unsweetened chocolate, fe

pinch of salt, 1 cup soymilk, 2 tbsp margarine, 1 tsp vanilla, cup chopped nuts

society. It Is a way ol forming something new and oppositional to what is the

dominant stream of thought." Or, as the ever so quotable Jake Filth once said,

"Punk good, society bad.”

—Mike Straight - straight@defenestrator.org

Or at - House of Random - 4332 Parrish st. Philly, Pa 19104

Endnotes:

1 )
So I have to admit, I am an avid NPR listener. I'm talking about waking up

and turning on NPR with my first cup of coffee and listening while I work. I have

to tell you it was quite a-shock to hear 'good kid’ Paulie s voice when I hit the radio

on button. For a second I thought one of my roommates left some audio zine in

the tape player—but no, it was 90.9 FM Yep, it was Paulie describing the life of

squatting and dumpstering in NYC. The interviewer was pretty good, not

condescending or exploitative. I do wish they talked about NYC’s crackdown on

the homeless and the squatters in the last couple of years, but that is just what

I would have talked about if someone from NPR would have found me in a

dumpster It was a good, fair representation of NY squatting life, but remember

my punky friends, be wary of the media, forthey often promote the worst aspects

of Punk culture (see the coverage of the "Punk riot" in Montreal after the Exploited

show)

2) So, someone brought to my attention that I name a lot of "scenesters” in

my columns. At first this confused me—scenesters? In my column??? Hell no!

Looking back maybe someone has gotten the wrohg impression, as I do often

name my friends in columns, as they have contributed to something influential

in my life, therefore they come out in stories. Logical, eh? So let me also say—
just in case anyone gets the wrong idea— that Jeff Schwilk, Jason Angst or Tim

Krupnik aren’t in any way “cool" or scenesters. Trust me. Ok, Angst might be at

this point, but I still write of him as a young lad, fresh out of Yinzburgh. See, I got

some inspiring and interesting friends - ones who’s adventures in yardsailing and

SIX WEEKS RECORDS!
*V/A “Disturbina the Peace”LP/CD
Bay Area HC/punk & friends w/ Blown
To Bits, Iron Lung, Voetsek, Deadfall,

STFU, Born/Dead, Dystrophy, Scurvy

Dogs, Brainoil,Case of Emergency,

Hatemail Killenz. CD bonuses by:

Desolation, Funeral Shock,

Doppleganger. Holy fuckin shit!!!!!!!!!

ENTROPIA-CD Italian HC headfuck

INSULT-“Emo Bashinq Fastcore

PimDs”CD Dutch thrash discoq.

Runnamucks-“Of A Different

Breed”LP/CD Old school he punk from

Florida delinquent punks!!

D.F.A.-“Defv False Authoritv” LP/CD
Canadian crossover thrash!!

Crucial Unit-“These Colors Get The
Runs LP/CD Ultimate thrash challenqe

Betercore“YouthcrustDISCOqraphv”
CD Blazing Dutch thrashcore

Municipal Waste-“Waste Em AH”
LP/CD Crossover thrash attack!!
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About a weekago, I was really gung-ho to write this column, and now it just

feels like pulling teeth to sit down in front of the computer! 1 Probabiy because

I’ve been having so many stupid issues withhotmail and ebay in the past couple

of months that it just isn't funny. Don't you just love it when you get denied

access to an account because you’ve forgotten your password (EVEN THOUGH
YOU HAVEN'T!!!). Anyway I’ve seen a few really good shows since the last

issue (like Pointless Fest, J-Church and The Weakerthans) which were all

incredibly inspiring in so many different ways and on so many different levels

The Fest for the sheer numbers of us, all the-fantastic bands, the overwhelming

heat, the endless line for vegan cheese steaks, and the family reunion feel of it a

huge round of applause to Greg and Tony for being such great hosts, John Hiltz

for letting me stand on that rolling case for two nights in a row, and to Ken

Sanderson for putting us up at Grandma's house J-Church was just pure fun

I love how J-Church is always ever evolving. It made me really happy to see

Lance on tour again I can't believe how different they are now they 've got some

hardcore going on!l 1
1
got to meet Ben White (of Snakepit fame) and he seems

like a real sweetheart of a guy We only chatted briefly, but it was just plain nice

to actually put a real face on the artist. And then there's The Weakerthans, who

absolutely, without a doubt, made my YEAR with their show in Chicago. The

music is so intricate and gorgeous and heartwrenching yet so hopeful with just

that subtle taste of bitterness on the lips that instantly gets wiped away by the

poetic lyrics and imagery that get absolutely embedded in your brain and seem

yourself wandering around the streets of Mad Town, you should check them

out . .1 don’t know the exact address off hand, but they are on Gilman St
,
right

off. of State St. I’m sure that they're in the phone book. A long standing radical

book collective that certainly deserves your support! Great zine selections, as

well I'm also really obsessed with the work of legendary Japanese fiction

writer Haruki Murakami Fairly depressing, yet intricately crafted stories.

Should you find your interest sparked, I recommend starting with The Wind-

Up Bird Chronicle , or Norwegian Wood
unhappy anniversary...

I'd just like to take a second and again say thanks and goodbye to Matty

Luv, who died last year on October 4th. He was a genius, in his own unique

and stubborn way I still think about him and the rest of those lovely Hickey

boys all the time and know that without them, my life would have turned out

very differently. I've had some pretty crazy and vivid dreams involving Matty

during the p6st year, so I still feel that part of him is out there somewhere,

getting into trouble, livin' the chaos and making sure we don’t forget him. I

know that we won t. I still can't quite bring myself to listen to Hickey yet, it still

feels too fresh, but it's there waiting for me someday Aesop and Rizzler, y 'all

take care of yourselves, ya hear"?!

time to fall out...

It's late and I’m about ready to call it a night. Eat lots and lots of garlic,

experiment with herbal teas, drink as much hot water with lemon as you can

stand, and take care of yourselves this winter You don’t have to catch a cold!

I made it through the entire winter last year without a sniffle, and then my dear

husband brought home the Sabado vims for me. . . but even that only had me
down for 2 days ! 1 Look for plant basecTalternatives to drug store remedies.

I know that I always mention it, but the massive reference book Prescription

for Nutritional Healing by James and Phyllis Balch is handy and pretty darn

cheap. Get one. Life is short, live it to the fullest!!!] -karolineG (note new e-mai

address) roadiegirl@yahoo.cony2491 S. SuperiorSt./Milwaukee, Wl 53207

-SHIKABANE
Why Do You Live 12” Limited

BORN AGAINST “REBEL SOUND OF
SHIT AND FAILURE" LP/CD

PKARK
WORLD BURNS TO DEATH “Art of Self” 7”

DROPDEAD/TOTALITAR Split 7” / CD-EP
SUNDAY MORNING EINSTEINS 7”

ARTIMUS PYLE “FORTRESS” 7”

GRIMPLE “ UP YOUR ASS” LP/CD
KYLESA LP/CD
BORN AGAINST “NINE PATRIOTIC” LP
BORN AGAINST’BATTLE HYMNS’ LP
ARTIMUS PYLE “Cold Cold Earth”7”
JABARA “Why We wish” 12”

GRIMPLE “Phil” 7”

ARTIMUS PYLE / CROW split 7”

HIS HERO IS GONE “Dead of Night” 7”

GUYANA PUNCH LINE “Irritainment” LP/CD
Write for complete catalog or Check
www.prankrecords.com

IP’S =$8 US/ $10 Can/Mex $14 World Postpaid

CD’S =$10 US/ $11 Can/Mex/ $12 World ppd

77CD-EP=$3.50 US/ $5 CAN/MEX/ $6 Worldppd

no checks please

Prank-P.O. Box 410892 San Francisco, CA
94141-0892 USA

BORN /DEAD EUROPEAN TOUR SEPT 25th. 2003- NOV 1st

Check www.prankrecords.com for dates

Direct Dlstrlbtulon/Wholesale via MordamRecordsc-www.mordam-

records.com also try ebulllton, Revolver, Sub, Deadallve , Hardcore

Holocaust , SOund Idea. Stonehenge,etc,etc.

/
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COLUMNS

Making the life

Ever since I became aware of the potential of punk to alter your own life, I have

been blown away by the extent to which you can do this by. I don’t know of many

other cultures, and I’m talking of primarily punk DIY culture here, where you can

have complete control over your own output and distribute your zin&tecord
,
travel,

meet people who are into the same things as you, all over the world, just through

being into punk. I think it must be one of the reasons why I have stayed involved

because whenever I have been jaded and tried to step out of the punk scene into

’normal’ life I have found myself jumping straight back in with renewed vigor after

discovering once again how horrendous I find ‘normal’ society to be on a social

level. It has to be argued that to a large extent, we are all, in some ways, part of

’normal’ society. Just as human beings we have to do similar things to exist. It is

how we do many of the other things that make the difference.

Making the life that you want it to be can often be harder than you think, (or at

least it has been for me otherwise I probably wouldn’t be writing this column!)

Many of the plans, ideas, and opportunities that you may have are often determined

by where you live and by this I mean in what country, region, town, city you’re from

or in.

In an interview I did recently for my own zine, ATTITUDE PROBLEM, one of the

bands that I interviewed, URO, talked about how important it is to create your own

oasis, a place where you can live out your dreams and live the life that you want

to live. It made me think about how at times, I have drifted away from what I want

in life and how I want to achieve what I want. Sometimes I feel as though I have let

principles and ideals drop because other options have seemed easier and less

hassle. I am not arguing that you have to make things hard for yourself, but merely

that how you live your life and how you want it to be means that you are constantly

faced with decisions. Even veganisrrvfor example. When I first became vegan,

many convenience foods did not even exist in the vegan market. I used to make my
own bread, my own sandwich fillings, even grow my own food to some extent with

the allotment that I had. Over the years with the introduction of various soya based

convenience foods, it is now so easy to be vegan but eat processed fillings instead

of fresh hand-made ones. It may seem a stupid example but the decision of how

I wanted to live my life, in this instance being vegan, had become overtaken by

convenience and laziness. It may have taken more time to prepare whizzing some

ingredients up in a food processor to make my own fillings but I was doing it my
way and independently.

Making the life that you want it to be asks the question though what kind of life

do you want it to be in the first place? I remember hearing on the radio an interview

with the U K. woman who sailed single-handedly all the way around the world. She

said that by positive thinking you can be what you want to be. However, a

commentator on the same show criticized her for her narrow-mindedness. Do you

think a starving child can transfer heixhimself out of the place where s4ie is just by

positive thought? Much of life is circumstance. Where you are born and who and

what you are born into. How much money and backing you have form your family,

the class and privilege that may exist around you And even then, just because you

may be rich and from a well to do family may in itself place pressures and

restrictions on the life that YOU want to live

As people, we are all individuals with different wants, needs and desires. We
all see things differently even though we may all want the same things. Often,

working together can be the hardest thing to do because of the ways in which we

want to do things. Arguments occur, dreams dissolve and people become

disappointed. Dreams that you once held evaporate. The easy option becomes

more appealing.

Making the life that you want it to be can be a hard struggle There are always

problems that you did not expect or times when someone throws a spanner in the

works and everything falls apart It is how we deal with these times as individuals

and together as friends, as collectives, as punks, that things change.

There have been opportunities in my life when I have been to hesitant to take

them. They have often involved taking risks. Risks either seem to come off or fail

dismally! What sort of character you are as a person and the confidence you have

in your own ability can be the difference whether you make it or not

Whether you 've grown up with the feeling that you’re never good enough or not

,

feelings of confidence to try risks I think come harder than those who have been

supported. Other people's fears can have an affect on what you do It all depends

on how much you want it and your willingness to take a chance and stick to it

Punk for me has opened up so many doors Through doing my own zine and

writing to people I have met friends and traveled to places I never thought I would

ever see. This ‘network of friends' that you can build can make you more aware of

the greater world around you and of the possibilities that exist and still be DIY and

political about what you believe in.

Making the life that you want it to be for me means putting into practice the

principles that you have learnt from new ideas and ways of thinkinq, It can be a risk

It often does involve change and doing something new that you are not familiar 01

change.

Making your life how you want it to be takes time Many of my earlier years in

punk were coming into new ideas and ways of thinking that I had never even thought

about or considered before. And even when you do try and put those new ideas into

reality it often becomes a lot harder than you imagined. It depends I think on whether

you are determined to build something of longevity or whether you can accept that

what you want to do will only last for a short period of time Making the life that you

want it to be for me exists over a period of time. Punk for me is part of that of that

longevity. Keep the passion alive!

Thanks for reading. If you want to write or comment on anything I have written, write

to Steve Hyland, c/b Attitude Problem Zine, PO Box 326, Leeds, LS7 3YR, England

or e-mail: veganwarrior@yahoo.com. Cheers!

OPEN LETTER TO MEN IN THE
ECO/SQCIAL JUSTICE /

ANARCHIST MOVEMENTS
by d, with help from friends

Some men say they want an end to the rape of the earth*
,
but what about an end

to the rape of wimmin? Why is male violenceToale supremacy continued to be called

a “women’s issue” that must be boxed up and away until after civilization collapses?

Male violence, which upholds male supremacy, is at the foundation of this

civilization. Splitting the Sky, who is an indigenous freedom fighter and was involved

in the Attica uprising ana the Gustafson Lake standoff, has said that “The war against

wimmin is the oldest war." As men constantly need to prove their manhood, all

“others” are subjugated. Patriarchy boxes all of us into malelemale roles, and if one

steps out of those roles or doesn't fit into those roles, then violence will be used

to either force one back in or just break that person down. Feminists have long

drawn the connections between male supremacy, war, genocide, and the

assault on the planet.

In Beyond God the Father, Mary Daly writes: “It should require no great

imaginative leap to perceive a deep relationship between the mentality of rape

and genocide. The socialization of male sexual violence in our culture forms

the basis for corporate and military interests to train a vicious military force."

For a long time now, these connections have been pointed out to men in

these broader movements. So why are they cast aside? Why aren’t they taken

seriously? Arguments have been that the campaign, action, or protest itself is

too important to be sidetracked by feminist concerns. Of course, it isn't usually

worded that way when sexism is dismissed. Comments range from state-

ments like the polite (which masks the underlying womyn hatred) and

privileged, “We need to focus on the goal here” to the attacking and also

privileged, “Fuck you, you Feminazis!" Some men have been willing to

address a few concerns so that wimmin will still be a part of groups and

campaigns, as long as it doesn’t take too much time or divert too much energy.

After all, who are all these men going to sleep with, AND who’s going to do all

the shitwork; the unacknowledged work that gets no gratitude and isn't sexy

and heroic?!? And, of course, it has been said that there is no problem of

sexism; that it just doesn’t exist. Meanwhile the underlying causes for this

behavior go unspoken.

To better understand the dynamics of today's movements, we can look

to movements of the past. During Vietnam, large groups of men said NO to

going to war, a service that has always been part of being a “real” man. This

refusal received support from wimmin and older men who encouraged this

resistance.

In his book Refusing to Be a Man, John Stoltenberg reflects, “It was very

nearly a new moment in the history of men and war: There might have

developed a general consciousness among males that militarism is immoral,

not simply that particular war in that particular country. There might have

emerged an awareness of the sexual politics of war, the relationship between

manhood and violence and the global sex-class system. But that of course was not

what happened. Instead, for young males, resistance to military service came to be

viewed culturally as being consistent with conventional masculinify: If a young man

refused to fight, his power and prerogative in the culture over women was completely

intact - in the eyes of himself and in the eyes of enormous numbers of others (“Girls

say yes to men who say no” and “Make love not war” were two popular slogans of

the time). Thus male resistance to the war in Vietnam became a new and acceptable

option for being a real man, instead of an occasion for examining the fundamental

relationship between militarism and male supremacy.”

This is similar to what is happening in our movement right now. Many see the

global corporate imperialist death culture known as civilization and know that we

want to stop its consumption of everything, but we aren't examining the fundamental

relationship between civilization and male supremacy, or even looking at our own shit

for that matter. What is happening to the planet, and all our lives, would not be

happening without male violence. They are linked and inseparable

Also similar to past movements, in our current movements violence is roman-

ticized and solutions are simplified. Do we talk about rape that occurs in times of war,

and at street riots?!? Most men don't even talk about rape that happens every day!

Pointing out the male violence that occurs during a revolution or in street riots

challenges long held beliefs around tactics As society approaches more of a

breaking point, male violence, along with white supremacist attacks will increase

because people with privilege are going to freak out as their power slips and resort

to tactics they know have worked in the past. We need to be addressing these issues

in the work we do and incorporate an anti-oppression analysis.

*This phrase is used here because it is often used by men in the eco-movement

we believe in what we do. So let’s encourage and support each other together in

taking another risk by working to end male violence.

Some suggestions:

*Begin to look at yourself and deconstruct your patterns

‘Listen to wimmin

‘Look at how your organizing is affected by sexism, as well as other forms of

oppression

‘Work on forming coalitions with groups who are working to end male violence

‘Contact your local domestic violence^bexual assault agency and see if you can

participate in a training-they’re usually free

‘Start volunteering there

‘Read feminist authors, especially wimmin of color

‘Read Refusing to be a Man and The End of Manhood by John Stoltenberg

‘Read Men’s Work: To End Male Violence by Paul Kivel

‘Start a men’s group to talk about patriarchy, grow together, and hold each other

accountable

‘Check out http>%ww.teachingsexualethics.org—

theirwww.teachingsexualethics.org—their newsletter is amazing

‘Be a role model to other men and boys

Note: This male is proud to be a gendertraitor as well as being a race traitor and when

he gets dissed on for it, he knows he must be doing something right. He also knows

that he's not perfect and is socialized to be an oppressor and that's why he’s doing

this work.

Frozen Insideside W
I can’t even believe how the fuck it keeps happening; people

waking up to someone they know touching them. How the hell can

anyone think it is ok to initiate sex with someone who is sleeping? Do

they think about our abuse histories? Or the fact that we can’t say “no"

when we’re asleep. Do they understand our complex defense systems

and how vulnerable and terrifiedwe might feel waking u p to this assault.

Do they know that even if we go along with it all, once we wake up, it

doesn't necessarily mean we wanted to? We have complex ways of

protecting ourselves. Do they think about this? Do they think at all?

Are you reading this? The truth is, I used to crawl in people’s beds too.

I thought it was ok. I thought of course all guys wanted it. I never

considered the fact that I might be capable of assault. But of course I

am, a lot of us are. Are you seeing this? Will you to promise to take steps

to never do it again? (like don’t get in bed with someone when you're

wasted or unsure about your intentions. Stop making excuses for

yourself. Look at your life for real.)

I am sick of how it all keeps happening. I can’t stand how often

people tell me something like this “I told him, early in the night, that just

because we were getting drunk together didn’t mean I wanted to fuck

him. I specifically said “I don’t want to have sex with you” and then later

he was just on me. Do we call this rape?” Or how many times I’ve heard

“I didn’t say no outright, but I tried to make it clear.” And there are all

the times we try to comfort someone or find comfort in their arms, and

they think it's an invitation to do what they want. We trust people and

they don’t understand (or care?) about the difference between emo-

tional openness and sexual desire. Or how it happens, if we re slutty or

flirty people think we're open game. If we're shy they think it’s a form

of flirt and really they just need to be persistent in pressuring us. This

game is not always a fun game for all of us.

Yesterday a tough girl friend of mine said “I have not had consensual sex all

year. " The day before I heard friends laughing about two people we knew who had

been wrestling and one of them had just thought it was camaraderie until the other

person. ..and everyone is laughing at the story because it is a boy boy story, which

I don’t think is funny at all. The day before that I was reading a zine, where she’s

calling someone out She says “That was assault, asshole!” but at the end of the

page it says, “I know I should have fought.”

I am sick of people saying, “well, if you didn’t want it, why didn’t you say

something. I never would have had sex (or whatever) with you if I'd known." I am
sick of the blame and self blame. We have had practically everything taken away

from us and can not always speak. And what kind of world are we building, if it’s

still seen as our responsibility to say something. Why isn’t it their responsibility to

ask, and watch for signs and signals, and ask again?

You know how there are supposedly two instinctual responses — fight or

flight? Well, there's also freeze. You can see it everywhere in nature, especially in

animals that are under constant attack. Like deer, if a cougar is trying to get a deer,

right before it catches it, the deer will lay down and freeze. It’s heart beat slows. It’s

breath. It’s muscles rigid. It won’t move an inch. A friend of mine tells me about this.

She says “frozen, the soul can go somewhere where it won't be touched. Frozen,

maybe the cougar will just pass it by. Frozen, if it does get killed, maybe it doesn’t

hurt as much." I laugh, nervous laugh; because do I believe in soul? Plus, it’s

always hurt pretty bad the times I 've been assaulted and/or raped while frozen (why

didn't I do something? Why didn’t they notice? Why did it happen at all?)

My friend says "one of the differences between us and the deer, is once the

danger is past, the deer find their family and then they shake and shake, jjet the

trauma out of their bodies, somewhere safe, with the protective family around

especially when it is used by a man (as the vast majority of people who perpetuate

rape are men), it can have the effect of minimizing the experience of survivors as well

as minimizing the severity of this rape culture that we live in and the immense amount

of work that we all must do to unlearn and end it.

Right now, thanks to years of feminists' struggles, we have an amazing

opportunity to look at how the concepts of masculinity and manhood lead to the

destruction of the earth and its inhabitants. We could begin to break the silence of how

hard it is to live up to being a real man We could open up, share our feelings, start

supporting one another on a path of healing while we reject male privilege and hold

each other accountable But that isn’t happening.

Oh sure, at the 2002 Earth First! Winter Rendezvous, a male who is an abuser was

kicked out after a consensus process. I’m glad it happened for the safety of people

there and to show that such behavior will not be tolerated. But he was an easy person

to kick out. He wasn’t some long-term die-hard older activist with a big reputation.

What about the other abusers who were at the rendezvous? The ones who are

practically famous within this movement? What would confronting them have looked

like?

The way we act on a daily basis is what keeps this rape culture going. It is the

objectifying looks and remarks, and the allowance of such behavior It is ignorance

of heterosexual male privilege and the denial of its existence while reaping its rewards.

Rejecting male violence requires a leap into the unknown. In mainstream culture, the

few men who do speak out against rape culture are time and time again called “gay”.

Their whole manhood is up for questioning. The fear of being called gay forces many

men to not only keep silent, but to continuously prove their heterosexuality This

“proving" is directly linked to ideas of what a real man is supposed to be, and so it

is really an attempt to stay in the “act like a man" box. We are not immune from this;

it has been in us since the playground at school, and repeats itself over and over again.

In our scene, this plays out in a different way. Instead of being called “gay”, men

who are working on being anti-sexist are called “brainwashed, mind-numbed sheep;

P.C.; reformist” and speaking out against sexism is viewed as annoying, harsh, anti-

male, unimportant, and not hardcore, to name a few. Profeminist men are also told

that they are just trying to get in with wimmin to have sex with them. So in mainstream

culture and radical culture, sexuality is focused on to dismiss these men. Not only can

this put someone on the defensive, but it misses the point that maybe these men are

being anti-sexist because they deeply care for justice and an end to male violence.

If a man in the movement becomes too profeminist or challenges gender, they are not

respected anymore as a real activist. Sometimes, this all takes place behind the back

while positive lip-service is given face to face. Other times, these men might be

physically confronted by other men who are pissed that they've left the “boy's club”

and are being vocal about it

When people are called out on their oppressive behavior, a common distancing

tactic is for them to turn it around and talk about their own victimization. It is important

to keep in mind that unless someone is a rich, white, heterosexual, able-bodied

Christian male, they are probably oppressed in some ways and have privilege in other

ways. So while, this person being called out might have valid points about their

oppression, usually they are bringing it up to shift the focus away from their own

oppressive behavior. Many times this is accompanied by name calling and aggres-

sive body posturing. Orthe person acts like a politician and pretends to listen and then

just goes back to their friends and talks shit.

So even within our radical movement there are many men who are unwilling to

look at the reality of male violence. It can be really scary to step outside the male box

and examine our homophobia, heterosexism, and sexism. Because when one steps

out too far, there are plenty of people who will try to shove that person right back in

to the point where people are killed for not being “man enough” or for being “not
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Making the life that you want it to be can often be harder than you think, (or at

least it has been for me otherwise I probably wouldn’t be writing this column!)

Many of the plans, ideas, and opportunities that you may have are often determined

by where you live and by this I mean in what country, region, town, city you’re from

or in.

In an interview I did recently for my own zine, ATTITUDE PROBLEM, one of the

bands that I interviewed, URO, talked about how important it is to create your own

oasis, a place where you can live out your dreams and live the life that you want

to live. It made me think about how at times, I have drifted away from what I want

in life and how I want to achieve what I want. Sometimes I feel as though I have let

principles and ideals drop because other options have seemed easier and less

hassle. I am not arguing that you have to make things hard for yourself, but merely

that how you live your life and how you want it to be means that you are constantly

faced with decisions. Eveh veganisnvfor example. When I first became vegan,

many convenience foods did not even exist in the vegan market. I used to make my
own bread, my own sandwich fillings, even grow my own food to some extent with

the allotment that I had. Over the years with the introduction of various soya based

convenience foods, it is now so easy to be vegan but eat processed fillings instead

of fresh hand-made ones. It may seem a stupid example but the decision of how

I wanted to live my life, in this instance being vegan, had become overtaken by

convenience and laziness. It may have taken more time to prepare whizzing some
ingredients up in a food processor to make my own fillings but I was doing it my
way and independently.

Making the life that you want it to be asks the question though what kind of life

do you want it to be in the first place? I remember hearing on the radio an interview

with the U K. woman who sailed single-handedly all the way around the world. She

said that by positive thinking you can be what you want to be. However, a

commentator on the same show criticized her for her narrow-mindedness. Do you

think a starving child can transfer hediimself out of the place where sdie is just by

positive thought? Much of life is circumstance. Where you are born and who and

what you are born into. How much money and backing you have form your family,

the class and privilege that may exist around you. And even then, just because you

may be rich and from a well to do family may in itself place pressures and

restrictions on the life that YOU want to live

As people, we are all individuals with different wants, needs and desires. We
all see things differently even though we may all want the same things. Often,

working together can be the hardest thing to do because of the ways in which we
want to do things. Arguments occur, dreams dissolve and people become

disappointed. Dreams that you once held evaporate. The easy option becomes

more appealing.

Making the life that you want it to be can be a hard struggle. There are always

problems that you did not expect or times when someone throws a spanner in the

works and everything falls apart It is how we deal with these times as individuals

and together as friends, as collectives, as punks, that things change.

There have been opportunities in my life when I have been to hesitant to take

them. They have often involved taking risks. Risks either seem to come off or fail

dismally! What sort of character you are as a person and the confidence you have

in your own ability can be the difference whether you make it or not.

Whether you 've grown up with the feeling that you're never good enough or not,

feelings of confidence to try risks I think come harder than those who have been

supported Other people’s fears can have an affect on what you do It all depends

on how much you want it and your willingness to take a chance and stick to it.

Punk for me has opened up so many doors. Through doing my own zine and

writing to people I have met friends and traveled to places I never thought I would

ever see. This ’network of friends' that you can build can make you more aware of

the greater world around you and of the possibilities that exist and still be DIY and

political about what you believe in

Making the life that you want it to be for me means putting into practice the

principles that you have learnt from new ideas and ways of thinkinq. It can be a risk

It often does involve change and doing something new that you are not familiar or

comfortable with and I definitely think that as you become older, those risks that

you are prepared to take evaporate as the years slowly slip away. Even just staying

involved in the punk scene as you get older can seem ’different’ “You haven’t

grown up yet?", “You still goto gigs?” Yeah! 1 Maintaining the opposition to ‘normal

life intensifies as you become aware that you’re no longer 20 but nearing 40 and

the body can’t take the same level of pressure that you used to exert on it! Comfort

becomes more of a welcoming thought! People's perceptions and priorities

change too as folk have children together Even for those who do not, priorities

wimmin is the oldest war." As men constantly need to prove their manhood, all

“others” are subjugated. Patriarchy boxes all of us into mal&temale roles, and if one

steps out of those roles or doesn't fit into those roles, then violence will be used

to either force one back in or just break that person down. Feminists have long

drawn the connections between male supremacy, war, genocide, and the

assault on the planet.

In Beyond God the Father, Mary Daly writes: “It should require no great

imaginative leap to perceive a deep relationship between the mentality of rape

and genocide. The socialization of male sexual violence in our culture forms

the basis for corporate and military interests to train a vicious military force.”

For a long time now, these connections have been pointed out to men in

these broader movements. So why are they cast aside? Why aren’t they taken

seriously? Arguments have been that the campaign, action, or protest itself is

too important to be sidetracked by feminist concerns. Of course, it isn’t usually

worded that way when sexism is dismissed. Comments range from state-

ments like the polite (which masks the underlying womyn hatred) and

privileged, “We need to focus on the goal here" to the attacking and also

privileged, “Fuck you, you Feminazis!" Some men have been willing to

address a few concerns so that wimmin will still be a part of groups and

campaigns, as long as it doesn’t take too much time or divert too much energy.

After all, who are all these men going to sleep with, AND who’s going to do all

the shitwork; the unacknowledged work that gets no gratitude and isn't sexy

and heroic?!? And, of course, it has been said that there is no problem of

sexism; that it just doesn't exist. Meanwhile the underlying causes for this

behavior go unspoken.

To better understand the dynamics of today's movements, we can look

to movements of the past. During Vietnam, large groups of men said NO to

going to war, a service that has always been part of being a “real" man. This

refusal received support from wimmin and older men who encouraged this

resistance.

In his book Refusing to Be a Man, John Stoltenberg reflects, “It was very

nearly a new moment in the history of men and war: There might have

developed a general consciousness among males that militarism is immoral,

not simply that particular war in that particular country. There might have

emerged an awareness of the sexual politics of war, the relationship between

manhood and violence and the global sex-class system. But that of course was not

what happened. Instead, for young males, resistance to military service came to be

viewed culturally as being consistent with conventional masculinity: If a young man
refused to fight, his power and prerogative in the culture over women was completely

intact - in the eyes of himself and in the eyes of enormous numbers of others (“Girls

say yes to men who say no” and “Make love not war were two popular slogans of

the time). Thus male resistance to the war in Vietnam became a new and acceptable

option for being a real man, instead of an occasion for examining the fundamental

relationship between militarism and male supremacy
"

This is similar to what is happening in our movement right now. Many see the

global corporate imperialist death culture known as civilization and know that we
want to stop its consumption of everything, but we aren’t examining the fundamental

relationship between civilization and male supremacy, or even looking at our own shit

for that matter. What is happening to the planet, and all our lives, would not be

happening without male violence. They are linked and inseparable

Also similar to past movements, in our current movements violence is roman-

ticized and solutions are simplified. Do we talk about rape that occurs in times of war,

and at street riots?!? Most men don't even talk about rape that happens every day!

Pointing out the male violence that occurs during a revolution or in street riots

challenges long held beliefs around tactics As society approaches more of a

breaking point, male violence, along with white supremacist attacks will increase

because people with privilege are going to freak out as their power slips and resort

to tactics they know have worked in the past. We need to be addressing these issues

in the work we do and incorporate an anti-oppression analysis.

‘This phrase is used here because it is often used by men in the eco-movement.

I'm attempting to point out how some men will throw these words around. Not only

are these men often not doing any work to end sexual violence, they are using

language that is insensitive to the reality of survivors. To quote a female friend, “Many

people, including myself, are uncomfortable with this usage of the word “rape"-that

is, using rape as a metaphor to describe acts of violence and oppression that are

different than acts of sexual violence. For people who are survivors of rape, attempted

rape, and the other myriad forms of sexual violence, rape is not a metaphor. It is a

bodily experience, a violation of the worst kind, that forever alters one’s relation to

oneself and with other people. So when the word “rape" is used as a metaphor,

it has been in us since the playground at school, and repeats Itself over and over again.

In our scene, this plays out in a different way. Instead of being called “gay", men

who are working on being anti-sexist are called “brainwashed, mind-numbed sheep;

P.C.; reformist” and speaking out against sexism is viewed as annoying, harsh, anti-

male, unimportant, and not hardcore, to name a few. Profeminist men are also told

that they are just trying to get in with wimmin to have sex with them. So in mainstream

culture and radical culture, sexuality is focused on to dismiss these men. Not only can

this put someone on the defensive, but it misses the point that maybe these men are

being anti-sexist because they deeply care for justice and an end to male violence.

If a man in the movement becomes too profeminist or challenges gender, they are not

respected anymore as a real activist. Sometimes, this all takes place behind the back

while positive lip-service is given face to face. Other times, these men might be

physically confronted by other men who are pissed that they’ve left the “boy’s club"

and are being vocal about it.

When people are called out on their oppressive behavior, a common distancing

tactic is for them to turn it around and talk about their own victimization. It is important

to keep in mind that unless someone is a rich, white, heterosexual, able-bodied

Christian male, they are probably oppressed in some ways and have privilege in other

ways. So while, this person being called out might have valid points about their

oppression, usually they are bringing it up to shift the focus away from their own
oppressive behavior. Many times this is accompanied by name calling and aggres-

sive body posturing. Or the person acts like a politician and pretends to listen and then

just goes back to their friends and talks shit.

So even within our radical movement there are many men who are unwilling to

look at the reality of male violence. It can be really scary to step outside the male box

and examine our homophobia, heterosexism, and sexism. Because when one steps

out too far, there are plenty of people who will try to shove that person right back in

to the point where people are killed for not being “man enough" or for being “not

male”. Asking ourselves how we contribute to male violence and how that plays out

in our daily interactions is critically important if we are going to be an inclusive

movement And that goes along with looking at our relations to all forms of

oppression. These are uncomfortable questions which are often avoided (“We just

need to win this campaign") or denied (“I don't have a problem with that") But if we
truly want to stop the destruction of the planet, we need to work to stop sexual

violence, misogyny, and sexist attitudes. This means taking a position against male

supremacy. And not just the big bad CEOs, but the men within our movement and our

everyday lives. Doing that requires taking risks, but we take risks all the time because
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I can’t even believe how the fuck it keeps happening; people

waking up to someone they know touching them. How the hell can

anyone think it is ok to initiate sex with someone who is sleeping? Do

they think about our abuse histories? Or the fact that we can’t say “no"

when we’re asleep. Do they understand our complex defense systems

and how vu Inerable and terrifiedwe might feel waking u p to this assau It.

Do they know that even if we go along with it all, once we wake up, it

doesn’t necessarily mean we wanted to? We have complex ways of

protecting ourselves. Do they think about this? Do they think at all?

Are you reading this? The truth is, I used to crawl in people’s beds too.

I thought it was ok. I thought of course all guys wanted it. I never

considered the fact that I might be capable of assault. But of course I

am
,
a lot of u s are . Are you seeing this ? Will you to promise to take steps

to never do it again? (like don’t get in bed with someone when you’re

wasted or unsure about your intentions. Stop making excuses for

yourself. Look at your life for real.)

I am sick of how it all keeps happening. I can’t stand how often

people tell me something like this “I told him, early in the night, that just

because we were getting drunk together didn’t mean I wanted to fuck

him. I specifically said “I don’t want to have sex with you” and then later

he was just on me. Do we call this rape?” Or how many times I’ve heard

“I didn't say no outright, but I tried to make it clear." And there are all

the times we try to comfort someone or find comfort in their arms, and

they think it’s an invitation to do what they want. We trust people and

they don’t understand (or care?) about the difference between emo-

tional openness and sexual desire. Or how it happens, if we’re slutty or

flirty people think we're open game. If we’re shy they think it’s a form

of flirt and really they just need to be persistent in pressuring us. This

game is not always a fun game for all of us.

Yesterday a tough girl friend of mine said “I have not had consensual sex all

year. ” The day before I heard friends laughing about two people we knew who had

been wrestling and one of them had just thought it was camaraderie until the other

person...and everyone is laughing at the story because it is a boy boy story, which

I don’t think is funny at all. The day before that I was reading a zine, where she’s

calling someone out. She says “That was assault, asshole!" but at the end of the

page it says, “I know I should have fought."

I am sick of people saying, “well, if you didn't want it, why didn’t you say

something. I never would have had sex (or whatever) with you if I'd known." I am
sick of the blame and self blame. We have had practically everything taken away

from us and can not always speak. And what kind of world are we building, if it’s

still seen as our responsibility to say something. Why isn't it their responsibility to

ask, and watch for signs and signals, and ask again?

You know how there are supposedly two instinctual responses — fight or

flight? Well, there’s also freeze. You can see it everywhere in nature, especially in

animals that are under constant attack. Like deer, if a cougar is trying to get a deer,

right before it catches it, the deer will lay down and freeze. It’s heart beat slows. It’s

breath. It's muscles rigid. It won’t move an inch. A friend of mine tells me about this.

She says “frozen, the soul can go somewhere where it won’t be touched. Frozen,

maybe the cougar will just pass it by. Frozen, if it does get killed, maybe it doesn’t

hurt as much.’’ I laugh, nervous laugh; because do I believe in soul? Plus, it’s

always hurt pretty bad the times I’ve been assaulted and/or raped while frozen (why

didn’t I do something? Why didn't they notice? Why did it happen at all?)

My friend says "one of the differences between us and the deer, is once the

danger is past, the deer find their family and then they shake and shake, jjet the

trauma out of their bodies, somewhere safe, with the protective family around.

Where do we get that release and support?"
f

“At the punk show?” I say.

i“Come on now, really.” She says, and of course it is true It is not the same. She

says, “We don’t get support and release. We are almost never in a place of safety.
”

She says, “The trauma builds in us We freeze in our voices, our bodies. We
become frozen inside."

She thinks it is instinct and culture I think it is systematic oppression and

patriarchy. But sometimes now, alone in my room, I shake and I shake and I

scream. I
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disappointed. Dreams that you once held evaporate. The easy option becomes

more appealing.

Making the life that you want it to be can be a hard struggle There are always

problems that you did not expect or times when someone throws a spanner in the

works and everything falls apart It is how we deal with these times as individuals

and together as friends, as collectives, as punks, that things change.

There have been opportunities in my life when I have been to hesitant to take

them. They have often involved taking risks. Risks either seem to come off or fail

dismally! What sort of character you are as a person and the confidence you have

in your own ability can be the difference whether you make it or not

Whetheryou've grown up with the feeling that you're never good enough or not,

feelings of confidence to try risks I think come harder than those who have been

supported. Other people's fears can have an affect on what you do It all depends

on how much you want it aYid your willingness to take a chance and stick to it.

Punk for me has opened up so many doors. Through doing my own zine and

writing to people I have met friends and traveled to places I never thought I would

ever see. This 'network of friends' that you can build can make you more aware of

the greater world around you and of the possibilities that exist and still be DIY and

political about what you believe in.

Making the life that you want it to be for me means putting into practice the

principles that you have learnt from new ideas and ways of thinkinq. It can be a risk

It often does involve change and doing something new that you are not familiar or

comfortable with and I definitely think that as you become older, those risks that

you are prepared to take evaporate as the years slowly slip away. Even just staying

involved in the punk scene as you get older can seem different'. “You haven't

grown up yet?", “You still go to gigs?” Yeah!! Maintaining the opposition to ‘normal
1

life intensifies as you become aware that you're no longer 20 but nearing 40 and

the body can’t take the same level of pressure that you used to exert on it! Comfort

becomes more of a welcoming thought! People’s perceptions and priorities

change too as folk have children together Even for those who do not, priorities

refused to fight, his power and prerogative in the culture over women was completely

intact - in the eyes of himself and in the eyes of enormous numbers of others (“Girls

say yes to men who say no" and “Make love not war" were two popular slogans of

the time). Thus male resistance to the war in Vietnam became a new and acceptable

option for being a real man, instead of an occasion for examining the fundamental

relationship between militarism and male supremacy."

This is similar to what is happening in our movement right now Many see the

global corporate imperialist death culture known as civilization and know that we

want to stop its consumption of everything, but we aren't examining the fundamental

relationship between civilization and male supremacy, or even looking at our own shit

for that matter. What is happening to the planet, and all our lives, would not be

happening without male violence. They are linked and inseparable

Also similar to past movements, in our current movements violence is roman-

ticized and solutions are simplified. Do we talk about rape that occurs in times of war,

and at street riots?!? Most men don't even talk about rape that happens every day!

Pointing out the male violence that occurs during a revolution or in street riots

challenges long held beliefs around tactics As society approaches more of a

breaking point, male violence, along with white supremacist attacks will increase

because people with privilege are going to freak out as their power slips and resort

to tactics they know have worked in the past. We need to be addressing these issues

in the work we do and incorporate an anti-oppression analysis.

‘This phrase is used here because it is often used by men in the eco-movement.

I'm attempting to point out how some men will throw these words around. Not only

are these men often not doing any work to end sexual violence, they are using

language that is insensitive to the reality of survivors. Toquotea female friend, “Many

people, including myself, are uncomfortable with this usage of the word “rape"-that

is, using rape as a metaphor to describe acts of violence and oppression that are

different than acts of sexual violence. For people who are survivors of rape, attempted

rape, and the other myriad forms of sexual violence, rape is not a metaphor. It is a

bodily experience, a violation of the worst kind, that forever alters one’s relation to

oneself and with other people. So when the word “rape" is used as a metaphor,
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culture and radical culture, sexuality is focused on to dismiss these men. Not only can

this put someone on the defensive, but it misses the point that maybe these men are

being anti-sexist because they deeply care for justice and an end to male violepce.

If a man in the movement becomes too profeminist or challenges gender, they are not

respected anymore as a real activist. Sometimes, this all takes place behind the back

while positive lip-service is given face to face. Other times, these men might be

physically confronted by other men who are pissed that they've left the “boy's club"

and are being vocal about it

When people are called out on their oppressive behavior, a common distancing

tactic is for them to turn it around and talk about their own victimization . It is important

to keep in mind that unless someone is a rich, white, heterosexual, able-bodied

Christian male, they are probably oppressed in some ways and have privilege in other

ways. So while, this person being called out might have valid points about their

oppression, usually they are bringing it up to shift the focus away from their own

oppressive behavior. Many times this is accompanied by name calling and aggres-

sive body posturing. Or the person acts like a politician and pretends to listen and then

just goes back to their friends and talks shit.

So even within our radical movement there are many men who are unwilling to

look at the reality of male violence. It can be really scary to step outside the male box

and examine our homophobia, heterosexism, and sexism. Because when one steps

out too far, there are plenty of people who will try to shove that person right back in

to the point where people are killed for not being “man enough" or for being “not

male" Asking ourselves how we contribute to male violence and how that plays out

in our daily interactions is critically important if we are going to be an inclusive

movement And that goes along with looking at our relations to all forms of

oppression. These are uncomfortable questions which are often avoided (“We just

need to win this campaign") or denied (“I don’t have a problem with that") But if we
truly want to stop the destruction of the planet, we need to work to stop sexual

violence, misogyny, and sexist attitudes. This means taking a position against male

supremacy. And.not just the big bad CEOs, but the men within our movement and our

everyday lives. Doing that requires taking risks, but we take risks all the time because

I don't think is funny al all The (fay before that I was reading a zine, when! ,h

calling someone out. She says “That was assault, asshole!" but at the end of the

page it says, “I know I should have fought.”

I am sick of people saying, “well, if you didn’t want it, why didn’t you say

something. I never would have had sex (or whatever) with you if I’d known.” I am
sick of the blame and self blame. We have had practically everything taken away

from us and can not always speak. And what kind of world are we building, if it’s

still seen as our responsibility to say something. Why isn’t it their responsibility to

ask, and watch for signs and signals, and ask again?

You know how there are supposedly two instinctual responses — fight or

flight? Well, there’s also freeze. You can see it everywhere in nature, especially in

animals that are under constant attack. Like deer, if a cougar is trying to get a deer,

right before it catches it, the deer will lay down and freeze. It’s heart beat slows. It’s

breath. It's muscles rigid. It won’t move an inch. A friend of mine tells me about this.

She says “frozen, the soul can go somewhere where it won’t be touched. Frozen,

maybe the cougar will just pass it by. Frozen, if it does get killed, maybe it doesn’t

hurt as much.” I laugh, nervous laugh; because do I believe in soul? Plus, it’s

always hurt pretty bad the times I ve been assaulted and/or raped while frozen (why

didn't I do something? Why didn’t they notice? Why did it happen at all?)

My friend says “one of the differences between us and the deer, is once the
,

danger is past, the deer find their family and then they shake and shake, .pet the

trauma out of their bodies, somewhere safe, with the protective family around.

Where do we get that release and support?”

“At the punk show?” I say.

“Come on now, really." She says, and of course it is true. It is not the same. She

says, “We don’t get support and release. We are almost never in a place of safety.
”

She says, “The trauma builds in us We freeze in our voices, our bodies. We
become frozen inside."

She thinks it is instinct and culture I think it is systematic oppression and

patriarchy. But sometimes now, alone in my room, I shake and I shake and I

scream.
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hardcore and noisescapes gone. Heavy riffs and harmo-
from these two bands. nies blend w/ classic Doom.
Undeniably one of the best c dve Qf Neurosis guest
hardcore records of 2003. stars. Sweet and battering.

THE HITCH
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Eureka’s beared bad boys
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heavy shit with mighty

power. Recorded by Neuro-
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• #11) {%?/ S. Sebastian Petsu, 481

Springfield Ave, Philadelphia, PA 1 91 43) A collection of short writing with a sprinkling

of poetry. I’m not a real poetry buff, so can’t comment on it. It was the other writing

that I really enjoyed: S.Sebastian is a smooth writer that can draw you into even a 2

paragraph burst. The subjects range from letting a crusty traveling punk crash at their

house, going to a writers retreat only to be blocked for ideas, dreaming of a depressing

encounter with Jack Kerouac, a hidden crush, a train ride and a great description of

how we try to record every moment. (-Aprille)

AFTER THE BOMB #1, 2. 3. and 5 (cA Cesar Daniel Mascrustur/Nacar 535 Frac

Industrias, CP 78390/San Luis Potosi, SLP/Mexicc/grindbastard@anti-ignorance.net)

This looks like a really cool zine from Mexico, written completely in Spanish, with a

focus on bands, reviews, zine reports and some personal articles. Issue one features

S’Bitch and an interview with Razorback Records, issue two has a Boston

scene report and interview with Distrofia, issue three with Bread and Water,

A.O.S. and Absolucion, and lastly issue five contains interviews with

Bombstrike, Civilisation Records and a Malaysian scene report. Recom-

mended! (-tifani)

AGITATE #2 (IRC cA Chris/Flat W7 Westgat&'Shipley BD1 8 3OK UK) Just

as I wrote a postcard to Chris praising this zine, a new issue arrived. All heil

the long-standing peace punks. This is a 4 page newsletter zine focused on

peace punk in the form of news and info on events, distros and important need

to know stuff, zine and music reviews - strictly punk rock here. Photos of Oi

Polloi and Extinction of Mankind. Plus info on the Slendermeans collective and

the Kate Sharpley library. Add this to your F.U.C K. pack and you’ll be all set.

(-Chris)

AHIMSA AHOY #2 (Write to Bekka at P.0. Box 444 Wollongong NSW 2520

Australia or ahimsa_ahoy@yahoo.com.au.) Yes, it’s true, a pirate cookzine.

It’s got politics, vegan recipes and pirate illustrations. What more could I say?

Here is a quote, “What I do know is that community and organization are

fundamental. What I do know is that if we’re going to achieve these things for

each other, and ourselves, and if weire going to resist Capitalism, the State and

patriarchy, we’re going to need some energy. And where are we going to get

that energy? Tasty vegan food!! So, in essence, my veganism is a form of

resistance that I can engage in every day. It is something small but vitally

important. The way I see it, an existence based on equality, mutual aid and

freedom cannot exist, will never exist, while we continue to murder and torture

animals and exploit the earth." This zine is part personal and political thought

and part cookzine. The inspiring words give me goose bumps and the recipes

make me drool. It includes amazing sauces, marinades and hearty soups and

salads. Vegan lasagna, Shepherd's pie, pumpkin soup and, if you dare, vegan

tirimasu! This is fall food at it’s finest in fact. This zine encompasses a lot to

think about and a lot to cook. Thanks Bekka. Get this! (-krissi)

AMERICA’S NAZI WAR CRIMES ($4 US/$6 world Whizzbanger Productions'

POB 5591 ,
Portland OR 97228) The title is a bit dramatic and sidetracks from

the actual subject at hand. It’s horrific enough without having to use extreme

imagery. This deals with a subject that was just recently covered in a television

documentary. A lot of babies are bom intersexed. Meaning born with both a

clitoris and testes or an enlarged clitoris. In this country, as well as many

others, the parents are permitted to make a decision right after birth for a

“corrective" surgery. Which in reality is a dangerous and possibly harmful

operation. Still more parents wait till the child is older then lie about what the

surgery is that they are about to undertake. In this zine Shannon reprints the

letter written by the Intersexed association to the courts in Columbia. They

were about to decide the tate of this horrific practice in their country. He also

reprints their decision- which was to land on the side of the child. It forbids

Intersex Genital Mutilation until the person is old enough to decide for

themselves. Also features an article from a woman who’s mother subjected

her to an IGM surgery. Interesting zine, a bit short, but a good starting point

for looking into this subject further. (-Aprille)

ATTITUDE PROBLEM #33 ($2 or 2 euro worlc/PO Box 326'Leeds'LS7 3YR England)

This is the ultimate in awesome punkzines. It is mostly interviews, but the interviews

are so good that they get into ideas, ideologies, philosophies and all things punk in life.

The bands interviewed are: Nailbiter, Social Insecurity (Scotland), Vaning 5 (Sweden)

Monuments to Ruins (US) and there is an excellent chat with Graham Burnett who

does Land and Liberty and they talk about gardening, permaculture and DIY art.

There’s also reviews (music and zines) and personal bits from Steve to round this out.

The layouts are nice and it’s all done in a hand-writing that is clear and easy to read

but also full of character. An excellent zine in the old-tradition of peace punk.

Awesome and highly recommended. (-Chris)

i-149 Cardigan Road/Leeds,

W. Yorks /LS6 1 LJ / England/ baldcactus@ntlworld.com) This zine has a

focus on English bands with in depth interviews of No Choice, the Mingers and

Pilger. I was thoroughly amused by some of the personal writings and this zine

is best described as it says on the front; “ rants
,
reviews, anecdotes and general

fanzine shite that really should just be broused through while on the toilet. Right

on! (-tifani)

BARBIES DEAD #10 ($1 + postage'Alex'Woodhouse, The Squar&'Gunnislake,

ComwalKPL 1 8 9BW, UK) Starts out apologizing that this issue is dated, late,

and small. Not exactly a good way to get you excited to read a zine, now is it?D

I’m pretty tired of reading excuses at the beginning of zines. Honesty is good,

but shouldn't we put all we have into our passions? Besides, all the apologies

in zines pretty much state all the same lame excuses. Understandable, and I’m

sure the author puts a lot of work into hetfiis zine, but just a bit of my two cents.

This is made up of mostly reviews (the book reviews are good, books are super

punk) and short antidote.D Everything is stellar, nothing is spetacular. How come it’s

punk to like European football but not American football? 9 (
Andy)

already existing projects, spit in the eyes of the oppressor^ Blackthorn brings this all

together in newspaper format. Focusing on local issues and projects
(
PDX public

schools against the war, Cascadia Summer, etc,) to projects fighting the issues that we
deal with all over the globe (U.S. War Machine, Drug Overdose Prevention Education).

A self-cntica! article involving the collective, written by the one remaining female

collective member. Which is very well done, and hopefully will shed some light on why
this is such a common occurrence in radical collectives, or at the very least stimulate

discussion.QH Absolutely inspiring. Essential for those who feel alienated in their

everyday fight against the world. Showing us we are not alone Pick it up! -(Andy)

BLANK PAGES # 6 (S?/PO Box 1431
,
McHenry, IL 60051

)
A special edition diary from

her experiences as an abortion clinic escort. Which involves her and a few other

volunteers to wait outside clinics and help patients fight thru the anti-choice people. A

very draining job, both physically and emotionally. A huge amount of thanks should go

out to these folks for doing this kind of work. While the clinic she is escorting at has a

small anti-choice group, that doesn't make it any easier. She writes of the comings and

goings of a few Saturday shifts, mixing the conversations along with journal entries. Also

some reprints of the Christian flyers the opposition gives out. It's a short read, but gives

good idea of what it's like out there, when womendecide to take control over their bodies

and make decisions that don’t come easy. (-Aprille)

BLANK PAGES #7 (PO Box 1431/McHenry, IL 60051) When I picked up this 1/4 size

mini, I didn’t connect it with issue 6, that I had read days ago. But indeed same zine. This

issue, unlike the abortion clinic escort focused #6, seemed more lighthearted. Zine and

book reviews, responses to 1 1 reasons not to smoke, comments on the Texas law to

scare women with unfounded lies linking breast cancer to abortions, tips on container

witnessing an old guy playing with himself in a dollar store and more. The writing is all,

very short, but the print is huge. (-Aprille)

BOGUS BANZAI #1 1 6 pages 8 V2 x 5 1/2 (Free, trade, or stamp^Bogus Banza/21 085

Turkey Ridge Lane/ Andalusia, AL 3642(Y nothingidea@hotmail.com) A collection of

comics by three people, a short story segment, and an interview with Kid Brother

Collective fill the pages of this little zine The first comic is called Tommy the Monkey.

It's about a kid with a crappy Halloween costume who gets made fun of, imagines killing

his tormentors, and throws a rock through a window. The art shows potential, but is

really unpolished and rushed. The second comic is an illustration for a Sonic Youth song.

It looks like the cartoonist spent years studying Ralph Steadman, but still can't get the

hang of it. And the last comic is an illustrated poem about suffering and kissing. I like it

for the very clean, unique style. The short story segment is interesting. If I found this

somewhere, I would read it, then put it back. (-Dug)

BRAINS #3G (S^POB 5841/Eugene OR 97405) The subtitle says it all: Hardcore punks

against dead guys. This is literally a fiction zine about punk rockers battling zombies.

Good writing, real entertainmg.D Chapter titles like "Punk's Not Undead" and

“Squat or Rot" ! ] Ha ha.D This author is certainly carving out a unique niche in the

zine world. L ] If you like adventure fiction where punks fight zombies... thisas your

jam. (-Jim)

BRAINSCAN #20 (S?/ Alex Wrekk/ PO Box 14332/ Portland OR 97293
<brainscanzme@ureach.com>) I love this zine and I was so excited to get a

copy from Alexx while she was at the IPRC in Portland doing the final touches on

this before the Zine Symposium . I’ve been enjoying her zine for the last few years

and calling her the 'zine queen' because of the vast # of zines she's written. Plus,

it's the dedication and love towards zines as a whole that oozes out of this Zine

So on my pilgrimage t9 the zine city, for the zine test, it was rad to meet the zine

queen working on her zine in the zine resource center. Enough emo-ness. This

is a 1/4 sized zine full of personal stories - grounding her past life in Utah with her

present life in Portland. It's written in a personal slightly emo manner, as if wntten

to the people the stories are about. Whether it be the town of Salt Lake City, an

old friend, or a sea of ex-boyfriends, there is a lot of pain and heartbreak and

melancholy, with a cathartic feeling of purging as weli. I enjoy this voyeur

perspective and in this case it's not an uncomfortable one. It's open and honest

and real and also loaded with perspective and observations, some of which will

likely be applicable to your own emotional ups and downs. Bottom line is, this

is well written and solid and you should check it out if you like the personal zines

that give you a glimpse into someone's life. I love it. (-Chris)

BRINGING OUT TH E DEAD #2 (subculturehero@hotmail.com) I was attracted

to this zine cause it has a nice look - good graphics, nice ad, typewriter font, etc.

But I found it hard to read and get into. It's very poetic of a dark and depressing,

emotive cathartic nature. I couldn't quite focus, not get the hook to hold. Even the

prose has a poetic and indirect purge to it that I just missed. (-Chris)

BROOKLYN! # 41 ($2/1 800 Ocean Parkway/# B-1 2 Brooklyn, NY 11223-3037)

Yet another installment of Fred Argoff's expansive, prolific zine all about Brook-

lyn.U Articles, personal bits, slang guides and local appreciation fill this zine that

is 100% local pnde.i ilnspired by this zine, I made a point of staying with a friend

out on Brooklyn the last time I was up in NYC, unfortunately that was in the

Williamsburg neighborhood, whose local color these days seems limited to the

endless hordes of hipsters who have colonized it.i 1 Anyway, this zine makes you

want to go check out Brooklyn.G It’s good. (-Jim)BROOKLYN! #42 Negotiating

Brooklyn by car, talk about the blackouts, a Brooklyn alphabet. Brooklyn lexicon,

facts and customs, and of course some highlighted locations. (-Chris)

BUBBLE BUBBLE #1,2,3 ($?/ stamps?/ taskmage@hotmail.com)_These one

pagers remind me of Neus Subjex (except Shavvyi puts a mailing address on

every issue of that Cincinnati rag). The computer address was just on issue # 1

.

So I guess this is a hardcore locals only type zine From the writing it's outta

Columbus and he does mention being, inspired by Neus Subjex #1 is an

interview w/ Defiance Ohio and a short regular thing called News, Reviews,

Shows #2 chats with Deathly Fighter along with the local music mfo.#i3 is a

change - it's just photos from the 614 Fest with a few thoughts from Sean the

editor This has potential to kick ass- one - major improvement would be to make

sure all the sentences photocopy. Photocopy cut off sucks. (-Aprille)

BUMMERS AND GUMMERS VOL. 4 #2 Spring 03 (S3 sample/SIO 4 issue sutYBob

66'Yoncalla OR 97499) I first picked up this newsletter in Eugene in 95 It's been a few

years now since they've published, but they are back. This is a rural living, down to earth

kind oi paper that mixes philosophies of simple living with some alternative ideas and

philosophies. So it's got that mix of rural country paper with alternative living culture.

I like the name which comes from farm animal - bummers being those who’s mothers

have rejected them and are raised by humans, and gummers being the favorites that

humans keep around after their farm use time is up. In other words a bunch of misfits

and outsiders who stick out. In this paper they update their lives since last publishing.

There's articles and info on bread baking in brick ovens, recreating fish habitat in

the river, bribing public officials, teenage peace activists, wildflowers, and a

bunch more info and advice. (-Chns)

CANARY’S TALE #1 & #2 (5245 College Ave #456/0akland CA 9461 8) Okay

I haven't really had the chance to read through this, just skim them They are

about dealing with Chronic Fatigue Syndrome. This is full of contributions from

various people dealing with this mysterious illness and trying to survive If you

are interested in learning more about CFIDS. or if you are suffering from it yourself,

then you should check this out. (-Chris)

CHAINBREAKER #2 (S2/ Shelley/62 1 North Rendoiv New Orleans LA 70119)

This has quickly become one of my favorite zines, just as Shelley has become one

of my favorite people This is a zine about loving bicycles with a strong emphasis,

and support for women and bikes. Shelley is a bike mechanic in N O and a bike

enthusiast I'm not much of a biker, but this zine is so good that it inspires me
anyway and makes me want to embrace my bicycle - ride it as a lifeforce and learn

to fix it and make it mine This issue has plenty of tips on fixing bikes - what tools

to use and various things you can do to improve you bicycle relationship It's also full

of stories about people and their bikes and about the importance of the bicycle globally

program for 6th graders, setting new mental goals for getting more involved with

fellow middle school faculty in the upcoming school year, supporting your local

resources (library, radio, natural food store), attending a graduation ceremony at his

former alma mater, and wraps up with the usual short review section (books^ines'

movie&tshows'tnusic). Always a favorite, (-karoline)

CHUMPIRE #162 & 163 (2 STAMPS' PO Box 27, Annville, PA 17003-0027) This

fluctuates between &, one-pager and a small zine with A page count. Whatever mood
Greg’s in. #1 62 is brief snippets from his trip down to Argentina. A return visit to see

friends Interesting weave of pop punk scene reports and observations on how
Argentina is “recovering" after the 2001 plunge into economic chaos. #163 Greg

returns to the U.S. attends a pridefest in central PA., goes to quite a few punk shows

and reviews music and a few zines. Short and sweet. (-Aprille)

CLASS WAR #85 (£V PO Box 467/ London E8 3QX UK www.classwaruk.org)

Another excellent issue of Class War.D Like always it’s filled with news of the lates

political events in the UK and abroad. The most interesting article for was the diaiy

of an English anarchist activist in Greece during the EU summit as ittold an interesting

story of what occurred without glorifying it.D There are lots of other excellent article:

on things like the English prison systemand it use of forced labor, crooked cops, nots

across the globe, and much more.n(Europian)

CLUTCH #10 (S5/P0 Box 1 2409'Portland OR 97212) This is a mini-book - 1/4 sized

format and about 1/2 inch thick. It’s a comic zine done in the daily panel style -
1 page,

4 squares per day spanning June-Oct. 2902. Reminds me of Snakepit, except that

Clutch is a libranan and spends his time organizing, working on a data base, putting

records together for his label, having stomach problems, sleeping, trying to get in

shape on the treadmill at the gym, seeing some bands play, going to the movies, and

generally feeling like life is slipping away unfulfilled. I enjoyed this and yet also kept

waiting for something wacky or crazy to happen which never quite did. (-Chris

COLDHANOSDEADHEART #16 ($2ppd'83 1/2 Howell St. Apt. yRochetser, NY
1 4607, M twohig@hotmail.com) Wow this zine is beautiful, The layout of this zint

is really breadth taking ! j There are more pages of drawings then text and they are al

of the highest quality! i Even the binding of the zine is really well done.G The text i

mostly stream of consciousness which flows through events, many of which deal with

violence, and lists of bands and albums. The art and the total layout of this zine is wha
really stands out to me and alone makes it well worth the price. (Europian)

content of the zine (which is very good), but to emphasize how the pesonality of this

individual couple permeates and improves what would otherwise be just another

addition to the burgeoning DIY leftist press.D Something I’d like to see in a future issut

would be a personal recounting of how they got involved in activism; because as a

fairly mainstream-seeming, pair of early-thirties(?) folks with a lot of political

enthusiasm but refreshingly little dogma, they don’t exactly fit the mold of the standard

political zine editors.! i It’s that twist that makes this so engaging. (-Jim)

CRACK THE SIDEWALK! # 1 (?/$arafV 22-52 36th St/ Astoria, NY 11105

<orangescum@yahoo.com>) CTS is an amazing bundle of fantastic, crazyD cu

and paste layout, energy, passion, imagination and information. A little history on

MAP-CITY MAIL-ORDER
G1SM “Live Tokyo 82/82 LP unreleased trax $12

CONFUSE “New God,Oid God” LP 1- press $12

DISCHARGE “The Eps” LP (Fandub) ltd 300 $12

AGATHOCI.ES “MinceCore HistoryVol 1 or 2”CD $10

AGATHOCLES “Black Clouds DetemnuteTD $10

AGATHOCLES “Superiority Overdose’CD NEW $10

AGATHOCLES “Razor Sharp Daggers” CD studio $10

l JLCERRHOF.A”line and row” CD/LP New Grind $9

WARSORE “Re-Opened Wound” CD Discography $9

DRILLER KILLER “ColdTCheapJDiscon’ LP/CD $10
DRILLER KILLER “Fuck the World” CD my fev! $10

DRILLER KILLER “And the Winner Is” LP/CD $10

DRILLER KILLER / V1KTIMS “split” 7” color v $5

EAT MY FUK “Wet Stit&Bottle o’Whiskey”LP/CD $10

DISBEER “Kids In Satanic Servkc”CD D-Beat HC $10

FORWARD “Forward To Death”CD new Japan HC $12

YACOPSE / SANITY’S DAWN“spKt”LP/CD fest $10

MALIGNANT TUMOUR “Dawn of a new”LP/CD $10

RAJOITUS “discography” CD 41 trax that role! $9
SUPPRESSION “discography”CD killer U$A grind $10

WORMWOOD “Reqniescat”LP/CD Neurosis?? $10

DISFEAR “Everyday Slaughter” CD D-Beat HC $10

RUPTURE “Lost and Hate” LP Nihilistic fest HC SIO

CF.D.L “Live in Japan” LP Ltd 300, Japan Grind $12

DEATHREAT “Consider It War” LP Killer HC $10
COACCION “Desorden”CD MexicoD-Beat $10

SEV. HEADS OF STATE“Anathema Dev”LP/CD $9
ULVER “Rattens Madrigal” LP Newest offering $10

DISGUST “The Horror Of It All” CD Death/Grind $9

DlSCORDIA“Deteriorarse”CD PreCOACCION 58

WITCHES HAMMER “Canadian Speed Metal’ LP $10

DEKAPITATOR“We Will Destroy”LP Black Metal $10

ABIGAIL “Intercourse and Lust” LP Ltd 1000 $10

PHOBIA / RESIST AND EXIST “split” LP Brutal! $9

KATASTROFIALLIE “Tuskatakou 94-98”CD disc $10
MISERY “The Early Years” CD All OOP/Rarr tiax $9



fe most brutal mix of grindcore, crust a,

hardcore ever to come out of Canada*

(punk planet)

of the highest quality ,!
i Even the binding of the zine Is really well done. 1

I lhe text i

mostly stream of consciousness which flows through events, many of which deal with

violence
,
andlists of bands and albums.D The art and the total layout of this zine is wha

really stands out to me and alone makes it well worth the price. (Europian) *

content of the zine (which is very good), but to emphasize how the pesonality of this

individual couple permeates and improves what would otherwise be just another

addition to the burgeoning DIY leftist press.D Something I'd like to see in a future issue

would be a personal recounting of how they got involved in activism; because as a

fairly mainstream-seeming, pair of early-thirties(?) folks with a lot of political

enthusiasm but refreshingly little dogma, they don’t exactly fit the mold of the standard

political zine editors.', i It's that twist that makes this so engaging. (-Jim)

CRACK THE SIDEWALK! # 1 (?/SaralV 22-52 36th St/ Astoria, NY 11105
<orangesc'um@yahoo.com>) CTS is an amazing bundle of fantastic, crazyD cu

and paste layout, energy, passion, imagination and information. A little history on

MAP-CITY MAIL-ORDER
GISM “Live Tokyo 82/82 LP unreleased trax $12

CONFUSE “New Cod,Oid God” LP 1- press $12

DISCHARGE “The Eps” LP (Fandub) ltd 300 $12

AGATHOCLES “MinceCore HistoryVd 1 or 2”CD $10

AGATHOCLES “Black CJoads Determinate”CD $10

AGATHOCLES “Superiority Overdose’CD NEW $10

AGATHOCLES “Razor Soarp Daggers” CD studio $10

ULCERRHOEA”line and row” CD/LP New Grind $9

WARSORE “Re-Opened Wound” CD Discography $9

DRILLER KILLER “Cokl,Chea^Discoo’ LP/CD $10
DRILLER KILLER “Fork the World” CD my fev! $10
DRILLER KILLER “And the Winner Is” LP/CD $10
DRILLER KILLER / VIKTIMS “split” 7” color v $5

EAT MY FUK “Wet SIH&Botde o’Whiskey”LPAD $10
DISBEER “Kids In Satanic Service”CD l> Beat HC $10
FORWARD “Forward To Deatb”CD new Japan HC $12
YACOPSE / SANITY’S DAWN“spht”LP/CD fast $10

MALIGNANT TUMOUR “Dawn of a new”LP/CD $10

RAJQITUS “discography” CD 41 trax that role! $9
SUPPRESSION “discograpby”CD killer U$A grind $10

WORMWOOD “Reqniescat”LP/CD Neurosis?? $10

DISFEAR “Everyday Slaughter” CD D-Beat HC $10

RUPTURE “Last and Hate” LP Nihilistic fcst HC $10

CF.D.L “Live in Japan” LP Ltd 300, Japan Grind $12

DEATHREAT “Consider It War” LP Killer HC $10
COACCION “Desorden”CD MexicoD-Beat $10

SEV. HEADS OF STATE“Anathema Dev”LP/CD $9
ULVER “Rattens Madrigal” LP Newest offering $10

DISGUST “The Horror Of It All” CD Death/Grind $9

DISCORDIA“Deteriorarse”CD PreCOACCION $8

WITCHES HAMMER “Canadian Speed Metal’ LP $10

DEKAPITATOR“We Will Destroy”LP Black Metal $10

ABIGAIL “Intercourse and Lust” LP Ltd 1000 $10

PHOBIA / RESIST AND EXIST “split” LP Brutal! $9

KATASTROFIALLIE “Tuskataknu 94-98”CD disc $10

MISERY “The Early Years” CD All OOP/Rare trax $9

MISERY/EXTINCTION OF MANKIND “spBCCD $9

TOKEN TANTRUM /AFFRAY“sp4it”LP SLUDGE $10

NIHILISTICS“sA”LP orig Lp repressed! Classic HC $9

PEGGIO PUNX “Discography” DBL CD Italy HC $15
PHOBIA “Serenity Through Pain”CD Import/grind $10
RELIGIOUS WAR “Cracked Systein”Lp PDX HC $9

RUPTURE “Cnnt Of God” Lp OOP, Classic HC $9
SELFISH “Cm For Love,Cry For Death”CD Fin HC $9

SINERGIA “Danes Colatera!es”CD Disclose D-BealS10

STALAG 13 “In Control” CD Classic 80 s U$A HC $9
TEAR IT UP “Nothing To Nothing” CD E Coast HC $9
VITAMIN X “See Thru Their lies” CD Euro Press $10
WORMWOOD / ESOTERIC “split” 7” ltd 500 $4

TEEN CTHULHUAVORMWOOD“spBt7”pic hd500 $8

ROT / 2 MINUTES DE ODIO“Spiit “7” Gnnd/HC $5

NAll,BITER “Abased” LP/CD D-Beat / Oust HC $9

FEAR OF GOD “discography” DBL LP ltd 800 $20

FEAR OF GOD“Born Blmd”T Ltd 500,aassic! $5

VOMIT THE SOUL “Human insanity”MCD Grind $8

TRAGEDY / TOTALITAR “split” 7” HC at its Best' $5

DISCLOSE “No More Pam’TAJPE Japan D-Beat $4

BATHTUB SHITTER “Lifetime ShiUist” 7” Ud 1000 $5

TOTUUS “Lisaa Lanluja” 7” Fin HC 8 new trax $5

ULCERRHOEA / DYSMORFIC “split” 7” DIY Grind! $5

SEPTIC DEATH “Kkhigai” 7” fanclub ed/PUSHEAD? $5

AGATHOCLES /ULCERRHOEA “split” TAPE $4

AGATHOCLES / SIVIIL 1MURHA “spht”7” Euro Ed $4

AGATHOCLES / JAN AG “Split” 7”EP Ltd 500, $4

LIST ALTERNATIVES or CREDIT SLIP GIVEN
INSURANCE Add $2 World/U$A (lost packs/our prob) I

Catalog + Sticker = $ l 00 USA // 2 x IRC’s World!

It s got politics, vegan recipes and pirate illustrations What more could I say?

Here is a quote, "What I do know is that community and organization are

fundamental. What I do know is that if we're going to achieve these things for

each other, and ourselves, and if weire going to resist Capitalism, the State and

patriarchy, we’re going to need some energy. And where are we going to get

that energy? Tasty vegan food!! So, in essence, my veganism is a form of

resistance that I can engage in every day. It is something small but vitally

important. The way I see it, an existence based on equality, mutual aid and

freedom cannot exist, will never exist, while we continue to murder and torture

animals and exploit the earth. " This zine is part personal and political thought

and part cookzine. The inspiring words give me goose bumps and the recipes

make me drool. It includes amazing sauces, marinades and hearty soups and

salads. Vegan lasagna, Shepherd's pie, pumpkin soup and, if you dare, vegan

tirimasu! This is fall food at it's finest in fact. This zine encompasses a lot to

think about and a lot to cook. Thanks Bekka. Get this! (-krissi)

AMERICA'S NAZI WAR CRIMES ($4 US/$6 world Whizzbanger Productions/

POB 5591
,
Portland OR 97228) The title is a bit dramatic and sidetracks from

the actual subject at hand. It’s horrific enough without having to use extreme

imagery. This deals with a subject that was just recently covered in a television

documentary. A lot of babies are bom intersexed. Meaning born with both a

clitoris and testes or an enlarged clitoris. In this country, as well as many
others, the parents are permitted to make a decision right after birth for a

"corrective" surgery. Which in reality is a dangerous and possibly harmful

operation. Still more parents wait till the child is older then lie about what the

surgery is that they are about to undertake. In this zine Shannon reprints the

letter written by the Intersexed association to the courts in Columbia. They

were about to decide the fate of this horrific practice in their country. He also

reprints their decision- which was to land on the side of the child. It forbids

Intersex Genital Mutilation until the person is old enough to decide for

themselves. Also features an article from a woman who’s mother subjected

her to an IGM surgery. Interesting zine, a bit short, but a good starting point

for looking into this subject further. (-Aprille) i

ATTITUDE PROBLEM #33 ($2 or 2 euro world/PO Box 326/Leed^LS7 3YR England)

This is the ultimate in awesome punkzines. It is mostly interviews, but the interviews

are so good that they get into ideas, ideologies, philosophies and all things punk in life.

The bands interviewed are: Nailbiter, Social Insecurity (Scotland), Vaning 5 (Sweden)

Monuments to Ruins (US) and there is an excellent chat with Graham Burnett who

does Land and Liberty and they talk about gardening, permaculture and DIY art.

There’s also reviews (music and zines) and personal bits from Steve to round this out.

The layouts are nice and it’s all done in a hand-writing that is clear and easy to read

but also full of character. An excellent zine in the old-tradition of peace punk.

Awesome and highly recommended. (-Chris)

BALD CACTUS #21 ($1 /cto Andy Cactus/1 45-1 49 Cardigan Road/Leeds,

W. Yorks /LS6 1 LJ / England/ baldcactus@ntlworid.com) This zine has a

focus on English bands with in depth interviews of No Choice, the Mingers and

Pilger. I was thoroughly amused by some of the personal writings and this zine

is best described as it says on the front, “rants, reviews, anecdotes and general

fanzine shite that really should just be broused through white on the toilet. Right

on! (-tifani)

BARBIES DEAD #1

0

fSI + postag&/Alex/Woodhouse,TheSquare/Gunmslake,

ComwalKPL 18 9BW, UK) Starts out apologizing that this issue is dated, late,

and small. Not exactly a good way to get you excited to read a zine, now is it?D

I’m pretty tired of reading excuses at the beginning of zines. Honesty is good,

but shouldn’t we put all we have into our passions? Besides, all the apologies

in zines pretty much state all the same lame excuses. Understandable, and I’m

sure the author puts a lot of work into heizhis zine, but just a bit of my two cents.

This is made up of mostly reviews (the book reviews are good, books are super

punk) and short antidote.D Everything is stellar, nothing is spetacular. How come it’s

punk to like European football but not American football?? (-Andy)

BIKE NOISE #3 ($?/5019 NW 119 Tess Ter/Coral Springs FL 33076) A peak into

Beth’s world. Having a crush, but lacking the ability to just tell him when they hang out,

comparisons between her Florida hometown and Louisville, KY (her new home),

dealing with her grandmothers death, drinking and having fun with friends, a reprint

of a Kurt Vonnegut short story (the man is brilliant) and more. Nothing grandiose or

elaborate, just a few moments out of one girls life. (-Aprille)

BLACKTHORN #3D (Free-Donations Needed/P.O Box 1 104&Tortland, OR 97211)

In Only 3 issues the Blackthorn Collective has captured my heart and mind. Continue

fighting, organize, create eye-catching art, write words from the heart, plug into

very draining job, both physically and emotionally. A huge amount of thanks should go

out to these folks for doing this kind of work. While the clinic she is escorting at has a

small anti-choice group, that doesn't make it any easier. She wntes of the comings and

goings of a few Saturday shifts, mixing the conversations along with journal entries. Also

some reprints of the Christian flyers the opposition gives out. It’s a short read, but gives

good idea of what it’s like out there, when women decide to take control over their bodies

and make decisions that don’t come easy. (-Aprille)

BLANK PAGES #7 (PO Box 1431/McHenry, IL 60051) When I picked up this 1/4 size

mini, I didn't connect it with issue 6, that I had read days ago. But indeed same zine. This

issue, unlike the abortion clinic escortfocused #6, seemed more lighthearted. Zine and

book reviews, responses to 1 1 reasons not to smoke, comments on the Texas law to

scare women with unfounded lies linking breast cancer to abortions, tips on container

gardening, her feelings about recently becoming a vegan, reprints of poetry by Assata

Shakur, tales of weekend adventures in Madison, thoughts on a recent women’s art

exhibit on and more A good blend of writing. Sturdy little zine. (-Aprille)

BLOODY PISS #2 ($?/www.bloodypiss.tlv) Lame! This is the third zine in this review

batch that requires I sit and stare into a blinding screen just to get a copy. Pretty bland

commuter layout with some photos and a drawing or two spread thru-out Interviews

with Clumsy Dolphin, Destruction made Simple, S.U.C.K.S, T aj Motel Trio, Adolf and the

Piss Artists and the Boils . Also articles about the unobtainable beauty standards shoved

at young girls thru teen magazines, an ode to Che Guevara and guerrilla warfare,

old friend, or a sea of ex-boyfnends, there is a lot of paw and heartbreak and

melancholy, with a cathartic feeling of purging as well. I enioy this voyeur

perspective and in this case It's not an uncomfortable one. It's open and honest

and real and also loaded with perspective and observations, some of which will

likely be applicable to your own emotional ups and downs. Bottom line is, this

is well written and solid and you should check it out if you like the personal zines

that give you a glimpse into someone's life. I love it. (-Chris)

BRINGING OUT TH E DEAD #2 (subculturehero@hotmail.com) I was attracted

to this zine cause it has a nice look - good graphics, nice art, typewriter font, etc.

But I found it hard to read and get into. It's very poetic of a dark and depressing,

emotive cathartic nature. I couldn't quite focus, not get the hook to hold. Even the

prose has a poetic and indirect purge to it that I just missed. (-Chris)

BROOKLYN! # 41 ($yi 800 Ocean Parkway/#B-1 2 Brooklyn, NY 1 1 223-3037)

Yet another installment of Fred Argotf’s expansive, prolific zine all about Brook-

lyn. IJ Articles, personal bits, slang guides and local appreciation fill this zine that

is 1 00% local pnde. 'Inspired by this zine, I made a point of staying with a friend

out on Brooklyn the last time I was up in NYC; unfortunately that was in the

Williamsburg neighborhood, whose local color these days seems limited to the

endless hordes of hipsters who have colonized it.l ! Anyway, this zine makes you

want to go check out Brooklynl] It's good. (-Jim)BROOKLYN! #42 Negotiating

Brooklyn by car, talk about the blackouts, a Brooklyn alphabet, Brooklyn lexicon,

facts and customs, and of course some highlighted locations. (-Chris)

BUBBLE BUBBLE #!2.3 ($?/ stamps?/ taskmage@hotmail.com)_These one

pagers remind me of Neus Subjex (except Shavvyi puts a mailing address on

every issue of that Cincinnati rag). The computer address was just on issue # 1

.

So I guess this is a hardcore locals only type zine From the writing it's outta

Columbus and he does mention being, inspired by Neus Subjex. #f is an

interview w Defiance Ohio and a short regular thing called News, Reviews,

Shows #2 chats with Deathly Fighter along with the local music info.#i3 is a

change - it's just photos from the 614 Fest with a few thoughts from Sean the

editor. This has potential to kick ass- one - major improvement would be to make

sure all the sentences photocopy. Photocopy cut off sucks. (-Aprille)

BUMMERS AND GUMMERS VOL. 4 #2 Soring 03 (S3 sampled 10 4 issue sub' Bob

66/Yoncalla OR 97499) I first picked up this newsletter in Eugene in 95. It's been a few

years now since they ’ve published, but they are back. This is a rural living, down to earth

kind oi paper that mixes philosophies of simple living with some alternative ideas and

philosophies. So it's got that mix of rural country paper with alternative living culture.

I like the name which comes from farm animal - bummers being those who’s mothers

have rejected them and are raised by humans, and gummers being the favorites that

humans keep around after their farm use time is up. In other words a bunch of misfits

and outsiders who stick out. In this paper they update their lives since last publishing.

There's articles and info on bread baking in brick ovens, recreating fish habitat in

the river, bribing public officials, teenage peace activists, wildflowers, and a

bunch more info and advice. (-Chris)

CANARY'S TALE #1 & #2 (5245 College Ave #456/0akland CA 9461 8) Okay

I haven't really had the chance to read through this, just skim them. They are

about dealing with Chronic Fatigue Syndrome. This is full of contributions from

vanous people dealing with this mysterious illness and trying to survive If you

are interested in learning more about CFIDS, or if you are suffering from it yourself,

then you should check this out. (-Chris)

CHAINBREAKER #2 (S2^ Shelley/62 1 North Rendon- New Orleans LA 70119)

This has quickly become one of my favorite zines, just as Shelley has become one

of my favorite people This is a zine about loving bicycles with a strong emphasis,

and support tor women and bikes. Shelley is a bike mechanic in N O and a bike

enthusiast I’m not much of a biker, but this zine is so good that it inspires me
anyway and makes me want to embrace my bicycle - ride it as a lifeforce and learn

to fix it and make it mine This issue has plenty of tips on fixing bikes • what fools

to use and various things you can do to improve you bicycle relationship It's also lull

•of stories about people and their bikes and about the importance of the bicycle globally

There's an awesome piece on the bike in India - about the rickshaw and importance of

the bicycle There's a story about a bike mechanic in Ireland, about a bike proiect in

Guatemala, bike messangermg in NO and so much more. I particularly liked the parallels

of the bicycle to photographer in the late 1800s. So much awesome info, trivia, and

passion here Highly recommended. (-Chris)

CHUMPIRE #161 (1 stamp or traded Greg PO Box 27 Annville. PA 17003-0027

<Chumpire@hotmail.com>) Okay. I've gotten used to the new look and am now
actually looking forward to each new quarter of review time to see what style this one

page treasure will appear in ! i This issue covers working with an outdoor learning
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does Land and Liberty and they talk about gardening, permaculture and DIY art.

There's also reviews (music and zines) and personal bits from Steve to round this out.

The layouts are nice and it’s all done in a hand-writing that is clear and easy to read

but also full of character. An excellent zine in the old-tradition of peace punk.

Awesome and highly recommended. (-Chris)

W. Yorks /LS6 1 U / England/ baldcactus@ntlworld.com) This zine has a

focus on English bands with in depth interviews of No Choice, the Mingers and

Pilger. I was thoroughly amused by some of the personal writings and this zine

is best described as it says on the front; “rants, reviews, anecdotes and general

fanzine shite that really should just be broused through while on the toilet. Right

on! (-tifani)

BARBIES DEAD #10 ($1 + postag&'AleYWoodhouse, The Square^Gunnislake,

ComwalKPL 18 9BW, UK) Starts out apologizing that this issue is dated, late,

and small. Not exactly a good way to get you excited to read a zine, now is it?D

I'm pretty tired of reading excuses at the beginning of zines. Honesty is good,

but shouldn’t we put all we have into our passions? Besides, all the apologies

in zines pretty much state all the same lame excuses. Understandable, and I’m

sure the author puts a lot of work into hetrtiis zine, but just a bit of my two cents.

This is made up of mostly reviews (the book reviews are good, books are super

punk) and short antidote.D Everything is stellar, nothing is spetacular. How come it’s

punk to like European football but not American football?? (-Andy)

BIKE NOISE #3f$?/5019 NW 119 Tess Ter/Coral Springs FL 33076) A peak into

Beth’s world. Having a crush, but lacking the ability to just tell him when they hang out,

compansons between her Florida hometown and Louisville, KY (her new home),

dealing with her grandmothers death, drinking and having fun with fnends, a reprint

of a Kurt Vonnegut short story (the man is brilliant) and more. Nothing grandiose or

elaborate, just a few moments out of one girls life. (-Aprille)

BLACKTHORN #3D (Free-Donations Neede^P.O Box 1 1 046/Portland, OR 97211)

In Only 3 issues the Blackthorn Collective has captured my heart and mind. Continue

fighting, organize, create eye-catching art, write words from the heart, plug into

I like the name which comes from farm animal - bummers being those who's mothers

have rejected them and are raised by humans, and gummers being the favorites that

humans keep around after their farm use time is up. In other words a bunch of misfits

and outsiders who stick out. In this paper they update their lives since last publishing.

There’s articles and info on bread baking in brick ovens, recreating fish habitat in

the river, bribing public officials, teenage peace activists, wildflowers, and a

bunch more info and advice. (-Chns)

CANARY' S TALE #1 & #2 (5245 College Ave # 456/Oakland CA 9461 8) Okay

I haven't really had the chance to read through this, just skim them They are

about dealing with Chronic Fatigue Syndrome. This is full of contributions from

vanous people dealing with this mysterious illness and trying to survive If you

are interested in learning more about CFIDS, or if you are suffering from it yourself,

then you should check this out. (-Chris)

CHAINBREAKER #2 (S2/Shelle/621 North Rendoiv New Orleans LA 70119)

This has quickly become one of my favorite zines, just as Shelley has become one

of my favorite people. This is a zine about loving bicycles with a strong emphasis,

and support for women and bikes. Shelley is a bike mechanic in N O and a bike

enthusiast I'm not much of a biker, but this zine is so good that it inspires me
anyway and makes me want to embrace my bicycle - ride it as a lifeforce and learn

to fix it and make it mine This issue has plenty of tips on fixing bikes - what tools

to use and various things you can do to improve you bicycle relationship It s also full

•of stories about people and their bikes and about the importance of the bicycle globally

There's an awesome piece on the bike in India - about the rickshaw and importance of

the bicycle There s a story about a bike mechanic in Ireland, about a bike project in

Guatemala, bike messangering in NO and so much more. I particularly liked the parallels

of the bicycle to photographer in the late 1800s. So much awesome info, trivia, and

passion here. Highly recommended. (-Chris)

CHUMPIRE # 161 (1 stamp or trade/ Greg PO Box 27 Annville. PA 17003-0027

<Chumpire@hotmail.com >) Okay, I've gotten used to the new look and am now
actually looking forward to each new quarter of review time to see what style this one

page treasure will appear in., j This issue covers working with an outdoor learning
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and make decisions that don’t come easy. (-Aprille)

BLANK PAGES #7 (PO Box 1431/McHenry, IL 60051) When I picked up this 1/4 size

mini, I didn’t connect it with issue 6, that I had read days ago. But indeed same zine. This

issue, unlike the abortion clinic escortfocused #6, seemed more lighthearted. Zine and

book reviews, responses to 1 1 reasons not to smoke, comments on the Texas law to

scare women with unfounded lies linking breast cancer to abortions, tips on container

gardening, her feelings about recently becoming a vegan, reprints o< poetry by Assata

Shakur, tales of weekend adventures in Madison, thoughts on a recent women's art

exhibit on and more. A good blend of writing. Sturdy little zine. (-Aprille)

BLOODY PISS #2 (S?/www.bloodypiss.tlv) Lame 1 This is the third zine in this review

batch that requires I sit and stare into a blinding screen just to get a copy. Pretty bland

commuter layout with some photos and a drawing or two spread thru-out Interviews

with Clumsy Dolphin, Destruction made Simple, S.U.C.K.S, T a\ Motel Trio, Adolf and the

Piss Artists and the Boils . Also articles about the unobtainable beauty standards shoved

at young girls thru teen magazines, an ode to Che Guevara and guemlla warfare,

www.firethloodfamilv.eom
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you little pink-bellied bangers running for the nearest thing that even remotely resembl&s your mommy.
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Jackson Heights (in Queens), a very touching interview with The Cadillac Man (a 54

year old homeless Vietnam Veteran), a plea for the necessity of a Youth Liberation

Movement, poems, life observations on the train home late at night, being 14 and

pregnant, the desire to be homeschooled (but coming up with a decent alternative in

the school system anyway), depressiorvtherapydesire to just disappear, plus a few

lighter bits, like a scavenger hunt, a board game (squatopia), and a maze. Get into the

mind of one amazing teenager and prepare to be filled with insight and enthusiasm.

I wish I had posessed even a fraction of this intelligence when I was Sarah’s age. I can’t

wait for the next issue. Excellent! No price listed, so write or e-mail first, (-karoline)

CRACKS IN THE WALL #4 ($?/ (andy_939@hotmail.com) Too bad, if I didn't get

sent this to review - my computerless butt wouldn’t even know it existed. Oh well. The

bulk of this issue is a fiction tale of one boys retreat to a troll like existence, only to find

free drugs that lead to an ant-people-destruction-of-society hallucination. Interesting

plot. Also a look at his Walkman addiction and a rant about societies lust for non-

reality. (-Aprille)

CULTOR SORE #15 (Sa'PO Box 6871 Wa. Beach, VA 23471) Taylor moved away

from his hometown a year ago . This zine, combined with reviews of music, books and

zines, covers the transition of his move. Severing ties only to realize their importance,

pushing his roots aside then embracing them later. Learning the need to combine your

past with your present, he does well at capturing his emotions and turmoil. Snippets

of memories written from the comers of his mind. Definitely enjoyed the personnel

writing more than the reviews. (-Aprille)

CUTLASS #9 ($2/no address). Ah shit, for some reason there is no address and I

think it might be because the inside front page is blank and page two starts mid-

sentence. Janice has been living in SF and Santa Cruz. Well if you wanna get this,

get in touch w/me and I’ll find her. I have really been enjoying this zine for a while now.

Janice is cool and she is a good artist and writer. This zine is a collection of misc.

journal entries from the past 18 years. Wow that is a long time. It’s not so

overwhelming as that sounds though. And it's not weird or invasive or overtly emo

or painful personal. In fact the snippets are usually just a sentence or a paragraph and

they are mixed together w/the date and lines and all in typewnter cut out style. I

enjoyed reading this. It’s full of questions and vulnerability - fighting lack of

confidence and finding the strength to be strong and creative and stand tall. It’s up

and down and all over and it’s the kind of thing that we can all relate to. I mean from

6th grade to age 30 you go through a hell of a lot and this is a good glimpse. (-Chris)

DESIGN #816 #12 (Michelle/PO Box 5027/Chicago IL 60680-5027) Michelle’s

been teaching high school in Chicago, keeping busy as an activist and collecting bits

for this zine over the past 3 years. She pulled it together for the Zine Symposium.

«SOUND POLLUTION

BRODY’S MILITIA / WIDESPREAD BLOODSHED
sp//fLP/CD

BM = Thrash n’ roll cruelty. 11 killer anthems of debauchery.

WSBS blasts off 25 tracks of hook-laden rapid fire hardcore

DANMUSH
From Here CD*
Fast paced Japanese HC to full blown hundred mile an hour insanity.

x-SINK, so you know they know how to lay the fucking hammer down.

UNDER PRESSUREHHHHH
SHUNo Future LP/CD
Completely out of control HC thrash wth more bad ass riffs than

thought possible. Crushing sound! x-Guns, Liqour, & Whores.

MIND OFASIANHBHBHHH
Akai Hana 7" EP
Four women from Tokyo belting out 6 of the most ass kicking HC

thrash anthems you’ll eve r hear. You gotta hear this, a classic!

THE SPROUTS
Pins and GlassesT EP
20 song debut EP colliding early D.R.I. into TEENGENERATE.

Fast, spastic, snotty, rocking, bad ass tunes.

FASTSHHHHHBHHHI
sALP/CD
Hyper rocking HC thrash at it’s finest! The debut release for Tokyo’s

TAQTQ Qhitln^Hc nf hnnLc chnntoH rhnriicoc cnooH norcnnolitwl I

There’s writing about organizing in Chicago against the War in Iraq, a beginners guide

to religion in the middle east for her students, a conversation between Michelle and

Megan - who teaches English as a second language at a women’s community center

and is involved in ARA and punk rock. There’s also lots of random bits Michelle has

written over the last few years, which did have a kind of scattered and thrown together

feeling. (-Chris)

Ave #241/Detroit Ml 48201) I liked this one. It comes in an envelope. It's 1/4 sized

and bound vV string. It’s written in typewriter font and is pretty thick. Jessika is really

interested in studying midwifery and talks a lot about that. She wrote about a herbal

abortion in the last issue and had a lot of feedback and she realized how important it is

to communicate and share experiences, but also points out that herbal abortions are not

something to try uninformed. She writes about a collective space they tried to start in

Detroit, about going to the Southern Girls Conference, and how much she got out of that.

She is very conscious of gender issues and is inclusive of all in her language - in fact

she writes about some of the problems at the conference where trans were not included.

There is stuff for boys about how to be more supportive of women. There is a touch of

the cathartic emo indirect writing but most of this is pretty intensely straight forward

thoughts. She’s obsessed with rootbeer and shares a recipe for making your own. There

is a lot more in here about dumpster diving, traveling, zine conferences, dancing and

punk shows and other enthusiastic stuff. A good heartfelt zine with a strong fist in the

air. (-Chris)

DOOMED TO EXTINCTION #1 ($3/M. Lundberg/cb M Rothstein/Nyakersvagen 18

/s-30239 Halmstad/Sweden/mob47@gmx.net) A great new zine hailing from Sweden

featuring interviews with Human Waster and Mass Genocide Process plus the standard

music reviews and various personal and political rants. Some highlights include herbal

gynecology, big brother via the internet, some thoughts on being destined for assimi-

lation and more! (-tifani)

DORIS #21 ($1 .50ppd/Cmdy/’PO Box 1 734/Asheville NC 28802) I’m a big fan of Doris

and a big fan of Cindy and this is a zine that I always am excited to see a new issue of.

This issue is printed on half-sized newsprint which is a change, and it picks up in the

alphabet at G-H-l and it’s a pretty rough issue. Rough, as in dealing with a lot of hard

shit. Sexual abuse is the main topic Empowering ourselves to survive and deal and

overcome sexual abuse and incest. This is hard stuff to talk about, and it’s hard stuff

for many people to read. I’m proud of Cindy for opening a dialog and trying to combat

this tough topic. She also writes about Guatemala and gender issues - about what it.

means to grow up a girl when you wish you were a boy, the roles society expects us to

follow, the ways in which that pits us against each other and the path to radical feminist

politics. This is a powerful issue and I got a lot out of it. (-Chris)

DURGA Summer 2003 ($1/ free to prisoners/ PO Box 5841/ Eugene, OR 97405

<durgazine@hotmail.com>) A personal zine that deals with growing up in a Germanic

household, a disappearing father, an abusive stepfather, suicide attempts, struggling to

get through college as a low income person, mental distress, classism and activism.

Also included is an overview on Harry Potter (and why he’s NOT a sexist neo-

conservative autocrat), hanging out with the children of various friends, creating a punk

concept album based on The Lord of The Rings and who should play what parts, a road

trip to Bryce Canyon, covering scars with tattoos, and seeing a show in Ashland, OR

while a forest fire raged in the distance. Really basic layout, mostly text with a few

minimal graphics, (-karoline)

DWELLING PORTABLY (S1/P0B 190-L, Philomath, 02L 97370-0190) This issue lips

the usual listing of all the titles available in their catalog. But the bulk is 2. shortened

reprint of “Chord Easy". A step by step guide to putting chords to almost any song. Since

I have zilcho musical ability or talent- 1 couldn’t tell you how easy, Chord Easy is. But the

wording seems simple enough and there’s plenty of diagrams. (-Aprille)

F.U.C.K. #2 (c/o Stuart/ Schrader/ PO Box 511/Whippany NJ 0-7981-0511

gameofthearseholes@hotmail.com) Okay, so this is a packet of zines put together at

the Pointless Fest in Philly this past August 03. FUCK stands for Fanzine

Underground Committee on Knowledge. The

premise is to bnng together a bunch of zines and

a bunch of zine-writers pages into one so as to

get them spread around to interested folks in a

more productive and effective manner. They put

together 200 copies and I suspect handed out

almost all of those 200 at the punkest punk fest

ever. Included in the pack is the latest from Stuart

- Game of the Areseholes #7 - this issue focuses

on Britpunk and includes Stuart’s usual history and

analysis of the time of 80s Britpunk - with some

obscure bands and some hugely popular ones with

plenty of commentary to link it all into perspective.

He raves about bands with amazing guitar sounds

and talks about a trip west to see DSB and others.

What I appreciated the most was Stuart’s validation in

having a friend thank him for turning him on to DSB.

This is the kind of purpose that I can understand.

Anyway I’m a huge fan of GOTA and this issue is no

exception. There are a whole slew of other great zines

in here too - Zanne is back with a page raving about the

Philly fest and all the punkwomen with promise of a new

Rehash coming soon Sudden Death (from MA) has an

all photo issue. The others are all ones pages - Gone to

the Poos #2 talks about Assault and intv. Inepsy,

Kanonave (France) is mostly reviews (d-beat studded

. punkl . Seremos Nobrados # 1 focuses on Latin American

• punk - it’s reviews and a sampler CD. Hazardous Waste
1 (MA) talks hardcore punk, local scene, intv Sleeper Cell

and reviews, and Dave Hyde has a fold-up issue of Destroy

What Bores You with a fold out poster of DSB. So ya know
‘ what - this is the punkest package of zines you could hope

very moment by moment. Also a look at menstruation on many different

levels. There is a definite activist slant in the writing which can come across

as self absorbed. But hey, someone out there might be into diving into this.

(-Aprille)

FOR WHAT IT’S WORTH #1 ($?/spitshire_mckels@hotmail.com) Man o

man, another zine that requires a computer to get a copy. Boo! Hiss! Inside

you'll find an interview with the band Q and not U, a few book reviews, a run

down of Vanilla Ices' favorite things, some photos of a guys stomach, a

mad-lib, a few vague cut-n-paste rants about advertising- and switching

day and night. The only piece that really involves personality is Caitlin’s

views of college and working toward her social worker degree. Can’t say

that this really grabbed my attention. (-Aprille)

GAME0FTHEARSEH0LES#7 ($1 US/$3 itnKc/b StuarVSchradet/PO Box

51 1/Whippariy NJ 0-7981 -051
1 )

See review of F.U.C.K. #2.

GREEN ANARCHY #14 Fall ‘03 ($3 US/$3 Car/$5 Eur/$6 world/free to

prisoners/ PO Box 11331/ Eugene OR 97440

< collective@greenanarchy.org) Subtitled "an anti-civilization journal of

theory and action.” I've always kinda drawn towards this group, their mag

and this line of thinking, although in many ways I don’t even profess to

entirely understand it, nor regularly follow all of it, and I’m sure there is plenty

of it that I don’t agree with. They touch on some of the basic theories in the

back to basics section. There's writing from John Zerzan, an intv v/Chellis

Glendinning (activist, psychologist and author of “Off the Map" and many

other books of interest), history of Chile authoritarianism, a look at nuclear

power, primitive revolts against civilization, the US military casualties in

Iraq. There’s tons of reports on recent Earth Liberation actions, anarchist

resistance, anti-capitalist and anti-imperialist battles from around the

world. A critical report from the Break the Chains conference. An interesting

article on collapism - about waiting for civilization to collapse - and how that

fits into the apocalyptic yearning of some (strong emphasis on some) green

anarchists. I carrdefinitely tell that there are a lot of strong opinions here and

a lot of people who probably want to argue about things, nit pick and fight

ideological battles - and that general feeling kinda puts me off a bit.

However, I think that there is also a lot to be gained from this publication

(which seems to just keep getting bigger) and there is definitely plenty of

stuff to get the brain fueled up and thinking. (I should note that I also have

issue? #1 2 and 1 3 in front of me now and that each issue if full of news on

current events and actions, critique of the war and resistance, and always

plenty of theory and interesting critique. To read though all of these nice

looking papers would take forever - they are packed dense w/text - but I think

everyone should check this paper out and see where it leads you.) (-Chris)

HAZARDOUS WASTE JULY 20030 1 Stamp to: Matt Smitlv^l 0 Dewey St.

Apt 3/Worcester MA 01610 <xearthcitizenx@yahoo.com>) So here’s

this dude from the outskirts of Boston writing about hardcore.DYou got the

intro, then the bit about his copy of the “Why Be Something You’re Not?”

cable access show from Detroit in the early 80s (good stuff like NECROS,

MISFITS, BIG BOYS, NEGATIVE APROACH, more), then comes the part

where he tells us, the readers, how the older sister of a classmate showed

him the way and the light by bringing a stack of crust punk records over to

his house back in the day (this bit was my favorite, same thing happened

to me, except it was my cousin, and CODE 1 3 wasn’t a band yet). Then you

got your reviews, which seal the deal if you are still wondering what Matt

listens to at home; DISCLOSE, DEFECTOR, POIKKEUS and a few more.D

One 11x17 page folded in half by Matt equals four psges of pleasant hardcore'crust

reading for me. (-Robert)

HEAD WOUND #15 ($2pp(K Rachel 145-^ Cardigan Rd.

Leeds LSBILJ England4ieadwound@punktured.fsnet.co.uk)

Excellent zine from England, with a good political slant.D

Features interviews of bands all from the U.K.D I’ve never

heard of any of the bands interviewed, but this is a good

thing, since it seems like very little information about

current U.K. bands makes it here to the States. And the

interview questions are very well thought out. Also fea-

tures columns, reviews, etc. Definitely worth the cover

price. Really Punk.D -(Andy)

HEARTATTACK #39 Aug. 03 ($1 .50 US'SS work^PO

Box 848/Goleta CA 931 1 6) It seems awhile since I read

through an issue of HAC. The columns section seems

to have only gotten bigger - a good half of this zine is

columns which cover a broad base of topics from

hardcore to politics, sex, parenting, same sex mar-

riage, sweatshops and high fashion, education, ma-

rines, war, tour, travel, you name it. The review

section huge too - loads of zines and music . I always

find myself disagreeing with a lot of the reviews -

which is always kinda interesting - bands I love they

tear to shreds and vice versa. This issue has an

interview v/the Evasion guy and it’s a really good

interview. If you’ve loved the book, or been

thoroughly pissed off this interview sets out to find

common ground and understanding - dispel some

of the myths and well I found it pretty interesting all

around. The guy is very opinionated, but makes

some compelling points. There are band inter-

views W Death Squad (from Albany) and Del

Cielo (from DC), End on End and a hilarious one

w/Umlout. All around good stuff, even if I did

.find myself not agreeing with a lot of what I read

or laughing at some bands names— but all told I love Hearattack and

meni to avoia meas - in otner woras mere are a ioi or options ana this is a supportive open torum to

talk about what works and offer suggestions for things to try. The basic premise is that an awful lot of

people suffer from various debilitating mental issues and the more we are able to talk about it and share

with those around us the more we can hope to come out again on the other side. I particularly liked

hearing about other people who feel that mid-punk crisis and the frustration that comes from the

depression
1
we can not seem fight and also the similar feelings that come from activism and from

constantly fighting and struggling to make things better. Sometimes the fucked-up-ness of the world

can really get you down and for sensitive people, and people prone to depression, this can really be hard

:enter yourself!

1 MDDnnWCII 1 S'hricA

to deal with. Just suggesting that sometimes you have to take a break from the fight, and center yoursel

and heal yourself is really important and validating for those who continually try to push themselves, and

in the process spiral downward. If you find yourself battling depression, alienation or other feelings of

frustrating; or if you have people close to you dealing with any of this - then I recommend this zine td

you. (-Chris)

HOW I GOT SO EXTRA TUF #4 (SVXtra Tuf/ PO Box 6834^Portland OR 97228) Moe has worked a?

a fisher woman in Alaska for a number of years, and has written her zine about it and this is a bit of an

introduction as to how she got where she ended up. It starts at the beginning - being 1 8, taking the place

of her sister as a cook on a fish boat in Alaska - and tells the story of her experiences that led herfurthei

on down the fishing path. Moe is super cool and rad and she writes a good story. I’ve got a few zine^

from her which I am anxious to dive into - this one seems like a good starting point. (-Chris)

HUFFY #1 (Sl/c4) lan/PO Box 26742/Richmond, VA 23261 /USA/brokenhuffy@yahoo.com) I used

to not be into personal zines as much, but this totally changed my mind! Reading this feels like you’re

talking to an old friend and listening to their adventures. This issue features tales of lost bikes, train

hopping travel log. medical studies, near death jock experiences and top ten nintendo games. Great

read!! (-tifani)

IMPACT press #46 1 J ($2/PMB 361/10151 University Blvd/Orlando FL 32817) This is a regulai®,

newsprint political mag that deals with animal rights as well as the whole spectrum of progressive

politics.D This issue has notable articles about the lack of a national progressive political strategy, the

horrors of bullfighting in Spam, and about the Mexican border by Kari Lyderson.D Essential bathroom

reading material. This thing is curiously well-distributed, and you can usually find a pile gathering dust

by the door of your local record store. (-Jim) IMPACT #47 OcWov (see above) Brand new issue in

featuring George Bush and space technology, elephants taken to zoos, a world’s view of America,

immigrant life, forest clearcuts, new election stragies for Bush, Wesley Clark, and quite a bit more

Mostly political articles and suprisingly mostly punk rock ads. (-Chris)

IN ON IT #15 (50p & SAE or $1 and an IRC, Paul, The Flat, 56 Upgate, Louth, Lines, LN1 1 9JN, UK) This

is a short zine with band interviews, reviews, and some personal articles.D The interviews are with

Blisterhead, Assert, Oxymoron and A Real Buzz.D This zine has a hell of a lot of cussing going and even
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overwhelming as Thai sounds mougn aho it s nor wnm nr invnmvn nr ..

or painful personal. In fact the snippets are usually just a sentence or a paragraph and

they are mixed together w/the date and lines and all in typewriter cut out style. I

enjoyed reading this. It’s full of questions and vulnerability - fighting lack of

confidence and finding the strength to be strong and creative and stand tall. It’s up

and down and all over and it's the kind of thing that we can all relate to. I mean from

6th grade to age 30 you go through a hell of a lot and this is a good glimpse. (-Chris)

nFSlGN #816 #12 (Michelte/PO Box 5027/ Chicago IL 60680-5027) Michelle's

been teaching high school in Chicago, keeping busy as an activist and collecting bits

for this zme over the past 3 years. She pulled it together for the Zine Symposium.

#SOUND POLLUTION

DLUUUOnCUbnUUT o miLlllA / wiucdrncHu
sp//fLP/CD

BM = Thrash n’ roll cruelty. 11 killer anthems of debauchery.

WSBS blasts off 25 tracks of hook-laden rapid fire hardcore.

DANMUSH
From Here CD*
Fast paced Japanese HC to full blown hundred mile an hour insanity.

x-SINK, so you know they know how to lay the fucking hammer down.

UNDER PRESSUREHHHHHI
Still No Future LP/CD

Completely out of control HC thrash wth more bad ass riffs than

thought possible. Crushing sound! x-Guns, Liqour. & Whores.

MIND OF ASIAN
AkaiHanaT EP
Four women from Tokyo belting out 6 of the most ass kicking HC

thrash anthems you’ll eve r hear. You gotta hear this, a classic!

THE SPROUTS
Pins and GlassesT EP

20 song debut EP colliding early D.R.I. into TEENGENERATE

Fast, spastic, snotty, rocking, bad ass tunes.

FASTS
s/fLP/CD
Hyper rocking HC thrash at it’s finest! The debut release for Tokyo’s

FASTS. Shitloads of hooks, shouted choruses, speed, personality!

THE DUDOOS
Specium Sommer CD
14 songs of crazed melodic punk from Tokyo. Think if the TOY

DOLLS spawned in Japan and your getting much warmer. Killer!

V/A HIGH ENERGY HIGH VOLTAGE!
CD $5ppd world!free with orders over $15

A cheap way to hear how ass kickmg-all these bands are on

Sound Pollution. 50 songs - 69 m inutes!

UNCURBED
Chords For Freedom CD
8 new songs continuing their onslaught of some of the most brutal

and catchy punk ever created. Packaged in a beautiful digi-pack.

shit' Sexual abuse is the mam topic Empowering ourselves to survive and deal aruT

overcome sexual abuse and incest. This is hard stuff to talk about, and it s hard stuff

for many people to read. I’m proud of Cindy for opening a dialog and trying to combat

this tough topic. She also writes about Guatemala and gender issues - about what it.

means to grow up a girl when you wish you were a boy, the roles society expects us to

follow, the ways in which that pits us against each other and the path to radical feminist

politics. This is a powerful issue and I got a lot out of it. (-Chris)

PURGA Summer 2003 ($1/ free to prisoners/ PO Box 5841/ Eugene, OR 97405

<dunjazine@hotmail.com >) A personal zine that deals with growing up in a Germanic

household, allisappearing father, an abusive stepfather, suicide attempts, struggling to

get through college as a low income person, mental distress, classism and activism.

Also included is an overview on Harry Potter (and why he’s NOT a sexist neo-

conservative autocrat), hanging out with the children of various fnends, creating a punk

concept album based on The Lord of The Rings and who should play what parts, a road

trip to Bryce Canyon, covering scars with tattoos, and seeing a show in Ashland, OR

while a forest fire raged in the distance. Really basic layout, mostly text with a few

minimal graphics, (-karoline)

nwFl t ING PORTABLY (S1/P0B 190-L, Philomath, 02L 97370-0190) This issue lips

the usual listing of all the titles available in their catalog. But the bulk is 2. shortened

reprint of “Chord Easy". A step by step guide to putting chords to almost any song. Since

I have zilcho musical ability or talent- 1 couldn't tell you how easy, Chord Easy is. But the

wording seems simple enough and there’s plenty of diagrams. (-Aprille)

F-U.C.K. #2 (c/o Stuart/ Schradei/ PO Box 511/ Whippany NJ 0-7981-0511

gameofthearseholes@hotmail.com) Okay, so this is a packet of zines put together at

the Pointless Fest in Philly this past August 03. FUCK stands for Fanzine

Underground Committee on Knowledge. The

premise is to bnng together a bunch of zines and

a bunch of zine-writers pages into one so as to

get them spread around to interested folks in a

more productive and effective manner. They put

together 200 copies and I suspect handed out

almost all of those 200 at the punkest punk fest

ever. Included in the pack is the latest from Stuart

- Game of the Areseholes #7 - this issue focuses

on Bntpunk and includes Stuart’s usual history and

analysis of the time of 80s Britpunk - with some

obscure bands and some hugely popular ones with

plenty of commentary to link it all into perspective.

He raves about bands with amazing guitar sounds

and talks about a trip west to see DSB and others.

What I appreciated the most was Stuart’s validation in

having a fnend thank him for turning him on to DSB.

This is the kind of purpose that I can understand.

Anyway I’m a huge fan of GOTA and this issue is no

exception. There are a whole slew of other great zines

in here too - Zanne is back with a page raving about the

Philly fest and all the punkwomen with promise of a new

Rehash coming soon Sudden Death (from MA) has an

all photo issue. The others are all ones pages - GonfiiQ

the Poos #2 talks about Assault and intv. Inepsy,

Kanonave (France) is mostly reviews (d-beat studded

- punk - it’s reviews and a sampler CD. Hazardous Waste

• (MA) talks hardcore punk, local scene, intv. Sleeper Cell

and reviews, and Dave Hyde has a fold-up issue of Destroy

• What Bores You with a fold out poster of DSB. So ya know

f what - this is the punkest package of zines you could hope

for and in my opinion it's a rad example of what the Pointless

Fest felt like - the punkest gathering of some the best folks around. I don’t know if

you can still get a full F.U.C.K. pack, but I’m sure you can get some of these zines at the

very least, so do you damnedest. (-Chris)

FOOTNOTE (SSTootnote zin^27 Harrington St/New Paltz, NY 1 2561 )
A dense full size

zine weighing in with 56 pages of pure text. And it’s all about four men s struggles against

sexism. They are reshaping their views, attitudes and methods of dealing with women

I And boy, was it just too much to plow thru. It felt like I was being, dragged into therapy

with them. No thanks. They each write up their “gender histones" which are lengthyand

V/A TOMORROW WILL BE WORSE VOL. 31

3x7" EP/CD
6 bands, 22 songs on 3 split EP’s between U.S. & Japanese

powerhouses. A full on energetic hardcore onslaught - an orgy of

thrash. With FLAG OF DEMOCRACY, IDOL PUNCH, VIVISICK, BRODY’S

MILITIA, STRUCK, and THE FARTZ. 3x7' price the same as an IP.

also available: HELLNATION Dynamite Up Your Ass LP/CD,

HELLNATION Thrash Wave CD, MUKEKADI RATO AcabarCom

Voce CD, ALLERGIC TO WHORES The Lipstick Murders CD,

KRIGSHOT Orebro Mangel LP/CD, UNCURBED Punks On Parole

LP/CD, EXCLAIM Critical Exploder LP/CD, V/A TOMORROW WILL

BE WORSE CD, NINE SHOCKS TERROR Paying Ohmage LP/CD,

ALLERGIC TO WHORES Shadows CD, Y Global Player LP/CD, V/

A TOMORROW WILL BE WORSE Vol. 2 LP/CD, WHN? Stand Fast

LP/CD, SCALPLOCK On Whose Terms? LP/CD, KRIGSHOT Och

Hotet Kvarstar 7’’EP, MEANWHILE Same Shit New Millennium LP/

/''I-N i inocn k’nnnr T>.o Dnnnar Uinh I P/PH V PcouHn Tnilth

WMt
interviews with

SEVERED HEAD
of STATE (U.S .A.)

I P1LGER (England)

BORN/DEAD (U.S.A.)H iron /rL>nm«rk)

ideological battles - and that gimrar reeling xinna purs me rm n m.

However, I think that there is also a lot to be gained from this publication

(which seems to just keep getting bigger) and there is definitely plenty of

stuff to get the brain fueled up and thinking. (I should note that I also have

issues #1 2 and 1 3 in front of me now and that each issue if full of news on

current events and actions, critique of the war and resistance, and always

plenty of theory and interesting critique. To read though all of these nice

looking papers would take forever - they are packed dense wlext - but I think

everyone should check this paper out and see where it leads you.) (-Chris)

HAZARDOUS WASTE JULY 2003a i Stamp to: Matt Smith/21 0 Dewey St

Apt y Worcester MA 01610 <xearthcitizenx@yahoo.com>) So here’s

this dude from the outskirts of Boston writing about hardcore. You got the

intro, then the bit about his copy of the “Why Be Something You’re Not?"

cable access show from Detroit in the early 80s (good stuff like NECROS,

MISFITS, BIG BOYS, NEGATIVE APROACH, more), then comes the part

where he tells us, the readers, how the older sister of a classmate showed

him the way and the light by bringing a stack of crust punk records over to

his house back in the day (this bit was my favorite, same thing happened

to me, except it was my cousin, and CODE 1 3 wasn't a band yet). Then you

got your reviews, which seal the deal if you are still wondenng what Matt

listens to at home; DISCLOSE, DEFECTOR, POIKKEUS and a few more.D

One 11x17 page folded in half by Matt equals four psges of pleasant hardcore/crust

reading for me. (-Robert)

hfad WOUND #15 ($2ppcK Rachel 145-9/ Cardigan Rd.

LeedsLSBIUEngland4ieadwound@punktured.fsnet.co.uk)
.mrnmm.

Exce |)ent zine from England, with a good political slant.D

Features interviews of bands all from the U.K.D I’ve never

heard of any of the bands interviewed, but this is a good

thing, since it seems like very little information about

current U.K. bands makes it here to the States. And the

interview questions are very well thought out. Also fea-

tures columns, reviews, etc. Definitely worth the cover

price. Really Punk.D -(Andy)

HEARTATTACK #39 Aug. 03 ($1.50 US^$5 world/ PO

Box 848/Goleta CA 931 1 6) It seems awhile since I read

through an issue of HAC. The columns section seems

to have only gotten bigger - a good half of this zine is

columns which cover a broad base of topics from

hardcore to politics, sex, parenting, same sex mar-

riage, sweatshops and high fashion, education, ma-

rines, war, tour, travel, you name it. The review

section huge too - loads of zines and music. I always

find myself disagreeing with a lot of the reviews -

which is always kinda interesting - bands I love they

tear to shreds and vice versa. This issue has an

interview w/the Evasion guy and it’s a really good

interview. If you've loved the book, or been

thoroughly pissed off this interview sets out to find

common ground and understanding - dispel some

of the myths and well I found it pretty interesting all

around. The guy is very opinionated, but makes

some compelling points. There are band inter-

views W Death Squad (from Albany) and Del

Cielo (from DC), End on End and a hilarious one

v/Umlout. All around good stuff, even if I did

find myself not agreeing with a lot of what I read

or laughing at some bands names— but all told I love Hearattack and

the coverage they offer is a great balance for what you find in PE
,
MRR and S&L. (-Chris)

HELP /SIDETRACKS OF CONSCIOUSNESS - AN OPEN SPACE FQR THE TQPIQ..QF

MENTAL HEALTH (Courtney Basura/3415 Juno St/ Pittsburgh PA 15213 and/or

jennyrogue_elf@yahoo.com) This is a zine dedicated to mental health and creating a

forum for discussing various aspects particularly with in the activist community. There

are personal expenences shared about surviving abuse, manic depression, depression,

as well as helpful hints that have worked for the writers which include everything from

suggestions for what to do when you are depressed, how to talk to and how not to talk

to friends who are suffering. There are tips withjiert)SLsuppor^^

mem to avoia meas - in otner words mere are a lot oi options ana tms is a supportive open torum to along v

talk about what works and offer suggestions for things to try. The basic premise is that an awful lot of seen 4

people suffer from various debilitating mental issues and the more we are able to talk about it and share freesty

with those around us the more we can hope to come out again on the other side. I particularly liked find sn

hearing about other people who feel that mid-punk crisis and the frustration that comes from the littU

depression we can not seem fight and also the similar feelings that come from activism and from ncwsp

constantly fighting and struggling to make things better. Sometimes the fucked-up-ness of the world vioioni

can really*getyoudown and for sensitive people, and people prone to depression, this can really be hard has (>„

to deal with. Just suggesting that sometimes you have to take a break from the fight, and center yourself, Blackli

and heal yourself is really important and validating for those who continually try to push themselves, and 91 aroi

in the process spiral downward. If you find yourself battling depression, alienation or other feelings of viAKE

frustrating; or if you have people close to you dealing with any of this - then I recommend this zine to 9729:1

you. (-Chris) >neol

HOW I GOT SO EXTRA TUF #4 ($1/Xtra TuV PO Box 6834/Portland OR 97228) Moe has worked as
,n p0,i

a fisher woman in Alaska for a number of years, and has written her zine about it and this is a bit of an Centor

introduction as to how she got where she ended up. It starts at the beginning -being 18, taking the plate dry an

of her sister as a cook on a fish boat in Alaska - and tells the story of her experiences that led herfurther pub|„

,

on down the fishing path. Moe is super cool and rad and she writes a good story. I’ve got a few zines has lu

from her which I am anxious to dive into - this one seems like a good starting point. (-Chris) and x-

HUFFY#1 ($1 /0t> lan/PO Box 26742/Richmond, VA 23261 /USA/brokenhuffy@yahoo com) I used Shawr

to not be into personal zines as much, but this totally changed my mind! Reading this feels like you’re wjth p,

talking to an old friend and listening to their adventures. This issue features tales of lost bikes, train me n

hopping travel log. medical studies, near death jock experiences and top ten nintendo games. Great ca n, ;( |

read!! (-tifani) somu

IMPACT press #46D ($2/PMB 36V 10151 University Blvd/Orlando FL 32817) This is a regular, ropi«:

newsprint political mag that deals with animal rights as well as the whole spectrum of progressive: y4 si/

politics!] This issue has notable articles about the lack of a national progressive political strategy, the Weron

horrors of bullfighting in Spain, and about the Mexican border by Kari Lyderson.D Essential bathroom a lot ti

reading material This thing is curiously well-distributed, and you can usually find a pile gathering dust
|0V# ft

by the door of your local record store. (-Jim) IMPACT #47 OcWov (see above) Brand new issue in MJSJt

featuring George Bush and space technology, elephants taken to zoos, a world’s view of America, with s

immigrant life, forest clearcuts, new election stragies for Bush, Wesley Clark, and quite a bit more polite

Mostly political articles and suprisingly mostly punk rock ads. (-Chris)
1 here

IN ON IT #15 (50p & SAE or $1 and an IRC, Paul, The Flat, 56 Upgate, Louth, Lines, LN1 1 9JN, UK) This MUOt

is_a short zine with band interviews, reviews, and some personal articles.D The interviews are with war ra

Blisterhead, Assert, Oxymoron and A Real Buzz.D This zine has a hell of a lot of cussing going and even of his

after living in the UK for a couple of years it’s quite strange for me a see the c word in print in a punk zine.D contH

It’s really great to see an older kid putting out a zine with such a strong local focus.D The layout though
p0||ut

is a bit disconcerting with word processor text and with lots of cut and paste headlines on almost every
ar) (j n

page. (Europian) of pol

INTERSTITIAL #1 ($1 US/$2 world/James McQuistor/308 S. Maple St/Lancaster OH 43130) The Aprillt

focus is music and politics. Sounds good to me. In the past, I've reviewed some of Jame s other writings

and never really took to them. But this one, I like. Inside you’ll find writing about - mix tapes (a blanket 0 f paj

statement run down of their silent message) interviews with The Red Hot Valentines, show, music and seem

zine reviews, sodomy laws (including the recent Texas court decision) the history of the UPC symboi^jjjgw

Sister Mary Rotten Crotch

"Fuck Load O' Pretty" LP
the "lost" first LP from this amazing

KC, MO female fronted street-punk

hardcore band finally released on vinyl

Stv6jt Iitttvee
%ivt DisTRiBVfioir

DORIS #21 The latest from Cindy. Doris turns 21 and is printed on half-

sized newsprint You know you can’t miss this. $2ppd DORIS #2Q $2ppd

SLAVE #8 An excellent issue featuring anti war protests, DIY files, fiction

and artwork, interviews w/Between The Buried and Me, Uwharria, Most Pre-

cious Blood and loads more. Plus a live Uwharria CD. $4ppd

DON’T HAVE A COW: Vegan Cookbook & Commentary In the wonderful

tradition of vegan & veggie cookbook zines - this is our current new favorite!

$3.50ppd

I’M JOHNNY AND I DON’T GIVE A FUCK #5 In the very best tradition of

punk stories, this reads as a personal narrative that tells the tale of a punk

house, crazed roommates and eventually to Jen’s pregnancy and the birth of

Samwise Danger. $3ppd

MINE: AN ANTHOLOGY OF WOMEN’S CHOICES A collection of contributed

stories about reproductive rights, abortions, and women’s experiences with

abortions. Invaluable sharing. $2

RESIST #44 ... Gardening trials and tribulations, a list of recommended

reading, a how-to dumpster diving, bicycles, a look at current political night-

mares, thoughts about libraries and more. $2ppd

SMASH ACTION #2 A zine merging the world of radical politics with politi-

cal art. Street art, posters, stencils, class warfare, Mexican muralist move-
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x-SINK, so you know they know how to lay the fucking hammer down.

UNDER PRESSURE
Still No FutureLPICD
Completely out of control HC thrash wth more bad ass riffs than

thought possible. Crushing sound! x-Guns, Liqour, & Whores.

MIND OF ASIANHUHl^HH
Akai Hanoi" t?
Four women from Tokyo belting out 6 of the most ass kicking HC

thrash anthems you’ll eve r hear. You gotta hear this, a classic!

THE SPROUTS
Pins and GlassesT EP
20 song debut EP colliding early D.R.f. into TEENGENERATE.

Fast, spastic, snotty, rocking, bad ass tunes.

FASTS
s/ILP/CD
Hyper rocking HC thrash at it’s finest! The debut release for Tokyo’s

FASTS. Shitloads of hooks, shouted choruses, speed, personality!

THE DUDOOS
Specium Sommer CD
14 songs of crazed melodic punk from Tokyo. Think if the TOY

DOLLS spawned in Japan and your getting much warmer. Killer!

V/A HIGH ENERGY HIGH VOLTAGE!
CD $5ppd world!free with orders over$15
A cheap way to hear how ass kicking all these bands are on

Sound Pollution. 50 songs - 69 minutes!

UNCURBED
Chords For Freedom CD
8 new songs continuing their onslaught of some of the most brutal

and catchy punk ever created. Packaged in a beautiful digi-pack.

V/A TOMORROW WILL BE WORSE VOL. 3
3x7” EP/CD
6 bands, 22 songs on 3 split EP’s between U.S. & Japanese

powerhouses. A full on energetic hardcore onslaught - an orgy of

thrash. With FLAG OF DEMOCRACY, IDOL PUNCH, VIVISICK, BRODY’S

MILITIA, STRUCK, and THE FARTZ. 3x7" price the same as an IP.

also available: HELLNATION Dynamite Up Your Ass LP/CD,

HELLNATION Thrash Wave CD. MUKEKA Dl RATO Acabar Com
Voce CD. ALLERGIC TO WHORES The Lipstick Murders CD,

KRIGSHOT Orebro Mangel LP/CD, UNCURBED Punks On Parole

LP/CD, EXCLAIM Critical Exploder LP/CD, V/A TOMORROW WILL

BE WORSE CD. NINE SHOCKS TERROR Paying Ohmage LP/CD,

ALLERGIC TO WHORES Shadows CD, Y Global Player LP/CD, V/

A TOMORROW WILL BE WORSE Vol. 2 LP/CD. WHN? Stand Fast

LP/CD, SCALPLOCK On Whose Terms? LP/CD, KRIGSHOT Och
Hotet Kvarstar 7

M
EP, MEANWHILE Same Shit New Millennium LP/

CD, UNCURBED Keeps The Banner High LP/CD, Y Pseudo Touth. .

CD, MEANWHILE Lawless Solidarity CD, ALL ILL Symbols. . 7"EP,

HELLNATION Fucked Up Mess LP/CD. BEHEAD THE PROPHET
N.L.S.L. Making Craters ... 7"EP, KRIGSHOT Maktmissbrukare LP/CD,

UNCURBED peacelovepunklife LP/CD, NEMA Bring Our Curses

Home LP/CD, SLIGHT SLAPPERS/SHORT HATE TEMPER split LP/

CD, ROMANTIC GORILLA CD, GAIA 777(1991-1997) CD,

PAINDRIVER The Truth... 7” EP, ASSUCK Misery Index CD, GAIA
This One CD. SPAZZ La Revancha CD. SPAZZ/ROMANTIC
GORILLA split CD, SOCIETY GANG RAPE No Fate CD, 3 WAY CUM
Killing The Life CD, V/A KAMIKAZE ATTACKS AMERICA... CD,

ASSUCK Anticaital/Blindspotf+3 CD, G-ANX Flashbacks CD

SOUND POLLUTION PRICES
7"EP $3.50 USA, $4 Canada/Mexico, $7 World $5 each additional

CD $8 USA, $ 10 Canada/Mexico, $ 12 World $10 each additional

CD * $6 USA, $8 Canada/Mexico. $10 World - $8 each additional

LP $8 USA, $ 1 1 Canada/Mexico. $ 15 World - $ 12 each additional

no checks! use a money order payable to: Sound Pollution.

All orders outside tne U.S. shipped by AIR mail.

Print catalog free with order or send $ 1

Check the web site for a complete list of available titles,

news, tour dates, sounds, order by credit card, etc.

SOUND POLLUTION
P.0. Box 17742 Covington,KY.41017 USA
www.sound pollution.com
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DORIS #21 The latest from Cindy. Doris turns 21 and is printed on half-

sized newsprint. You know you can't miss this. $2ppd DORIS #20 $2ppd

SLAVE #8 An excellent issue featuring anti war protests, DIY files, fiction

and artwork, interviews w/Between The Buried and Me, Uwharria, Most Pre-

cious Blood and loads more. Plus a live Uwharria CD. $4ppd

DON’T HAVE A COW: Vegan Cookbook & Commentary In the wonderful

tradition of vegan & veggie cookbook zines - this is our current new favorite!

$3.50ppd

I’M JOHNNY AND I DON’T GIVE A FUCK #5 In the very best tradition of

punk stories, this reads as a personal narrative that tells the tale of a punk

house, crazed roommates and eventually to Jen’s pregnancy and the birth of

Samwise Danger. $3ppd

MINE: AN ANTHOLOGY OF WOMEN’S CHOICES A collection of contributed

stories about reproductive rights, abortions, and women's experiences with

abortions. Invaluable sharing. $2

RESIST #44 ... Gardening trials and tribulations, a list of recommended

reading, a how-to dumpster diving, bicycles, a look at current political night-

mares, thoughts about libraries and more. $2ppd

SMASH ACTION #2 A zine merging the world of radical politics with politi-

cal art. Street art, posters, stencils, class warfare, Mexican muralist move-

ment, bread and puppet theater, some radical art history. Awesome stuff!

$2ppd

Stolen Shacrig.RevQluliQn: a filY lin g Resource This thick 1/4 sized zine

is a resource for DIY zine makers - about zines and independent publishing.

Tips, hints, resources, advice all with the do-it-yourself approach. $3ppd

WOMEN’S SELF DEFENSE: STORIES & STRATEGIES QF SURVIVAL A col-

lection of contributions from women about -surviving assault, attack, or ha-

rassment. All are quite different - fighting off attacks, intruders, some inter-

vene in public harassment, some fight off boyfriends, while others take a

stand for fair treatment in the workplace. A wealth of information with a

positive, pro-active, take-action angle. $2ppd

WOMEN’S SELF DEFENSE: STORIES & STRATEGIES OF SURVIVAL #2

Brand new issue continuing the theme of the first. $2ppd

CRUDE NOISE #2 This is MerryDeaths’ zine and her artwork and writing is

awesome. You can see it in S&L. Info on self defense, health care, her

abortion experience, community houses, guidelines for consensus decision

making, working in collectives, learning self-defense, a bike trip around Eu-

rope, ode to Emma Goldman. Awesome stuff. $1 ppd

$end a $ji$t for a complete lilt: • VO
Box 26632 • Richmond VjL 23261-6632
or email - chriililu0Ghotmail.com
All payment should he cash or payable to Chris Boarts Larson

All prices are postage paid in the VS only. Overseas - write/einuilfor prices.

dri Rrlfplink and IhcTtifleSbftia rf's iiSiiilfhlsTbfy flho

analysis of the time of 80s Bntpunk - with some

obscure bands and some hugely popular ones with

plenty of commentary to link it all into perspective.

He raves about bands with amazing guitar sounds

and talks about a trip west to see DSB and others.

What I appreciated the most was Stuart’s validation in

having a fnend thank him for turning him on to DSB.

This is the kind of purpose that I can understand.

Anyway I’m a huge fan of GOTA and this issue is no

exception There are a whole slew of other great zines

in here too - Zanne is back with a page raving about the

Philly test and all the punkwomen with promise of a new

Rehash coming soon Sudden Death (from MA) has an

all photo issue. The others are all ones pages - Gone to

the Poos #2 talks about Assault and intv. Inepsy,

Kananave (France) is mostly reviews (d-beat studded

punk ) . Seremos Nobrados # 1 focuses on Latin American

punk - it's reviews and a sampler CD. Hazardous Waste

(MA) talks hardcore punk, local scene, intv. Sleeper Cell

and reviews, and Dave Hyde has a fold-up issue of Destroy

What Bores You with a fold out poster of DSB. So ya know

what - this is the punkest package of zines you could hope

for and in my opinion it's a rad example of what the Pointless

Fest felt like - the punkest gathering of some the best folks around. I don't know if

you can still get a full F.U.C.K. pack, but I’m sure you can get some of these zines at the

very least, so do you damnedest. (-Chris)

FOOTNOTE (SSTootnote zine^27 Hamngton St/New Paltz, NY 1 2561 )
A dense full size

zine weighing in with 56 pages of pure text. And it’s all about four men’s struggles against

sexism. They are reshaping their views, attitudes and methods of dealing with women

And boy, was it just too much to plow thru. It felt like I was being, dragged into therapy

with them. No thanks. They each write up their “gender histones" which are lengthy and

through an issue of HAC. The columns section seems

to have only gotten bigger - a good half of this zine is

columns which cover a broad base of topics from

hardcore to politics, sex, parenting, same sex mar-

riage, sweatshops and high fashion, education, ma-

rines, war, tour, travel, you name it. The review

section huge too - loads of zines and music. I always

find myself disagreeing with a lot of the reviews -

which is always kinda interesting - bands I love they

tear to shreds and vice versa. This issue has an

interview wdhe Evasion guy and it’s a really good

interview. If you’ve loved the book, or been

thoroughly pissed off this interview sets out to find

common ground and understanding - dispel some

of the myths and well I found it pretty interesting all

around. The guy is very opinionated, but makes

some compelling points. There are band inter-

views W Death Squad (from Albany) and Del

Cielo (from DC), End on End and a hilarious one

w^Umlout. All around good stuff, even if I did

find myself not agreeing with a lot of what I read

or laughing at some bands names— but all told I love Hearattack and

the coverage they offer is a great balance for what you find in PE, MRR and S&L. (-Chris)

HELP/ SIDETRACKS OF CONSCIOUSNESS - AN OPEN SPACE FOR THE TOPIC OF

MENTAL HEALTH (Courtney Basura/3415 Juno St/ Pittsburgh PA 15213 ancttr

jennyrogue_elf@yahoo.com) This is a zine dedicated to mental health and creating a

forum for discussing various aspects particularly with in the activist community. There

are personal expenences shared about surviving abuse, manic depression, depression,

as well as helpful hints that have worked for the writers which include everything from

suggestions for what to do when you are depressed, how to talk to and how not to talk

to fnends who are suffering. There are tips with herbs, support for meds, encourage-

nuw » livi ov r«inn »ur W. hir rw nun »o i-r ruinnuu . ... ... , ... ...... v., ..
, |„

a fisher woman in Alaska for a number ol year., and lias written her zine about II and this is a bll of an

introduction as to tiow stie got where she ended up. It starts al thu beginning - being 1 8, taking the place
,|,v (ll(

of her sister as a cook on a fish boat in Alaska - and tells the story of her experiences that led her further
pyt)llr:j

on down the fishing path. Moe is super cool and rad and she writes a good story. I've got a tew zines
tiatt to

,

from her which I am anxious to dive into - this one seems like a good starting point. (-Chris) and x

HUFFY #1 ($1 /ob lan/PO Box 26742/Richmond, VA 23261 /USA/brokenhuffy@yahoo.com) I used S |UWfl

to not be into personal zines as much, but this totally changed my mind! Reading this feels like you’ro yy^, (l,

talking to an old friend and listening to their adventures. This issue features tales of lost bikes, tram mi f i

hopping travel log. medical studies, near death jock experiences and top ten nintendo games. Great ra nm | |

read!! (-tifani) somu i

IMPACT press #46D (S^PMB 361/10151 University Blvd/Orlando FL 32817) This is a regular, r0,„„ f ,

newsprint political mag that deals with animal rights as well as the whole spectrum of progressive y/4 |);i

politics.D This issue has notable articles about the lack of a national progressive political strategy, the Wlltn „

horrors of bullfighting in Spain, and about the Mexican border by Kari LydersonU Essential bathroom a i„t p,

reading material. This thing is curiously well-distributed, and you can usually find a pile gathering dust
|, )V« ih

by the door of your local record store. (-Jim) IMPACT #47 OcWov (see above) Brand new issue in (yu-ipi

featuring George Bush and space technology, elephants taken to zoos, a world's view of America, W itli m
immigrant life, forest clearcuts, new election stragies for Bush, Wesley Clark, and quite a bit more

,

Mostly political articles and suprisingly mostly punk rock ads. (-Chris)
1 | mlll .

IN ON IT #15 (50p & SAE or $1 and an IRC, Paul, The Flat, 56 Upgate, Louth, Lines, LN1 1 9JN, UK) This muIH i

!
is a short zine with band interviews, reviews, and some personal articles.D The interviews are with wot rn |

Blisterhead, Assert, Oxymoron and A Real Buzz.d This zine has a hell of a lot of cussing going and even 0| h, s
(

after living in the UKfor a couple of years it's quite strange for me a see the c word in print in a punk zine.U c0„|„,

It's really great to see an older kid putting out a zine with such a strong local focus.D The layout though
p0n„t,,

is a bit disconcerting with word processor text and with lots of cut and paste headlines on almost every an(j mi

page. (Europian) of pom

INTERSTITIAL #1 ($1 U^$2 woricFJames McQuistorV308 S. Maple St/ Lancaster OH 43130) Tha Aprl |i.,

focus is music and politics. Sounds good to me. In the past, I’ve reviewed some of Jame's other writings

and never really took to them. But this one, I like. Inside you’ll find writing about - mix tapes (a blanket 0f pupi

statement run down of their silent message) interviews with The Red Hot Valentines, show, music and su„m i

zine reviews, sodomy laws (including the recent Texas court decision) the history of the UPC symbol,
| p avt1
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Rants

Recipes
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OUT IN SEPTEMBER 2003
Distributed in kj.kA.bv:'

Where’s Your Anger?, MA
First Blood Family, WI
Armageddon, RL
Crust War Overseas, N.J.

Hardcore Holocaust, VA
Active Distribution, UK
La Vida Es On Mus, UK
Looking for other distros to help! England

e-mail:theveganwarriorf<£yahoo.com

85p ppd UK
2 Euros// $2 World

Write to:

Attitude Problem Zine

P.O.Box 326
Hardcore House
Leeds, LS7 3YR

Sister Mary Rotten Crotch
"Fuck Load O' Pretty" LP

the "lost" first LP from this amazing
KC, MO female fronted street-punk

hardcore band finally released on vinyl_

debut T"

,

8 tracks of Boston Hardcore
split label release w/ Ammonia Records

Non - Moo Cow Titles Available:
Crestfallen LP (Handstand) you should know this band!!

Underthreat 12” (LowLife) heavy Brazilian crust hardcore

Yhteiskunna Ystavat? 7” (Roku) 9 tracks Finnish punk

See You In Hell 7” 7 tracks of great Czech crust hardcore

Feast or Famine 7” (Battlekry) blazing Ml crust thrash

Armed With Intelligence “Heart” 7” upstate NY hardcore

Girlush Figure / Drunken War split 7” VA & NY DIY punk

Saturation “Beware” LP (self) DIY Canadian Dis Hardcore

Cash or money order payable to: ./. Burnham, no checks!

North America (postpaid) : 7”s $3.00, 12” / LP $7.00

World (postpaid airmail): 7”s $6.00, 12” / LP $13.00

Moo Cow Records
38 Larch Circle / Belmont, MA 02478

EMAIL: moocowrecords@netzero . com
Check out our full distro list on our...

WEBSITE: WWW.MOOCOWRECORDS.COM
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' <o along with manipulation tips, a look at good old W, 5 of the top ten movies you’ve never seen (Ha! I’ve

M 61 seen 4 ot the 5, and yes, the rock), a look back at the life of Warren Zevon, experiences at a hip hop

share freestyle and more. A good strong mix that threw together so many different subjects you're bound to

I liked find something of interest. (-Aprille)

111 th,: LITTLE BEIRUT #4 (AC/V3439 NE Sandy Blvd/PO Box 51 Q/ Portland OR 97232) This is a new(ish)

from newspaper from Anti-Capitalist-Action in Portland. Covering news and events, confronting sexual

world violence, assault and patriarchy with in the community There is a list of demands forRich Mackin, who
IhUTd

fias been called out as a sexual assaulter There is a feature on the Womens’ Health Collective, info on

"w»W Blackthorn collective, books to prisoners, Laughing Horse Books, arid other regional news. This is an

#. M|! ill around good community resource, esp. for the Portland area. (-Chris)

>U«r MAKE SOMETHING: An Anthology of Portland Zinesters (Microcosm/ PO Box 14332/ Portland OR
" Ml k' 17293-0332) This is bound in a half size book fonnat. Based on the title -

1 was expecting this to be

one of these D.I.Y. manuals of “How To", but rather this is a collection of writing from various zinesters

** in Portland (as the name suggests) all of whom are affiliated with the Independent Publishing Resource

ol 4li Center. There’s straight forward writing, comics, art— a wide range of approaches. I found it kind of

pl.iut: dry and sterile though I think that each of these zinesters have a much more charm in their own
"'lif publications. However. I also appreciate this and like the bringing together a sampling of what the town

" ">!• has to offer. One writer talks about making jam, how to change your identity, kids and fights, boundaries

and x-boyfriends, coffee and writing, singing on the bus and I think my favorite was the comic from
1 UWfl Shawn Granton about the Zine Tours This is as diverse as zines are and while I wasn’t overwhelming

ou'ft! with passion, this is a good collection. (-Chris)

ti.uii me FLOQUINE DREAMS (BP no 7/78100 Levesinet Cedex France) Stephane has been doing a zine

'•'"H called Rad Party and some awesome cartoon styled punk art foras long as I can remember I've printed

some of his artwork in S&L years ago, but in recent years we’ve sorta lost touch. I got a couple new
«gwi*t. copies of Rad Party which are all in French and they'll be reviewed in the next issue. But this small little

«nuv«: v4 S |Ze square gem is a collection of artwork - mostly record covers or artwork done for records that

IV. "'0 were never used. Each piece comes with a short story of what it was for or who it was done for. There’s

"Witfl a lot that I recognize, and plenty of unpublished pieces as well Stephane has such a great style and I

M'wd love the realistic drawings of live bands. Awesome stuff! Check it out. (-Chris)

"" MISHAP# 15f J ((revamp' POB 5841 ,
Eugene OR 97405) Interesting.!] This zine is written by a punk

iinoa, with sophisticated political sensibilties. and has real personality. And yet instead of the standard

"o'* political rants or articles, it’s filled with a sort of off-the-wall collection of fiction, musings, and humor.D

llioru are also some good book and zine reviewsIJ Smart, quirky, generally well-written. (-Jim)

! HUS' M(.)l)l HN ARIZONA #3 ($1/PO Box 494, Brewster, NY 10509) The editor writes about attending a pro

' wl"' war rally with no war' sign and also 'support the troops’ signs. Even throwing in a biblical quote on one
1 " vfll 1 nl his placards . Although several times throughout the zine he states he is an atheist. Sort of weird Other

l( H]
‘

i in limit imlmtr a Vimi miimti ja hi. I of nunUiLiiik (mill i

guessing pop^arage^ little punk). Featured in this issue: The Opposed,

1 data2was3lost, By Products of Amenca, plus music news, reviews and a

few show lisitings. No price was listed and this issue is from last spring, so

i'd email for more info, (-karolme)

NFWS FROM NOWHERE #3 Aug. 03 (stampW NFN/ P0 Box 10384/

Eugene OR 97440 <thenewsfromnowhere@yahoo.com >) This is a radical

anarchist newspaper with a green slant, attempting to bring together voices

speaking out against an exploitative society. This is a good issue with a nice

Erik Drooker cover and articles on guerrilla gardening which give some

examples of easy to grow mostly wild herbs, a challenge for men in the eco-

movements to confront sexism, an attempt to get us to stop and reflect and

make sure we are following the right path and not getting trapped into a vicious

cycle of employment for money at the expense of what we really want to be

doing. There’s an informative piece on La Via Campesina a group of farmers

organizing for land and freedom and info on the upcoming FTAA meetings in

Miami in Nov. There's also an article about how cars are a luxury of the rich

that was so full of rhetoric that I skipped it. A good well rounded issue none

the less. Look for a new issue in Nov. (-Chris)

NEWS FROM THE UNDERGROUND #6 ftVPQB 10384/Eugene OR 97440)

A short zine that solely consists of news briefs of radical political actions all

over the globe.Qf you woke up this morning asking yourself, “I wonder who’s

on hunger strike right now in Australia?" or “Any riots going on Greece

lately?”, then this is the zine for you. (-Jim)

OFF-LINE #25D(fre&/donatiory/35 Barker Ave #4G/White Plains NY) This is

a well-laid out, thoughtful and rational political zine done by a *really cute*

couple (they include a picture of them, at their wedding I think?). I don't say

that to trivialize the well-researched

OX FANZINE #51 This is kinda like Plastic Bomb - in that it’s a huge glossy

mag all in German, but the coverage is even more diverse and distinctly less

Punk. This is more of an independent music mag that includes punk and

hardcore and a whole lot more. There mostly one page features on; TheTurbo

Acs, The Cramps, The Black Keys, The Feederz, Supersuckers, Vom Ritchie,

The Movement, The Exploited, Turbonegro, The Meteors, The Distraction, Joe

Jackson, Anthrax, Terror, Mastodon, Exene, Elliott, The Ataris, Cave In, Rainer

Maria, Boy Sets Fire, AFI, Waterdown, and loads more that I've never heard

of. As you can see by that list - quite diverse indeed. There’s also reviews of

music, zines, films, shows. A mailorder section, news and other bits. And a

sampler CD. (-Chris)

PERSONALITY LIBERATION FRONT#4 ($7ppd workJ/PO Box 430/Newtown

NSW 2042/Australia) This is oneof the best and most inspiring zines I've seen

in a long time. A bit overwhelming (it's about 1 00 pages) but so worth every

minute. I love the mix of punk, diy ethics, politics, emotions, and downright

honesty of the shit we deal with. There is a huge piece on gender issues

tackling masculinity in the hardcore-punk scene. This is approached from a

number of directions - interviewing some dudes, getting various perspec-

tives, challenging, questioning and trying to work things through in a positive

manner. That is what I really like about this - it's not off-putting, but rather an

inclusive - let’s look at things and think through them together so we can all

come out better in the end There is also some writing on

body image and the ways in which even punk feminists

who “think they should know better" about the body

images the media force feeds us - still succumb to

moments of self-doubt. A good attempt to open

discussion. There's a great story about traveling in Mexico.

Loads of reviews of zines and music. Interviews W Catharsis,

Conation, and Laura from Synthesis zine. And if all that isn’t

enough - this also comes with a compilation CD from Deplorable

Records. I highly recommend this zine. It's so awesome and

rad. I love the strong female perspectives behind this one and

I love the coverage of punk and issues all in a refreshing yet

challenging manner. Awesome! (-Chris)

PLASTIC BOMB #44 (5 euro ppd/p.B/Postfach 10020&/

47002 Duisbur^Germany) This is a massive glossy mag in

German that covers a broad range of punk and always has

a visual appeal - loads of photos, a nice graphic edge, and

always pictures of punks. The mag comes w/a CD sampler

too. This issue features intv w/Justin Sullivan (from New

Model Army), Buzzcocks, Poison Idea, Pistol Grip, End on

End, Hard-Ons, Shocks, and Garden Gang. There is a

HERstory of punk (wish I could read this one), loads of

reviews, gig listings, a plastic bomb mailorder catalog,

and quite a lot more. A good mag w/a diverse cross-

section of coverage that sticks to the punk side. But ya

gotta read German. (-Chris) PLASTIC BOMB #43

Same format, featuring a look back at the history of

Plastic Bomb, an intv w/ Weird System Recordings,

Articles of Faith, Attila the Stockbroker, Anti Flag, Vom
Ritchie, TV Smith, Uncurbed, more Herstory of punk

(I guess this is a regularfeature - very cool), and loads

of reviews and tons of other bits too. Again, I'm

astounded by the diversity and the scope and it’s

kinda cool to see the typewriter font styled punky

layouts. I want to read the HERstories. (-Chris)

POOP #86 ($?/ Erik Lowery/3501 Carbon Plant Rd/Corpus

Christi, TX 78410) It's Erik’s first zine attempt, so there are lots of “man, this sucks"

sprinkled here and there. But actually; it wasn’t that bad. It's 1/4 size and filled with stones

and thoughts from Erik. Using the church for free food and office supplies, living in a

tense situation with his dad and a Vietnam vet psycho, remembering a nasty babv-sitter.

and also a story of being trapped in a mini mart by some guys wanting to kick his ass.

Only thina I couldn't liuuic was- wtiv did they want your snuakurs2J-Anril!cl

and that's just what Rex does. This is followed by a trip to Pensacola to pick up new

roommates and bring 'em backto Seattle in an old ford van instead of hiring an expensive

U-Haul. Lots of ups and downs in the days that follow: van repair, revisiting old friends,

the pace of a small northern florida town vs. big 'ol Seattle, the new roommates

squabbling, plentiful dumpster diving, and (in the end) a big 'ol change of plans

concerning the aforementioned new roommates. Rex makes it back across the country

in mostly one piece and then, dear reader, we’ll just have to wait for the next issue. Highly

recommended, (-karoline)

RANT! #27 (fre^PO Box 10997/Tempe AZ 85284) This has a basic zine 101 21st

century style feel. All computer done, skimpy on any graphics and just all around sterile

feeling. It contains a letters section, odd contributions that just feel kind of flat (a list of

things you’d know if you grew up in the 80s, a two page story about owning a plastic

toy with the hand put on backwards, a short travel journal), poetry, a book review, some

zine and music reviews and a vegan recipe for french toast. It all seemed very automatic

- no passion. (-Aprille)

RAZORCAKE #15 ($y PO Box 421 29/LA, CA 90042, www.razorcake.com) This is a

hefty zine filled with interviews, articles and reviews.G The highlights for me were

definitely the hilanous interviews with Vanilla Ice and Turbonegro.G But there were also

informative articles about Bush’s policy of taking away women’s nght to choose in the

US and abroad. Don’t let the bar code scare you off cause Razorcake is definitely worth

reading. (Europian) RAZORCAKE #16 New issue just in, featunng: intv w/The Tim

Version, The FM Knives, The Soviettes, Boyskout, a chat wTim Kerr and a memonal to

the Exploding Hearts. There's also the usual columns and reviews and a few extra bits

as well. Consistently good even though they find bands I've never ever heard of - and

many times will turn me onto something new I like too. (-Chns)

REASON TO BELIEVE #9 (c/o 145-149 Cardigan Rd/ Leeds LS6 1LJ UK

< info@rtbzme.org) This is an awesome, and always excellent international punk zine

that focuses coverage on the DIY punk music scene as well as the activist scene, with

lifestyle issues tackled in the middle. This issue has interviews w/the Bamhouse Effect

(Netherlands), Skitkids (Sweden), Eroding Empire (a DIY guide to London punk). A big

write up on Tibet and an interview w/Rai Ko Ris (from Nepal!!). Info on the International

Solidanty Movement in Palestine, chatting with Israeli peace punks, a big write up on the

G8 protests in France 2003. There are book reviews, zine reviews, music reviews, info

and news, and so much more. REASON TO BELIEVE #8 This issue features interviews

w/Vitamin X, Gertrude, Coalition Records ,
and this huge thing on skate punks where they

interview and talk to loads of different people (boys and girls) who skate. There's an

interview v*/|an McKaye too - a lot of which is about skating. The skate feature is really

huge and really cool - diverse and encompassing. There is a 2 page spread on what to

do if you have sprained ankle (I could have used this when I got my zine -injury carrying

the mail) . There’s a big feature on the FTAA. Also all the regularfeatures - reviews, letters,

news, etc. Essential international DIY political punk zine. (-Chris)

RIPPING THRASH#21 ($VSteve/P.O. Box 152/Burton- On- Trent Staffs DEI 41 XX

England/steve@rippingthrash.com) Quality zine from the U K. Packed with interviews

(Viimeinen Kolonna, HeWhoCorrupts, etc.) reviews, and an important Croatian scene

report. The interviews were we dated even when this came out.n I enjoyed the roundtable

like article about the state of the current punk scene, where it's going, and how we can

improve it. We (THE PUNX!!) should engage in these types of discussions more often.

This is our culture!] It’s important!! -(Andy)

Ml 55448) Like Zine World, Show Me the Money (SMTS) is another important

zine that scores low on the attention it deserves. Tony

is a newshouno who pays careful

attention to details quickly glossed

over by the big media. SMT$' main

focus is the economic system. He

breaks these subjects down into simple

language not clouded by personal en-

tanglements - le. he doesn't have a

career based on keeping the. machine

greased. This issue is a bit different than

the last few NO big article to take up the

bulk. Instead this is filled with many

snippets, covering the general incestuous

relationship between government and pri-

vate sector business, the links between the

bombing of Iraq and Iraq's recent accep-

tance of the euro is selling oil to France (up

until then it has solely been the domain of the

dollar), a list of 14 defining characteristics of

fascism, a rundown of each person in the

Bush administration’s assets, a comparison

between the movie the Matrix and the modem
system of corporate government, a look at

unemployment, a new letters section and a ton

more As always, invaluable, and should be on

more lists of staple reads It's donation based, so

try to send him a few bucks (-Aprille)

SHPILKESVol3.#1 32 page comic book (S3 50/

PO Box 1 2253/Berkeley, CA 9471 2-5253) This is

very professionally presented, with a full-color,

cardstock cover, and well-drawn content There's

a shorter piece that kicks off this issue dealing with

coffee shop pretension that is pretty amusing The

bulk of the issue is a story called 'The Last of the

Hapsburgs," which is a fairly grotesque tale of trailer-

the rural south and their wacky high-jinx. The artist

has obvious talent, drawing in a thickly distorted style. Some of it was funny, while

some of it seemed rushed and cheap
:

or at least poorly planned . In the classic scale from

one to ten, I'd give this a solid SEVEN. Congratulations. (-Dug)

SLAVE #81S4 r/YPDBox lQQ93/Grmmstiom. NC274Q4 - www.sUvciuauaziiiu.uam,-

)

dwellers of

Blood. Round this out with some interesting short fiction, non-fiction, a full color

poster by Michael Bukowski, reviews (books, zines, music and film) and some ads.

This issue also comes with a live CD of Uwharria entitled 'Eco-Core Live’ that has great

lyrics (printed on the last page) and very good sound quality. I love the way Slave

always presents such a great package of critical thought, visual stimulation, amazing

layout and photos, and interesting interviews that cover a wide range of topics. Keep

up the great work. ..this is essential. PS-the cover price says $4 in person, so you

might want to check out the website and see if it costs more for shipping, (-karoline)

STANDING BEHIND ME #3 ($1 or trade/ 147 NE 56th St., Seattle, WA 98105) I’m

not sure if all the writing in this is by Dave. The style changes a bit. Half the stories

are written from a straightedge view while the other half are flowing with liquor.

Anyhow- this is story upon story- mostly covering work experiences . He lands those

computer desk jobs and quits due to the insatiable dullness that surrounds them . Also

tales from a party and a fiction account of fucking to music. His writing kept my
attention and a few times had me laughing out loud. Like when he had to ask a stranger

on the, train if he could tie his tie for him) then had to keep on wearing the same tie

every day careful not to untie it. His writing makes it funnier than my explanation. (-

Aprille)

here we have a spectacular bit of pocket sized goodness. I know that I'm always

rambling on about the pocket sized stuff, but gosh dang it’s just my favonte zine

format! Especially when the wnting and layout is as fantastic and full of character as

this. Both issues are handwritten (Ed's handwriting is both legible and full of

personality) and the pages are a mix of text, graphics and drawings. Issue #5 covers

thoughts on learning to talk to people outside your immediate circle of friends, the

winding down of summer, working shit jobs and how there must be something better,

living in haunted chicken coops, apples, depression and struggling to articulate the

words swirling in the mind. I feel that I must share a sentence with you, dear reader,

as it really hit home for me. ‘Just piease don’t let me wake up when I'm old and realize

I spent my whole life scheming up ways to get out of this mess (working shit jobs)

and not having gotten anywhere (and have a buncha busted tattoos to show for it)'.

#6 bears the subtitle of 'New Testament For Gay Liberation Against The Tyranny of

Yuppie Death Culture'. Inside you will find out the meaning of ‘Sticky Fingers' and read

about culture factorygay culture factory, the relationship between calling yourself

queer or anarchist (both imply that you think differently and on many levels), bear

punx, gender&sexuality&machismo in Mexico, a tip-of-the-iceburg look at AIDS and

pnmate research, and ends with an awesome page about youth, drinking, looking

toward the future, staying pissed at the the things'fentities that rurvtuin our lives and

yet never losing that youthful optimism. Hell yeah . Sticky Fingers gets my vote tor best

zine of the year. Ed, if you ever find yourself in Milwaukee, I’d love to buy you a 40

oz. (-karoline)

Upon The Grave Hill LP
One of hardcore 1 s moot notorious
and vicious bands return with

another blast of uncompromising*
metallic hardcore, includes

poster insert.

Only In The Morning 10 rt

A true juggernaut in comparison
to their contemporaries, this
Louisville band are what all

volatile and heavy music wishes
it could be: unpredictable,

menacing, and utterly unique in
both musical dynamic and defining

personality. Pressed on a
picture disc with layout artwork

done by Jason JTarrell.
Co-released with Deathwish Inc..

Patent Cruciform Gasket shaped picture disc
Two exclusive tracks xhafc further
solidify that Breather Resist are
at the forefront of heavy music.
Pressed as a "coffin** shaped

oicture disc and limited to 1000.



mini 10 along with manipulation tips, a look at good old W, 5 of the top ten movies you’ve never seen (Ha! I’ve

lul lot se€n 4 of the 5, and yes, the rock), a look back at the life of Warren Zevon, experiences at a hip hop

nd share freestyle and more. A good strong mix that threw together so many different subjects you’re bound to

irly liked find something of interest. (-Aprille)

rom the LITTLE BEIRUT #4 (AC^/3439 NE Sandy Blvd/PO Box 51V Portland OR 97232) This is a new(ish)

ltd from newspaper from Anti-Capitalist-Action in Portland. Covering news and events, confronting sexual

10 world violence, assault and patriarchy with in the community. There is a list of demands for Rich Mac kin, who

1 be hard has been called out as a sexual assaulter There is a feature on the Womens' Health Collective, info on

/ourself. Blackthorn collective, books to prisoners, Laughing Horse Books, and other regional news. This is an

vus, and
!ii amund good community resource, esp. for the Portland area. (-Chris)

< lings of make SOMETHING: An Anthology of Portland Zinesters (Microcosm/ PO Box 14332/ Portland OR

/me to 37293-0332) This is bound in a half size book fonnat. Based on the title -
1 was expecting this to be

ane of these D.I.Y manuals of “How To”, but ratherthis is a collection of writing from various zinesters

Diked as
,n Portland (as the name suggests) all of whom are affiliated with the Independent Publishing Resource

bit of an center. There’s straight forward writing, comics, art— a wide range of approaches. I found it kind of

he place dry and sterile though I think that each of these zinesters have a much more charm,in their own

irfurther publications. However, I also appreciate this and like the bringing together a sampling of what the town

rw zines pas to offer. One writer talks about making jam, how to change your identity, kids and fights, boundanes

and x-boyfriends, coffee and writing, singing on the bus and I think my favonte was the comic from

11
)

I used Shawn Granton about the Zine Tours This is as diverse as zines are and while I wasn’t overwhelming

;e you’re W jth passion, this is a good collection. (-Chris)

os, train ME FLQQUINE DREAMS (BP no 7/781 00 Levesinet Cedex France) Stephane has been doing a zine
,

is. Great ca ||e(j Ra(j party and some awesome cartoon styled punk artforas long as I can remember I’ve printed

some of his artwork in S&L years ago, but in recent years we’ve sorta lost touch. I got a couple new

1 regular, copies of Rad Party which are all in French and they'll be reviewed in the next issue. But this small little

dressive 1/4 S jZe SqUare gem is a collection of artwork - mostly record covers or artwork done for records that

itegy.the were never used. Each piece comes with a short story of whatitwasfororwhoitwasdonefor. Ihere's

wthroom a lot that I recognize, and plenty of unpublished pieces as well Stephane has such a great style and I

ingdust love the realistic drawings of live bands. Awesome stuff 1 Check it out. (-Chris)

issue in MISHAP# 15U (freottamp/ POB 5841 ,
Eugene OR 97405) Interesting.D This zine is written by a punk

Vnerica, w jth sophisticated political sensibilties. and has real personality. And yet instead of the standard

nt more political rants or articles, it’s filled with a sort of off-the-wall collection of fiction, musings, and humor.D

$ There are also some good book and zine reviews.D Smart, quirky, generally well-written. (-Jim)

l IK) I his MODERN ARIZONA #3 ($1/P0 Box 494, Brewster, NY 1 0509) The editor writes about attending a pro

•re with war rally with 'no war’ sign and also 'support the troops’ signs. Even throwing in a biblical quote on one

,iti<) evejn 0f pjS placards. Although several times throughout the zine he states he is an atheist. Sort of weird. Other

ok zine. (
1 contents include- a Howard Zinn reprint, a list of questions from a GOP Politician, a report on how a

ul though polluted, closed gas station property became a county park, a run-down of-the Biackhawk down mess

Mt every ancj more ype S |ant j$ very much one of a typical liberal. Still holding a belief that with the “right” kind

of politicians everything would be great. And what's with the Du-rag wrapper on the back cover? (-

130) The Aprille)

writings NEUSSUBJEX#51 (?/f0 Box 1 805tfairfield OH 4501 8 < neussubjex.net> )
A short (one 1 1x17 piece

11 blankest 0f paper with another 4x5 stapled into it) music zine from the Cincinnati area. All of the band references

iiisic anil
Seem to be local (and there’s a shitload of ’em so it would seem that the scene is hopping) . Unfortunately

symbol,
| pave no idea what styles of music are covered, because I've never heard of any of the bands (Fm

I
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PERSONALITY LIBERATION FRONT #4 ($7ppd worldRO Box 43(Wewtown

NSW 2042/Australia) This is one of the best and most inspiring zines I 've seen

in a long time. A bit overwhelming (it's about 1 00 pages) but so worth every

minute. I love the mix of punk, diy ethics, politics, emotions, and downright

honesty of the shit we deal with. There is a huge piece on gender issues

tackling masculinity in the hardcore-punk scene. This is approached from a

number of directions - interviewing some dudes, getting various perspec-

tives, challenging
,

questioning and trying to work things through in a positive

manner. That is what I really like about this - it's not off-putting, but rather an

inclusive - let’s look at things and think through them together so we can all

come out better in the end There is also some writing on

body image and the ways in which even punk feminists ^
who “think they should know better" about the body

^j|J
images the media force feeds us - still succumb to

moments of self-doubt. A good attempt to open

discussion. There’s a great story about traveling in Mexico.

Loads of reviews of zines and music. Interviews vw' Catharsis,

Conation, and Laura from Synthesis zine. And if all that isn’t

enough - this also comes with a compilation CD from Deplorable ,

Records. I highly recommend this zine. It’s so awesome and

rad. I love the strong female perspectives behind this one and

I love the coverage of punk and issues all in a refreshing yet

challenging manner. Awesome! (-Chris)

Pi ASTIC BOMB #44 (5 euro ppd/P.B/Postfach 100205/

47002 Duisburg/Germany) This is a massive glossy mag in

German that covers a broad range of punk and always has

a visual appeal - loads of photos, a nice graphic edge, and

always pictures of punks. The mag comes vi/a CD sampler

too. This issue features rntv w/Justm Sullivan (from New

Model Army), Buzzcocks, Poison Idea, Pistol Grip, End on

End, Hard-Ons, Shocks, and Garden Gang. There is a

HERstory of punk (wish I could read this one), loads of

reviews, gig listings, a plastic bomb mailorder catalog,

and quite a lot more. A good mag w/a diverse cross-

section of coverage that sticks to the punk side. But ya

gotta read German. (-Chris) PLASTIC BOMB #43

Same format, featuring a look back at the history of

Plastic Bomb, an intv W Weird System Recordings,

Articles of Faith, Attila the Stockbroker, Anti Flag, Vom

Ritchie, TV Smith, Uncurbed, more Herstory of punk

(I guess this is a regular feature - very cool), and loads

of reviews and tons of other bits too. Again, I'm

astounded by the diversity and the scope and it’s

kinda cool to see the typewriter font styled punky

layouts. I want to read the HERstories. (-Qhris)

POOP #86 ($?/ Erik Lowery/3501 Carbon Plant Rd/Corpus

Christi, TX 7841 0) It's Erik's first zine attempt, so there are lots of “man, this sucks"

sprinkled here and there. But actually; it wasn’t that bad .It's 1/4 size andfilled with stones

and thoughts from Erik. Using the church for free food and office supplies, living in a

tense situation with his dad and a Vietnam vet psycho, remembering a nastv baby-sitter,

and also a story of being trapped in a mini mart by some guys wanting to kick his ass.

Only thing I couldn’t figure was- why did they want your sneakers? (-Aprille)

PTBH! #10 ($V Fiend or Faui/PO Box 30785/ Seattle, WA 98103-0785) Ahh, yes,

you’ve gotta love a zine that starts out with roommate tales. We’ve all had ’em and even

if it’s been awhile since you had any ...you'll groan with fond (?!) remembrance when you

hear about these gems! There's the ones who can’t quite seem to cover their rent, but

always have money for boozolast food, the ones that just wind up on your couch

’temporarily' (you know they’re just waiting for a room to open up), and the ones who

have a partner(be it male or female) who the rest of the house just can’t stand! Eventually

it just seems easier to move out and pay more rent than deal with the chaos anymore,

do if you have sprained ankle (I could have used this when I got my zine-injury carrying

the mail). There’s a big feature on the FTAA. Also all the regular features - reviews, letters,

news, etc. Essential international DIY political punk zine. (-Chris)

RIPPING THRASH#21 ($1/ Steve/ P.0. Box 152/Burton- On- Trent Staffs DEI 41 XX

England/steve@rippingthrash.com) Quality zine from the U.K. Packed with interviews

(Viimeinen Kolonna, HeWhoCorrupts, etc.) reviews, and an important Croatian scene

report. The interviews were we dated even when this came outO I enjoyed the roundtable

like article about the state of the current punk scene, where it's going, and how we can

improve it. We (THE PUNX'.!) should engage in these types of discussions more often.

This is our culture.D It’s important!! -(Andy)

Ml 55448) Like Zine World, Show Me the Money (SMTS) is another important

zine that scores low on the attention it deserves. Tony

is a newshound who pays careful

attention to details quickly glossed

over by the big media. SMT$’ main

focus is the economic system. He

breaks these subjects down into simple

language not clouded by personal en-

tanglements - ie. he doesn't have a

career based on keeping the. machine

greased. This issue is a bit different than

the last few NO big article to take up the

bulk. Instead this is filled with many

snippets, covering the general incestuous

relationship between government and pri-

vate sector business, the links between the

bombing of Iraq and Iraq's recent accep-

tance of the euro is selling oil to France (up

until then it has solely been the domain of the

dollar), a list of 14 defining charactenstics of

fascism, a rundown of each person in the

Bush administration's assets, a comparison

between the movie the Matrix and the modem
system of corporate government, a look at

unemployment, a new letters section and a ton

more As always, invaluable, and should be on

more lists of staple reads It’s donation based, so

try to send him a few bucks (-Aprille)

PO Box 1 2253/Berkeley. CA 94712-5253) This is

very professionally presented, with a full-color,

cardstock cover, and well-drawn content There's

a shorter piece that kicks off this issue dealing with

coffee shop pretension that is pretty amusing The

bulk of the issue is a story called “The Last of the

' JUp Hapsburgs,” which is a fairly grotesque tale of trailer-

dwellers of
mm.'

,he mra | south and ,heir wacky nigh-jinx. The artist

has obvious talent, drawing in a thickly distorted style. Some of it was funny, while

some of it seemed rushed and cheap, or at least poorly planned. In the classic scale from

one to ten, I'd give this a solid SEVEN. Congratulations. (-Dug)

SLAVE #8 (S4 (?yP0 Box 1 0093/Greensboro, NC 27404 <www.slavemagazme.com>)

I must admit that I'm not a regular reader of Slave, but every time I ve come across it,

I'm extremely impressed and always make a mental note to seek it out more often. This

issue is stunn^ig Black cover: silkscreened with gold ink andUincredibly detailed

artwork by Danny Reed. The contents are equally impressive. Fantastic anti-war photo

essay, short interview with NYC street photographer Boogie, DIY how-to on silkscreening,

an interview with Mark Wienand of Greasecar (let’s hear it for bio-diesel!!!) and a short,

but oh-so sweet piece on having a sustainable organic city garden There are also

interviews with Between the Buried and Me, eco-punks Uwharna, and Most Precious

yet never losing that youthful optimism. Hell yeah. Sticky Fingers gets my vote for best

zine of the year. Ed, if you ever find yourself in Milwaukee, I’d love to buy you a 40

oz. (-karoline)

Touring the the USA in 2004

Upon The Grave Hill LP
One of hardcore's moat notorious
and vicious hands return with

another blast of uncompromising,
metallic hardcore. Includes
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juggernaut in comparison

to their contemporaries , this
Louisville band are what all
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menacing, and utterly unique in
both musical dynamic and defining

personality. Pressed on a
picture disc with layout artwork
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ill ill an Center. I here’s straight forward writing, comics, art— a wide range of approaches. I found it kind of

"! place pry and sterile though I think that each of these zinesters have a much more charm in their own
further publications. However, I also appreciate this and like the bringing together a sampling of what the town

w zrnes tias to offer. One writer talks about making jam, how to change youridentity, kids and fights, boundaries

and x-boyfriends, coffee and writing, singing on the bus and I think my favorite was the comic from

i) I used Shawn Granton about the Zine Tours This is as diverse as zines are and while I wasn't overwhelming

i you’re With passion, this is a good collection. (-Chris)

bain ME FLOQUINE DREAMS (BP no 7/78100 Levesinet Cedex France) Stephane has been doing a zine

• called Rad Party and some awesome cartoon styled punk artforas long as I can remember. I've printed

some of his artwork in S&L years ago, but in recent years we’ve sorta lost touch. I got a couple new

"'UUla', copies of Rad Party which are all in French and they'll be reviewed in the next issue. But this small little

iuiar.ive i/4 S jZe square gem is a collection of artwork - mostly record covers or artwork done for records that

ogy.the were never used. Each piece comes with a short story of what it was for or who it was done for. There's

illuooin a lot that I recognize, and plenty of unpublished pieces as well Stephane has such a great style and I

»U dust love the realistic drawings of live bands. Awesome stuff 1 Check it out. (-Chris)

»sue in MISHAP# 15U (freo^tamp/ POB 5841 , Eugene OR 97405) Interesting.!!] This zine is written by a punk

'tiurica, with sophisticated political sensibilties, and has real personality. And yet instead of the standard

1 "lore political rants or articles, it's filled with a sort of off-the-wall collection of fiction, musings, and humor.D

* There are also some good book and zine reviews.Q Smart, quirky, generally well-written. (-Jim)

K) I f'i$ MODERN ARIZONA #3 (S1/P0 Box 494, Brewster, NY 1 0509) The editor writes about attending a pro

'tie with war raiiy Wjth no war’ sign and also ‘support the troops' signs. Even throwing in a biblical quote on one
md even 0f pjS placards. Although several times throughout the zine he states he is an atheist. Sort of weird. Other

k/inei I contents include- a Howard Zinn reprint, a list of questions from a GOP Politician, a report on how a

Ithoujjh polluted, closed gas station property became a county park, a run-down of-the Blackhawk down mess
jt every an{j more ype S |ant \s very muc p one 0f a typical liberal. Still holding a belief that with the “right” kind

. |
of politicians everything would be great. And what’s with the Du-rag wrapper on the back cover? (-

fO) The Aprille)

*" tin9S NEUS SUBJEX#51 (WO Box 1 805 1/f airfield OH 4501 8< neussubjex.net> )
A short (one 11x17 piece

blanket 0f paper w jth another 4x5 stapled into it) music zine from the Cincinnati area. All of the band references

slc an
f seem to be local (and there’s a shitload of ‘em so it would seem that the scene is hopping) . Unfortunately

lymbdf,
| pave no j<jea what styles of music are covered, because I've never heard of any of the bands (I'm

Model Army), Buzzcocks, Poison Idea, Pistol Grip, End on

End, Hard-Ons, Shocks, and Garden Gang. There is a

HERstory of punk (wish I could read this one), loads of

reviews, gig listings, a plastic bomb mailorder catalog,

and quite a lot more. A good mag vi/a diverse cross-

section of coverage that sticks to the punk side. But ya

gotta read German. (-Chris) PLASTIC BOMB #43

Same format, featuring a look back at the history of

Plastic Bomb, an mtv vV Weird System Recordings,

Articles of Faith, Attila the Stockbroker, Anti Flag, Vom

Ritchie, TV Smith, Uncurbed, more Herstory of punk

(I guess this is a regular feature - very cool), and loads

of reviews and tons of other bits too. Again, I'm

astounded by the diversity and the scope and it’s

kinda cool to see the typewriter font styled punky

layouts. I want to read the HERstones. (-Qhris)

POOP #86 ($?/ Erik Loweiy3501 Carbon Plant Rd/Corpus

Christi, TX 7841 0) It’s Erik's first zine attempt, so there are lots of “man, this sucks"

sprinkled here and there. But actually; it wasn't that bad. It's 1/4 size and filled with stories

and thoughts from Erik. Using the church for free food and office supplies, living in a

tense situation with his dad and a Vietnam vet psycho, remembering a nasty baby-sitter,

and also a story of being trapped in a mini mart by some guys wanting to kick his ass.

Only thing I couldn't figure was- why did they want your sneakers? (-Aprille)

PTBH! #1 0 ($1/ Fiend or FauVPO Box 30785/Seattle, WA 98103-0785) Ahh, yes,

you've gotta love a zine that starts out with roommate tales. We’ve all had ‘em and even

if it’s been awhile since you had any . . .you’ll groan with fond (?!) remembrance when you

hear about these gems! There’s the ones who can’t quite seem to cover their rent, but

always have money for boozelast food, the ones that just wind up on your couch

'temporarily' (you know they're just waiting for a room to open up), and the ones who

have a partner(be it male or female) who the rest of the house just can't stand! Eventually

it just seems easier to move out and pay more rent than deal with the chaos anymore,

until then it has solely been the domain of the

dollar), a list of 1 4 defining characteristics of

fascism, a rundown of each person in the

Bush administration's assets, a comparison

between the movie the Matrix and the modem
system of corporate government, a look at

unemployment, a new letters section and a ton

more As always, invaluable, and should be on

more lists of staple reads. It's donation based, so

try to send him a few bucks. (-Aprille)

SHPILKESVol3. #1 32 page comic book (S3 5(y

PO Box 1 2253/Berkeley, CA 94712-5253) This is

very professionally presented, with a full-color,

cardstock cover, and well-drawn content There's

a shorter piece that kicks off this issue dealing with

coffee shop pretension that is pretty amusing The

bulk of the issue is a story called "The Last of the

Hapsburgs, " which is a fairly grotesque tale of trailer-

dwellers of the rural south and their wacky high-jinx The artist

has obvious talent, drawing in a thickly distorted style. Some of it was funny, while

some of it seemed rushed and cheap, or at least poorly planned. In the classic scale from

one to ten, I'd give this a solid SEVEN. Congratulations (-Dug)

§LAVE#8 ($4 (?yP0 Box 1 0093/Greensboro, NC 27404 < www slavemagazme.com>

)

I must admit that I'm not a regular reader of Slave, but every time I've come across it,

I'm extremely impressed and always make a mental note to seek it out more often. This

issue is stunning. Black cover,* silkscreened with gold ink andQncredibly detailed

artwork by Danny Reed. The contents are equally impressive. Fantastic anti-war photo

essay, short interview with NYC street photographer Boogie, DIY how-to on silkscreening,

an interview with Mark Wienand of Greasecar (let's hear it for bio-diesel! !

!)
and a short,

but oh-so sweet piece on having a sustainable organic city garden. There are also

interviews with Between the Buned and Me, eco-punks Uwharna, and Most Precious
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FOOD ZINES AND NOTHING ELSE

vegan zines * cookzines *food lit

food comix * food obsessions

Online catalog at:

http://diystore.cjb.net

Or send $1 for a print catalog to:

Stephanie, P. 0. Box 715, Weatherford TX

76086, USA

Vour lOOt

Organizer fr Ready

3 for $ 14*7 for $28*20 for $65*post paid

^ A 160 page pocket day planner with radical 1
listory events, address book, menstrual calendar

a Contact lists, plus more! 31 color choices. A
Mail concealed cash or check ("Slingshot”) to: A

Collective 4
3124 Shattuck Ave Berkeley CA 94705 A

"
51 0/540-075 lex3 www.toa.ca/~slingshot A

f add $1 for a year subscription to Slingshot newspaper A
A for single copies of the organizer, contact: W

AK Press '674 A 23
rt

St Oakland CA 94612 A
510/208-1700 wwwaktuess.org A

SUir&SHaf

Touring the the U$A in 2004

"SYSTEM ERROR" NOW AVAILABLE FROM
ACTIVE DISTRIBUTION

BM ACTIVE, LONDON, WC1N 3XX, UK
WWW.ACTIVEDISTRIBimON.ORG

(OR FROM WWW.RESTARTS.CO.UK)

FOR £5, $8, 8 EUROS (CASH) PPD ANYWHERE

ta tneir contenyararies , tnis
Louisville band are what all

volatile and heavy music wishes
it could be: unpredictable

,

menacing, and utterly unique in
bath musical dynamic and defining

personality. Pressed on a
picture disc with layout artwork

done by Jason Farrell.
Co-released with Deathwish Inc..

Patent Cruciform Casket shaped picture disc
Two exclusive tracks that further
solidify that Breather Resist are
at the forefront of heavy music.

Pressed as a 11coffin 11 shaped
picture disc and limited to 1000.

DIGITJIL LEA!
self titled LP/CD

New synthpunk duo from Arizona
featuring Byan Wong of The

Reatards and The Wongs fame. 9
tracks of lo-fi new wave punk

that will appeal to fans of the
Screamers and Nervous Gender.

Vinyl is limited to 500 copies.

The Early Recordings LP/CD
“This is good, solid, new wave-

-

bn so

go get it!.Great recorc" ' -MRR
Collection of botli sold out EP*a
as well as some live material

during their Japanese
in 2002. Vinyl is limited

to 500 copies.

KING OF THE MONSTERS
www .kotmrecords . com

distributed, by Ebullition
11
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STIFF JAW 1 24 pages 81/2x7 ($10 ppd/Philip Knowles^ 2780 E 2200 St. Atkinson,

IL 61 235) This zine is quite a production, glossy, two-color covers, thick as heck, and

fairly engaging. Drawn in a heavily stylized, angular manner reminiscent of Lyonel

Feininger, this is the story of punk rock love. The drawings are sometimes amazingly

beautiful and other times sloppy. I think this could have been done equally as

effectively, if not more so, on a much smaller scale with a tiny bit of editing. The comics

and words really make you feel the quiet, shy, insecurity of the main character in

graphic, visceral ways. I know the $1 0 price tag on this will keep a lot of people from

ordering, and although I think it's a nice story with some nice art, I can’t recommend

spending that much on it. (-Dug)

SUBURBAN VOICE #46 ($3ppd US/$4ppd Can/$5 surf/$8 air world'PO Box 2746/

Lynn MA 01 903-2746) Suburban Voice is such a good zme. Al makes a big deal about

how long it took between issues, but even if it’s been a year and a half (doesn’t seem

it to me) it’s worth the wait for a new issue because it’s huge and packed with so much

good stuff. All the traditional sections - columns, zine & book reviews and hundreds

of music reviews broken down into fonnat, and show reviews. There’s interviews with

Holding On, Cut the Shit, VitaminX, Balance of Terror, Martin Sorrondeguy (Limp Wnst

& Los Crudos singer), R.A.M.B.0, Amdi Petersens Arme, and The Pist (at a reunion

show). This is packed with some of the best the hardcore scene has to offer. Hats

off to Al for keeping this one going for so long. Excellent issue! (-Chris)

a small t/4 sized zine about some bizarre experiences that happen and trying to figure

them out. Are they dreams? Why is she finding scratches on her arms and vividly

remembering horrible things happening? What can she not wake up? This could be

considered some seriously out there woo-woo shit, and she knows it. Alien abduction

or astral projection? Seems to be some sort of astral projection, and she finds some

info on what to do to avoid this feeling of violation. I thought it was pretty interesting

to read about, though this isn't the kind of thing you would want to happen, esp.

because everyone is going to think you’re making it up or exaggerating or just out

there. But the woo woo is real, so you can decide. (-Chris)

THE ALPHABET BOOK ($4.5(yNate Orton, 91 0 6th St, Moscow ID 83843) A beautiful

looking 36 page zine. A bit steep on the price. This has a emoish art school feel to it.

Each page is illustrated with line drawings, done in a sloppy, scratchy style. It reminds

me of a cross between etch-a-sketch and art done by elementary school kids. The

writing is a play off a word picked for each letter of the alphabet Can’t say this really

drew me in. The writing has a good rhythm to it, but doesn't really say much ore a

stream of conscious. (-Aprille)

THE DEATH SHIP #3D (free/POB 55336/ Hayward CA 94545) A uniquely-shaped.

beautifully printed publication^ Full-color front and a truly neat graphic design; and

yet the layout raises expectations from the content the zine doesn’t quite fulfillD

Almost the entire zine is taken up by reader letters and zine reviews; in addition there's

an interview with the pbulisher of the Match and an article about the ongins of the ISBN

system. (-Jim)

THE KILLING FIELDS #2 ($1 /trade/tf) Dominick Dufnei/2424 HwyZ, Hermann MO
65041 )

Okay, first thing, there is a clarification that needs to be dealt with. Towards

the back of this issue he complains that issue #1 was never reviewed in S&L. Butin

the note he sent with the zines, he asks for only #2 to be reviewed Don't mean to

nitpick but don’t go falsely accusing S&L. That is just lame. That cleared up, onto the

review. He wntes about college-hating the jockacracy, a list of things that men are

supposed to live up to, a run down of his trip to Albuquerque, some music reviews,

his view that punk is dead, some random quotes, how to melt a record into a fruit bowl

and a few other tidbits. (-Apnlle)

THE LITTLE BLACK STAR #29.30.31 (stamp per issue,

donations, 10-25 copies %2/PO Box 197/Lewisbury PA

1 7837) This is a great little newsletter - 4 pages on one 81/

2x1 1 page - collecting news and current event snippets from

the left in an attempt to help us see through the bullshit the

media gives us. Strong questions are asked that get you

thinking and reading between the lines Stuff on Iraq and

Bush - of course, plus Al Jazeera, new political candidate

Wesley Clark, Earth Liberation Front, and loads more. All

quite digestible, as in it's easy to take in and you get some

facts quickly that will keep you paying attention more criti-

cally next time the subject comes up somewhere else.

Recommended. (-Chris)

THE NEUS SUBJEX #54 (P0 Box 18051, Fairfield, OH

4501 6)This is the first part of a trilogy themed around the

Husseins. This issue features Qusai Hussein with a joke note

written in his name. A bit silly, but what the fuck, the Neus

Subjcx rocks. So as long as there are some punk fuckm rock

record reviews and a few slices of down and dirty Cincinnati

scene gossip, Shawn can be as silly as fie wants. He’s one

record reviewer wfio's taste in what rocks, I can trust. (-

Aprille)

" (Jo</PO Box 14332/

Portland OR 97293) I loved this one. It's small - like a 1/1

sized square and I got it from Joe at the Zine Symposium. I

related to this so much, it's almost scary, but I think it's just

indicative of a generation of punk kids who are stickiny with

what they do and questioning things Joe finds himself

questioning his accomplishments and what he lias done

over the years. He finds that he has accomplished all fits

goals, ahd yet been so busy conquering them that he forgot

what it means to be happy, or didn't have time to just enjoy it. As he finds himself

wanting to talk honestly about how he is and what he is thinking, he finds that people

leallv don't want to hear it . or at least don’t ouiet no know to respond to him I can relate

learning about the project (a call for submisisons), the lour booking, how to build a fairly

easy &portable display for all the art, and then we hit the road for a cross country

whirlwind of long drives and adventure. Written in a sort of ‘he said, she said' style, we

get accounts of all the cities, the tests, venues, people and happenings along the way.

Super descriptive writing styles, the kind that make me get all mushy inside with

happiness. All the joys of reading someone’s tour diary, but with full permission Great

layout, full on cut and paste, incredible writing and a great tounng idea. We've all seen

a million bands, but I'd sure love to see regional art&zine tours become a regular event!

I don’t even know these fine folks, but I sure do thank them for putting together such a

fine bit of writing, full of real passion for life and learning. Truly amazing, (-karoline)

THE TRAVELER: A COLLECTION OF WOMEN S TRAVEL STORIES ($2/</b Spokr/I 64

Lac du Pin Rouge^St. Hippolyte QC JOR IPO Canada) This is an awesome half sized

zine of stones from women about traveling alone or with other women. It's about hitch

hiking, trainhopping and other unconventional methods of travel - usually not recom-

mend for women going solo. Consequently there is a wide range of experience - some

totally positive, some down right horrible. It’s awesome to read these stories - to gel

inspiration for those who go it alone, and to learn from their experiences as well. I like

the well rounded perspectives and diversity of the stories. A few of them were hard to

read (crazy fonts or too small print) but at the same lime this is put together with a nice

graphic artistic approach and is appealing all around. Highly recommend. Seeking

contributions for future issues too (-Chris)

THE URBAN FARMERS ALMANAC: A JOURNAL QF POST-PUNK GARDENING.#!

($2ppd/P0 Box 14609/Mpls MN 55414) I was really excited when I first saw this,

thinking - how cool punks doing gardens in the city. And there is some of that, but not

as much as I had hoped for. There is a lot of bizarre stuff in here too. There is basic info

on permaculture on nutritious soil and the difference between soil and dirt He explains

the corn, beans and squash method of three sisters farming There is also stuff about

pirate radio, the underlying homosexuality in Fight Club, and some other random tabloid

shockertype stuff. I would have liked even more of the gardening, food growing, serious

urban farmers almanac type stuff. Hopefully next time (-Chris)

THE URBAN HERM1TT#15 ($2 to Microcosn/PO Box 14332/ Portland OR 97293)

Always one of my favorite zines. It’s been interesting to watch Hermitt develop and grow

into himself over the years. This issue jumps back and tells stories about girlfriends and

sex and being a tranny boy lesbian. Not too much rapping in this one, not too much hippie

house hanging out, mostly this is just about the girls and the Kissing and the sex and it's

strong and confident and as enjoyable and funny as always. Funny in that cultural cross-

section way of the observer. Extremely amped and upbeat, this reads fast like caffeine.

It's awesome. (-Chris)

THE WHIZZBANGER GUIDE TO ZINE DISTRIBUTION # 7 ($6/$8 world/Whizzbanger

Productions
,
PO Box 5591 ,

Portland OR 97228) Shannon has been putting this resource

together since-geez I remember first hearing about it in 1996- so it’s been a chunk of

time To quote the cover “It's self descriptions of 40, distributors from 13 countries,

includes zine stores, zine libranes, zine friendly web-sites, a list of dependable reviewers

and many other valuable zine resources.” All with a snazzy plastic binder, and because

Shannon is a self promoting machine- there is a 40 page Whizzbanger catalog Which

is filled with letters about arid reviews of all his publications. If you’re looking for distros

to carry your zine. this is a good place to start looking. (-Aprille)

THIS IS ME USING MY CHOICE: AN ANTHOLOGY OF WOMEN S ABORTION STORIES

(Gabncl^PO Box 2 1 530/1850 Commercial Dr/Vancouver BC V5N 4A5/Canada) I just

got this in the mail. It’s very similar in size, content and feel to MerryDeath’s "Mine'’ zine,

in fact Gabriela was inspired by Mine and did her own version of an anthology after she

had her abortion. I haven’t read through this one yet, but I think these kinds of zines are

so important because it provides a forum for sharing our stories, bringing our voices

together and speaking out to one another. A place to talk about the hard stuff and show

each other that we are not alone. Whether you find support, a kindred spirit or useful

information - ultimately sharing our experiences is important (-Chns)

THIS TIME LAST YEAR #3 June 03 (TTLY/P0 Box 40342/Portland OR 97240-0342)

This issue of this all photo zine is about the

Exploding Hearts. It's really well done and a

nice collection of photos that go well beyond

live photos. In fact most of them are not live.

There are day to day shots, studio type

shots, and some live ones I know that a lot

of people were touched deeply by this band

and are greatly effected and deeply sad by

their loss If you are one of those people you

should get your hands on this it’s a really nice

tribute and the photography is excellent. (-

Chris)

THOUGHT BOMBS #2011 (%2/ POB 72V
Homewood IL 60430) Another issue of An-

thony Rayson of South Chicago ABC's zine.

Lots of political info, rants, articles, clippings

and some art, with a focus on prisoner and

South Chicago issues.D Anthony certainly is

prolific. If you order this ask for their cata-

logue too, as this crew distribute an enor-

mous amount of good reading material by

and about prisoners. (-Jim)

TIGHT PANTS #10 ($2 + 3 stampr/Maddy/

296A Nassau Ave #3L, Brooklyn, NY 1 1 222)

Oh yes! A new issue of Tight Pants. Enter the

world of Maddy - hilarious ponderings, sto-

ries and events peppered with cereal, punk

rock and peoples’ history references. This

issue delves into childhood dramas, catholic

school nightmares, more on the war with the

other Tight Pants zine editor, homage to the

midwest punk scene, a pull out record review

section, job experiences from hell, a chal-

lenge to push the boundaries of what can be

printed on a huge special order cookie from

the mall and more. Maddy's writing style is

like a sugar blast. Recommended. (-Aprille)

TOILET PAPER #5 (VE. 2ppdtrade'ob Alva

Dittricf>/Joh. KohlmannStr. 8, 53913Swisttal.

Germany) The drawing on the cover reminds

me of a nightmare. So I was a little put off- but

inside this is quite a good zine. Personal

writing about being a “cutter" (someone who
cuts into their bodies), feelings toward sex, a

look at a new model for schools, sexual

abuse, reprint of Neil Postman essay, zine

and music reviews, info on the radical anar-

chist women’s group Wiedzma - from Po-

land, traditional Q&A with Jimi the Cheetah

(Tilt and Screw 32) and a free for all interview

with the band Gertrude and more (-Aprille)

AND HIP HOP RADICAL ALLIANCE #1 (???. MC Homeless, 1160 Timbercrest,

Youngstown, Ohio, 44505) This zine is all about bringing Hip Hop and punk together

It’s got interviews with What Happens Next, Crucial Unit, and

Nomar Slevik and a political rant. There is also a quite interesting

article about the LEIU and homeland spying that was reprinted

from the Revolutionary Worker.D All in all this zine has good

intentions but it lacks original content. (Europian)

UPDATE by ABCF #380 (donation/ POB 3671/ Anaheim, CA

92803-3671
)
This is the publication of the Anarchist Black Cross

Federation, with tons of useful info about political prisoners in

America.D There's only so much that can be said about the large

volume of prisoner-oriented zines we receive for review here,

besides the old ABC slogan about supporting political prisoners;

“They're in there for us, let’s be there for them”. (-Jim)

St/Berkeley, CA 94709) Features the typical interviews, reviews,

etc. Which are well done But what makes this zine standout are

the photographs- Murray Bowles photos from a 1984 Reagan

Youth show, old skate photos, various photos of European

Mohicans, and various band photos to accompany the articles

Has a definite Bay Area flavor to it. but will appeal to you no matter

where your location. The zine is everything a punk zine should

strive for; creative, interesting, visually stimulating, and PUNK as

fuck. -(Andy)

USUAL SUSPECTS #7U (free^tamps/ POB 584V Eugene OR

97405) Classic cut n paste personal punk fanzine, written by an

inmate in a Pennsylvania prison!] This is a pretty good zine.D I like

almost all zines I read by prisoners; the perspective of someone

incarcerated in criminal injustice system is usually a bit more

interesting than the standard fare. Something I liked in particular

in this issue was a brief recount of what September 1 1 th was like

inside the prison.G This zine’s got heart (-Jim)

VIOLENCE #4 (SI -f postage SelfMadeGod Records/P. 0. Box

46/21500 Biala Podl Poland/ karol@selfmadegod.com) Cool

zine out of Poland, that seems to focus a lot of its attention towards U S bands^cenes

(Drop Dead, Hellnation, The Oath, Crispus Attucks, Ruido, Regan SS, RAMBO, He Who
CorriiDts. Thrash Fest 4) I was hopina for a more Eurooean flavor from this one I I Isn't

A lot of the detail is lost. Too bad. In this issue

he writes up a tours of a few subway lines,

sheds light on their pasts, relates things he

has seen while riding different lines and more.

(-Aprille)

Wl EDZMA/WITCH #4 (1 .50 eurc/Wiedzma/

PO Box 3^ 21 -500 Biala Podlask^ Poland)

This is an awesome anarcha-feminist zine

from Poland. Half of it is in Polish, but most

(not all) of it is also translated into England.

Poland has always turned out some amazing

zines. This one is full sized with a cardstock

cover and glossy pages inside. This one is

particularly awesome covenng the liberation

of women - particularly in Poland which is a

very conservative catholic country where

abortion and choice is not accepted. There is

a lot of information about abortion in this

issue - looking al how hard it is to get an

abortion and even contraception in Poland

the differences in access prices between

Poland and other countries. There are inter-

views with women from several different

groups - Pro-Femina and Women on Waves.

Band interviews with Hatum Scarum, Girls in

Action, Hate to State, Antichrist, a profile on

Diamanda Galas, and a historical look at

anarchist woman Voltairine de Cleyre. There

is quite a bit more and even more on the Polish

half. All around this is inspiring and awesome

and I recommend it. (-Chns)

WIENER SOCIETY # 7 ($2-3, 109 Arnold

Ave
,
Cranston, Rl. 02905) A intensely inter-

esting personal zine which chronicles the

writer's introduction to intravenous drug use

and it's consequences which include prison

and sickness.D The description of his spiral

into depression when he discovers that he is

Hep COpositive is particularly poignant. Wiener

Society is written with a frankness (especially

about subjects like sex) that makes it very

fresh.G The layout consists of typed text and

lots of drawings which make it graphically

appealing as well.D I don't want to label this a

prison zine because it's so much more but I

think it is important for everyone to know or be

reminded of the totally horror of the prison

system and this zine helps do that in a very

non didactic way.D The inspiration theD au

thor gets from punk music and how it helps

him deal with his surroundings is really cool.

(Europian)

WOMYN AT REVOLT ($?/Niesa/N020/JLN SSI 5/SF, 47500 Suband Jaya/Selangor

Malaysia) This is all the info that relates to the Womyn at Revolt collective After they

run down the usual who, what, where and whys of the collective- the rest of the zine

is filled with essays, tips and plain writing focused on things like- rape, body image,

sexism, pornography, domestic abuse, false beauty standards and gender roles I

fotind the article on pornography surprisingly refreshing for an anarchist publication.

They bring up many valid points which call for people to allow others to enjoy it, to

stop labeling the women involved in it “victims" and basically if you don’t like it, then

don’t look at it. The only criticism would be the militant type feel that this imparts. It

can at times be very alienating to many women who are just starting to see, feel and

think about these subjects. (-Aprille)

XEROGRAPHY DEBT #11 ($yDavida Gypsy Breii/PO Box 96yHavre de Gr ace, MD
21078) This is the kind of review zine I've come to appreciate overtime. Smallerthan

Zine World, and so with fewer reviewers reviewing fewer zines it comes across a bit

more personable. Each reviewer can write their reviews in whatever style they want.

Interesting spin. Which then enables you to establish a feel for the tastes of each

reviewer. Also packed with announcements, some columns (good ones- the history

of publications put out by people in the pacifist camps during WWII, Mussolini’s

dabble into independent publishing and alookat reviewing) and any otherzine related

news out there. (-Aprille)

resource for anyone who is obsessed with zines, Interested in starting a zine library

or already running a zine library. It's pretty appealing for anyone who is a librarian

period. Or even if you just think that libraries are cool. The premise for this issue is

“advice to young librarians" and Greig asks a number of zine librarians to write about

their libraries andofferadvice, resources, favorite zines and any other info they want.

This includes listings of active zme libraries across the country with a few interna-

tional li stings as well . There are some long timers here (56a info sho p) and some new

ones just opening so the advice and info is diverse and rather inclusive Some of the

collections are housed in public libraries while others are in DIY spaces and some are

in transit. If you know of a zine library - send in your info and if you are interested at

all then I recommend checking this out. (-Chris)

off, I think Zine World deserves more recognition than they get Their collection of

articles in every issue, dealing with censorship and the state of govern mental politics

is always invaluable. Jerianne has done a fabulous job of continuing a high level of

excellence In the submissions ulona with the huue .imount of /Inn reviews and zine
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rock and peoples' history references. This

issue delves into childhood dramas, catholic

school nightmares, more on the war with the

other Tight Pants zine editor, homage to the

midwest punk scene, a pullout record review

section, job experiences from hell, a chal-

lenge to push the boundaries of what can be

printed on a huge special order cookie from

the mall and more. Maddy's writing style is

like a sugar blast. Recommended. (-Aprille)

TOILETPAPER #5 (VE 2ppdtrad</oT) Alva

Dittricf/Joh. KohlmannStr. 8. 5391 3 Swisttal,

Germany) The drawing on the cover reminds

me of a nightmare. So I was a little put off- but

inside this is quite a good zine. Personal

writing about being a -cutter" (someone who

cuts into their bodies), feelings toward sex, a

look at a new model for schools, sexual

abuse, reprint of Neil Postman essay, zine

and music reviews, info on the radical anar-

chist women's group Wiedzma - from Po-

land, traditional Q&A with Jimi the Cheetah

(Tilt and Screw 32) and a free for all interview

with the band Gertrude and more. (-Aprille)

AND HIP HOP RADICAL ALLIANCE #1 (7??. MC Homeless, 1160 Timbercrest,

Youngstown, Ohio, 44505) This zine is all about bringing Hip Hop and punk together.D

It’s got interviews with What Happens Next, Crucial Unit, and

Nomar Slevik and a political rant.D There is also a quite interesting

article about the LEIU and homeland spying that was reprinted

from the Revolutionary Worker. All in all this zine has good

intentions but it lacks original content. (Europian)

UPDATE by ABCF #38D (donation^ POB 3671/ Anaheim, CA

92803-3671 )
This is the publication of the Anarchist Black Cross

Federation, with tons of useful info about political prisoners in

America n There's only so much that can be said about the large

volume of prisoner-oriented zines we receive for review here,

besides the old ABC slogan about supporting political prisoners:

“They’re in there for us, let's be there for them". (-Jim)

URBAN GUERRILLA #13 ($2pp<J/Jay PMB#41 9! 4424 Walnut

St/Berkeley, CA 94709) Features the typical interviews, reviews,

etc. Which are well done. But what makes this zine standout are

the photographs- Murray Bowles photos from a 1984 Reagan

Youth show, old skate photos, various photos of European

Mohicans, and various band photos to accompany the articles

Has a definite Bay Area flavor to it, but will appeal to you no matter

where your location. The zine is everything a punk zine should

strive for; creative, interesting, visually stimulating, and PUNK as

fuck, (Andy)

USUAL SUSPECTS #7D (free^tamps^ POB 584V Eugene OR

97405) Classic cut n paste personal punk fanzine, written by an

inmate in a Pennsylvania prison!] This is a pretty good zine.DI like

almost all zines I read by prisoners; the perspective of someone

incarcerated in criminal injustice system is usually a bit more

interesting than the standard fare. Something I liked in particular

in this issue was a brief recount of what September 1 1 th was like

inside the prison.D This zine's got heart (-Jim)

VIOLENCE #4 ($1 + postagt/SelfMadeGod Records/P.O. Box

46^21 500 Biala Podl Poland-' karol@selfmadegod.com) Cool

zine out of Poland, that seems to focus a lot of its attention towards U S bandvbcenes.

(Drop Dead, Hellnation, The Oath, Crispus Attucks, Ruido, Regan SS, RAMBO, He Who
Corrupts, Thrash Fest 4). I was hoping for a more European flavor from this one.D Isn’t

there enough attention focused on hardcore from the States. Being that I live here, maybe

a biased opinion. Kids interested in the U.S. scene will enjoy this and there are a few

interviews of non-U S. bands (Sayyadina, Mukeka di Rato, The Dead Ones) Everything

from the interviews, to the columns, to the reviews are well done. -(Andy)

WATCH THE CLOSING DOORS #24 (SVFred ArgofV1800 Ocean Parkway #b!2/
Brooklyn, NY 1 1 223-3037) Fred zine fascinates me. People’s obsessions fascinate me.

He has become a NYC subway historian through his obsession. And it would be so rad

to take a ride on the subway with him . Telling stories and throwing out facts as we speed

thru tunnels and neighborhoods. I just wish, with the zine that his photos copied better.

anarchist woman VoltaIrTnode Cleyro. Ttioru

is quite a bit more and even more on the Polish

half All around this is inspiring and awesome

and I recommend it. (-Chns)

WIENER SOCIETY #7 ($2-3, 109 Arnold

Ave
,
Cranston, Rl, 02905) A intensely inter-

esting persona! zine which chronicles the

writer's introduction to intravenous drug use

and it’s consequences which include prison

and sickness.!! The description of his spiral

into depression when he discovers that he is

Hep CDpositive is particularly poignant. Wiener

Society is written with a frankness (especially

about subjects like sex) that makes it very

fresh.D The layout consists of typed text and

lots of drawings which make it graphically

appealing as well.D I don't want to label this a

prison zine because it’s so much more but I

think it is important for everyone to know or be

reminded of the totally horror of the prison

system and this zine helps do that in a very

non didactic way.D The inspiration theCT au

thor gets from punk music and how it helps

him deal with his surroundings is really cool.

(Europian)

WOMYN AT REVOLT ($?/Niesa'N02(/JLN SSI S^SF, 47500 Suband Jayr/Selangor

Malaysia) This is all the info that relates to the Womyn at Revolt collective. Afterthey

run down the usual who, what, where and whys of the collective- the rest of the zine

is filled with essays, tips and plain writing focused on things like- rape, body image,

sexism, pornography, domestic abuse, false beauty standards and gender roles. I

found the article on pornography surprisingly refreshing for an anarchist publication.

They bring up many valid points which call for people to allow others to enjoy it, to

stop labeling the women involved in it “victims” and basically if you don’t like it, then

don't look at it. The only criticism would be the militant type feel that this imparts. It

can at times be very alienating to many women who are just starting to see, feel and

think about these subjects. (-Aprille)

XEROGRAPHY DEBT #11 (SyDavida Gypsy Breic/PO Box 96yHavre de Grace, MD
21078) This is the kind of review zine I’ve come to appreciate overtime. Smallerthan

Zine World, and so with fewer reviewers reviewing fewer zines it comes across a bit

more personable. Each reviewer can write their reviews in whatever style they want.

Interesting spin. Which then enables you to establish a feel for the tastes of each

reviewer. Also packed with announcements, some columns (good ones- the history

of publications put out by people in the pacifist camps during WWII, Mussolini’s

dabble into independent publishing and alook at reviewing)and any otherzine related

news out there (-Aprille)

resource for anyone who is obsessed with zines, interested in starting a zine library

or already running a zine library. It's pretty appealing for anyone who is a librarian

period. Or even if you just think that libraries are cool. The premise for this issue is

“advice to young librarians" and Greig asks a number of zine librarians to write about

their libraries and offer advice, resources, favorite zines and any other info they want.

This includes listings of active zine libraries across the country with a few interna-

tional listings as well There are some long timers here (56a info shop) and some new

ones just opening so the advice and info is diverse and rather inclusive Some of the

collections are housed in public libraries while others are in DIY spaces and some are

in transit. If you know of a zine library - send in your info and if you are interested at

all then I recommend checking this out. (-Chris)

off, I think Zine World deserves more recognition than they get Their collection of

articles in every issue, dealing with censorship and the state of governmental politics

is always invaluable. Jerianne has done a fabulous job of continuing a high level of

excellence in the submissions along with the huge amount of zine reviews and zine

related news. This is one of those zines that 1 leave lying around for months, referring

back to both reviews and articles often This issue has wnting that covers the lies

dc^ed out to the Amencan people concerning Iraq, a critique of the medias role in this

latest “war”, many accounts of censorship nationwide, an updates on the Fatagraphics

crisis, a look at the state of the USA in comparison with the textbook run down of the

Soviet Union -striking similarities, and more Tons of zines are reviewed, some even

by two reviewers, to give you a balanced verdict. This should be on everyone's top

ten. (-Aprille)

considered some seriously out there woo-woo shit, and she knows it. Alien abduction

or astral projection? Seems to be some sort of astral projection, and she finds some

info on what to do to avoid this feeling of violation. I thought it was pretty interesting

to read about, though this isn’t the kind of thing you would want to happen, esp.

because everyone is going to think you're making it up or exaggerating or just out

there. But the woo woo is real, so you can decide. (-Chris)

THE ALPHABET BOOK ($4.5(yNate Orton, 91 0 6th St, Moscow ID 83843) A beautiful

looking 36 page zine. A bit steep on the price. This has a emoish art school feel to it.

Each page is illustrated with line drawings, done in a sloppy, scratchy style. It reminds

me of a cross between etch-a-skelch and art done by elementary school kids. The

writing is a play off a word picked for each letter of the alphabet Can’t say this really

drew me in. The writing has a good rhythm to it, but doesn't really say much ore a

stream of conscious. (-Aprille)

THE DEATH SHIP #3D (free^POB 5533^ Hayward CA 94545) A uniquely-shaped,

beautifully printed publication.!! Full-color front and a truly neat graphic design; and

yet the layout raises expectations from the content the zine doesn't quite fulfill.!!

Almost the entire zine is taken up by reader letters and zine reviews; in addition there's

an interview with the pbulisher of the Match and an article about the origins of the ISBN

system. (-Jim)

THE KILLING FIELDS #2 ($1/trade/<yb Dominick Dufnet/2424 Hwy Z, Hermann MO

65041) Okay, first thing, there is a clarification that needs to be dealt with. Towards

the back of this issue he complains that issue # 1 was never reviewed in S&L. But in

the note he sent with the zines, he asks for only #2 to be reviewed Don't mean to

nitpick but don't go falsely accusing S&L. That is just lame. That cleared up, onto the

review. He writes about college-hating the jockacracy, a list of things that men are

supposed to live up to, a run down of his trip to Albuquerque, some music reviews,

his view that punk is dead, some random quotes, how to melt a record into a fruit bowl

and a few other tidbits. (-Aprille)

THE LITTLE BLACK STAR # 29.30.31 (stamp per issue,

donations, 10-25 copies $2/P0 Box 197/ Lewisburg PA

1 7837) This is a great little newsletter - 4 pages on one 81/

2x1 1 page - collecting news and current event snippets from

the left in an attempt to help us see through the bullshit the

media gives us. Strong questions are asked that get you

thinking and reading between the lines Stuff on Iraq and

Bush - of course, plus Al Jazeera, new political candidate

Wesley Clark, Earth Liberation Front, and loads more. All

quite digestible, as in it's easy to take in and you get some

facts quickly that will keep you paying attention more criti-

cally next time the subject comes up somewhere else.

Recommended. (-Chris)

THE NEUS SUBJEX #54 (PO Box 18051, Fairfield, OH

45016)This is the first part of a trilogy themed around the

Husseins. This issue features Qusai Hussein with a joke note

written in his name. A bit silly, but what the fuck, the Neus

Subjcx rocks. So as long as there are some punk fuckin rock

record reviews and a few slices of down and dirty Cincinnati

scene gossip, Shawn can be as silly as tie wants. He’s one

record reviewer wtio's taste in what rocks. I can trust. (-

Aprille)

THE PERFECT MIX TAPE SEGUE #2 (Jot/PO Box 14332/

Portland OR 97293) I loved this one. It's small - like a 1/4

sized square and I got it from Joe at the Zine Symposium. I

related to this so much, it’s almost scary, but I think it’s just

indicative of a generation of punk kids who are sticking with

what they do and questioning things Joe finds himself

questioning his accomplishments and what he has done

over the years. He finds that he has accomplished all his

goals, and yet been so busy conquering them that he forgot

wtiat it means to be happy, or didn't have time to just enjoy it. As he finds himself

wanting to talk honestly about how he is and what he is thinking, he finds that people

really don't want to hear it, or at least don't quiet no know to respond to him! can relate

and I know a lot of others can too. So in the end, it's something to ponder - both

questioning whether we are doing what we want and enjoying it and whether we are

able to speak in a brutal honest way to those around us. Both are things we should

all stnve for. (-Chns)

THE SLAGHEAPS ARE SPROUTING! ($3ppd/P0 Box 1 022yPittsburgh, PAD 1 5232

<missmarymack51@hotmail.com>) A^tupendous tour tale of two awesome kids

(Geoff and Mary) from the ‘burgh that took a collection of contnbuted art and zines (all

done by yinzers, le: pittsburghians) around the country last summer. We start off

pirate radio, the underlying homosexuality in Fight Club, and some othei random tabloid

shocker type stuff. I would have liked even more of the gardening, food growing, serious

urban farmers almanac type stuff. Hopefully next time (-Chris)

THE URBAN HERMtTT #15 ($2 to Microcosnv'PO Box 1 4332/ Portland OR 97293)

Always one of my favonte zines. It's been interesting to watch Hermitt develop and grow

into himself over the years. This issue jumps back and tells stories about girlfriends and

sex and being a tranny boy lesbian. Not loo much rapping in this one, not too much hippie

house hanging out, mostly this is just about the girls and the kissing and the sex and it’s

strong and confident and as enjoyable and funny as always. Funny in that cultural cross-

section way of the observer. Extremely amped and upbeat, this reads fast like caffeine.

It's awesome. (-Chris)

THE WHIZZBANGER GUIDE TO ZINE DISTRIBUTION # 7 ($y$8 woric/Whizzbanger

Productions, PO Box 5591 ,
Portland OR 97228) Shannon has been putting this resource

together since-geez I remember first hearing about it in 1 996- so it’s been a chunk of

time To quote the cover “It's self descriptions of 40, distributors from 13 countries,

includes zine stores, zine libraries, zine friendly web-sites, a list of dependable reviewers

and many other valuable zine resources." All with a snazzy plastic binder, and because

Shannon is a self promoting machine- there is a 40 page Whizzbanger catalog Which

is filled with letters about and reviews of all his publications. If you're looking fordistros

to cany your zine. this is a good place to start looking. (-Aprille)

THIS IS ME USING MY CH OICE: AN ANTHOLOGY OF WOMEN'S ABORTION STORIES

(GabrielaTO Box 2 1 530! 850 Commercial Dr/Vancouver BC V5N 4A5/Canada) I just

got this in the mail It's very similarin size, content and feel to MerryDeath’s “Mine" zine,

in fact Gabriela was inspired by Mine and did her own version of an anthology after she

had her abortion. I haven’t read through this one yet, but I think these kinds of zines are

so important because it provides a forum for sharing our stories, bringing our voices

together and speaking out to one another. A place to talk about the hard stuff and show

each other that we are not alone. Whether you find support, a kindred spirit or useful

information - ultimately sharing our experiences is important (-Chris)

THIS TIME LAST YEAR #3 June 03 (TTLY/PO Box 40342/Portland OR 97240-0342)

This is an all photo zine of live bands. The bands included are Pho Bang, the Epoxies,

the First Time, the Electnc Eye, the White Stripes, the Diskords, the Starve, Double

Barrelled Soul. Honestly, I'm not familiar with most of the bands and had to check with

the table of contents to match em to the bands. The photos are hand -printed in the

darkroom with a cut out negative carrier and I like that look. As live photos, they're okay.

More a document of friends and surroundings than action pact live shows. But with that

said, I really like her eye and the photos she takes and I look forward to seeing more. (-

Chris)

THIS TIME LAST YEAR #4 June 03 (TTLY/PO Box 40342/ Portland OR 97240-0342)
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tally next time the subjecl comes up somowtwru ulsu

Recommended. (-Chris)

THE NEUS SUBJEX #54 (PO Box 18051, Fairfield, OH

4501 6)This is the first part of a trilogy themed around the

Husseins. This issue features Qusai Hussein with a joke note

written in his name. A bit silly, but what the fuck, the Neus

Subjex rocks. So as long as there are some punk fuckin rock

record reviews and a few slices of down and dirty Cincinnati

scene gossip, Shawn can be as silly as fie wants. He’s one

record reviewer who's taste in what rocks. I can trust. (-

Aprille)

Portland OR 97293) I loved this one. It's small - like a 1/1

sized square and I got it from Joe at the Zine Symposium I

related to this so much, it’s almost scary, but I think it’s just

indicative of a generation of punk kids who are sticking with

what they do and questioning things Joe finds himself

questioning his accomplishments and what he has done

over the years, lie finds that he has accomplished all fits

goals, and yet been so busy conquering them that he forgot

wfiat it means to be happy, or didn't have time to just enjoy it. As he finds himself

wanting to talk honestly about how he is and what he is thinking, he finds that people

really don't want to hear it, or at least don't quiet no know to respond to him. I can relate

and I know a lot of others can too. So in the end, it’s something to ponder - both

questioning whether we are doing what we want and enjoying it and whether we are

able to speak in a brutal honest way to those around us. Both are things we should

all stnve for. (-Chris)

THE SLAGHEAPS ARE SPROUTING! ($3pp(YP0 Box 10223^Pittsburgh, PAD 15232

< missmarymack51 @hotmail.com> )
A stupendous tour tale of two awesome kids

(Geoff and Mary) from the 'burgh that took a collection of contributed art and zines (all

done by yinzers, le: pittsburghians) around the country last summer. We start off

each other that we are not alone. Whether you find support, a kindred spirit or useful

information - ultimately sharing our experiences is important (-Chris)

THIS TIME LAST YEAR #3 June 03 (TTLY/PO Box40342/Portland OR 97240-0342)

This is an all photo zine of live bands. The bands included are Pho Bang, the Epoxies,

the First Time, the Electnc Eye, the White Stripes, the Diskords, the Stan/e, Double

Barrelled Soul. Honestly, I’m not familiar with most of the bands and had to check with

the table of contents to match em to the bands. The photos are hand printed in the

darkroom with a cut out negative carrier and I like that look. As live photos, they’re okay.

More a document of friends and surroundings than action pact live shows. But with that

said, I really like her eye and the photos she takes and I look forward to seeing more. (-

Chris)

IH[S TIME LASIYEAR #4 June 03 (TTLY/PO Box 40342/ Portland OR 97240-0342)

URBAN OUtMRILLA ^ 1 3 ($/p|KKJay f’MH #4 1 !V1 4474 Walnut

St /Berkeley, CA 94709) Features the typical interviews, reviews,

etc. Which are well done But what makes this zine standout are

the photographs- Murray Bowles photos from a 1984 Reagan

Youth show, old skate photos, various photos of European

Mohicans, and various band photos to accompany the articles.

Has a definite Bay Areaflavor to it, but will appeal to you no matter

where your location. The zine is everything a punk zine should

strive for, creative, interesting, visually stimulating, and PUNK as

fuck. -(Andy)

USUAL SUSPECTS #7D (free^tamps^ POB 584V Eugene OR

97405) Classic cut n paste personal punk fanzine, written by an

inmate in a Pennsylvania prison. This is a pretty good zine.D I like

almost all zines I read by prisoners; the perspective of someone

incarcerated in criminal injustice system is usually a bit more

interesting than the standard fare. Something I liked in particular

in this issue was a brief recount of what September 1 1 th was like

inside the prison.D This zine s got heart (-Jim)

VIOLENCE #4 ($1 + postage/ SelfMadeGod Records/P.0. Box

46^21500 Biala Podl PolancPkarol@selfmadegod.com) Cool

zine out of Poland, that seems to focus a lot of its attention towards U S bands^cenes.

(Drop Dead, Hellnation, The Oath, Crispus Attucks, Ruido, Regan SS, RAMBO, He Who
Corrupts, Thrash Fest 4). I was hoping for a more European flavor from this one.D Isn’t

there enough attention focused on hardcore from the States. Being that I live here, maybe

a biased opinion. Kids interested in the U.S. scene will enjoy this and there are a few

interviews of non-U. S. bands (Sayyadina, Mukeka di Rato, The Dead Ones) Everything

from the interviews, to the columns, to the reviews are well done. -(Andy)

WATCH THE CLOSING DOORS #24 (SVFred ArgofV1800 Ocean Parkway #b-127

Brooklyn, NY 1 1 223-3037) Fred zine fascinates me. People’s obsessions fascinate me.

He has become a NYC subway historian through his obsession. And it would be so rad

to take a ride on the subway with him. Telling stories and throwing out facts as we speed

thru tunnels and neighborhoods. I just wish, with the zine that his photos copied better.

more personable Each reviewer can write their review: in whatever style mey warn

Interesting spin Which then enables you to establish a feel tor the tastes of each

reviewer Also packed with announcements, some columns (good ones- the history

of publications put out by people in the pacifist camps during WWII, Mussolini's

dabble into independent publishing and a look at reviewing) and any other zine related

news out there. (-Aprille)

ZINE LIBRARIAN ZINE #2 (PO Box 1 240&/
Portland OR 97212) This is an awesome

resource for anyone who is obsessed with zines, interested in starting a zine library

or already running a zine library. It’s pretty appealing for anyone who is a librarian

period. Or even if you just think that libraries are cool. The premise for this issue is

“advice to young librarians" and Greig asks a number of zine librarians to write about

their libraries and offer advice, resources, favorite zines and any other info they want.

This includes listings of active zine libraries across the country with a few interna-

tional listings as well. There are some long timers here (56a info shop) and some new

ones just opening so the advice and info is diverse and rather inclusive. Some of the

collections are housed in public libraries while others are in DIY spaces and some are

in transit. If you know of a zine library - send in your info and if you are interested at

all then I recommend checking this out. (-Chris)

ZINE WORLD #19 (S4 US^$5 CarYPO Box 3301 56? Murfreesboro TN 371 33) First

off. I think Zine World deserves more recognition than they get. Their collection of

articles in every issue, dealing with censorship and the state of povernmental politics

is always invaluable. Jerianne has done a fabulous job of continuing a high level of

excellence in the submissions along with the huge amount of zine reviews and zine

related news. This is one of those zines that 1 leave lying around for months, referring

back to both reviews and articles often This issue has writing that covers the lies

doled out to the American people concerning Iraq, a critique of the medias role in this

latest “war", many accounts of censorship nationwide, an updates on the Fatagraphics

crisis, a look at the state of the USA in comparison with the textbook run down of the

Soviet Union -striking similarities, and more Tons of zines are reviewed, some even

by two reviewers, to give you a balanced verdict This should be on everyone’s top

ten. (-Aprille)

LIFE IN PICTURES
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A LIFE ONCE LOST • A GREAT ARTIST CD Ok. so I’m going to come right oft and

confess, I hate “metal core”, "metallic hardcore”, or whatever the fuck you want to call

it. It always comes off contrived and slightly pretentious to me. Kind of like, “oh we’re

way more thought out and hence betterthan usual hardcore’’ I also hold a theory about

music. UGLY MUSIC SHOULD BE PLAYED BY UGLY PEOPLE . Though this may in my
own right be exclusionary, I have yet been proven wrong in that when the rule holds

true, the folks doing it are really sincere. Anyhow, I must say that, though a bit

redundant at times, this record is good. As per to be expected, there are a lot of

syncopated drumbeats and guitar riffs w-tjlass shards in throat vocals. But, unlike a

lot of “metal core” bands, this stayed in my CD player. Perhaps because A Life Once
Lost lean more towards the metal side of that moniker. No blast beats here, just heavy

grooves and good solid songs. (Deathwish Records) (-Erik)

ABSOLUTION - ST CD Raw and harsh grinding crust from Mexico. DIY anti-

commercial pro-noise grinding! This packing here also really stands out, with cool

cover art, all in a 7”ep sized package, numbered out of 1 000. If you like grindtrust raw
and PUNK AS FUCK pick this up. (Dogma Destroyer c-b Cesar Daniel Bustamante/

Nacar #535 Frac. Industnas/C.P. 78390 San Luis Potosi S.L.P. /Mexico/email:

grindbastard@anti-ignorance.net) (-JAY)

ACAQ DIRETA - REVOLTAflEPUDItKONFRONTOflESISTENCIA CD It’s hard to

review something by a legend, and ACAO DIRETA certainly fit into that category.D This

is their fifth studio album in 1 5 years, and they show no signs of letting up.D If anything,

this record is even better than their last, with subtle departures from their distinctly

Brasilian sound.D A touch here of the more modem US hardcore styles (almost in the

DeathWish, Inc. department. ..almost), and a touch there of the ultra heavy thick &
crusty stuff that we all like so much.D But this is still the same band; lots of blazing fast

crossover thrash and spitting razor blades vocals.D Fucking shit this is greatID Get

anything you can by this band.D (WHY Records, PO Box 53, Selby, North Yorkshire,

Y08 5YZ, ENGLAND) (-Robert)

AFTERBLAST - RECTAL DISASTER TAPE Ummm, look at the title.D Good thick guitar

sound.D Otherwise: disposable goregnnd.D (Marcus, Kapernikusstrasse 19. 65929
FrankfurWIain, GERMANY) (-Robert)

•-distorted crasher-crusting wall of noise chaos
from the USA. They take influence from Japanese crust like GLOOM and their kin, and

weave it together with 1-2 drum beats and snarling distorted vocals. Total worship,

but with a slightly different approach and it’s actually done really fucking well. Take

notice. (JohrvAghast/1 722 1

9

,h
St. #704/Washington DC 20009/john@evilemail.com)

(-JAY)

AK-64 - REMEMBER THE FALLEN TAPE This is the exact opposite of the other

Hombre Loco cassette I reviewed; mediocre abrasive meta/grind.D Blast beats and

distorted vocals, decent recording. Most of the songs titles seem like nonsense, until

you get to “Do You Wanna Hunt a Cunt.” I'll pass.D I don't see how the same person

could have released both this garbage and the B ABUSE tape, which I love.D Huh.

(Hombre Loco, Postfach 10 31 17, 60101 Frankfurt, GERMANY) (-Robert)

ALKALINE TRIO- HALLOWEEN AT THE METRO DVD I went to this show and let me
tell you, the DVD version of it is a lot

more exciting than it was live. If you

like this band, but don’t particularly

want to put up with their rather annoy-

ing pre-pubescentfan base, you should

check out this film. They play all of the

good songs, dress like priests, and

perform in front of an upside down

cross, all in the spirit of Halloween.

The camera angles are nice and the

sound is all mastered and stuff, so it

sounds as good if not better than it did

live. Kung Fu could have done them-

selves and the band a huge favor by

adding footage from the second night

as the show was a lot better, but this is

really quite nice for a $14 DVD. (Kung

Fu Films, P.0. Box 38009, Hollywood,

CA 90038) -TNT

ALLERGIC TO BULLSH IT • TRAIN I

RIDE 7” Punk rock at its finest, from

some of the finest folks that the Bay

Area has to offerthese days.D Heartfelt

punk rock delivered up in five move-

ments; music that isn’t concerned with

pretense or being cool or being heavy,

or rocking out the most, just having fun

and being punks.D Ivy’s vocals fall

squarely in between Penelope Hous-

ton (Avengers), Exene, and something

completely her own.D Raw and unpol-

ished, with a zinei^ooklet with lots more

than just lyrics, this is how more punk

should be, but I don't think most people

are brave enough to do it.D Awesome
record, get it (Half-Day Records, PO
Box 3381, Bloomington, IN, 47402)

(Robert)

AMBULANCL-.M I think I first heard

this band compared to as a Swedish

Tragedy with female vocals. I was

Intnuuud I don’t really lliinkthoy sound

that so comfortably familiar. Times have changed and Ann Beretta has as well. This

acoustic record has some acoustic versions of songs from their first 2 LPs as well as

songs wntten specifically for this CD which originally came out in 99. (Thrown Bnck

Records'PO Box 2831/Louisville KY 40204) (-Chns)

ANNIHILATION TIME - S/T CD Within these 8 songs

you get a strong dose of Black Flag-meets-B’Last

hardcore pummeling! They even have Pettibon art-

work, so you know the 8F influence is all over this

release. It's nice to see a band be able to take from the

past & not just xerox copy it. Keep it up! This is the

Italian CD version, and there is also a USA vinyl version

on It's Alive Records (Head On Rec., Via S Cristoforo

12,36061 Bassano VI, Italy) (Dave)

ANTIMANIAX - DESERT OF CONCRETE CD From the

beginning intro w/sound bytes of "4 finger discount",

my first thought was Choking Victim. And then they

launch into a dirty ska punk energetic beat and I

thought, wow, these guys are influenced by and follow-

ing in the path of Choking Victim and Leftover Crack

and surprisingly there isn’t anyone from those bands in

this band. In fact Antimaniax are from Austria If you

like the style, they’re damn good. Mixing up some dub,

some ska, all in a dirty street punx kinda way with

political lyrics of frustration. Pretty damn good. I’ve

always liked this style and they do it well and interpret

it all in a refreshing manner and it's damn catchy too.

(Household Name Rec/PO Box 12286/London SW9
6FE/UK) (-Chris)

ANLIBiS RISING -SCALES OF TRUTH LP An interest-

ing mix of mello prog rock that builds up into heavy

death metal. The technical aspects of the guitar playing

and the almost bubble like sound quality that it has at

times reminds me of 70s rock - but I think this is a prog

rock thing, which I’ve never been drawn to or into. The

full blown death metal parts are still very technical and

classical, but I like those parts more - the vocals are

raspy and the playing has the full blown weaving guitar

leads and plenty of heavy pummeling power - all of which is a comfortable sound and

style for me. The mix is interesting, but I found myself so not into the bubble space jam

parts and even the mello classical parts and if it were full blown death metal throughout

it's probably be too much (though probably not). Definitely different from anything I’ve

ever listened to or reviewed, but not quite up my alley. (Tarnsgalactic Laddet/PO Box

104/ Wilmington CA 90748) (-Chris)

ARMY OF PONCH- VS. THE CURSE 77CDEP Army of Ponch are Florida’s answer to

Drive Like Jehu. They are tight, discordant,

and well Drive Like Jehuesque. Onthis record,

they battle the curse. I’m not sure if it’s the

band The Curse (rip), or what, but I think it's

safe to say that Army of Ponch wins since The

Curse broke up. This is short and sweet.

(Sabot Productions, P.0. 8ox 28, Gainesville,

FL 32602 or from No Idea

www.noidearecords.com) -TNT

ASSAULT - 2 *> SELF TITLED CD Confus-

ingly, this is ASSAULT'S new album and like

the I
s1

it’s also self titled with a scenic land^

sky-scape cover pic Also much like the 1
sl

album, this is full on raging Japanese hardcore,

with their own epic slant drawing you into the

songs. 6 tracks in 22+ minutes. Get it. (Hg

Fact Records/ 105 Nakano Shinbashi Man-

sion/Yayio-cho2-7-15/Nakano Tokyo 164-

0013 / Japan) (email:

hgfact@japan.interq.or.jp) (-JAY)

ASSCHAPEL - FIRE AND DESTRUCTION CD
Chris and I went to the pointless fest a few

months ago. Now this metal head is pretty

fuckin opinionated when it comes to music,

so needless to say there were only a few

bands I really wanted to see. Regardless, I

kept an open mind and enjoyed almost all the

bands (Inepsy's Venom tinged charged punk

was a pleasant surprise!) So what does this

have to do v/Asschapel you may be asking?

Simple, as Robert and I hung out in the corner

(yes he stayed in the same spot tor 2 days!)

we would talk about new music Knowing my
proclivity for death metal, he told me I NEEDED
to check out Asschapel. "Stupid fucking

name ”
I said. “They're death metal and don’t

know it.” Was his answer So, trusting his

judgment, I was pleased to see a copy of this

record arrive w4n a week of being home from

the fest. I promptly snatched it up and played

it Holy shit!! If Robert ain't right on the mark!

Wall, nut uA tii. II v. Iliuv .mi nut j UimIIi mtilul

metal, rock, and kick ass hardcore into a stew of brilliant music that I can’t stop playing 1

I've done the test. I get paid to play metal CDs and drink beer at metal Mondays here in

Richmond at a bar, and I have played this CD for the staunchest, close minded to the

point of "if it isn’t metal it’s weak’’ metalheads, and everyone who has heard it wants to

know who Asschapel is Nuff said, buy this today. (CD $8pp(y $11 world. Crimes

Against Humanity Records/ PO Box 1421/Eau Claire Wl 54702/ LP. Hungry Ghosts

Records/ PO Box

62024 1/Middleton Wl

53562) (-Enk)

B-ABUSE - fTENS|65

TAPE Mostly mid-

tempo anguished

screaming hardcore

Deutschland ..think

ONE EYED GOD
PROPHECY but

slower! I Droning gui-

tars and solid

screamed vocals make

these five tunes, re-

corded in 1998, sound

fresh and better than

loads of stuff that is

coming out these

days! ) Kinda gothy,

always a plus, reminds

me also of fellow Ger-

mans ZORN, this is

awesome!..] (Hombre

Loco, Postfach 10 31

17, 60101 Frankfurt.

GERMANYK I (-Robert)

BABEINTHEWOOD S-

BLOOD JFLOWSJJN-
DER SNOWS CD This

is a solo, acoustic, lo-

fi, folk punk record

fromRyanBatkie.from

Philly, PA He also

plays in a band called Abe Froman. It's really lo-fi and dark. His voice is very deep and
he sings kind of like a twangy Nick Cave, only his records are way less produced. This

one's pretty country, which I like. Oooh! It comes with a button. (Friends & Relatives,

P O. Box 23, Bloomington. IN 47402) -TNT
BACKSLIDE - TERROR AGE CD This is good punk rock from Germany with a strong UK
punk feeling to it (accent sounds more English than German) . These guys have a good
sound that is rockin' and catchy. Sorta streetpunk with a good catch The vocals have

that gruffness that isn't tob rough and there are plenty of chorus backups. It's strong

with just enough power to balance the melody. A touch of One Way System They're

got plenty of sound guitar leads and rockin' parts, but while I'm not a big guitar lead fan,

these are done in the way which works. Solid, and powerful with a good mix of melodic

punk and street punk. (Social Bomb Records' Postfach 10020^47002 Duisburg'

Germany) (-Chris)

BEER GARDEN - COMING AFTER YOU! This is awesome. Lo-Fi straight forward punk

that is both pissed and melodic, aggressive and catchy. With two female singers this

reminds me a bit of the Spider Cunts or the 86d - from NYC - mostly in the vocals though
- the tough girl voice reminding me of Amyl Nitrate. What is cool about this band is that

they’ve got this catchy fun punk style - reminding me a bit of the midwest Arkansas scene
like Soophie Nun Squad meets some of the acoustic punk happens with even a touch

of cow punk style to some of the more acoustic guitar playing. In a way this band is all

over the place, but they pull it off amazingly well and I really dig it. ($5ppd/Drunk Tank

Rec/229 Maujer St #2R'Brooklyn NY 1 1 206/www. drunktankrecords com) (-Chris)

BETERCORE - YOUTHCRUST DISCO-GRAPHY CD One of the best European bands I

saw in my months on the continent, and easily some of the greatest folks I crossed paths

with as well.i ] Somewhere between the ridiculous genre boundaries that define

“fastcore” and “crust,” although more emphasis on the former than the latter, this disc

compiles, as the title implies, the entire recorded output of the Dutch thrashers

BETERCORE!. ! Fast as shit, fucking awesome politicakfaersonal lyrics, and killer riffs set

this band far apart from their peers, and the live show must be seen to be believed.: Not

your typical hardcore band by any means, and I thank them for that They 're some of the

only Europeans you'll meet who enjoy eating peanut butter as well, in case you were
wondering.!

]
(Six Weeks. 225 Lincoln Avenue, Cotati, CA 94931) (-Robert)

BLEEDING KANSAS - 7" So the ad from the label says this is like Black Flag and Swiz

mixed with Pg. 99 Uh, the label is high on mescaline Emo styled hardcore from

southern California! Quiet parts with pretty guitar licks, then loud chaos ensues. .1 did

hear Swiz for one brief second, but only because I was listening for it This stuff is more
on the heavy side than some things in this “genre," and there is not the excessive guitar

nonsense that tends to kill bands like this! I It's still punk enough to be punk, and, while

this record is pretty damn good, if Bleeding Kansas stay on the punk road, then I bet they

will be fucking awesome, please don't let them start wearing S75 jeans and get fancy

haircuts i (Coldbrmger Records. PO Box 65144, Los Angeles, CA 90065) (Robert)

with a later ENGLISH DOGSUROKEN BONES feel. The sound here is very rough, but you
get the basic idea of the songs, and after time these guys could really do something great

For now. this is rough, a little loose around the edges, but enjoyable metallic punk
complete with cool (though buried) guitar leads I can't make out much of the lyrics, but

I do hear the 1
•' song's "full metal warrior” chorus Haha! The lyrics are also printed so

you can follow along if you like, Check it out ($2ppd to Jimmy Sinn/ 1 6432 Phillips Kd

/ llollov. NY 144/U/ USA, Oluilwullui’VJlmu luiiii i JAYl

can ride the power of drone. But drone sounds boring, and this is not. They keep the

rock going and stay away from the painfully slow style that you could nod out too.

Nope, Brainoil are good and I found myself liking this way more than I expected. An
excellent full length if you like the genre. (Life is Abuse/PO Box 20524'Oakland CA
91620) (-Chris)

CAUCO SYSTEM - THE DUPLICATED MEMORY CD In thatfusion of hardcore, emo,
and metal, this St. Louis band bridges the hybrid. They do it well, but I’ve heard so
much of this, I’m getting tired of it. Especially when the mello gets super sing-song
sweet - it catches me off guard and makes me think of the radio. The guy can work
his voice well though, singing melodies right and then bursting into the aggressive

harsh screaming and as well, with some moderate vocals in between. The band
covers the full spectrum, most of which I think sounds pretty good, there are only

some of the more radio fnendly mello parts that turn me off The discordant, angsty

heavy parts are much better and this is solid overall, but not something I’ll probably

listen to a lot. (Eulogy Recordings^ Box 2491 3/Ft. Lauderdale FL 33307) (-Chris)

CANINE SUGAR- THE FIRST TWO RECORDS CD Rememberthat Twee Pop stuff that

was coming out of the Pacific Northwest a few years ago? Bands like Tiger Trap, Go
Sailor, The Softies, and Other bands with that lady in them? Well, this is the all male
version of that stuff, only from Michigan. It's really poppy and silly and kind of syrupy.

The first half of the CD was composed when the members were in high school. The
second half was composed after two people quit and two Matt’s joined. The lyrics

fit the music perfectly and are also very poppy and silly and syrupy. (Fnends and

Relatives, P.O. Box 23, Bloomington, IN 47402)

CAJTTAL DEATH - $/f 7" Fast thrashing hardcore punk from Canada. They have a

heavier more aggressive feel then most typical thrashing punk, and it works. Almost
bordering crossover at times but any metal elements are very minimal and quite hard

to detect in the overall sound. An excellent debut ep! Hope to hear more from them.

($4ppd CAN$5ppd USA to: Dave Brown/ 16 Hingley Ave/Truso N.S./B2N 3B8/
Canada/email: slothcore@hotmail.com) (-JAY)

CJ RIL - HYSTERIA DRIVEN CD This So-Cal band is keeping the death rock goth punk
thing alive. I think this is really cool cause they totally remind me of Rudimentary Peni,

in a way that no one really has. They also have some more upbeat and more
traditionally punk songs here too. Sometimes this totally rocks and there are other

moments where it is almost ternble, but in that “it’s so goth” way. If you like Peni,

TSOL or even Chnstian Death - all the goth-death rock punk - then you should

definitely check this out (Know Rec/PO Box 90579!_ong Beach CA 90809) (-Chris)

CLANN ZU - RUACD This is one of the more different things to be reviewed in this I

zine, but it's innovative, pretty cool and worth a mention. This is an IristvAustralian

combo that plays a rather melodic emotive style, with some energetic fiddles and
some super ballad like operatic parts as well Some of it I like quite a bit, while at other

points it just doesn't feel that relevant to S&L. The vocal style is polished, emotive
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DeathWish, Inc. department ...almost), and a touch there of the ultra heavy thick &
crusty stuff that we all like so much.D But this is still the same band; lots of blazing fast

crossover thrash and spitting razor blades vocals.D Fucking shit this is greatID Get

anything you can by this band.D (WHY Records, PO Box 53, Selby, North Yorkshire,

Y08 5YZ, ENGLAND) (-Robert)

AFTERBLAST - RECTAL DISASTER TAPE Ummm, look at the title.D Good thick guitar

sound.D Otherwise: disposable goregrind.D (Marcus, Kapernikusstrasse 1 9, 65929
FrankfurVMain, GERMANY) (-Robert)

AGHAST -9 TRACK DEMO CDR Liber-distorted crasher-crusting wall of noise chaos

from the USA. They take influence from Japanese crust like GLOOM and their kin, and

weave it together with 1-2 drum beats and snarling distorted vocals. Total worship,

but with a slightly different approach and it’s actually done really fucking well. Take

notice. (JohrvAghasH 722 1
9“’ St. #704/Washington DC 20009/|ohn@evilemail.com)

(-JAY)

AK-64 • REMEMBER THE FALLEN TAPE This is the exact opposite of the other

Hombre Loco cassette I reviewed; mediocre abrasive metaPgrind.D Blast beats and

distorted vocals, decent recording. Most of the songs titles seem like nonsense, until

you get to “Do You Wanna Hunt a Cunt." I'll pass.D I don't see how the same person

could have released both this garbage and the B ABUSE tape, which I love.D Huh.

(Hombre Loco, Postfach 10 31 17, 60101 Frankfurt, GERMANY) (-Robert)

ALKALINE.TRIO- HALLOWEEN AT THE METRO DVD I went to this show and let me
tell you, the DVD version of it is a lot

more exciting than it was live. If you

like this band, but don’t particularly

want to put up with their rather annoy-

ing pre-pubescent fan base, you should

check out this film. They play all of the

good songs, dress like priests, and

perform in front of an upside down

cross, all in the spirit of Halloween.

The camera angles are nice and the

sound is all mastered and stuff, so it

sounds as good if not better than it did

live. Kung Fu could have done them-

selves and the band a huge favor by

adding footage from the second night

as the show was a lot better, but this is

really quite nice for a $1 4 DVD. (Kung

Fu Films, P.O. Box 38009, Hollywood,

CA 90038) -TNT

ALLERGIC TO BULLSHIT - TRAIN I

RIDE 7” Punk rock at its finest, from

some of the finest folks that the Bay

Area has to offer these days.D Heartfelt

punk rock delivered up in five move-

ments; music that isn’t concerned with

pretense or being cool or being heavy,

or rocking out the most, just having fun

and being punks.D Ivy's vocals fall

squarely in between Penelope Hous-

ton (Avengers), Exene, and something

completely her own.D Raw and unpol-

ished, with a zin&foooklet with lots more

than just lyrics, this is how more punk

should be, but I don’t think most people

are brave enough to do it.D Awesome
record, get it. (Half-Day Records, PO
Box 3381, Bloomington, IN, 47402)

(Robert)

AMBULANCE - ST I think I first heard

this band compared to as a Swedish

Tragedy with female vocals. I was

intrigued. I don’treallythinkthey sound

like Tragedy, but I do really like the sound of Ambulance. They're super heavy, with

a metallic edge, a thick distorted layered style of weaving guitars, some slightly death

metallish riffs and guttural rough vocals from Louise Good shit. (Busted Heads/Box

275/ 901 06 Umea Sweden) (-Chris)

ANN BERETTA - THE OTHER SIDE OF THE COIN CD This is the acoustic Ann Beretta

album that was done with the original line up years ago and now rereleased. For me,

this is a jump back to the past of almost forgotten days that seem so long ago. Yet

these voices mixing in their sweet melodies and singing these familiar songs is just

political lyrics of frustration. Pretty damn good. I've

always liked this style and they do it well and interpret

it all in a refreshing manner and it’s damn catchy too.

(Household Name Rec/PO Box 12286' London SW9
6FE^UK) (-Chris)

ANL! BIS RISING - SCALES, OFIRUIH..LP An interest-

ing mix of mello prog rock that builds up into heavy

death metal. The technical aspects of the guitar playing

and the almost bubble like sound quality that it has at

times reminds me of 70s rock - but I think this is a prog

rock thing, which I’ve never been drawn to or into. The

full blown death metal parts are still very technical and

classical, but I like those parts more - the vocals are

raspy and the playing has the full blown weaving guitar

leads and plenty of heavy pummeling power - all of which is a comfortable sound and

style for me. The mix is interesting, but I found myself so not into the bubble space jam

parts and even the mello classical parts and if it were full blown death metal throughout

it's probably be too much (though probably not). Definitely different from anything I've

ever listened to or reviewed, but not quite up my alley. (Tarnsgalactic Laddet/PO Box

1 04/Wilmington CA 90748) (-Chris)

ARMY OF PONCH- VS. THE CURSE 77CDEP Army of Ponch are Florida’s answer to

Drive Like Jehu. They are tight, discordant,

and well Drive Like Jehuesque On this record,

they battle the curse. I’m not sure if it's the

band The.Curse (rip), or what, but I think it’s

safe to say that Army of Ponch wins since The

Curse broke up. This is short and sweet.

(Sabot Productions, P.O Box 28, Gainesville,

FL 32602 or from No Idea

www.noidearecords.com) -TNT

ASSAULT - 2 SELF TITLED CD Confus-

ingly, this is ASSAULT'S new album and like

the I
s

' it's also self titled with a scenic land'

sky-scape cover pic Also much like the I
s '

album, this is full on raging Japanese hardcore,

with their own epic slant drawing you into the

songs. 6 tracks in 22+ minutes. Get it. (Hg

1 Fact Records/ 105 Nakano Shmbashi Man-

sion/Yayio-cho2-7-1 5/Nakano Tokyo 164-

0013 / Japan) (email:

hgfact@japan interq.or.jp) (-JAY)

ASSCHAPEL - FI RE AND DESTRUCTION CD

Chris and I went to the pointless fest a few

months ago. Now this metal head is pretty

fuckin opinionated when it comes to music,

so needless to say there were only a few

bands I really wanted to see. Regardless, I

kept an open mind and enjoyed almost all the

bands (Inepsy’s Venom tinged charged punk

was a pleasant surprise!) So what does this

have to do v^Asschapel you may be asking?

Simple, as Robert and I hung out in the corner

(yes he stayed in the same spot for 2 days!)

we would talk about new music. Knowing my
proclivity for death metal, he told me I NEEDED
to check out Asschapel. “Stupid fucking

name "
I said. “They're death metal and don't

know it." Was his answer So, trusting his

judgment, I was pleased to see a copy of this

record arrive win a week of being home from

the fest. I promptly snatched it up and played

it Holy shit!! If Robert ain't right on the mark!

Well, not exactly. They are not a death metal

band, but fuck if they don't have a large leaning towards it. Let me make an analogy.

There is a band from Belgium called Aborted. They're a death metal band, but they stand

out amongst the sea of mundane bands because they break out of that mold and

incorporate different styles of heavy music win the death metal framework. On a side

note, anyone who shares my musical taste should definitely pick up a copy of Aborted'sQ

“Goremageddon the saw and the carnage done". Anyhow, Asschapel does the same
for Hardcore They are essentially a hardcore band in the vein of the Tennessee Diaspora

(tragedyfrom ashes rise), but they are so so so much more. They incorporate death

always a plus, reminds

me also of fellow Ger-

mans ZORN. ..this is

awesome. (Hombre

Loco. Postfach 10 31

17, 60101 Frankfurt,

GERMANY)l ) (-Robert)

BABEINTHEWOODS-
BLOOD FLOWS UN-

DER SNOWS CD This

is a solo, acoustic, lo-

fi, folk punk record

from Ryan Batkie, from

Philly, PA. He also

plays in a band called Abe Froman. It's really lo-fi and dark. His voice is very deep and

he sings kind of like atwangy Nick Cave, only his records are way less produced. This

one’s pretty country, which I like. Oooh! It comes with a button. (Friends & Relatives,

P.O. Box 23, Bloomington, IN 47402) -TNT
BACKSLIDE - TERROR AGE CD This is good punk rock from Germany with a strong UK
punk feeling to it (accent sounds more English than German). These guys have a good

sound that is rockin’ and catchy. Sorta streetpunk with a good catch The vocals have

that gruffness that isn’t too rough and there are plenty of chorus backups. It's strong

with just enough power to balance the melody. A touch of One Way System They're

got plenty of sound guitar leads and rockin' parts, but while I'm not a big guitar lead fan,

these are done in the way which works. Solid, ano powerful with a good mix of melodic

punk and street punk (Social Bomb Records' Postfach 10020y 47002 Duisburg'

Germany) (-Chris)

BEER GARDEN - COMING AFTER YOU! This is awesome. Lo-Fi straight forward punk

that is both pissed and melodic, aggressive and catchy. With two female singers this

reminds me a bit of the Spider Cunts or the 86d - from NYC - mostly in the vocals though
- the tough girl voice reminding me of Amyl Nitrate. What is cool about this band is that

they've got this catchy fun punk style - reminding me a bit of the midwest Arkansas scene

like Soophie Nun Squad meets some of the acoustic punk happens with even a touch

of cow punk style to some of the more acoustic guitar playing. In a way this band is all

over the place, but they pull it off amazingly well and I really dig it. (S5ppd/ Drunk Tank

Rec/229 Maujer St #2R/Brooklyn NY 1 1206/www.drunktankrecords com) (-Chris)

BETERCORE - YOUTHCRUST DISCO-GRAPHY CD One of the best European bands I

saw in my months on the continent, and easily some of the greatest folks I crossed paths

with as well. i J Somewhere between the ridiculous genre boundaries that define

“fastcore" and “crust," although more emphasis on the former than the latter, this disc

compiles, as the title implies, the entire recorded output of the Dutch thrashers

BETERCORE! ) Fast as shit, fucking awesome politicakbersonal lyrics, and killer riffs set

this band far apart from their peers, and the live show must be seen to be believed.; Not

yourtypical hardcore band by any means, and I thank them for that They re some of the

only Europeans you'll meet who enjoy eating peanut butter as well, in case you were

wondering.: i (Six Weeks, 225 Lincoln Avenue, Cotati, CA 94931) (-Robert)

BLEEDING KANSAS - 7" So the ad from the label says this is like Black Flag and Swiz

mixed with Pg. 99.! Uh, the label is high on mescaline Emo styled hardcore from

southern California.! Quiet parts with pretty guitar licks, then loud chaos ensues .1 did

hear Swiz for one brief second, but only because I was listening for it. This stuff is more
on the heavy side than some things in this “genre," and there is not the excessive guitar

nonsense that tends to kill bands like this!! It's still punk enough to be punk, and, while

this record is pretty damn good, if Bleeding Kansas stay on the punk road, then I bet they

will be fucking awesome, please don't let them start wearing S75 jeans and get fancy

haircuts • (Coldbringer Records, PO Box 65144. Los Angeles, CA 90065) (Robert)

BLUDWULF -ANARCH Y REAPER PUNK ATTACK DEMO Upstate New York Metal-punk

with a later ENGLISH DOGS/8ROKEN BONES feel The sound here is very rough, but you

get the basic idea of the songs, and after time these guys could reaily do something great

For now, this is rough, a little loose around the edges, but enjoyable metallic punk

complete with cool (though buried) guuar leads. I can't make out much of the lyrics, but

I do hear the 1 song's “full metal warrior" chorus. Haha! The lyrics are also printed so

you can follow along if you like. Check it out. ($2ppd to Jimmy Sinn/ 1 6432 Phillips Rd

/Holley, NY 14470/ USA/ bludwulf@yahoo.com) (-JAY)

BOXED IN - ST 7" Some fast raw hardcore from the UK Heavily distorted in a raw
abrasive manner, this is played super tight and fast with a relentless, urgent and anxious

energy Heavy in the pummeling drive and so fast that when it ends you want to hear

it again (Busted Heads' Box 275' 901 06 Umea Sweden) (-Chns)

BRAINQIL - ST LP This is a slow and heavy dirgey 3 piece from Oakland. I managed
to listen to half this on the wrong speed (too slow) before totally realizing - no way On
the 45 speed this still slow and heavy, but it s also got plenty of a rockin’ groove. A lot

of groove. Sola could go down with the Stoner rock crowd. It’s so heavy that you totally

AMIH PETERSEN S AUME Blod Ser Mere

Virkeligt Ud Pa Film 7" Second ep from Danish HC

ragers. Sounds like the missing Dischord 7" from 1981,

or lost Black Flag sessions from 1980, but in Danish!

HC7029

VITAMIN X Down the Drain Second full length.

Fast intense Hardcore from Holland. The perfect mix

between straight edge youth crew and fast-core thrash.

LPHC1207 & CD HC5007

WOlJItKIGitlH! Progression/Regression Havoc

brings you more savage Swedish Hardcore. Wolfbrigade

(formerly known as Wolfpack) shred your ears with a

total Scandinavian d-beat crustcore assault. Vinyl ver-

sion is a Picture Disc! Split release w/ Farewell records

of Germany. LP HC1206 [PICTURE DISK] £ CD HC5006

CAUSTIC CHRIST S/T Two guys from Aus Rotten,

1 from React and 1 from Submachine combine to create

a new hardcore powerhouse. Combining the stylings of

early Corrosion of Conformity with faster Swedish hard-

core resulting iri a manic HC sound. HC 7Q28

MISERY The Early Years Includes the Bom. Fed,

Slaughtered, Blindead, and Children of War Ts. the Misery

side of the split LP with SDS, and the Production Through

Destruction LP. 71 Minutes of Amebix style apocalyptic

crust. Split release with Crimes Against Humanity

Records. CD HC5004

HOLDING ON Just Another Day LP / CO Crucial

hardcore from Minnesota’s Holding On! Mixes the

crunch of Judge and Chain of Strength with the anger

and raw power of Negative Approach. Totally pissed off,

raw, powerful Hardcore! Split release with THD, Havoc

and 1% records. LP HC12D3 % CD HC5003

IIS* 13 Killed by the Kids One of the best bands in

hardcore today. Amazing second LP of early 80s-style

thrash/ HC/ punk. Excellent production, Pushead cover

art LPHC 1202 S CD HC5002

OMRs 13 Complete Discography 1994-2000 All the

7“s and comp tracks with one unreleased song CD
HC5001

ASSEMBLY OE COD Submission Obcdiem :v.

DEMON SYSTEM 13 Aborted Teen Generation 7"

EP U.S. press of this amazing Swedish hardcore band.

fast aggressive powerful old-school hardcore. HC7017

CODE- 13 A Part Of America Died Today 7" EP Third

and best EP from Minnesota thrash punk defenders of

the faith twelve songs. HC7016

TAMPERE SS Kuolutt & Kuopattu 7" EP Demo and

comp tracks from this crucial Finnish hardcore band of

the early 80s HC7015

TAMl'EHE SS SS Sotaa 7" EP More incredible

Finnish thrash hardcore first released iri 83. HC7014

NOlA/HRO i HER INFERIOR split 7“ HC7~
PROTESTI S/T 8 track EP HC7012

HEIST Pain Is Causing Life 7" EP HC7011

DISTRAUGHT S/T 7" EP HC7010

MURDERERS S/T 7“ EP HC7009

CORE- 13 They Made a Wasteland and Called it

Pnjr.a HfOfinii

to detect in the overall sound. An excellent debut ep! Hope to hear more from them.

($4ppd CAN'$5ppd USA to: Dave Brown/16 Hingley Ave/Truso N.S./B2N 388/
Canada/email: slothcore@hotmail.com) (-JAY)

CIRIL - HYSTERIA DRIVEN CD This So-Cal band is keeping the death rock goth punk
thing alive. I think this is really cool cause they totally remind meof Rudimentary Peni,

in a way that no one really has. They also have some more upbeat and more
traditionally punk'songs here too. Sometimes this totally rocks and there are other

moments where it is almost ternble, but in that "it's so goth" way If you like Peni,

TSOL or even Christian Death - all the goth-death rock punk - then you should

definitely check this out (Know Rec'PO Box 90579'Long Beach CA 90809) (-Chns)

CLANN ZU - RUACD This is one of the more different things to be.reviewed in this

zme, but it’s innovative, pretty cool and worth a mention. This is an IristvAustralian

combo that plays a rather melodic emotive style, with some energetic fiddles and

some super ballad like operatic parts as well . Some of it I like quite a bit, while at other

points it just doesn’t feel that relevant to S&L. The vocal style is polished, emotive

PLNK / HARDCORE / HIRAM I

CREST WAR fJapurt)

GLOOM - -‘DEMOS’” LP $0 (crasher crust)

G.O.T.A.

BESTHOVEN - “MORI VICTIMS” T' $4 (brasil disbeat)

WORMS MEAT- T $4 (JAPAN / HC)
SPEED STATE RECORDS (.hi/mm

ARMAGEDOM - “SII.LNCIO” Cl) $12 (80/ brasil) 1st 12”

LOBOTOMIA - s/t Cl) $12 (87 / BRASIL / HC)
CONCRETE; SOX -“YOUR TURN NEXT” Cl) $12 (85 / UK)
OONCRE IT SOX SORRY VICAR" CD $12 (87 / UK)

EIGHT RECORDS 0 inland)

K A.AOS - RIS ITNAl T .ITT KAAOS" IP $12 (80s)
RIIS IT T YT - s/t 10“ (200.1 FINN / HC)
WBI I) - “ACID IN THE FACE" T* $5

PROPAGANDA RECORDS {I-inland)

RIISTETYT “HC REVIVAL” Cl) $11 50 (80 s)

RIIS I’ETYT - “RELOADED” CD $13 50 (m id 80s / 1900)

KAAOS -"RISTlN.AUL.rn.i KAAOS" CD $11 50 (80 s)

KANGAROO RECORDS fHolland

)

jesus and tire gospelfuckers / agent orange - I P $1 1 / CD $12
1) S B - “BATTLE INTO’’ 7" $6 (JAPAN / HC)
MM ‘•REVERENDS" 7" $6 ( looo aussie / he)

S I’Rt \G l I* s/t 7" $6 (CA 1 1C) dutch press

AGIPCNK (Italy)

INIT/IONI "OPPRESSION!"’ I P $10 (80/ IT ALY / IK )

I! S ARSE 1081 thru 198V
I P $10 (IT ALY / HC)

VTIMLINEN KOI.ONNA I P $10/(1) $0 on IICII (finn)

VARIOUS TITLES
RELIGIOUS WAR - “CRACKED SYSTEM” I P $0 (PDX)
M D C - “DEAD COPS" cassette $0 (82 I X) rabid dog
CROSSE ACL! - “RET) I INI C 1) $1 1 (JAPAN) h g fact

ASSAULT - (2nd) C D $12 (JAPAN H( ) hg fact

VARITILA - s/t 7" $o (riistelvt
, meanwhile) 1000 db

BLACK IT AG everything’ 2xl.P $14 (keith chavo .de/)

LEBENDEN IOTL.N NUCLEAR FLOWERS" 7”$5(pd\)
SCARRED l OR LIFE IS THIS” 7“ $4 (C A / HC) 2001

IN THE! WAKE! OE HIE PLAL'GE s/t 7” $4 (( A /CRl IS I )

PANDEMONIUM - 2 X CD $15 (80 s dulfcli / he) Ip's
,
T s

KAFKA PROSESS INGEN EATTTGI I P $1 1 (80 s norway)
MYAl. M.ASSAKRE discography cassette SMpdx / d - beat)

BROKEN BOM S LIVE! 100 C LI B” CD $14 (I K IK ) 80 s

AMEBIX mi! POWER REMAINS I PS! I (IJK / HC)80’s
BORN / DEAD - s/t T $4 or 12 ” on Prank $8 50 (CA / HC)
CONCLUSION- 7- SS (JAPAN / HC) on II G FACT
(V/A) “SENZA TREGUA” LP $12(81 / ITALY) bet# 16

AS( OCTAL IIARIX'ORi: 7 $4 (82 / SWEDEN) demo
DO A SOMETHING” I PSIO/CD $11 (CANADA) debut

DC) A “HARDCORES!” I.P $10 / Cl) S1 1 (CANADA? I If)

« PAHA NO I I Rl 1)10 1)1 I P $10 ( vcne/ucla / he punk)
CM STIC CHRIST • CAN I Rl.l All LP $9 (PA IK)



ALLERGIC 10 BULLSHIT • TRAIN I

RIDE 7" Punk rock at its finest, from

some of the finest folks that the Bay

Area has to offer these days.0 Heartfelt

punk rock delivered up in five move-

ments; music that isn’t concerned with

pretense or being cool or being heavy,

or rocking out the most, just having fun

and being punks.D Ivy’s vocals fall

squarely in between Penelope Hous-

ton (Avengers), Exene, and something

completely her own.D Raw and unpol-

ished, with azinetjooklet with lots more

than just lyrics, this is how more punk

should be, but I don’t think most people

are brave enough to do it.D Awesome
record, get it. (Half-Day Records, PO
Box 3381, Bloomington, IN, 47402)

(Robert)

AMBULANCE - S/T I think I first heard

this band compared to as a Swedish

Tragedy with female vocals. I was

intrigued Idon'treallythinktheysound

like Tragedy, but I do really like the sound of Ambulance. They’re' super heavy, with

a metallic edge, a thick distorted layered style of weaving guitars, some slightly death

metallish riffs and guttural rough vocals from Louise Good shit. (Busted Heads^Box
275^901 06 Umea Sweden) (-Chris)

ANN BERETTA - THE OTHER SIDE OF THE COIN CD This is the acoustic Ann Beretta

album that was done with the original line up years ago and now rereleased. For me,

this is a jump back to the past of almost forgotten days that seem so long ago. Yet

these voices mixing in their sweet melodies and singing these familiar songs is just

hgfact@japan.interq.or.jp) (-JAY)

ASSCHAPEL - FIRE AND DESTRUCTION CD
Chris and I went to the pointless fest a few

months ago. Now this metal head is pretty

fuckin opinionated when it comes to music,

so needless to say there were only a few

bands I really wanted to see. Regardless, I

kept an open mind and enjoyed almost all the

bands (Inepsy’s Venom tinged charged punk

was a pleasant surprise!) So what does this

have to do v^Asschapel you may be asking?

Simple, as Robert and I hung out in the corner

(yes he stayed in the same spot for 2 days!)

we would talk about new music. Knowing my
proclivity for death metal, he told me I NEEDED
to check out Asschapel. “Stupid fucking

name "
I said. “They're death metal and don't

know it.’

-

Was his answer So, trusting his

judgment, I was pleased to see a copy of this

record arrive w4n a week of being home from

the fest. I promptly snatched it up and played

it Holy shit!! If Robert ain't right on the mark!

Well, not exactly. They are not a death metal

band, but fuck if they don't have a large leaning towards it. Let me make an analogy.

There is a band from Belgium called Aborted. They’re a death metal band, but they stand

out amongst the sea of mundane bands because they break out of that mold and

incorporate different styles of heavy music win the death metal framework. On a side

note, anyone who shares my musical taste should definitely pick up a copy of Aborted’$
“Goremageddon the saw and the carnage done". Anyhow, Asschapel does the same
for Hardcore. They are essentially a hardcore band in the vein of the Tennessee Diaspora

(tragedyrtrom ashes rise), but they are so so so much more. They incorporate death

compiles, as the title implies, the entire recorded output of the Dutch thrashers

BETERCORE.LJ Fast as shit, fucking awesome politicat^ersonal lyrics, and killer riffs set

this band far apart from their peers, and the live show must be seen to be believed Not

your typical hardcore band by any means, and I thank them for that They 're some of the

only Europeans you’ll meet who enjoy eating peanut butter as well, in case you were

wondering. I ] (Six Weeks, 225 Lincoln Avenue, Cotati, CA 94931) (-Robert)

BLEEDING KANSAS - 7" So the ad from the label says this is like Black Flag and Swiz

mixed with Pg. 99.! ! Uh, the label is high on mescaline.! Emo styled hardcore from

southern California ! Quiet parts with pretty guitar licks, then loud chaos ensues. I did

hear Swiz for one brief second, but only because I was listening for it This stuff is more
on the heavy side than some things in this “genre,” and there is not the excessive guitar

nonsense that tends to kill bands like this!
1

It's still punk enough to be punk, and, while

this record is pretty damn good, if Bleeding Kansas stay on the punk road, then I bet they

will be fucking awesome, please don't let them start wearing S75 leans and get fancy

haircuts (Coldbringer Records, PO Box 65144, Los Angeles, CA 900G5) (Robert)

with a later ENGLISH DOGS43ROKEN BONES feel The sound here is very rough, but you
get the basic idea of the songs, and after time these guys could reaily do something great

For now. this is rough, a little loose around the edges, but enjoyable metallic punk
complete with cool (though buried) guitar leads. I can't make out much of the lyrics, but

I do hear the 1
' song's "full metal warrior” chorus Haha! The lyrics are also printed so

you can follow along if you like. Check it out. ($2ppd to Jimmy Sinn/1 6432 Phillips Rd

/Holley, NY 14470/ USA/ bludwulf@yahoo.com) (-JAY)

BOXED IN - S7T 7" Some fast raw hardcore from the UK Heavily distorted in a raw
abrasive manner, this is played supertight and fast with a relentless, urgent and anxious

energy Heavy in the pummeling drive and so fast that when it ends you want to hear

it again (Busted Heads/Box 275/901 06 Umea Sweden) (-Chris)

BRAI NOIL - ST LP This is a slow and heavy dirgey 3 piece from Oakland. I managed
to listen to half this on the wrong speed (too slow) before totally realizing - no way On
the 45 speed this still slow and heavy, but it's also got plenty of a rockin' groove A lot

of groove. Sorta could go down with the Stoner rock crowd. It's so heavy that you totally

MAILORDER P.O.BOX 8585 MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55408

LP HCT21T

CO HC05U

OUT SEPTEMBER 1, 2003 ANY LIST
WORDS 7" £ CAUSTIC CniilSl LP/CD

COMING SOON! TEA It IT UP 12" EP/CD

CZOTlROM ASHES lUSE/VICTIMS Split

LP/CD From Ashes Rise brings forth 8 new tracks of

devastating dark hardcore power while Victims unleashes

a total Scandinavian hardcore assault. Flawless

production and Pushead cover art put this one totally

over the top, LPHC1 211 l CDHC5011

I VARIOUS No Hold Back All Attack

Compilation of Minneapols/St. Paul punk and hardcore.

54 bands! Unreleased tracks from Dillinger 4, Misery,

Martyr AD, Holding On. Soviettes many more. USA $10

ppd, Can/Mex $13, World $21 air/$13 surface/

2 x CD = $12 ppd worldwide. TRIPLE LP HC1213
£ DOUBLE CD HC5013

I DAMAGE DEPOSIT Do Damage 7" 8

tracks of critical thrash and sick breakdowns, mix of

early 80s Boston style HC w. Youth Crew Crunch. Ex Code

13 HC 7032

I PATH OF DESTRUCTION 1 am 7" EP

Feel the Darkness era Poison Idea style hardcore from

ex members of Assrash. Calloused. Pontius Pilate and

Code 13. HC 7031

DES'IltOY Discography CO Re-release of the Necro-

polis LP on Sound Pollution with the entire Destroy vinyl

output as "bonus tracks.” All the 7* and comp tracks.

HC5008

SPITTING TEETH Don’t Believe the Hype 7
H

Off-the-hook tast critical hardcore from Seattle. The

guys who brought you the Million Man Mosh return to

burn! HC7030

AMDI PETEIISEN S AKME Blod Ser Mere

Virkeligt Ud Pa Film 7" Second ep from Danish HC

ragers. Sounds like the missing Dischord 7" from 1981,

or lost Black Flag sessions from 1980. but in Danish!

HC7029

VITAMIN X Down the Drain Second full length.

Fast intense Hardcore from Holland. The perfect mix

between straight edge youth crew and fast-core thrash.

LPHC1207 & CO HC5007

WOLFBRIGADE Progression/Regression Havoc

brings you more savage Swedish Hardcore. Wolfbrigade

(formerly known as Wolfpack) shred your ears with a

total Scandinavian d-beat crustcore assault. Vinyl ver-

sion is a Picture Disc! Split release w/ Farewell records

of Germany. LP HC1206 [PICTURE DISK] £- CD HC5006

CAUSTIC CHRIST S/T Two guys from Aus Rotten,

1 from React and 1 from Submachine combine to create

a new hardcore powerhouse. Combining the stylings of

early Corrosion of Conformity with faster Swedish hard-

|

core resulting in a manic HC sound. HC 7028

RIISTETYT Tervetuola Kuolema One ot the great

Finnish hardcore bands of the 80s returns. No weak

rehash here, full on hard driving Finnish style hardcore

that put Tampere on the map! Licensed from Fight

Records, remixed with a bonus track! HC 7027

IDENTITY PARADE: PHOTOGRAPHS RY
KRISTDEER PASANEN, KM5-2000 150

Pages, Black & White, Hardcover Havoc records’ first

effort at publishing. Kristofer Pasanen has compiled an

amazing book of his live photographs of bands taken

over the last five years. Hundreds of bands are pho-

tographed from Crust to SE to Emo ; see the web
site for a complete list. HC-IDP [BOOK]

SKITSYSTEM Enkel Resa Till Rannstenen Second

LP from the masters ot dark Swedish hardcore. Heavy

and brutal b-beat mixed with crusty HC and thrash

styles. A pulverizing steamroller of Swedish hardcore.

Split release with No Tolerance Records of Sweden.

LP HC 1 205 X CD HC5005

NINE SHOCKS TERROR Zen and the Art of

Beating Your Ass The "lost” LP re-issued. This is a totally

remastered and remixed second release of the hard to get

first LP which came out on Devour Records of Japan in

1999. An over the top wall of thrash. Brutal no-holds-

barred sonic assault. This is the most powerful material

by the most intense band in hardcore today. CD contains

all Nine Shocks' recorded material other than the Paying

Ohmage LP. 38 tracks total, including all the 7" and

comp tracks. LP HC1204 $ CD HC5009

MISERY The Early Years Includes the Born, Fed,

Slaughtered, Blindead, and Children of War 7"s
:
the Misery

side of the split LP with SDS, and the Production Through

Destruction LP. 71 Minutes of Amebix style apocalyptic

crust. Split release with Crimes Against Humanity
Records. CD HC5004

DEMON SYSTEM 13 Aborted Teen Generation 7"

EP U.S. press of this amazing Swedish hardcore band,

fast aggressive powerful old-school hardcore. HC7017

(TIDE- 13 A Part Of America Died Today 7" EP Third

and best EP from Minnesota thiash punk delenders of

the faith- twelve songs. HC7016

HOLDING OK Just Another Day LP / CD Crucial

hardcore from Minnesota’s Holding On! Mixes the

crunch of Judge and Chain of Strength with the anger

TAMPERE SS Kuolutt & Kuopattu 7" EP Demo and
comp tracks from this crucial Finnish hardcore band of

the early 80s HC7015

raw, powerful Hardcore! Split release with THD, Havoc

and 1% records. LP HC1203 % CD HC5Q03

TAMPERE SS SS Sotaa 7“ EP More incredible

Finnish thrash hardcore first released iri '83. HC7014

DS»I3 Killed by the Kids One ot the best bands in
NOTA/KROTUER INFERIOR split 7

U
HC7013

hardcore today. Amazing second LP of early 80s-style PROTESTI S/T 8 track EP HC7012

art LP HC 1202 £ CD HC5002 HEIST Pain Is Causing Life 7" EP HC7011

CORE 13 Complete Discography 1994-2000 All the DISTRAUGHT S/T 7" EP HC7010

7"s and comp tracks with one urireleased song. CD
HC5001

MURDERERS S/T 7" EP HC7009

ASSEMBLY OF GOO Submission Obedience

Denial New band with members of Brother Inferior,

Burnpile. and Subsanity. Fast punk/HC a lot like the

(XH)E1 1 3 They Made a Wasteland and Called it

Peace HC7008

11-100’S Texas Death Match V HC7007

later Brother Inferior material. HC7026 MASSKONTROIA Warpath 7" EP HC7006

VITAMIN X People that Bleed Third 7" by this

Dutch SEHC band. Fast HC sound similar to DS-13 or

Life’s Halt. Great political SE lyrics and high energy HC.

HC7025

UODE-13 Doomed Society 7" EP HC7005

BRISTLE System T EP HC7004

AUSRO’ITEN Fuck Nazi Sympathy 7" EP HC7003

CIVIL DISOBEDIENC E In a Few Hours ot

Madness 7" EP HC7002

TEAR IT UP S/T Ex Dead Nation, killer fast hardcore

with lots of drive and energy. HC7024

RS*I3 / CODE 13 13 song split 7” Sweden and
Minnesota united in fast, raw hardcore pride. HC7023

DESTROY Burn this Racist System Down 7" EP
HC7001

REAL ENEMY / HOLDING ON Twin Cities

Hardcore split T Political straight edge and youth crew

hardcore. HC7022.5

-

To read complete descriptions, hear MP3s, view

our selection of tshirt designs, or order by credit

NINE SHOCKS TERROR Mobile Terror Unit

7" EPAwesome raw fast thrash from Cleveland HC7022

card, visit us at www.havocrex.com.

TO ORDER: Send US Cash or Money Orders payable to

KAAOS Nukke Re-issue 1985 Finnish HC. classic stuff.

HC7021
your name, mailing address, item description "and/or

catalog # and quantities.

CLIJSTEKROMRIJMT and the Dirty Little

Weapons 7" EP Brutal dis-core from Stuttgart. Germany.
HC7020

POSTPAID PRICES: 7" Records: $3 USA, $4 air Can/Mex,

$5 air world. LPs: $8 USA, $12 air Can/Mex. $12 suface

world. $16 air world. CDs: $8 everywhere. Book: $15 air

UNITED SUPERVIIJAINS (USV) Escapist 7"

EP crucial fast HC similar lo old Boston bands (ike DYS,

Siege and SSD lull speed ahead 1 HC7019

Orders shipped via media mail within the U.S.. Expect

delivery to take 2-3 weeks. Overseas orders, especially

SPAZM 151 S/T 7" EP Second 7" by this Texas HC
powerhouse. Hardcore like Black Flag. Poison Idea

or Battalion ol Saints. HC7018

available in the USA.You will need approx. 2 links for

each inch of hip measurement available in brass, 30t

each and chrome, 60* each.

< Kl Nl MAK (.It
i
f>nn)

GLOOM - “DEMOS" LP $9 (crasher crust)

G.O.T.A.

BESTHOVEN - “MORE VICTIMS'* T $4 (brasil disbeat )

*

WORMS MEAT - T $4 (JAPAN / HC)
SPEED STATE RECORDS (hipanl

ARMAGEDOM SI! EN( IO"CD $12 (86 / brasil) 1st 12"

LOBOTOMIA - s/t CD $12 (87 / BRASIL / HC)
CONCRETE SOX "YOUR IURN NEXT" CD $12(85 / UK)
CONOR! II SOX SORRY VICAR" CD $12 (87/ UK)

EIGHT RECORDS (I inland)

KA \( >S R IS I I NA l \ .11 1 K A \( )S" LP $ 1 2 ( 8U' s)

RIISTETYT - s/t 10” (200.1 I INN / HC)
W B I D ACID IN 'll IE FACE" 7 $5

PROPAGANDA REC ORDS H inland)

RIISTETYT “1 1C REVIVAL’’ CD $1.1 50 (80 s)

RIISTETYT - RELOADED CD $13 50 (mid 80 s/ 1900)

KAAOS - "RIS IlNAUEITU KAAOS" CD $13.50 (80 s)

KANGAROO RECORDS (Holland)

jcsus and the j-ospclfuckers agent orange LP SI I / CD $12
DSB BATHE INTO" 7" $6 (JAPAN /HC)
AIM REVERENDS" 7 $6 ( 1990 aussie . he)

STRl NO l P s/t 7" $6 (CA 1 1C) dutch press

AGIPLNK (Italy)

INFE/IONE - 'OPPRESSION!" EP $10 (80/ ITALY /1 1C)

ED’S ARSE 1981 thru 1985" I V $10 (ITALY / HC)
VIIME1NEN KOEONNA - EP $10/ CD $9 on IICII (finn)

VARIOUS TITLES
REI IGIOCS WAR - “CRACKED SYSTEM” I P $9 (PDX)
M D C - DEAD (OPS cassette $6 (82 • I X) rabid dog
(ROSSI Ad -“RED I INF!" CD $1 1 (JAPAN) hg Fact

ASSAM I - (2nd) CD $12 (JAPAN / HC) hg fact

\ARI III.A - s/t 7" $ft(riislctyt
, meanwhile) 1000 db

Bl A( K FI AC i "everything 2x1. P $14 (keilh
, chavo . dez)

I I BENDI N TOTEN - “NUCLEAR FLOWERS 7” $5(pd\)
SCARRED FOR FIFE IS ITUS’ 7" $4 (CA HC)2003
IN THE: WAKE! OF HIE PLAIT. E - s/t 7 $4 (ca/ crush

. PANDEMONIUM - 2 X CD $15 (80 s dutch / he) Ip's
,
7 s

KAFKA PROSI XS INGEN EATIKiE" EP $1 1 (80 s norway)
I INAL MASSAKRE discography cassette SI (pd\ /d - beat)

BROKEN BOM S LIVE! 100 ( El B" CD $14 (UK /HC)80 s

AMI BIX - IHE POWER REMAINS I P SI I (IJK / HC) 80 s

BORN / DEAD - s/t T $4 or 12" on Prank $8 50 (CA / HC)
CONCLUSION - 7" $5 (JAPAN / HC) on II G FACT
(V/A) “SENZA TREGUA" LP $12 (8 > / ITALY) bet# 16

ASCOCIAE HARDCORE 7 $4 (82 / SWEDEN) demo
DO A - “SOMETHING" EP $10 CD $13 (CANADA) debut

do a ‘Hardcore: sr i.p $io/cd set (Canada? ho
//PAHA NO II REDIO DE" EP $10 (vcnc/ucla / he / punk)
( AESIK CIIRISl ( AN I RELATE" EP $9 (PA IIC)

CHANNEL I HR EE I VI GOT A GEN EP SI I (ca / he / punk)
KRAI "I AN ADJI S IMFN I' I P $9 (OOP NYC HC PUNK)
RIPCORD “VOL ONE I P $10(80 s UK IK ) 1st I.P I I I XI

RIPCORD * VOI IWO" I P $10 (80 s UK /.HC) 2nd LP .

7"

( iRBAN WASTE - s/t T $5 .
12" $9

.
CD $|0 (82 / NYC / HC)

(V/A) NOT SO Ql II r Cl) $12 < 1st MR R comp) 47 bands

CRAM) THEFT AUDIO <s<) \ HC, CD si I

\nu .

( Offenders .

(
'21 >

. /.yklome a
. Against . Inferno . HI ~

.

Whipping Hay While ( row Adrenalin (I I

>

. Ran Rower
Halln\ lerveei Hadet . Mat Xix RUnn Wrap Had Hostare

Sean Sun funeral I veil Worse
. Razor Modes more

(black) Sill RTS $10 ppd I .$.A. /SIS ppd (WORI l>) air
***

call for sizes / designs . (hey go <piick !!!***

accused amebix
. bastard beslhoven

. broken bones . crow
crude doom d s b . disclose (2) . deceiving society

. defector

etae , tramtid (2) ,
final blood bath

,
gloom

,
judgement

,

rajoitus s d s
, skitsvstcm , wolfbrigade f more

send a stumpJor a catalog with designs 1

PAY MENT IO: CHRIS IIARDY (NO C HEC KS)
TON RED FOX RD
NEW BERN NO 28562 ESA
(phone *) 2*2 - 6TX 4052

SHIPPING (ppd in the U V$.A. only)

Canada i mexico (surface) $1 pci item

Canada / mexico (air) $.T first item and $1 each add item

world (surface) $T first item and $1 each add item

world (air) $5 each li>r first ( two) items and $1 each add item

1,350 record title catalog $1 / $2 world or an IR(

also have . IK.T cassettes (2~) vols . buttons
,
/mes . etc

** MIAMI Rl 1ST SEND YOUR NEW ADDRESS t
***
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From Liege / Belgium, with

Hiatus and Medication Time

members. Harsh hardcore with

metallic guitars - mix Hiatus with

Concrete Sox and Accused.

CD version on Life Is Abuse.

guys are ripping it up on stage & were about 1/2 my age!?! They even played a song

about how much they hate school... This is their full length debut, and though I liked

the 7" more upon first listen, this is starting to grow on me with each listen. On

DeadAlive ... get on it! (DeadAlive Records, PO Box 42593, Philadelphia, PA 19101

www.deadaliverecords.com)(Dave)

EASPA MEASA - SJ CD This is good Irish punk with a really fuzzy recording that is

sometimes hard to take. There's a lot of fuzz to their sound in the recording (in an

intentional it still sounds good way) but the vocals have a lot of distortion so it has a

noisy quality that gets a touch distracting especially cause this is so good. They've

got an all overthe place political punk sound. Anti-consumerism, anti-police,

pro living yourown free life. They've got good melody and superfast chaotic

crazy parts. Male and female dual vocals and a good full variety of guitar

distortion. Some of my favorite parts are fronted by the female singer which

on some songs have a chorus styled 80s synth punk feeling (think Fuzzbox)

while at othertimes they are growling and screaming and throttling through

their instruments. The distorted vocals are worth dealing with cause this is

good all through. ($1 0 ppd world/57 Woodvievi/Lucar/Co. Dublin Ireland)

(-Chris)

ED GEIN - “IT’S A SHAME’’ CD Ultra technical metal core. The kind of record

where, even when they play a part long enough to rock out, the band

immediately switches to a “look-at-me! Look-at-me!" riff that you cannot

understand and you wind up confused and bored. They can play their asses

off, but I think they spend too much effort proving it.D The Stoner parts are

fucking crushing as hell, and most of the fast stuff is pretty damn rocking, but

ED GEIN just never get my groove.D But fans of extreme tecfytjrindfioise

should perhaps take note. (Hex, 201 Maple lane, North Syracuse, NY 1 321 2)

(-Robert)

ELECTRIC CITY FUCK YOU DEMO TAPE Practically over before I knew

whether or not I liked it, I went back and decided that I definitely did indeed

like it.D Bare bones hardcore from upstate NY, like the simplicity of Ramones

on loads of crack, or, in modern terms, file them with Bury the Living, a

compliment in the highest degree.D (no address) (-Robert)

ENDROPHOBIA-4SONG7" I am so excited about this band and this record

.

Recorded in Germany, this features Tati from LostWorld on vocals, and Kelly

from Portland, and Ben from Phalanx. I love her voice so much. She’s got

a very unique style and can sing with a gritty growl and carry a tuneful note as well

and I like the lyrics about the network of punk. They've got this awesome mixed style

of raging heavy punk with a catchy energy that is almost melodic, but in a fast catchy

style. I love this. This is a band to get excited about and look for, but I wonder how
much we’ll see and hear from them seeing as they are kind of a side project

spontaneous band? Well fuck it, this is one Df the best things I’ve heard. Tati has one

of the coolest voices in punk today. (Sound Device Records^ 5 1 3th Ave/Seattle

WA 98122 and No Options/1221 28th St/Oakland CA 94608) (-Chris)
*****

EQUILIBRIUM - DEMO TAPE Plodding drum machine black metal...or maybe it’s

space rock, hard to tell.D Moderately enjoyable, but I’m glad the demo isn’t longerthan

three songs.D (Paradisenoise@aol.com) (-Robert)

ERPICE-STCD Erpice are kind of screamy hardcore with indie rock parts. They from

Italy and all of their songs are in Italian. They are reminiscent of mid-nineties ebullition

records bands. Not really my style. (Liberi Diffusori del Delrio, c/b Fernando Falcolini,

Via Rome, 53, 7201 5 Fasano (BR), Italy) -TNT -

EVERY TIME I DIE - HOT DAMN CD I was expecting to hate this after looking at the

over-the-top layout covered with girls making out... Boy was I wrong! This is such a

great release actually... I have heard them described as “technical noise”,

which about covers it. The noises are all overthe place, but all maintained

in a purposeful chaos. Its screamy, but not sappy... Not at all what I

expected to come out of my speakers. (Ferret Records, 47 Wayne St. #3,

jersey City, NJ 07302 www.ferretstyle.com) (Dave)

EVIL ARMY - CONQUER HUMAN LIFE 7’’ Done in a classic mock horror

movie postersleeve, this Memphis band plays energetic punk with a rockin'

edge. Fast, high energy hard rockin’. The recording is kinda raw, lo-fi and

not distorted. The songs are catchy, with choruses and some wanky guitar

leads. They are ampgd up and play fucking fast punk.. (Contaminate^PO

Box 41953/Memphis TN 38174) (-Chris)

FAILURE FACE - COMPLETE FAILURE CD I have a special relationship with

FAILURE FACE, not that they know it.D 1 994: 1 was on my first real tour (I

had toured before, yes, but this one was a proper 9 week DIY lose ALL of

yourOmoney tour) and we played a show at ABC NO RIO, a place of legend

for us Okies.D Absolutely no one cared that we were there, not the other

bands, not the attendees, we played well after all the cool bands to about

6 of the 300 people who came to the show, and half of those people were

in FAILURE FACED Sure, they didn’t like us, we stank, but they were

supportive, and respected that we were an unknown punk band doing what

we loved to do. . .which was the same thing that they were doing
.

(Then there

was the whole thing about their 1 7 year old bass player drinking a gallon of

Olde English and running of with a prostitute and smoking loads of heroin

and crack and getting stabbed, but that's a different story) “I Won” is still

one of the angriest hardcore songs EVER, and even though 55 minutes is

a lot of any band, this discography is perfect.D All of their recorded output,

plus a reunion show live set (poor sound quality, still smokes). Spite filled,

venom spewing hardcore at its finest, from a band that never got the respect

they deserved.D (Burrito, PO Box 3204, Brandon, FL 33509-3204) (-

Robert) I

FLFTHJ1Q_UR._HER.0- SCATTERED SENTEN CES CEktP I have been anx-

iously awaiting the release of this record since I heard their split with Gunmoll, also

on No Idea. Fifth Hour Hero are great. They are melodic, edgy, and lyrically brilliant

Musically, they are reminiscent of Hof Water Music, Discount, and the like Lyrically,

their songs are about the general state ot unrest in the worm today, political even

TTTT
and well sung (male). This could border between new age world music, some NPR

spotlight or even end up on the radio, hard to tell (G7 Welcoming Committee/PO Box

2700&/360 Main St. Concourse/Winnipeg MB R3C 4T3 Canada) (-Chris)

CLUSTER BOMB UNIT - LAST BAND STANDING EP CLUSTER BOMB UNIT’S sound

has changed a bit over the years, but none can complain because this new material

is fucking solid. They now have a much more bass filled melodic element courtesy of

KELLY H/SEVERED HEAD OF STATEDETESTATION/etc, plus engaging Female

vocals in the vein of HEALTH HAZARD at times (I think). Awesome stuff for sure, and

filled with plenty catchy hooks and war sounds. German hardcore punk. .

.
galloping

off to war! (Angry Records oti Fulvio Dogliotti/C.P. 280/15100 Alessamdria/ltaly

/email: angryrec@iol.it) (-JAY)

Raw crusVhc from Mexico featuring a slightly muddy

metallic sound and very familiar cover art. The songs are powerful with a Swedish

inspired sound and pummeling drums. Solid overall. (Cryptas/Cruz V. Luis/Apartado

Postal #1 6-052/Mexico D.F./email: cons_internacion@hotmail.com) (-JAY)

CQJOBA - ESPIRITU DE PUNK/VIENEN POR N0S0TR0S CD This is awesome!

Really one of the best things I’ve heard in ages. They’re totally punk in a retro way that

reminds me of no other current bands. They’ve got a super catchy, upbeat pogoable

energy, with a fuzzy synthed out sound (no keyboards though). Fronted by a strong

female singer who sings with a strong operatic quality that can carry the notes.

Fucking awesome. The bouncing quality is rad and they throw in some crazy fast

drums too. This reminds me of bands that I have liked so much from Poland or the

Skabs from NYC who seem to be among the only who draw on this kind of new wave

punk style. This band is from Puerto Rico so they sing in Spanish. The lyrics are

awesome too in an anarchist anti-system nature. This is an hour long CD that

combines two tape releases from 1 996 and 1 998. Seriously this is all infectious punk

energy and I know so many people who will absolutely LOVE this as much as me.

Awesome!!! (Cojoba c4) Taina/Calle 7 C-1 9/Metropolis/Carolina/Puerto Rico 00987)

(-Chris)
****

CQLDERA - A STUDY OF REVENGE 7’’ Oh this is so good, how do I get my bearings

on why I like this so much? They've got this feeling that I like. Layered hardcore with

weaving guitar lines and a thick distortion - that balance of apocalyptic punk, of heavy

and melodic, light and dark. Three layers of vocals, in the screamo, discordant

hardcore style, all weaving together over continually changing tempos and guitar lines

that weave and feed and burst forth from underneath. Energized and manic yet totally

tight and catchy in an invigorating way. So fucking good!!! (Matt BadenhOf/1600A

Wheless/Austin TX 78752)
****

COMA ETERNAL - 1 AM THE END CD Death metal hardcore with pummeling drums,

atteer new releases?

BORN DEAD ICONS
“Rums” LP

raging guitar leads and guttural vocals. In the Darkest Hour vein, taking influence from

the Swedish style where death metal meets hardcore. (The Nuance Formula/81 9 North

15th #201/ Milwaukee Wl 53233)

COUNTDOWNTO PUTSCH - INTERVENTIONS IN HEGEMONY 2xCD Utterly unlistenable

garbage from the Crimethinc. family.D Two discs (clocking in at well over 70 minutes

each!!) that shift backand forth between “Process of Weeding Out” era BLACK FLAG and

“Om” era John Coltrane.D Now I happen to like both of those, especially the latter, but

COUNTDOWN. .. is pretentious drivelD Political lyrics that spend so much time being self

righteous that anything of consequence they might have had to is diluted to the point of

worthlessness. A perfect thing to buy if you want to show your fnends

how "out there” and “right on" you are.. .but then those are the folks who

have probably already bought it.D (Crimethinc., PO Box 2133, Greens-

boro, NC 27402) (-Robert)

CRESTFALLEN - &T CD I love the shit out of this band. They're heavy

and insane and play a throttled kind of epic metallic hardcore that just

rocks. I mean really - rockin' energy, catchy grooves, all with a totally

insane over the top edge of mania. Nothing chaotic though, it's all

distorted, heavy power, throttled to the gills. Raspy and screamy death-

metal styled vocals and some of that death-metal transferring over into

the guitars as well. Death metal screamo perhaps with a touch of Darkest

Hour influence but better than all that. 5 song CD with a bonus Minor

Threat cover if you wait it through. This VA band rocks! (Robotic Empire/

PO Box 421 V Richmond VA 23220)

solos in nearly every songD Head bouncing scream at the top of your

lungs sunglasses at night hardcore.. .there is a reason kids go apeshit for

the Japanese stuff, and it ain’t just cause it’s from far away, it’s cause of

shit like this.D Seven songs, and your fist won’t leave the air until the last

one fades out.D (HG Fact, 1 05 Nakano Shinbashi-M, 2-7-1 5 Yayoi-Cho,

Nakano, Tokyo 164-0013 JAOAN) (-Robert)

CRUCIAL UN IT.:, THESE COLORS GET.

.

TH E RJJNS.CD Pittsburgh's

thrash attack combo deliver a full length release of amped mania charged

to the extreme. This band can incite a circle pit like you haven't seen

before. And they’ve got the best lyrics. Totally off the wall and bizarre

they’ve got the serious topics covered as well as the ludicrous in the best

and most awesome way. The posititivity and insanity is contagious. Fast core, thrash

attack, call it what you want. They are manic and amped and play with blazing speed,

goofy breakdowns, mosh parts, and some catchy punky parts as well. The vocals are

high pitched guttural and insane sounding with a variety of back up choruses as well.

Infectious I tell you. This CD version has bonus tracks from the split LP with Municipal

Waste. (Six Weeks/225 Lincoln Ave/Cotati CA 94931) (-Chris)

CRYPTIC SLAUGHTER - CONVICTED QD & QRYPTIC SLAUGHTER - MONEY TALKS

European pressing of the 3rd LP of Montreal finest hardcore

ANTICHRIST / IN-
TENSITY split EP

Angry frustrated Polish hardcore and pure fast Sweden style

ex-Antichrist, more “emotional” but still fucking angry

need a VAN/RACKLINE
to tour Europe?

CD In 1 986 nobody went this fast.D Well, Slayer went this fast (barely), but they were

a metal band, and CRYPTIC SLAUGHTER were a punk band.DListening to these albums

now, CRYPTIC SLAUGHTER seem even more huge than they did when I first heard them

more than 1 0 years ago.D Concise critical political lyrics that are in a league with Dead

Kennedys, and fucking shit they are so fucking fastDSome of the leads can be heard in

modern black metal, and while they pre-date lightning fast hardcore punk by several

years, they were undeniably a huge influence on its first waves in the early 1990sD
Crossoveris all the rage these days, and the kids would do themselves afavor by picking

up these two releases instead of searching for “Thrash Zone” on vinyl, as these re-issues

are indeed crucial.D If you have the Municipal Waste LP, but do not have either of these,

then you are a disgrace, and I’m sure that The Waste would tell you so

themselves.D (Relapse, PO Bob 2060, Upper Darby, PA 19082) (-Robert)

CUT THE SHU - HARMED AND DANGEROUS LP Awesome old school

hardcore just like I 've come to expect from Gloom Records and the North East.

This band is from Boston which rings true to my ears. They play straight

forward in your face fucking hardcore. No bullshit, no gimmicks, just amped

up hardcore with an aggressive fist in the air edge. Gruff vocals, back up

choruses and a charged, energetic and punchy style. Short fast and rad but

not afraid to throw in some rockin’ parts too. This rules. (Gloom Records/PO

Box 1 4253/ Albany NY 1 221 2) (-Chris)

CZOLGOSZ- “Saipan" 7" I’ve heard about this band for ages, but this is my •

first taste.D Super catchy anarcho-punk from Boston, with vocals that remind

me more and more of PiL-era John Lydon the more I listen to it., and

occasionally that’s kinda where the music falls as well.D Otherwise it’s

|
moderately melodic with UK anarcho leanings, with great (read: not generic)

"
political lyrics.D (www.rodentpopsicle.org) (Robert)

- DAMN RIGHT -DEMO CD This has a cool charming hook to it On one hand

they play with a clean style of guitar, but then the dual male/female vocals are

totally raspy, guttural, harsh and screamed. It’s an interesting mix which is

different from what we come to expect. It’s far from mello or melodic, but the

I

non-distorted style has a distinctly catchy clean bounce to it which is in direct

opposition to the chaotic vocals. The hooks are fucking awesome and this

ends up being really unique and very cool. No lyrics or anything with this.

(comeliaglamour@hOtmail.com) (-Chris)

I think that I was the only one at the bar who paid to see the band, which is too

bad, they were really neat. Although the music wasn't really my thing, seeing

I them play live was still really cool They are a three piece made up of a cellist,

violinist, and drummer, and they play weird hard rock. Their instruments are

so effected and they're talented in a way that makes it impossible to tell that

it isn’t just a guitar, until they turn off the effects on certain parts. A lot of parts

on this album seemed influenced by Faith No More or maybe Mr. Bungle as odd as that

i sounds .. (Alternative Tentacles, P.0. Box 419092, San Fran, CA 941 41 -9092) (-Neal)

' DEAR DIARY I SEEM TO BE DEAD - CD This is just the sort of screamo hardcore band

that I like, but honestly at times it also drives me crazy. They've got a predictable trade

drum style, gruff deep dual vocals and an over a!! hard driving energy. It's also got a very

epic quality. A very familiar feeling too - drawing on good influences and yet creating

something new and unique for this time period. A touch of old-Neurosis feeling in the

weaving melodies and dark vocal style Also a touch of that NY hardcore from the early

90s. Needless to say, it comes as no surprise that there are some scene heavyweights

playing in this band - delivering much of that "familiar” sound I speak of. Hands down

one of the best new hardcore bands I’ve heard. This fucking rocks! (Youth Attack/Death

Squad/PO Box 14253/ Albany NY 12208) (-Chris)
*****

DEFY FALSE AUTHORITY - SJ CD Pretty straight forward hardcore played with a harsh

angry edge and slightly metallic guitars all at breakneck speed. I mean this shit is fast,

tight and blazing. I have no idea where the band is from, or even who put this CD out.

I think it’s Six Weeks though, which might give you an idea of the thrash attack you’re

in for. This is good stuff. (dfa.threeohsix.org/crazy_kramer@hotmail.com) (-Chris)

DENALI- THE INSTINCT LP/CD This band has gotten more media attention than any

band from Richmond since GWAR. Their sound mixes post-hardcore, indie rock with

mainstream indie rock, ala Portishead. Denali features former and current members of

Lazycain and Engine Down and their siblings. It’s very mellow and quite dark. It’s not

really my thing, but it’s nice to read, too. They are all very nice people and they’ve worked

hard for the attention they’re getting. If they weren’t really nice and from somewhere

besides my hometown, I probably wouldn’t listen to them, but that’s just ‘cuz they’re not

my thing. They’re really good at what they do. (Jade Tree, 2310 Kennwynn Rd.,

Wilmington, DEI 9810) -TNT

PISFEAR-MISANTHROPIC GENERATION CD Wow this is an amazing hardcore album

It’s the good hardcore, fast heavy brutal and yet catchy as fuck. It sounds amazing, and

how can you go wrong w/Tomas Lindburg on vocals? You can't. Any self respecting

fan of true hardcore needs to own this. (Relapse/PO Box 2060/Upper Darby, PA 1 9082)

DISPENSING OF FALSE HALQS- WITH PRAYERS AND A SCAL PEL CD In the scream-

o vein with an overall heaviness and pummeling bass drums and thick distorted guitars.

Sometimes this leans in a death metal direction Sometimes it is more emo feeling when

they mello things out with the lighter melodies woven in The screamed vocals never



From Liege / Belgium, with

Hiatus and Medication Time

members. Harsh hardcore with

metallic guitars - mix Hiatus with

Concrete Sox and Accused.

CD version on Life Is Abuse.
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fucking crushing as hell, and most of the fast stuff Is pretty damn rocking, but

ED 6EIN just never get my groove.D But fans of extreme tectvtjrind'hoise

should perhaps take note. (Hex, 201 Maple lane, North Syracuse, NY 1 321 2)

(-Robert)

ELECTRIC CITY FUCK YOU DEMO TAPE Practically over before I knew

whether or not I liked it, I went back and decided that I definitely did indeed

like it.D Bare bones hardcore from upstate NY, like the simplicity of Ramones

on loads of crack, or, in modern terms, file them with Bury the Living, a

compliment in the highest degree.D (no address) (-Robert)

ENDR0PH0BIA-4S0NG7” I am so excited about this band and this record.

Recorded in Germany, this features Tati from LostWorld on vocals, and Kelly

from Portland, and Ben from Phalanx. I love her voice so much. She’s got

a very unique style and can sing with a gritty growl and carry a tuneful note as well

and I like the lyrics about the network of punk. They’ve got this awesome mixed style

of raging heavy punk with a catchy energy that is almost melodic, but in a fast catchy

style. I love this. This is a band to get excited about and look for, but I wonder how
much we’ll see and hear from them seeing as they are kind of a side project

spontaneous band? Well fuck it, this is one of the best things I’ve heard. Tati has one

of the coolest voices in punk today. (Sound Device Records^l 5 1 3th Ave/Seattle

WA 98122 and No Optional 221 28th St/Oakland CA 94608) (-Chris)
*****

EQUILIBRIUM - DEMO TAPE Plodding drum machine black metal. ..or maybe it’s

space rock, hard to tell.D Moderately enjoyable, but I’m glad the demo isn ’t longerthan

three songs.D (Paradisenoise@aol.com) (-Robert)

ERPICE-STCD Erpice are kind of screamy hardcore with indie rock parts. They from

Italy and all of their songs are in Italian. They are reminiscent of mid-nineties ebullition

records bands. Not really my style. (Liberi Diffusori del Delrio, c/o Fernando Falcolini,

Via Rome, 53, 72015 Fasano (BR), Italy) -TNT
EVERY TIME I DIE -HOT DAMN CD I was expecting to hate this after looking at the I

over-the-top layout covered with girls making out... Boy was I wrong! This is such a

great release actually... I have heard them described as “technical noise”,

which about covers it. The noises are all over the place, but all maintained

in a purposeful chaos. Its screamy, but not sappy... Not at all what I

expected to come out of my speakers. (Ferret Records, 47 Wayne St. #3,

jersey City, NJ 07302 www.ferretstyle.com) (Dave)

EVIL ARMY - CONQUER HUMAN LIFE 7’’ Done in a classic mock horror

movie poster sleeve, this Memphis band plays energetic punk with a rockin'

edge. Fast, high energy hard rockin’. The recording is kinda raw, lo-fi and

not distorted. The songs are catchy, with choruses and some wanky guitar

leads. They are ampgd up and play fucking fast punk.. (Contaminatec/PO

Box 41 95^Memphis TN 381 74) (-Chris)

FAILURE FACE - COMPLETE FAILURE CD I have a special relationship with

FAILURE FACE, not that they know it.D 1 994: 1 was on my first real tour (I

had toured before, yes, but this one was a proper 9 week DIY lose ALL of

yourDmoney tour) and we played a show at ABC NO RIO, a place of legend

for us Okies.D Absolutely no one cared that we were there, not the other

bands, not the attendees, we played well after all the cool bands to about

6 of the 300 people who came to the show, and half of those people were

in FAILURE FACE.D Sure, they didn’t like us, we stank, but they were

supportive, and respected that we were an unknown punk band doing what

we loved to do. . .which was the same thing that they were doing. (Then there

was the whole thing about their 1 7 year old bass player drinking a gallon of

Olde English and running of with a prostitute and smoking loads of heroin

and crack and getting stabbed, but that's a different story) “I Won" is still

one of the angriest hardcore songs EVER, and even though 55 minutes is

a lot of any band, this discography is perfect.D All of their recorded output,

plus a reunion show live set (poor sound quality, still smokes). Spite filled,

venom spewing hardcore at its finest, from a band that never got the respect

they deserved.D (Burrito, PO Box 3204, Brandon, FL 33509-3204) (-

Robert)

lously awaiting the release of this record since I heard their split with Gunmoll, also

on No Idea Fifth Hour Hero are great. They are melodic, edgy, and lyrically brilliant.

Musically, they are reminiscent of Hot Water Music, Discount, and the like. Lyrically,

their songs are about the general state of unrest in the world today, political even.

They flayed in Canada the other day with Against Me! and The Sainte Catherines, I

wish I could have been there. They have boy vocalists and a girl vocalist, all of whom
played stringed instruments as well, which I admire. (No Idea Records, P.0. Box

1 4636, Gainesville, FL 32604 www.noidearecords.com) -TNT i

FIGHTING DOGS - WEST PHILADELPH IA demo CP A couple of R.A.M.B.O. fellows

are branching out and playing some Japanese influenced hardcore, are these six

songs are the result.D They were great live at the Pointless Fest, and I was excited to

check out the demo, which does not disappoint.D The ultra raw edge on the recording

adds an urgency to the songs, and the vocals sound pained o top of the melodic guitar

leads. ..I assume that there will be more to come from these guys, and I’m looking

FORWARD to it (get it?).D (Fightingdogs@disaster.nu) (-Robert)

DISPENSING OF FALSE HALOS - WITH PRAYERS AND A SCALPEL CD In the scream-

o vein with an overall heaviness and pummeling bass drums and thick distorted guitars.

Sometimes this leans in a death metal direction. Sometimes it is more emo feeling when

they mello things out with the lighter melodies woven in. The screamed vocals never

relent but.sometimes have a more screamed over the guitar angsty quality. Inevitably

they pick it up again and crank it to the max with a distorted assault and continue

alternating in styles from brutal to quiet and still brutal. (Init Records' PO Box 3432'

Mankato MN 56002-3432 <www.imtrecords.net>) (-Chris)

DOWN TO KILL - DEMO TAPE One of a slew of cool tapes from Maine in this batch or

goodies, DTK play no frills hardcore that plops right down in between the heavy intensity

of early 80s west coast and the speed and power of early 80s east coast.D Raw demo

quality serves this shit well, punk as fuck.D (239 Cumberland Ave APT #1 E, Portland,

ME 04101, renegade_tapes@hotmail.com) (-Robert)

DRAGNET - WE RE ALL CUTTHROATS CD I never felt like such a old fart until I saw

Dragnet play in Virginia after their debut 7" came out. Here I was, 30 atthe time, and these

angry edge and slightly metallic guitars all at breakneck speed. I mean this shit is fast,

tight and blazing. I have no idea where the band is from, or even who put this CD out.

I think it’s Six Weeks though, which might give you an idea of the thrash attack you’re

in for. This is good stuff. (dfa.threeohsix.org/crazy_kramer@hotmail.com) (-Chris)

DENALI- THE INSTINCT LP/CD This band has gotten more media attention than any

band from Richmond since GWAR. Their sound mixes post-hardcore, indie rock with

mainstream indie rock, ala Portishead. Denali features former and current members of

Lazycain and Engine Down and their siblings. It’s very mellow and quite dark. It’s not

really my thing, but it’s nice to read, too. They are all very nice people and they’ve worked

hard for the attention they’re getting. If they weren’t really nice and from somewhere

besides my hometown, I probably wouldn’t listen to them, butthat’s just ‘cuz they’re not

my thing. They’re really good at what they do. (Jade Tree, 2310 Kennwynn Rd.,

Wilmington, DE 19810) -TNT

DISFEAR-MISANTHROPIC GENERATION CD Wow this is an amazing hardcore album.

It’s the good hardcore, fast heavy brutal and yet catchy as fuck. It sounds amazing, and

how can you go wrong w'Tomas Lindburg on vocals? You can’t. Any self respecting

fan of true hardcore needs to own this. (Relapse/PO Box 2060'Upper Darby, PA 1 9082)

irmain smgnr wrio sings wnn n ainrny ujinrnm; tnn t,imy nra nuir^

Fucking awesome. The bouncing quality is rad and they throw in some crazy fast

drums too. This reminds me of bands that I have liked so much from Poland or the

Skabs from NYC who seem to be among the only who draw on this kind of new wave

punk style. This band is from Puerto Rico so they sing in Spanish. The lyrics are

awesome too in an anarchist anti-system nature. This is an hour long CD that

combines two tape releases from 1 996 and 1 998. Seriously this is all infectious punk

energy and I know so many people who will absolutely LOVE this as much as me.

Awesome!!! (Cojoba ot> Taina'Calle 7 C-1 ‘KMetropolis'Carolina'Puerto Rico 00987)

(-Chris)
****

COLDERA - A STUDY OF REVENGE 7” Oh this is so good, how do I get my bearings

on why I like this so much? They’ve got this feeling that I like. Layered hardcore with

weaving guitar lines and a thick distortion - that balance of apocalyptic punk, of heavy

and melodic, light and dark. Three layers of vocals, in the screamo, discordant

hardcore style, all weaving togetheruver continually changing tempos and guitar lines

that weave and feed and burst forth from underneath. Energized and manic yet totally

tight and catchy in an invigorating way. So fucking good!!! (Matt Badenhop'1600A

Wheless'Austin TX 78752)
****

COMA ETERNAL - 1 AM THE END CD Death metal hardcore with pummeling drums,
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CROSSFACE - RED LINE CROSS CD Abrasive traditional Japcore with

solos in nearly every song.D Head bouncing scream at the top of your

lungs sunglasses at night hardcore...there is a reason kids go apeshit for

the Japanese stuff, and it ain’t just cause it’s from far away, it’s cause of

shit like this.D Seven songs, and your fist won’t leave the air until the last

one fades out.D (HG Fact, 1 05 Nakano Shinbashi-M, 2-7-1 5 Yayoi-Cho,

Nakano, Tokyo 164-0013 JAOAN) (-Robert)

CRUC IAL UN IT
-

.THESE COLORS GET THE RUNS CD Pittsburgh’s

thrash attack combo deliver a full length release of amped mania charged

to the extreme. This band can incite a circle pit like you haven’t seen

before. And they've got the best lyrics. Totally off the wall and bizarre

they've got the serious topics covered as well as the ludicrous in the best

and most awesome way. The posititivity and insanity is contagious. Fast core, thrash

attack, call it what you want. They are manic and amped and play with blazing speed,

goofy breakdowns, mosh parts, and some catchy punky parts as well. The vocals are

high pitched guttural and insane sounding with a variety of back up choruses as well.

Infectious I tell you. This CD version has bonus tracks from the split LP with Municipal

Waste. (Six Weeks/225 Lincoln Ave/Cotati CA 94931) (-Chris)

CRYPTIC SLAUGHTER - CONVICTED CD..&.CRYPIIC_§LAUGHTER - MONEY TALKS

CD In 1 986 nobody went this fast.D Well, Slayer went this fast (barely), but they were

a metal band, and CRYPTIC SLAUGHTER were a punk band.DListening to these albums

now, CRYPTIC SLAUGHTER seem even more huge than they did when I first heard them

more than 10 years ago.D Concise critical political lyrics that are in a league with Dead

Kennedys, and fucking shit they are so fucking fastOSome of the leads can be heard in

modern black metal, and while they pre-date lightning fast hardcore punk by several

years, they were undeniably a huge influence on its first waves in the early 1990s.D

Crossover is all the rage these days, and the kids would do themselves a favor by picking

up these two releases instead of searching for “Thrash Zbne" on vinyl, as these re-issues

are indeed crucial.D If you have the Municipal Waste LP, but do not have either of these,

then you are a disgrace, and I’m sure that The Waste would tell you so

themselves.D (Relapse, PO Bob 2060, Upper Darby, PA 1 9082) (-Robert)

CUI I.HE SH IT .: HARMED AND DANGEROUS 1_P Awesome old school

hardcore just like I 've come to expect from Gloom Records and the North East.

This band is from Boston which rings true to my ears. They play straight

forward in your face fucking hardcore. No bullshit, no gimmicks, just amped

up hardcore with an aggressive fist in the air edge. Gruff vocals, back up

choruses and a charged, energetic and punchy style. Short fast and rad but

not afraid to throw in some rockin’ parts too. This rules. (Gloom Records'PO

Box 1 4253' Albany NY 1 221 2) (-Chris)

CZOLGOSZ- “Saipan” 7" I’ve heard about this band for ages, but this is my •

first taste.D Super catchy anarcho-punk from Boston, with vocals that remind

me more and more of PiL-eraJohn Lydon the more I listen to it . and

occasionally that’s kinda where the music falls as well.D Otherwise it’s

moderately melodic with UK anarcho leanings, with great (read: not generic)

political lyrics.n (www.rodentpopsicle.org) (Robert)

- DAMN RIGHT - DEMO CD This has a cool charming hook to it On one hand

they play with a clean style of guitar, but then the dual male/emale vocals are

totally raspy, guttural, harsh and screamed. It’s an interesting mix which is

different from what we come to expect. It’s far from mello or melodic, but the

non-distorted style has a distinctly catchy clean bounce to it which is in direct

opposition to the chaotic vocals. The hooks are fucking awesome and this

ends up being really unique and very cool. No lyncs or anything with this.

(corneliaglamour@hotmail.com) (-Chris)

DEADWEIGHT - STROKING THE MOON CD I actually saw this band recently.

I think that I was the only one at the bar who paid to see the band, which is too

bad, they were really neat. Although the music wasn't really my thing, seeing

them play live was still really cool. They are a three piece made up of a cellist,

violinist, and drummer, and they play weird hard rock. Their instruments are

so effected and they're talented in a way that makes it impossible to tell that

it isn’t just a guitar, until they turn off the effects on certain parts. A lot of parts

on this album seemed influenced by Faith No More or maybe Mr. Bungle as odd as that

sounds (Alternative Tentacles, P.O. Box 419092, San Fran, CA 941 41 -9092) (-Neal)

DEAR DIARY I SEEM TO BE DEAD - CD This is just the sort of screamo hardcore band

that I like, but honestly at times it also drives me crazy. They’ve got a predictable trade

off of the rough deep growl voice with the more sing-songey style as well as doing some

urgent chorus in a yelled manner. It's the sing-songey singing that I don’t like to much.

They change up tempo and styles from a more heavy death-metal kind of hardcore to

super fast poppy hardcore at a manic pace. In the middle of it all is plenty of modern

chunky heavy metallic hardcore all with a very DIY feeling. The dual vocals are recorded

with distortion and while they hit all extremes most of it is in the moderate middle ground

of deep and moderate pitch. So while a lot of this has the “I heard it before” quality - they

mix things up so much and keep you on your toes through 6 songs that I gotta say

thumbs up (McCarthyism'7200 25th Ave/Hyattsville MD 20783/Dead Tank/2351

Ernest St/ Jacksonville FL 32204) (-Chris)

DEATH SQUAD -7" This is awesome hardcore from Albany. It’s got a heavy pummeling
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DISPENSING OF FALSE HALOS - WITH PRAYERS AND A SCALPEL CD In the scream-

o vein with an overall heaviness and pummeling bass drums and thick distorted guitars.

Sometimes this leans in a death metal direction. Sometimes it is more emo feeling when

they mello things out with the lighter melodies woven in. The screamed vocals never

relent but.sometimes have a more screamed over the guitar angsty quality. Inevitably

they pick it up again and crank it to the max with a distorted assault and continue

alternating in styles from brutal to quiet and still brutal. (Init Records' PO Box 3432/

Mankato MN 56002-3432 <www.imtrecords.net>) (-Chris)

DOWN TO KILL - DEMO TAPE One of a slew of cool tapes from Maine in this batch or

goodies, DTK play no frills hardcore that plops right down in between the heavy intensity

of early 80s west coast and the speed and power of early 80s east coast.D Raw demo

quality serves this shit well, punk as fuck.D (239 Cumberland Ave APT #1 E, Portland,

ME 04101, renegadeJapes@hotmail com) (-Robert)

DRAGNET - WE RE ALL CUTTHROATS CD I never felt like such a old fart until I saw

Dragnet play in Virginia after their debut 7" came out. Here I was, 30 at the time, and these

FAILURE FACE, nol that they know ILL 1 1994 I was on my first real tour (i

had toured before, yes, but this one was a proper 9 week DIY lose ALL of

yourOmoney tour) and we played a show at ABC NO RIO, a place of legend

for us Okies.D Absolutely no one cared that we were there, not the other

bands, not the attendees, we played well after all the cool bands to about

6 of the 300 people who came to the show, and half of those people were

in FAILURE FACED Sure, they didn’t like us, we stank, but they were

supportive, and respected that we were an unknown punk band doing what

we loved to do., .which was the same thing thatthey were doing. (Then there

was the whole thing about their 1 7 year old bass player drinking a gallon of

Olde English and running of with a prostitute and smoking loads of heroin

and crack and getting stabbed, but that's a different story) “I Won" is still

one of the angriest hardcore songs EVER, and even though 55 minutes is

a lot of any band, this discography is perfect.D All of their recorded output,

plus a reunion show live set (poor sound quality, still smokes)D Spite filled,

venom spewing hardcore at its finest, from a band that never got the respect

they deservedD (Burrito, PO Box 3204, Brandon, FL 33509-3204) (-

Robert)

lously awaiting the release of this record since I heard their split with Gunmoll, also

on No Idea. Fifth Hour Hero are great. They are melodic, edgy, and lyrically brilliant.

Musically, they are reminiscent of Hot Water Music, Discount, and the like. Lyrically,

their songs are about the general state of unrest in the world today, political even.

They played in Canada the other day with Against Me! and The Sainte Catherines, I

wish I could have been there. They have boy vocalists and a girl vocalist, all of whom
played stringed instruments as well, which I admire. (No Idea Records, P.O. Box

1 4636, Gainesville, FL 32604 www.noidearecords.com) -TNT

FIGHTING DOGS - WEST PHILADELPHlA_demfl.QD A couple of R.A.M.B.O. fellows

are branching out and playing some Japanese influenced hardcore, are these six

songs are the resultD They were great live at the Pointless Fest, and I was excited to

check out the demo, which does not disappoint.D The ultra raw edge on the recording

adds an urgency to the songs, and the vocals sound pained o top of the melodic guitar

leads.. .1 assume that there will be more to come from these guys, and I'm looking

FORWARD to it (get it?).D (Fightingdogs@disaster.nu) (-Robert)
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me more and more of PIL-era John Lydon the more I listen to It. and

occasionally that's kinda where the music falls as wellD Otherwise it's

moderately melodic with UK anarcho leanings, with great (read: not generic)

political lyrics.D (www.rodentpopsicle.org) (Robert)

DAMN RIGHT - DEMO CD This has a cool charming hook to it On one hand

they play with a clean style of guitar, but then the dual male-female vocals are

totally raspy, guttural, harsh and screamed. It’s an interesting mix which is

different from what we come to expect. It’s far from mello or melodic, but the

non-distorted style has a distinctly catchy clean bounce to it which is in direct

opposition to the chaotic vocals. The hooks are fucking awesome and this

ends up being really unique and very cool. No lyncs or anything with this.

(comeliaglamour@hotmail.com) (-Chris)

I think that I was the only one at the bar who paid to see the band, which is too

bad, they were really neat. Although the music wasn't really my thing, seeing

them play live was still really cool. They are a three piece made up of a cellist,

violinist, and drummer, and they play weird hard rock. Their instruments are

so effected and they're talented in a way that makes it impossible to tell that

it isn't just a guitar, until they turn off the effects on certain parts. A lot of parts

on this album seemed influenced by Faith No More or maybe Mr. Bungle as odd as that

sounds
.
(Alternative Tentacles, P.O. Box 41 9092, San Fran, CA 941 41 -9092) (-Neal)

DEARDIARY IS E EJYLIOBE DEA_D^CD This is just the sort of screamo hardcore band

that I like, but honestly at times it also drives me crazy. They've got a predictable trade

off of the rough deep growl voice with the more sing-songey style as well as doing some

urgent chorus in a yelled manner. It’s the sing-songey singing that I don't like to much.

They change up tempo and styles from a more heavy death-metal kind of hardcore to

super fast poppy hardcore at a manic pace. In the middle of it all is plenty of modern

chunky heavy metallic hardcore all with a very DIY feeling. The dual vocals are recorded

with distortion and while they hit all extremes most of it is in the moderate middle ground

of deep and moderate pitch . So while a lot of this has the “
I heard it before

n

quality - they

mix things up so much and keep you on your toes through 6 songs that I gotta say

thumbs up (McCarthyisnrY7200 25th Ave/Hyattsville MD 20783/Dead Tanl/2351

Ernest St/ Jacksonville FL 32204) (-Chris)

DEATH SQUAD -7" This is awesome hardcore from Albany. It’s got a heavy pummeling
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PILTH Y FUCKERS - demo CD 1 0 songs of beer soaked southern fried political punk.D

I enjoyed listening to the whole thing, as Karoline can attest (my furious air drumming

became a little too much, and the FILTHY FUCKERS and myself were banished from

the room temporarily...until I regained my composure).D Songs like: “Bottle’s Up!,"

“Puke on You," “Up The Punks!,’ and “Society’s Reject," give you the general idea,

and the recording is of excellent demo quality.D Extra points for coming from the

middle of nowhere.. .well worth your three dollars if you like to rock.D (Eddie Leal, Rt.

3 Box 49256, Alamo, TX 78516) (-Robert)

FIVE FINGERS HALF A HARD frT CD This is everything I think of when I think of

Midwestern emotional hardcoreD There’s lots of melancholy guitar parts with

anguished vocals and build ups into nothingness, there's lots of chaos and intensity,

and there are plenty of long slow quiet pretty interludes.D This CD is awesome.D It is

nothing like what I listen to normally, but these songs are so brilliantly presented, that

I would have a hard time NOT loving it.D If you live for raging thrash, then move on,

but if you feel like opening your ears to some well crafted songs fromsome Illinois kids

who most likely do not have any records by ANTI-CIMEX, then might I recommend this

posthumous release from HVE FINGERS HALF A HAND. ..you might be surprised how
sensitive you can be.D (1689 Ivy Court East, Wheaton, IL 60187) (-Robert)

FIYA - ST 7” This has a nice hand-silkscreened cover of a three-eyed goat type

animal with flames and a halo. Hard to pin point a description of this sorta emo
hardcore band. Sometimes sing-songey, sometimes yelled and sometimes almost

spoken vocals over a somewhat angsty urgent style of melodic hardcore played with

a clean and driving technical style of melodic energy. (Dead Tank Records'2351

Ernest St/Jacksonville FL 32204) (-Chris)

FOLK THIS!- BANDS OF MARBLE CD In the current trend of acoustic punk and folk

bands, I must point out that Folk This! really has nothing to do with that. This is a very

traditional styled group that has an emphasis on songs of the people’s struggle, tfie

workers and unions and anarchists and freedom fighters. In the long tradition of story

telling, these songs are all done in an acoustic accapella mannerso that you can really

hear the words (unlike in most punk) and their authentic singing voices are also pretty

amazing. The musical accompaniment is a banjo, concertina, guitar and bass but

mostly this is just the power of voices. Most definitely this won’t go overfor everyone

- but if you wanna hear some traditional songs of protest, passed down through the

ages combined with those written for resistance in our current times - then I

recommend checking out this SF based band multi-gendered band. They’re awe-

some. (available through AK Press/or contact: marcusd@igc.org) (-Chris)

FOOLOCRACY - SEBEKRADEZ TAPE 1-2-1 -2 punk from Czech Republic, with gruff

male vocals that sound distinctly E uropean, which they are of courseD The rolled R’s

and sing-along quality that it seems only bands from Czech and Poland have truly

perfected is present here, and adds a lot to this crusty bunch of tunes laden with

melodic (but metallic) guitar leads.D Rougher than Post Regiment, but there are many
of the same qualities., .this is WAY above average, and recommended.D (Ultima Ratic/

Kokavec Miroslav, Spacilova 11, 618 00 Brno CZECH REPUBLIC) (-Robert)

FOREGROUND DIVISION -THE FALL OF AN EMPIRE CD This is some serious metal-

core from Malaysia. Pretty damn cool. Kinda reminded me a bit of Catharsis at first.

But overall this is even more metal - very clean played and technical with plenty of

power packed punch and guttural vocals. Good lyrics talking out against globaliza-

tion, multinationals, and oppression. (Voice Productior/ot> Yeap'l 5 USJfy'47610
Subjang Jaya'Selangor Darul Ehsar/Malaysia) (-Chris)

FUCK FINGER - KROLOWA BANDYTOW TAPE I was told by some kids in Lublin that

I must have this cassette, that it was an essential piece of modem Polish hardcore

history.D So I bought it.D It’s OK female fronted crust, nothing I would consider

essential, unless you want to get a piece of modern

Polish hardcore history.0 (Wiedzma, PO Box33,

21-500 Biala Podlaska POLAND) (-Robert)

GANGWAY. MAN!- MURI OIVIRT Gangway, Man!

play guitar heavy, garagey punk rock that is some-

times reminiscent of early nineties Dischord stuff

and sometimes early Wire and X. They are from

Italy and all of their songs are in Italian. Thankfully,

they give us yanks English translations. I think the

lyrics lose a little in translation, but I like this one:

‘The problem is not the falling as much as the

landing. ’ Not really what I’d normally pick to throw

on, but it’s nice to hear what’s going on around the

world. (Liberi Diffusori del Delrio, c/o Fernando

Falcolini, Via Rome, 53, 7201 5 Fasano (BR), Italy)

-TNT

GENITAL PANIK - DEMO TAPE Fucking tough as

nails hardcore with liberal doses of metal through-

out!] Raw and unpolished, in the way that DIS-

CLOSE makes the kids pee their pants, you know?D
Now I’m not saying that GENITAL PANIK are on that

level necessarily, but if this demo came from Japan

instead of Maine, then you’d see GENITAL PANIK

backpatchesfrom Richmond all the way toPDXODo
yourself a favor, this shit is awesome.D
(renegade_tapes@hotmail.com) (-Robert)

GLASS AND ASHES - DEMO CD A good hardcore

band playing a mix of melodic with angsty parts

that keep a catchy harmonious style. Throaty

screamed vocals and plenty of good hooks as well

as a hard driving energy. Just four songs here, but

this is solid good stuff and a pleasant surprise

actually Keep an eye^ar out for this band (no

address - glassandashes@hotmail.com) (-Chris)

fiQALSHAMTY - CLEARLY PRESPIN 7’’ Ex-RASH
OF BEATINGS members chum out some thick crusted powerviolence styled hardcore.

These 10 numbered songs are filled with hoarse shouting and thumping drums. An
interesting hardcore record, with and odd feel. (Out Of Limits/POB 765/Farmington

Ml 04938/www outoflimils.com)
(
JAY)

this is power packed heavy hardcore that leans in a metallic direction But the over the

top metal of it, gets into some serious noodly guitars and technical metal overload. The

technical manner just left me not wanting to listen. All the while the vocals are gruff and

raw in a hardcore death metal way Good crunch, and then noodles, and then rock and

crunch, and then more noodling. The 2 sided picture disc is really nice looking though.

(Excursion'PO Box 20224^ Seattle WA 98102)

HOLIER THAN THOU? - THE RIVIERA SESSIONS CD Finally! More goods from these

southern California miscreants.D These songs are a definite improvement over their

already amazing “Hating of the Guts" LP; way more diverse songwriting (and fuck do
they shred), and they use loads of “tricks’ in the studio

that make listening to the disc fun (remember when

bands weren't scared of cheesy vocal effects?D that

was cool).D These tracks come from Deranged’s ’High

On Barbeque" 1
2* and Flowerviolence's “WeCome In

Peace’ EP, and all of this shit is crucial.DThey have now
moved beyond a band of 80s ‘NardCore’ clones and

become a juggernaut of hard rocking partycore.D Hey,

I just invented a new genre. (Deranged) (-Robert)

very raw demo quality.DLots of good stuff going on in

these songs, not just your typical thrash, although this

apple certainly does not stray far from that tree.D Seven

tunes, hopefully they’ll drop some cash on a studio...or

at least find someone with a 4 track and buy ’em some
beer, cause these guys (and girl) could be damn good.D

(401 W. Springfield Ave. APT. B, Urbana, IL 61801) (-

Robert)

HOUSE OF LOW CULTURE-EDWARD’S LAMENT CD
This is another atmospheric, ambient soundscape

project from Aaron Turner of Isis. It is an extensive

collection of meticulously collected field sounds lay-

ered with echoey acoustic guitar that sounds like it was

recorded under water. I would describe this as engag-

ing. rather than accessible, to the human ear. (Neurot

Recordings, P.0. Box 410209, SF, CA 94141) (-Neal)

HYEAT1A- WE MOVE AT LIGHT SPEED 7" Sometimes

when your friends really like a band, it makes you pay

attention. My pals in Philly are way into this band and

when they played at the Philly test I thought they were

really good too. But in all honestly, I liked them better live

than I have on recording . I think it’scause the emo mello

parts have more emphasis on the recordings while the

abrasive discordant manic hardcore parts have more

carry through live. None the less this is a band with a

good feeling and passion and a really nice looking silk-screened record cover playing

in the screamo discord hardcore style. They instill a loyal following so check em out.

(S3.50pp(/Square of Opposition Rec/2935 Fairview St/Bethlehem PA 1 8020) (-Chris)

LIXCUSE- BURN THE EMPTY TO THE ASH CD This band is freaking great! They sound

like Leatherface meets Dillinger Four. There songs are about drinking, loneliness, and

distress, but their message comes across in a tune not unlike that of Naked Raygun or

Lifetime, so it’s not such a bitter pill to swallow. This is a reissue of the same album on
Snuffy Smile Records, available forthe first time outside of Japan. Oh yeah, they’re from

Japan They'll be touring soon with Finland's Manifesto Jukebox. I hope they come to

the states. (Newest Industry, Unit 100, 61 Wellfield Rd„ Cardiff, CF24 3DG, UK
available domestically from No Idea www.noidearecords.com) -TNT

I.R.D. ALDRIG KQPT ALDRIG 5ALD EPZ^ T his reminds mo of Ihu slow of U-boat

more distorted than the music. The angsty energy keeps a good groove. It’s got it’s

Japanese HC and Discharge styled influences And some leanings in a metallic direction.

Reminds me of Distraught and NYC. The best part is the relentlessness of the hard

driving power. Good shit. ($4ppd'Paul Bange/548 Broderick St/SF CA941 1 7) (-Chris)

INHUMAN - THE NEW NIGHTMARE CD I find this to be a really odd band - odd because

they mix up NYC-HC with pop-punk sensibilities. Through out most of this I'm reminded

of late 80s NY-HC in the vein of Warzone or Leeway - you know the sound - those chuggy
guitars and those vocals. But then they flip flop and have these much poppier parts that

threw me for a loop. Kind of a nice combination, but odd at the same time. For the most

part this is aggro-hardcore, though and powerful, heavy and hard. But then those

bouncing beats that are thrown in there and the melodic catchy guitars give this a whole

new direction Don't be too afraid though cause the hardcore wins out. (A-F Records'

PO Box 71 266' Pittsburgh PA 15213) (-Chris)

totally threw me back to the'early 90s into some hybrid of NYC (Bom Against) and the

East Bay manifesting into something I couldn't quite put my finger on. Well the Born

Against cover is a strong shout out. This band is cool cause they draw on a whole lot

of styles. With cops on the record sleeve and the monkey
in the animal testing lab in the center fold the peace punk

rings loud. They play abrasive raw punk that has it’s fast

parts and it’s catchy bouncing parts, moving into a slower

sludgy grind and then a totally upbeat chorus. I like the

diversity and the roots on which they draw. (New Eden

Rec/PO Box 11 OS!/ Costa Mesa CA 92627) (-Chris)

KIDS NEAR WATER- IHEY ZEUS! CD Kids Near Water are

from England. They play really edgy post-hardcore, indie

rock ala Jawbox. I haven’t heard a band that plays this kind

of stuff this well in a long time. Apparently, this band is

getting some press in the UK and doing some tounng with

thelikesofTheMovielifeandSum41 (Abstract records,

available through Lumberjack Distribution.

www.lumberjack-online.com) -TNT

LA ARMADA ROJA - CUANDO LOSMUDOS HABLARON

CJ2 After track 1 (1 2 minutes of silence) and track 2 (a

speech, in Espanol.D that clocks in at over 4 minutes), LA

ARMADA ROJA kick in with eight songs of great metal

influenced old school hardcore.D There are plenty of hooks,

and at times this reminds me of the first Pennywise record,

before that style took on a life all it’s own, and when even

the punx liked Pennywise (though few might have admitted

it).DThe songs are killer, and the recording is awesome,

this will have you reeled in from the first song Don't hear

much pun k from the Domi nican Republic
, so support these

kids and get in touchD (Distro.O <yb Jose Ibanez, Calle 4,

C-5 Parque montebello, Trujillo Alto, Puerto Rico 00976,

band contact: Larmadaroja@hotmail.com)

LARKIN - THE CURSE OF OUR FATHERS CD If you like

traditional Irish or Celtic songs, playing in that energetic

drinking song way, then you most definitely have to check

out this band. With vocals from Chad (from Brotherlnferior

and Assembly of God) this is awesome and sure to be a

favonte for all those who like the traditional Irish drinking

songs as well as the punk versions. Larkin keep the energy pumping, with a strong kickm

jig of a beat, while keeping a very traditional style Loads of people in this band, well 6,

playing guitar, mandolin, violin and whistle all acoustic like with a kickin’ drum beat as

well Lmpluuiii on the vocals ol couii.ii, will) lliosu traditional ballads ol uiutnui. iinijud

crunch and a metallic edge, but also plenty of melodic weaving. A good balance.

Comes in an envelope silkscreened sleeve. I like it. (Coldbringer Records'PO Box
931 174/LA CA 90093) (-Chris)

LIFE JN TOUR WAY - THE SUN RISES AND THE SUN SETS AND STILL OUR TIME
1$ ENDLESS CD First off this has awesome woodcut artwork of suns and trees and
it's just beautiful. They play emo-hardcore that ranges from supermelodic and super

sing-songey vocals to the opposite insane extreme of guttural screams and metallic

pummeling hardcore. It’s become a standard sound - the trade off of brutality with

pretty. Bothextremes here go abitfarfrom howl like to hearitdone. Of course I prefer

the brutal. In this case the sing-songey parts are just

too bubblegum. Even when he’s rasping out gutturally

the music keeps melodic sensibilities. In the vein of

Poison the Well. (Indianola Records'3072 Sheridan

Rd/Valdosta GA 31606) (-Chris)

LOST SOUNDS - DEMOS II CD This band has

become my favorite this season. I saw them in

Portland in August and I haven’t had so much band

seeing a band that I’d never heard before in well, a

long time. They play a rockin’ style of new wave with

synthesizers, dual male and female vocals, and did I

mention that they rock? They manage to combine all

the best elements and make it work in the best way.

This is a collection of unreleased songs and demo
versions of a few songs on the beloved new CD. I’ve

listened to that one so many times, it’s kinda hard to

listen to this. The versions of songs I know are not as

good. Weaker sounding and just not as good. There’s

more electronic sounds on here and more bizarre-

ness and less of the straight up rockin’ quality. I’m

still beyond obsessed with this band - but this is a

case where they have improved so much that I’ll stick

to the newer stuff as my standard. (On On Switch'PO

Box 6411 22'SF CA 94164) (-Chris)

immittE. TIME QF CHOLERA - CP These guys

play the modem style of metallic hardcore that is

heavy on the metal, but not with out some emo
melody mixed in. Just 4 songs. Lots of technical

metal guitar playing. Gruff screamy vocals that break

into some sing-songey parts as well. There’s a good

punchy rockin’ beat through most of this too keeping

that death metal hardcore feeling going with some
emo-ish bits mixed in. No idea where the band is

from, (bugempire.com) (-Chris)

LUNCH MONEY THUGS - DEMO TAPE Streetpunk

from Maine.D Songs like “Murphy's Irish Stout," “Dry Dock," “Clockwork Love
Affair,’ and covers of Blitz, the Pogues, and Menace. I figure you get the idea.D Well

executed, with perfect Oi! vocals.D(renegade_tapes@hotmail.com) (-Robert)

MALEFACTION - WHERE THERE IS POWER THERE IS ALWAYS RESISTANCE CD
I'm not a fan. Not that Malefaction are not amazing at what they do, but I’m not a huge
fan of this style of chaos metakhardcore. Think Dillinger Escape Plan meets Cryptic

Slaughter and you have a pretty good idea of what this sounds like. I'm surprised

Relapse hasn’t signed this band. I mean come on! If they can put out a piece of shit

like Today is the day's last record, they could release this masterpiece of grind-thrash

.

Ok so maybe it’s growing on me. (G7 welcoming committee'Box 27006'360 Main

St. Concourso'Winnipeg MB'R3C 4T3 Canada) (-Erik)

MAUGNANT TUMOR - DAWN OF A NEW AGE LP Gnnding Scandinavian meets UK
style Crostcore from the Czech republic. To explain: bits of EXTREME NOISE TERROR
influenced sounds are mixed in with added Swedish distortion and anger; this creates

MALIGNANT TUMOR. Along with some more standard PUNK ROCK moments, this

is diverse and interesting crust throughout. Comes in a black and white sleeve with

the band logo in foil, which looks great. A great crust record! (Insane Society Rec/
POB 6/501 01 Hradec Kralove 2/Czech Republic/www insancesociety.net) (-JAY)

MAN WITHOUT PLAN - FUTILITY METAPHORS CD Pretty straightforward melodic

punk rock stuff, with the occasional heavy part, and the occasional light part.DVocals

are mostly screamed, but more high and raspy than low and growling.D There are

elements here of other bands (Hot Water Music, Against Me) but MAN WITHOUT
PLAN do not sound like a copy cat band, a point in theirfavor. (Asscard, Fritz Piontek,

Annenstrasse 5, 44137 Dortmund. GERMANY) (-Robert)

MASS SEPARATION -TAK MAU LAGI
7’

Malaysian hardcore punk full of grinding

blastbeat thrashing speed! Thrash, burn, strike! Great stuff! (Where’s Your Anger?

Records/po box 471 /Boston MA 02134/USA) (-JAY)

MASSAKRO- S'T This is a very good record. It always amazes me at the cross over

effect of what I call crust bands. Basically this is political crust core, if you know what
I mean. I really appreciate the fact that this band sings and includes lyrics in their

native tongue (Spanish), and yet prints English versions of the lyrics as well.

Something about hearing aggressive music in Spanish has always drawn me in,

Brujeria anyone? Anyhow, back to the crossover thing. Yes there is definite punk all

over this record. BUT, and that is a big but, musically Massakro reminds me of

Venom, Sodom, Bolt Thrower, and many other thrashy bands I could name, but Chris

would kill me as the list would be looooonnnngg In addition, the gruff vocals

reminded me instantly of Barney from Napalm Death. Yes!! In short, l love this record

a lot Get it (Cryptas Records'Luis V Cruz'Apdo Postal #16-052'CP 02011 Mexico

DF Mexico <cons_internacion@hotmail>/Terrermundistas'Apdo Postal #2489'
CP 2200CK Tijuana BCN Mexico < tercermundistas@yahoo.com>

)
(-Erik)

MASSICK -
frT CD Rocking & grinding punk4iardcore\vhatever from Germany

There are bits of just about everything in this. It'll go from Melodic hardcore to

blastbeats with harsh vocals, then into a pop-groove. Very odd, but also infectious.

If you’re looking for a quick way to pick up most of their stuff, this combines the 10"

& 7"ep along with some demo tracks. It’s a four way split label release, one of which
is (HUMAN MEAT FOR SALE/o4) Dusan Ozanak/Zborov nad Bystncou 455/023
Oil/ MoViiki.i , liiiiiumiuijIliiiLiiliiiiiiliiiliiijil miinl i IAVI



Box 6411 27/ SF CA 941 64) (-Chris)

LQYEttt THE TIME OF CHOLERA -CP Tfteseguys

play the modem style of metallic hardcore that is

heavy on the metal, but not with out some emo
melody mixed in. Just 4 songs. Lots oftechnical

metal guitar playing. Gruff screamy vocals that break

into some sing-songey parts as well. There’s a good

punchy rockin' beat through most of this too keeping

that death metal hardcore feeling going with some
emo-ish bits mixed in. No idea where the band is

from, (bugempire.com) (-Chris)

LUNCH MONEY THUGS - DEMO TAPE Streetpunk

from Maine. Songs like “Murphy's Irish Stout,” “Dry Dock," “Clockwork Love

Affair,” and covers of Blitz, the Pogues, and Menace, I figure you get the idea.D Well

executed, with perfect Oi! vocals.D(renegade_tapes@hotmail.com) (-Robert)

MALEFACTION -MERE THERE 1$ POWER THERE IS ALWAYS RESISTANCE CD
I'm not a fan. Not that Malefaction are not amazing at what they do, but I’m not a huge

fan of this style of chaos metakhardcore. Think Dillinger Escape Plan meets Cryptic

Slaughter and you have a pretty good idea of what this sounds like. I'm surprised

Relapse hasn't signed this band. I mean come on! If they can put out a piece of shit

like Today is the day’s last record, they could release this masterpiece of grindlhrash

.

Ok so maybe it’s growing on me. (G7 welcoming committedBox 27006'360 Main

St. Concourse'Winnipeg MB-TOC 4T3 Canada) (-Erik)

MAUGNANT TUMOR

-

DAWN OF A NEW AGE LP Grinding Scandinavian meets UK
style Crustcore from the Czech republic. To explain: bits of EXTREME NOISE TERROR
influenced sounds are mixed in with added Swedish distortion and anger; this creates

MALIGNANT TUMOR. Along with some more standard PUNK ROCK moments, this

is diverse and interesting crust throughout. Comes in a black and white sleeve with

the band logo in foil, which looks great. A great crust record! (Insane Society Rec/
POB 6/501 01 Hradec Kralove 2/Czech Republic/www.insancesociety.net) (-JAY)

MAjjWJTHOUT PLAN - FUTILITY METAPHORS CP Pretty straightforward melodic

punk rock stuff, with the occasional heavy part, and the occasional light partDVocals
are mostly screamed, but more high and raspy than low and growling.D There are

elements here of other bands (Hot Water Music, Against Me) but MAN WITHOUT
PLAN do not sound like a copy cat band, a point in their favor. (Asscard, Fritz Piontek,

Annenstrasse 5, 44137 Dortmund. GERMANY) (-Robert)

MASS SEPARATION -TAK MAU LAGI T Malaysian hardcore punk full of grinding

blastbeat thrashing speed! Thrash, burn, strike! Great stuff! (Where’s Your Anger?

Records /po box 471 /Boston MA 021 34 /USA) (-JAY)

MASSAKRQ-ST This is a very good record. It always amazes me at the cross over

effect of what I call crust bands. Basically this is political crust core, if you know what
I mean. I really appreciate the fact that this band sings and includes lyrics in their

native tongue (Spanish), and yet prints English versions of the lyrics as well.

Something about hearing aggressive music in Spanish has always drawn me in,

Brujeria anyone? Anyhow, back to the crossover thing. Yes there is definite punk all

over this record. BUT, and that is a big but, musically Massakro reminds me of

Venom, Sodom, Bolt Thrower, and many other thrashy bands I could name
,
but Chris

would kill me as the list would be looooonnnngg In addition, the gruff vocals

reminded me instantly of Barney from Napalm Death. Yes!! In short, I love this record

a lot Get it (CryptasRecords'LuisV Cruz'Apdo Postal #16-052'CP 02011 Mexico

DF Mexico <consjnternacion@hotmail>/Terrermundistas/Apdo Postal #2489/

CP 22000^0303 BCN Mexico < tercermundistas@yahoo.com>) (-Erik)

MASStCK - §YCD Rocking & grinding punkftardcoreWhatever from Germany
There are bits of just about everything in this. It'll go from Melodic hardcore to

blastbeats with harsh vocals, then into a pop-groove. Very odd, but also infectious.

If you're looking for a quick way to pick up most of their stuff, this combines the 10"

& 7 "ep along with some demo tracks. It’s a four way split label release, one of which
is: (HUMAN MEAT FOR SALE/cft Dusan Ozanak/Zborov nad Bystricou 455/023
03/Slovakia/humanmeatforsale@hotmail.com) (-JAY)

MIDAS - DEMO CDR Metallic crust punk from France Maybe a little DOOM mixed
with SORE THROAT with a less coherent recording Interesting (Skud Records/BP
515/33001 Bordeaux Cedex/France/email: crusthead@wanadoo.fr) (-JAY)

MIDNIGHT RESURRECTOR - SOLID SOLUTIONS EP 7" Power heavy Japanese
hardcore, with a strong rockin’ energy and a metallic edge that kinda reminds me of

Poison Idea with an even more raspy rolling vocal style. Though it is partly the vocal

delivery which has me thinking of Poison Idea The lyncs are really weird. The

out ii you wanna near some iiauiuonai songs oi pioiesi, passed uuwn utiough the

ages combined with those written for resistance in our current times - then I

recommend checking out this SF based band multi-gendered band. They're awe-

some. (available through AK Press/or contact: marcusd@igc.org) (-Chris)

FOOLOCRACY - SEBEKRADEZ TAPE 1-2-1 -2 punk from Czech Republic, with gruff

male vocals that sound distinctly European, which they are of course.D The rolled R's

and sing-along quality that it seems only bands from Czech and Poland have truly

perfected is present here, and adds a lot to this crusty bunch of tunes laden with

melodic (but metallic) guitar leads.O Rougher than Post Regiment, but there are many
of the same qualities., .this isWAY above average, and recommended.D (Ultima Ratio'

Kokavec Miroslav, Spacilova 11, 618 00 Brno CZECH REPUBLIC) (-Robert)

FOREGROUND DIVISION -THE FALL OF AN EMPIRE CD This is some serious metal-

core from Malaysia. Pretty damn cool. Kinda reminded me a bit of Catharsis at first.

But overall this is even more metal - very clean played and technical with plenty of

power packed punch and guttural vocals. Good lyrics talking out against globaliza-

tion, multinationals, and oppression. (VoiceProductior/c4)Yeaf/15USJ5/47610
Subjang Jaya'Selangor Darul Ehsan^Malaysia) (-Chris)

FUCK FINGER - KROLOWA BANDYTOW TAPE I was told by some kids in Lublin that

I must have this cassette, that it was an essential piece of modem Polish hardcore

history. So I bought iLD It’s OK female fronted crust, nothing I would consider

essential, unless you want to get a piece of modern

Polish hardcore history. (Wiedzma, PO Box33,

21-500 Biala Podlaska POLAND) (-Robert)

GANGWAY. MAN!- MURI PI VIRT Gangway, Man!

play guitar heavy, garagey punk rock that is some-

times reminiscent of early nineties Dischord stuff

and sometimes early Wire and X. They are from

Italy and all of their songs are in Italian. Thankfully,

they give us yanks English translations. I think the

lyrics lose a little in translation, but I like this one:

“The problem is not the falling as much as the

landing." Not really what l‘d normally pick to throw

on, but it’s nice to hearwhat's going on around the

world. (Liberi Diffusori del Delrio, eft Fernando

Falcolini, Via Rome, 53, 7201 5 Fasano (BR), Italy)

-TNT

GENITAL PANIK - PEMQ TAPE Fucking tough as

nails hardcore with liberal doses of metal through-

out.D Raw and unpolished, in the way that DIS-

CLOSE makes the kids pee their pants, you know?D
Now I’m not saying that GENITAL PANIK are on that

level necessarily, but if this demo came from Japan

instead of Maine, then you’d see GENITAL PANIK

backpatches from Richmond all the way to PDXDDo
yourself a favor, this shit is awesome.
(renegade_tapes@hotmail.com) (-Robert)

GLASS AND ASHES -DEMO CD A good hardcore

band playing a mix of melodic with angsty parts

that keep a catchy harmonious style. Throaty

screamed vocals and plenty of good hooks as well

as a hard driving energy. Just four songs here, but

this is solid good stuff and a pleasant surprise

actually Keep an eyeftar out for this band (no

address - glassandashes@hotmail.com) (-Chris)

GOAT SHANTY -CLEARLY PRESPIN T tx-RASH
OF BEATINGS members chum out some thick crusted powerviolence styled hardcore.

These 10 numbered songs are filled with hoarse shouting and thumping drums. An
interesting hardcore record, with and odd feel. (Out Of Limits/POB 765/Farmington

ME 04938/www.outoflimits.com) (-JAY)

HANGING ROTTEN - ST MCD Slow droning sludge with ex-members from SEVEN
FOOT SPLEEN. There are brief moments of powerviolence blasting on this, but

otherwise this is pure fucking sludge. Heavy, dirty and thick sound good? If so check

it out; (Voice Production Asia/ 15 Usj5/1H, 47610 Subang Jaya, Selangor Darul

Ehsan/Malaysia) (-JAY)

HIMSA- 12” PICTURE DISC I kinda thought I was into this, and then as it played on

I decided I wasn’t that into it. This is metal-core or hardcore metal. At the better parts

part this is aggro-hardcore, though and powerful, heavy and hard. But then those

bouncing beats that are thrown in there and the melodic catchy guitars give this a whole

new direction Don't be too afraid though cause the hardcore wins out. (A-F Records'

PO Box 71266/
' Pittsburgh PA 15213) (-Chris)

INHUMAN NATURE - THE DEMONSTRATION EP 7
"

When I started listening to this it

totally threw me back to the early 90s into some hybrid of NYC (Bom Against) and the

East Bay manifesting into something I couldn’t quite put my finger on. Well the Born

Against cover is a strong shout out. This band is cool cause they draw on a whole lot

of styles. With cops on the record sleeve and the monkey

in the animal testing lab in the center fold the peace punk

rings loud. They play abrasive raw punk that has it’s fast

parts and it’s catchy bouncing parts, moving into a slower

sludgy grind and then a totally upbeat chorus. I like the

diversity and the roots on which they draw. (New Eden

Rec/PO Box 1 1055^ Costa Mesa CA 92627) (-Chris)

KIDS NEAR WATER- IHEY ZEUS! CD Kids Near Water are

from England. They play really edgy post-hardcore, indie

rock ala Jawbox. I haven't heard a band that plays this kind

of stuff this well in a long time. Apparently, this band is

getting some press in the UK and doing some tounng with

thelikesofTheMovielifeandSum41 (Abstrract records,

available through Lumberjack Distribution.

www.lumberjack-online.com) -TNT

LA ARMADA ROJA - CUANDO LOSMUPOS HABLARON

CD After track 1 (1 2 minutes of silence) and track 2 (a

speech, in Espanol.D that clocks in at over 4 minutes). LA
ARMADA ROJA kick in with eight songs of great metal

influenced old school hardcore.D There are plenty of hooks,

and at times this reminds me of the first Pennywise record,

before that style took on a life all it’s own, and when even

the punx liked Pennywise (though few might have admitted

it).DThe songs are killer, and the recording is awesome,

this will have you reeled in from the first song Don't hear

much punk from the Dominican Republic, so support these

kids and get in touchiD (Distro:D oft Jose Ibanez, Calle 4,

C-5 Parque montebello, Trujillo Alto. Puerto Rico 00976,

band contact: Larmadaroja@hotmail.com)

LARKIN - THE CURSE OF OUR FATHERS CD If you like

traditional Irish or Celtic songs, playing in that energetic

drinking song way, then you most definitely have to check

out this band. With vocals from Chad (from Brother Inferior

and Assembly of God) this is awesome and sure to be a

^avonte for all those who like the traditional Irish drinking

songs as well as the punk versions. Larkin keep the energy pumping, with a strong kickin

jig of a beat, while keeping a very traditional style. Loads of people in this band, well 6,

playing guitar, mandolin, violin and whistle all acoustic like with a kickin' drum beat as

well . Emphasis on the vocals of course, with these traditional ballads of protest, Ireland

,

family, drinking, struggle and plight, in passed down through the. ages style, fueled by

whisky and beer. This is awesome!!! (Know Records^PO Box DOST^Long Beach CA
90809/Larkio' PO Box 491/Tulsa OK 74101) (-Chns)

LIFE !N PICTURES • 7" This is really good abrasive heavy hardcore with super deep
gruff guttural vocals and higher pitched guitar melodies to balance it out. A stand out

band in the sea of metal-hardcore and screamo-hardcore - not really falling cleanly into

either. The vocals are raw as shit and get kind of grating. The guitar riffs have a heavy

iocoiuou unuer water i would dcscrioe inis as ungag

ing, rather than accessible, to the human ear (Neurot

Recordings, P.0. Box 410209, SF, CA 94141) (-Neal)

HYPATIA - WE MOVE AT LIGHT SPEED 7” Sometimes

when your friends really like a band, it makes you pay

attention. My pals in Philly are way into this band and

when they piayed at the Philly fest I thought they were

really good too . But in all honestly, I liked them better live

than I have on recording. I think it’s causethe emo mello

parts have more emphasis on the recordings while the

abrasive discordant manic hardcore parts have more

carry through live. None the less this is a band with a

good feeling and passion and a really nice looking silk-screened record cover playing

in the screamo discord hardcore style. They instill a loyal following so check em out.

($3.50pp6'Square of Opposition Rec/2935 Fairview St/Bethlehem PA 1 8020) (-Chris)

L&CUSE- BURN THE EMPTY IQ THE ASH CP This band is freaking great! They sound

like Leatherface meets Dillinger Four. There songs are about drinking, loneliness, and

distress, but their message comes across in a tune not unlike that of Naked Raygun or

Lifetime, so it’s not such a bitter pill to swallow. This is a reissue of the same album on

Snuffy Smile Records, available forthe first time outside of Japan. Oh yeah, they're from

Japan. They’ll be touring soon with Finland's Manifesto Jukebox. I hope they come to

the states. (Newest Industry, Unit 100, 61 Wellfield Rd„ Cardiff, CF24 3DG, UK .

available domestically from No Idea www.noidearecords.com) -TNT

I.R.D. - ALDRIG KOPT - ALDRIG SALD EP 7” This reminds me of the slew of D-beat

Swedish hardcore bands that have taken the Discharge style, amped it up to a heavier

more powerful more rockin' style. One side of this is more straightforward heavy D punk
while theflip side kicks in with much more of a rockin’ guitar lead driven style. Gruff heavy

vocals in the vein of Anti Cimex or Wolfbrigade. (Combat Rock Industry PO Box 65*'

11101 Riihimak/Finland) (-Chris)

IN THE WAKE OF THE PLAGUE - ST 7” D-beat styled hardcore punk with heavy
distortion and a pummeling and hard driving energy. The vocals are raspy and even

UfORliD BURNS TD DEATH
snem nooDD qn i.iKnn

AUSGEBOMBT "HellBomber” LP / CD
Portland raw punk bastards playing 100% metallic

RAJOITUS "Discography" CDVIIMEINEN KOLON
Flnnlfth Hardcore Halit THalr farocloua apaad and



VIIMEKNEN KOLONNA "Irvikuva" CD*
Finnish hardcore hell! Their ferocious speed and
mean, dark edge draws heavily from early Finnish

HC, yet is packed with an assortment of
international influences, creating perfect HC for

fanatics worldwide. This new mini-album sees VK
speed thru 15 tracks in just over 18 minutes;

boldly stated as their best material to date even
considering their 7”, split 7" with NAILBITER and
"Aistien Juhfaa” album releases which all rage

among the best today.
12" version coming later on AGIPUNK Records.

_ Releasee £ Retribution
For our other releases and news, including the
1200+ item mailorder list, check out our website

AUSGEBOMBT "HellBomber" LP / CD
Portland raw punk bastards playing 100% metallic

hardcore punk. This is a distortion saturated,
Scandinavian inspired, dis-assault(l) featuring

members from BLOOD SPIT NIGHTS and
HELLSHOCK. Essential RAW brutality!!!

The vinyl version comes packed with extras
including a MASSIVE 24**x36” poster!

Limited WHITE vinyl available for mailorder.

ppd rates USA: LP $9, CD $8, CD* $7, 7"EP: $4
CAN/MEX: LP $10 Eco/$12 Air, CD: $9/$8*, 7"EP:$5

WORLD: LP $12 Eco/$16 Air, CD $12, CD* $11, 7’*EP: $6
(*lower priced mini-album)

Order more then 1 album (not 7" singles)and take $2 off

Contact us for
wholesale & trades.

orders@hardcoreholocaust.com
po box 26742, Richmond VA 23261 USA

WORLD BURNS TO DEATH
"No Dawn Comes... Night Without End” 7” EP
Intense bulldozing HC fury with an international feel and
focus on creating their own unique and extremely pissed

off sound. This recording effectively combines the
distorted crunch of their early eps with tha developed song

writing of their album. The songs are dark, dismal and
Inherently destructive, serving not only as a bitter

reflection of past atrocities, but also a chilling reminder of
modern times. Amid laughter let us each face our doom.

MAILORDER GET8 LIMITEC COLOR VINYL.

RAJOITUS "Discography" CD
Furious hyper speed Finn-Core attack from 80*s

worshiping Swedes! A complete alcohol fueled nihilistic
wave of destruction! Imagine the best of early Finnish

..ardcore filtered thru the meanest Sweden has to offer,
and you come close to RAJOITUS. This Is a 41 track
collection compiling their "Hardcore Attack *95" 12"

and 3x 7"EPs. 43:02 total running time. At first, multiple
delays kept this release back, but now their "Hardcore

Attack!" has finally gone digital! HARDCORE
HOLOCAUST will release a new RAJOITUS full length

sometime in 2003.
This CD comes with a 6 panel poster,

a/so available from us:

NAILBITER "Abused" LP / CD
SEVERED HEAD OF STATE "Anathema Device" LP / CD

RELIGIOUS WAR "Cracked System" LP
WORLD BURNS TO DEATH LP / CD+

FORCA MACABRA "Caveira Da Forca" LP
VIIMEINEN KOLONNA "Aistien Juhlaa" CD
RIISTETERROR - Taabajara Hardcore 7"EP

j* DRILLER KILLER "and the winner is..." LP

WWW.HARDCOREHOLOCAUST.COM (MAlLORDERSj^teraH^

blastbeat thrashing speed! Thrash, burn, strike! Great stuff! {Where’s Your Anger?
Records/po box 471 /Boston MA 02134/USA) (-JAY)

MASSAKflQ-S'T This is a very good record. It always amazes me at the cross over

effect of what I call crust bands. Basically this is political crust core, if you know what
I mean. I really appreciate the fact that this band sings and includes lyrics in their

native tongue (Spanish), and yet prints English versions of the lyrics as well.

Something about hearing aggressive music in Spanish has always drawn me in,

Bmjeria anyone? Anyhow, back to the crossover thing Yes there is definite punk all

over this record. BUT, and that is a big but, musically Massakro reminds me of

Venom, Sodom, Bolt Thrower, and many other thrashy bands I could name, but Chris

would kill me as the list would be looooonnnngg In addition, the gruff vocals

reminded me instantly of Barney from Napalm Death. Yes!! In short, I love this record

a lot Get it (Cryptas Records'luis V Cru^Apdo Postal #1 6-OS^CP 0201 1 Mexico
DF Mexico <consjnternacion@hotmail>/Terrermundistas/Apdo Postal #2489/

CP 22000^ Tijuana BCN Mexico <tercermundistas@yahoo.com>) (-Erik)

MASSICK - §/T CD Rocking & grinding punkfiardcoreWiatever from Germany
There are bits of just about everything in this. It'll go from Melodic hardcore to

blastbeats with harsh vocals, then into a pop-groove. Very odd, but also infectious.

If you're looking for a quick way to pick up most of their stuff, this combines the 10

& 7"ep along with some demo tracks. It's a four way split label release, one of which
is: (HUMAN MEAT FOR SALE/(/b Dusan Ozanak/Zborov nad Bystricou 455/023
03/Slovakia/humanmeatforsale@hotmail.com) (-JAY)

MIDAS - OEMQ CPB Metallic crust punk from France. Maybe a little DOOM mixed
with SORE THROAT with a less coherent recording. Interesting. (Skud Records/BP
515/33001 Bordeaux Cedex/France/email: crusthead@wanadoo.fr) (-JAY)

MIDNIGHT RESURRECTOR - SOLID SOLUTIONS EP 21 Power heavy Japanese
hardcore, with a strong rockin' energy and a metallic edge that kinda reminds me of

Poison Idea with an even more raspy rolling vocal style Though it is partly the vocal

delivery which has me thinking of Poison Idea The lyrics are really weird. The

IfitMlIAL PANIK - DEMO TAPE tucking tough as

I nails hardcore with liberal doses of metal through-

I out.D Raw and unpolished, in the way that DIS-

I CLOSE makes the kids pee their pants, you know?D
I Now I’m not saying that GENITAL PANIK are on that

I level necessarily, but if this demo came from Japan

I instead of Maine, then you’d see GENITAL PANIK

I backpatchesfrom Richmond all the wayto PDX-DDo
I yourself a favor, this shit is awesome.
I (renegade_tapes@hotmail.com) (-Robert)

|
GLASS AND ASHES -DEMO CD A good hardcore

I band playing a mix of melodic with angsty parts

that keep a catchy harmonious style. Throaty

I screamed vocals and plenty of good hooks as well

I as a hard driving energy. Just four songs here, but

this is solid good stuff and a pleasant surprise

actually Keep an ey^fear out for this band (no

I address - glassandashes@hotmail.com) (-Chris)

I GQAT SHANTY -CLEARLY PRESPIN 7" Ex-RASH
I OF BEATINGS members chum out some thick crusted powerviolence styled hardcore.

I These 1 0 numbered songs are filled with hoarse shouting and thumping drums. An
I interesting hardcore record, with and odd feel. (Out Of Limits/POB 765/Farmington

I ME 04938/www.outoflimits.com) (-JAY)

I HANGING ROTTEN - frT MCD Slow droning sludge with ex-members from SEVEN
I FOOT SPLEEN. There are brief moments of powerviolence blasting on this, but

I otherwise this is pure fucking sludge. Heavy, dirty and thick sound good? If so check

lit out: (Voice Production Asia/ 15 Usj5/1H, 47610 Subang Jaya, Selangor Darul

I Ehsan/ Malaysia) (-JAY)

I HIMSA- 12” PICTURE DISC I kinda thought I was into this, and then as it played on

I I decided I wasn’t that into it. This is metal-core or hardcore metal. At the better parts—
Japan They'll be touring soon with Finland's Manifesto Jukebox I hope they come to

the states. (Newest Industry, Unit 100, 61 Wellfield Rd., Cardiff, CF24 3DG, UK ..

available domestically from No Idea www.noidearecords.com) -TNT

KB.P. • ALDRIG KOPT - ALDRIG SALD EP 7" This reminds me of the slew of D-beat
Swedish hardcore bands that have taken the Discharge style, amped it up to a heavier

more powerful more rockin' style. One side of this is more straightforward heavy D punk
while the flip side kicks in with much more of a rockin ’ guitar lead driven style. G ruff heavy
vocals in the vein of Anti Cimex or Wolfbrigade. (Combat Rock Industry PO Box 65^

11101 Riihimak/Finland) (-Chris)

IN THE WAKE QF THE PLAGUE - ST 7” D-beat styled hardcore punk with heavy
distortion and a pummeling and hard driving energy. The vocals are raspy and even

HABLARQN

CD After track 1 (1 2 minutes of silence) and track 2 (a

speech, in Espanol.D that clocks in at over 4 minutes), LA
ARMADA ROJA kick in with eight songs of great metal

influenced old school hardcore.D There are plenty of hooks,

and at times this remindsme of the first Pennywise record,

before that style took on a life all it's own, and when even

the punx liked Pennywise (though few might have admitted

itJ.DThe songs are killer, and the recording is awesome,
this will have you reeled in from the first song Don’t hear

much punk from the Dominican Republic, so support these

kids and get in touch!D (DistroD oti Jose Ibanez, Calle 4,

C-5 Parque montebello, Trujillo Alto, Puerto Rico 00976,

band contact: Larmadaroja@hotmail.com)

traditional Irish or Celtic songs, playing in that energetic

drinking song way, then you most definitely have to check

out this band. With vocals from Chad (from Brotherlnfenor

and Assembly of God) this is awesome and sure to be a

favonte for all those who like the traditional Irish drinking

songs as well as the punk versions. Larkin keep the energy pumping, with a strong kickin

jig of a beat, while keeping a very traditional style. Loads of people in this band, well 6,

playing guitar, mandolin, violin and whistle all acoustic like with a kickin’ drum beat as
well. Emphasis on the vocals of course, with these traditional ballads of protest, Ireland,

family, drinking, struggle and plight, in passed down through the- ages style, fueled by
whisky and beer. This is awesome!!! (Know Record^PO Box 90579^ Long Beach CA
90809 /LarkirVPO Box 491/Tulsa OK 74101) (-Chris)

LIFE IN PICTURES - 7” This is really good abrasive heavy hardcore with super deep
gruff guttural vocals and higher pitched guitar melodies to balance it out. A stand out

band in the sea of metal-hardcore and screamo-hardcore - not really falling cleanly into

either. The vocals are raw as shit and get kind of grating. The guitar nffs have a heavy

SLUG & LETTUCE PAGE IS



translation to English, makes them even more broken and odd and I could quote them

and you’d be laughing. They've got a dark twisted violent edge, I think it’s just bizarre.

(HG FacV' 1 05 Nakano Shibashi-NV 2-7-1 5 Yayoi-Chc/ Nakano Tokyo 164-0013

Japan) (-Chris)

MOTORPSYCHOS - ST CD Okay, this CD looks ridiculous (the artwork I mean) but

when I popped this in, I was so totally blown away

and in love with this. It’s a 34 female band playing

a dirty rock n’ roll style with awesome, I mean

awesome lead vocals. Immediate comparisons to

early L7 especially the one more gnarly singer - it

sounds like there are two voices trading, but I think

it’s just the one. This reminds me of the early 90s

in NYC when there were a bunch of rad rockin’

bands like this. I got kinda tired of the CD as it went

on, not being one to listen to so much rock these

days. But this still caught my ear in a big way. (no

label oraddress/www.motorpsychosrock.com) (-

Chris)

MURDER WEAPON - NERVOUS WRECK CD Hail-

ing from my backyard (well, Richmond actually),

MurderWeapon play serious no-apologies hardcore,

similar to the style that bands like Madball perfected

in their prime. MW are not happy dudes, just read

the lyrics for proof... Hard dance parts, and lots of

room for singalongs. This “sound'’ has been mak-

ing quite a comeback in recent years, and it is nice

to see a band still able to bring something interest-

ing to the table. Features ex-members of Dead

Serious, Scarlet, & Down To Nothing. (Martyr

Records, PO Box 955, Harriman, NY 10926

www.martyrrecords.com) (Dave)

MY OWN LIES - SOUNDS LIKE AN ACCIDENT 7” Even if I wasn’t looking at the

record sleeve, I would say that this sounds like German hardcore. It’s fucking heavy

and brutal and reminds me of Acme on speed. There are some chaotic manic

moments and they play at breakneck speed. The vocals are gruff, deep and heavy,

with some scream to them. Pummeling, driving and manic in a totally urgent way.

(Hombre Lobo Rec/Postfach 10 31 17/60101 Frankfurt (Main/Germany) (-Chris)

NAKED AGGRESSION - THE GUT WRINGING MACHINE CD Naked Aggression were

one of my favorites years ago, so when I saw a new CD, not only was I surprised, but

I was pretty excited. This was recorded in 1996 and is dedicated to Phil (the guitar

playerwho died) and so I'm guessing that this was the last recording that they did with

him. Why it never came out before is kind of a curious thing. But anyway, here it is.

Later era Naked Aggression with a slightly more rockin’ feel than the earlier stuff, but

still holding the trademark bouncing straight forward in your face punk rock with

Kirsten’s stand out vocal style. Unfortunately on this recording her vocals are kind

of buried and not as loud and up front as they could or should be. I wouldn't say this

essential, but as a fan of this band, I’m glad to hear it and have it available. (Rodent

Popsicle Records' Naked AggressionPO Box 50854^ CA 90050) (-Chris)

NEFARIOUS - &

1

CASSETTE Well, I must say the band name is hilanous. It reminds

me of 1 1 grade vocabulary tests . I can just see my teacher trying to use it in a sentence

wtiis slightly British accent. Having said that Nefarious music is no laughing matter.

No sir, this is blistering fucking metal!!! They lean heavily towards the black metal

spectrum, but I also heard nice elements of American death metal here as well. The

most impressive thing about this band for me is that they did this on their own and

it sounds pretty fucking stellar for a cassette. Brings back memories of the good 'ol

days of metal heads tape trading across the globe. Those were good times, and so

is this tape. Musically, and this only worlds if you know the bands I’m going to refer

to, think Satyricon meets Usurper with a little Amon Amarth thrown in. worth getting

if those compansons strike a chord in the metal head inside you. (Armageddon labe/

PO Box 56' Providence Rl 02901) (-Erik)

NEON MANIACS -7” Truth be told I’m not sure if this is the name - it's written kinda

unreadable. This is kinda new wave punk but not in a synth way, they play with an

open guitar rockin’ sound that is kinda low-fi and poppy with sorta sing-songey snotty

vocals. Catchy tunes in an old punk way. (Puke n’ Vomit Records' PO Box 3435'

Fullerton CA 92834) (-Chris)

NEW MEXICAN DISASTER SQUAD - S'T CO Poppy hardcore punk in the vein of Strike

Anywhere, but with more emphasis on the melody and pop. They play an energetic

raging hardcore style with plenty of power packed punch. Most of this is structured with

dual vocals in a chorus style which really adds to the melody and sing-a-longness of it.

The tempo and energy ranges from the fist in the air hardcore to more melodic sing-

songy parts, but the overall sound leans more in a catchy melodic-pop hardcore

direction. (A-F Records'PO Box 71 266^ Pittsburgh PA 15213) (-Chris)

NO REFLEXION LEFT - damp CQ Youth crew inspired fastcore from France.D Seven

songs, seven more reasons to stop ignoring French bands.D Great guitar licks, just

enough melody to make it good, and of course machine guh drums.D Lo-Fi and raw, like

a demo should be.D If you wear a bandana (or you used to but you stopped within the

last couple of years because it became passe and you didn’t want your friends to laugh

at you while you showed off your new killer moves in the pit), then you should check out

NRL. If you’ve never worn a bandana but like to thrash, then you should check them out

anyway.D(www. noreflexionleft.fr.st) (-Robert)

NO THINK - STRAIGHT TO HELL 7" Hyper thrashing & grinding Japanese thrash. This

reminds me a lot of SENSLESS APOCALYPSE but played at faster speeds. Blinding at

times! Check it out. (Hg Fact Records/105 Nakano Shinbashi Mansion/Yayio-cho2-

7-15/Nakano Tokyo 164-001 3/Japan) (email: hgfact@japan.interq.or.jp) (-JAY)

NOGOODNIX - S'T CD Never heard of them when I lived in California, but damn would

I have loved to checked them out, playing their mix of early 90s east bay styled melodic

hardcore and fast straightforward punk.D Plenty of nods to CRINGER here, both in the

vocals and the guitar work...this is truly awesome, and sounds refreshingly NOT

pretentious. I hope to hear more from this central California band in the future.D

(Manifest Destiny. 408 Ash Street, Chico, CA 95928) (-Robert)

01 P0LL0I - FUAIM CATHA CD Long live Oi Polloi, the ultimate band for the eco-punks.

This new CD is so damn good! Their sound and style is much as it’s been for years now,

heavy hard driving punk with a strong metallic foundation, played fast and furiously, and

a good twisting dance beat just where you need it. Deek’s vocals are distinct as always

- singing about defending the earth and there are also female vocals here and there and

some spoken word parts as well. I recognize a few songs on here, but I guess most of

it is newish. The LP was out on Skuld, so I guess I’ve heard it before, but it is still

refreshing as if I had not. Seriously, all I can think about is how this is the ultimate for

the eco-warrior punk. Hardcore political stance against capitalism, cops, and the fucked

up fucking system and while totally pro-liberation, choice, the punks and the earth. I love

this!! (Combat Rocl/PO Boxes'! 11 01 Rihimaki Finland) (-Chris)
******

OLD MAN GLOOM - MEDITATIONS IN B LP Alternating between weird soundscapes (a

fancy word for really good samples) and kick-ass, crushing hardcore, these 1 3 tracks

make for one near perfect record that keeps my interest from start to finish. .not the

easiest thing to do (as my age increases, my attention span gets shorter and shorter) .DJust

two dudes, creating a bombastic sound with loads of low end, and plenty of harsh

abrasive noise.D I can see this appealing to grind freaks, to Stoner rock stoners, to

hardcore fans, and nearly everything in between.D Use IRON LUNG as a reference (and

not just because of the two piece thing), and up the mysterious vibe a few notches . . then

throw in the top notch packaging one has come to expect from Magic Bullet.D All around

never before available on cd untit now

PUBLIC SERVICE

featuring bad religion.rf?,

an awesome record. (Magic Bullet, PO Box 2370, Merrifield, VA 22116) (-Robert)

ON THE MIGHT OF PRINCES- SIRENS CD This band has a lot of elements that I like, like

their super tight timing, crunchy melodies reminiscent of Quicksand, and spacey

weirdness ala Cave In (Jupiter era) . I just have a hard time deciphering OTMOP from a

lot of the other “indie rockt>ost-hardcore" bands out there. Lyrically, they seem to have

a very politicals ial slant, which most of the other bands of this genre seem to lack,

but musically I have a hard time getting into them. Oh, they’re not afraid to name a song

“GoFuckYrself," butthey did have to spell itfashionably, which sucks. (Revelation, P.0.

Box 5232, Huntington Beach, CA 92615, www.revelationrecords.com) -TNT

OPERATION LATTE THUNDER - DEMO CD 4 songs of Richmond punk chaos. Dual

singers full of passion and angst singing over manic throttled hardcore. Fast explosive

bits and dirgey slower chuggy parts. Lots of totally manic energy delivered in a frenzy.

($4ppd US'SS CarY$6 world/the Perpetual Motion Machin&'PO Box 7364'Richmond

VA 23221) (-Chris)

OPERATION: CLIFF CLAVIN- WHO NEEDS ELECTRICITY CD On this record, Operation:

Cliff Clavin lead us in the punk rock campfire sing-a-long by playing their songs

acoustically. The only instruments are an acoustic guitar and a violin. Normally, I get

stoked on this kind of record, but I’m not the hugest fan of this one. I appreciate the

concept and the lyrics, which are quite socially conscious and political and punk rock,

but something about this one falls a little short. The music is really boring and repetitive

and the guy’s and lady’s vocals are really annoyingly off-key. But hey
,
they ask us “when

did punk rockers become musicians?" Maybe I’m just missing the point. (Geekcore

Records, P.0. Box 145, Hillview, KY 401 29) -TNT

OUTBURST - MILES TO GO CD A long overdue re-issue of this late-80’s NYHC bands

demo & 7" recordings, and though I have my gripes, I am just glad it is out. One major

gripe is the layout looks too thrown together, and I’d rather have gotten more photos &

a little less liner notes, honestly. Outburst were not around for a long time, but definitely

inspired many bands after their demise. They played a brutal metallic crossover style,

packed with slow heavy breakdowns. “Thin Ice" is so friggin’ great! (Blackout Records,

931 Madison St., Hoboken, NJ 07030 www.blackoutrecords. com) (Dave)

PAINT IT BLACK - CVA CD If I said that this band picks up where Kid Dynamite left off,

someone’ll probably be pissed, but that is how it sounds and feels to me. This band is

the new hot shit band from Philly with members of Lifetime, Kid Dynamite and Good

Riddance. There hasn’t been as much hype of late, as I would have expected, and this

is one of those bands that deserve the hype. They’re fucking good. Energetic catchy

hardcore with super punch,

bounce and catchy grooves. The

kind of hardcore that gets the

crowd riled up and rightfully so.

I’d liken this within the Kid Dyna-

mite Strike Anywhere camp. Lots

of tempo changes from the slow

build-ups to the super fast parts

,

but without any genre gimmicks

.

This is straight forward, fist in

the air hardcore and it’s awe-

some. (Jade Tree/ 2310
Kennwynn Rd/ Wilmington DE
19810 <jadetree.com>) (-

Chris)
****

PMSY-PIVISIQN- TOTAL EN-

TERTAINMENT CD In case you

didn’t know, Pansy Division are

gay and they really want you to

know it. It’s cool to hear generic

pop punk sung by guys about

other guys, instead of generic

pop-punk sung by guys about

girls. This is their seventh al-

bum; their first in five years. If

you like ’em, this is right in line

with their previous efforts. If you

haven’t heard ’em, think TheJam
meets Green Day meets homosexuality. (Alternative Tentacles, P.0. Box 419092, San

Francisco, CA 94141 www.altemativetentacles.com) -TNT

PART |l
- ‘WEEPING WAILING AND GNASHING OF TEETH” 10” It’s the new emo I

guess.. .well, it’s not really new, but I’ll call it that anyway.D Ten years ago bands like

MOSS ICON, UNIVERSAL ORDER OF ARMAGEDDON, VOICE OF REASON all played this

style, but now it has been morphed into emo-hardcore with indie rock vocals and almost

tech-metal guitar leads.D It never really goes anywhere for me, but they are at least

proficient.D The main difference between this stuff and those bands I mentioned: it never

seemed contrived “back in the day." Silly? Certainly, but never contrived.n (Coldbringec'

Andy Kindon, PO Box 651 44, Los Angeles, CA 90065) (-Robert)

PHAS E TERMINALE - L ENFEOES APPARENCES CP Drum machine punk from

France...the vocals kinda remind me of tough japanese punk, but that comparison stops

at the vocals, as the disc is pretty bland industrial punk that drags on forever.D I tried to

like this, but failed.D (Forme Letale, 12 Allee des Saules 59890 Quesnoy sur Deule

FRANCE) (-Robert)

POUNDAFLESH - CRY FROM THE PEOPLE CD It’s always kinda nice to get back to the

straight forward punk rock style - in this case the UK punk. Played with a catchy rockin’

energy and moderately gruff vocals that don’t skip over the sing-a-longs Punk as fuck

really in that good old heavy UK punk way. Just 5 good solid songs. (FCFV'PO Box 1 52'

Burton On Trent' Staffs DEI 4 1 XX England) (-Chris)

RANDOM AXE OF TERROR - DEMO TAPE Kick ass raw punk from Michigan!ODistorted

fuzzed out and tough as shit with songs like “Release From Hell," and “When The Bomb
Drops," I guess you can figure what this shit sounds like, and it sounds fucking great.

BLITZ cover to boot.D I want more.D ($2, 13133 Klinger, Detroit, Ml 48212) (-Robert)

RASH - ...GORELANDIA TAPE Ferocious Mexican thrashy hardcore with plenty of

political hardcore like this. Keep an eye out for them and make sure to pibk up this

album if you get the chance. Also available on tape format if you can find it...

(Desobediencia Records cyb Manuel Ramirez/P.O. Box 1 26/Seguin TX 781 56/USA
/email: desobediencia2000@yahoo.com.mx) (-JAY)

RAZORS EDGE - THRASH MARCH EP 7” Wow this is kinda terrible, but I know that

loads of people will love this. It’s totally raw, fast thrash hardcore. Sounds like it’s

Japanese - because it is . The record cover looks like a What Happens Next? cartoon

drawing cover. This is totally raw. It’s got a thin recording sound, that is raw and

distorted in a noisy way. A fastcore re-issue from
:
(Busted Heads/Box 275'901 06

Umea Sweden) (-Chris)

RESPIRA- A STILL SILHOUETTE CD These folks compose some of that emotional

rock music. The press release compares them to Appleseed Cast. Sounds good to

me. They are from the West Coast and will be touring soon. The lyrics are printed

in yellow on white paper, which is really hard to read, so I can’t tell you what their

songs are about. They have that Get Up Kids-Casket Lottery feel to them
.

(Exotic Fever

Records, P.0. Box 297, College Park, MD 20741) -TNT

RESURRECTION - S'T CD This is a really cool band from Asheville, NC with an

amazing female singer with a guttural voice. I find myself having a hard time

describing this cause just as I think of something it reminds me of, I lose the thought

and can’t quite place it. They have very diverse influences - one minute having an East

Bay hardcore style to then having a much more death metal style. One minute I’m

thinking of Econochrist and some dirgey off beat punk, then they have some very

guitar lead driven parts, coming back to the dirgey quality. Even a touch of that

Grimple Logical Nonsense hybrid. It’s not all over the place persay, but definitely will

keep you on your toes. I’m really intrigued and love the allure of the building

pummeling grind. The recording is solid, but also kind of compressed. I really look

forward to hearing more from this band. (169 Hillside St/ Asheville NC 28801 /

louise138@aol.com) (-Chris)

RINGWORM - THE PROMISE CD They play old-school heavy hardcore in that tough-

guy way that with a metallic edge, but in the style that came before the new era metal

hardcore like they play today. I don’t really know anything about this Cleveland

Hardcore band, but I guess they’ve been around for awhile and this is an old “classic’

album that has been re-done and repressed and all that. This is aggressive, hard and

tough with deep throaty vocals with a throw to them. Reminds me old NYC HC from

the late 80s and early 90s. This is the kind of shit that makes for a seriously hard mosh

pit. This has a nice fold out

packaging with some liner notes

and it includes a demo recording

from the early 90s. (Deathwish)

(-Chris)

RISE AND FAIL - I’ll DANCE
MY DANCE CD Melodic Japa-

nese punk that you could easily

imagine hearing on MTV2, or

perhaps opening the side stage

at the Warped Tour.D That said,

this is the band who you might

seeliear in one of those situa-

tions, and you might whisperdis-

creetly to a close friend that you

kinda liked them, and you would

hope that your friend would not

tell all of your friends with stud-

ded jackets that you liked the

wimpy band.D Vocals are remi-

niscent of Guy from Fugazi at

times, and there are moments

that bring to mind Milemarker,

but no keyboards or lady sing-

ers!] If they were from the states,

they would be in the Buzzbin, but

I’ll just listen to them when no

one else is around.D (HG Fact,

105 Nakano Shinbashi-M, 2-7-15 Yayoi-Cho, Nakano, Tokyo 164-0013 JAPAN) (-

Robert)

ROBOT HAS WAREWOLF HAND - THE ENDLESS LP - CD I was into this from the

explosive get go. Totally amped, high energy and fast hardcore playing in a straight

forward non-distorted manner. Fronted by dual male and female vocals in a manic

delivery of harsh abrasiveness . Good lyrics too. Really, that doesn’t seem like enough

words to describe not sing this band’s praises, but at the heart of it - it does the job.

This band is good and they have a cool name and you should check them out. (The

Art of the Underground'Alex Kems^ Custer St/Buffalo NY 14214) (-Chris)

ROTTEN BASTARDS - VOIDTAPE Fast tough hardcore with a bit of a thug vibeDPretty

good in a “thick neck” sort of way. ..you know; you kinda like it, but at the same time

you thinkyou might not be welcome at one of theirshows.D(heiner@rottenbastards.de)

(-Robert)

ROY- TACOMATOSE CDEP Some guys from Washington, who wereS also in

Botch, These Arms are Snakes, and Harkonen, take a stab in a different musical

direction. This stuff is less hardcore more indie-rock, but you know what, unlike a lot

of those hardcorelndie-rock crossovers, this one doesn’t sound at all pretentious.

Lyrics are witty. Music is catchy and smooth. This record is stripped down and

honest and I really appreciate it. The first song is called “T Town Concrete." Comedy.

(Initial Records, P.0 Box 17131, Louisville, KY 4021 7) -TNT

RPG - FULLTIME CD Well I must admit, I’m a bit biased w'this band. They live here

in Richmond, and are good close friends. But I for one am not afraid to rip a band a

new one if they fuckin suck ass!! Fortunately for RPG, myself and everyone else, this

is not in anyway shape or form a suck ass band. In fact, I believe RPG will be heading

the charge for a return to an original punk aesthetic Bv that I mean the Stooges or



MURDER WEAPON - NERVOUS WRECK CD Mall

ing from my backyard (well, Richmond actually),

MurderWeapon play serious no-apologies hardcore,

similartothe style that bands like Madball perfected

in their prime. MW are not happy dudes, just read

the lyrics for proof... Hard dance parts, and lots of

room for singalongs. This “sound’ has been mak-

ing quite a comeback in recent years, and it is nice

to see a band still able to bring something interest-

ing to the table. Features ex-members of Dead

Serious, Scarlet, & Down To Nothing. (Martyr

Records, PO Box 955, Harriman, NY 10926

www.martyrrecords.com) (Dave)

MY OWN LIES - SOUNDS LIKE AN ACCIDENT 7" Even if I wasn't looking at the

record sleeve, I would say that this sounds like German hardcore. It’s fucking heavy

and brutal and reminds me of Acme on speed. There are some chaotic manic

moments and they play at breakneck speed. The vocals are gruff, deep and heavy,

with some scream to them. Pommeling, driving and manic in a totally urgent way.

(Hombre Lobo Rec/Postfach 1031 17/60101 Frankfurt (Main^Germany) (-Chris)

NAKED AGGRESSION - THE GUT WRINGING MACHINE CD Naked Aggression were

one of my favorites years ago, so when I saw a new CD, not only was I surprised, but

I was pretty excited. This was recorded in 1996 and is dedicated to Phil (the guitar

playerwho died) and so I’m guessing that this was the last recording that they did with

him. Why it never came out before is kind of a curious thing. But anyway, here it is.

Later era Naked Aggression with a slightly more rockin’ feel than the earlier stuff, but

still holding the trademark bouncing straight forward in your face punk rock with

Kirsten’s stand out vocal style. Unfortunately on this recording her vocals are kind

of buried and not as loud and up front as they could or should be. I wouldn’t say this

essential, but as a fan of this band, I’m glad to hear it and have it available. (Rodent

Popsicle Records'Naked Aggressior/PO Box 50854/LA CA 90050) (-Chris)

NEFARIOUS - S/T CASSETTE Well, I must say the band name is hilarious. It reminds

me of 1 1 grade vocabulary tests . I can just see my teacher trying to use it in a sentence

whis slightly British accent. Having said that Nefarious music is no laughing matter.

No sir, this is blistering fucking metal!!! They lean heavily towards the black metal

spectrum, but I also heard nice elements of American death metal here as well. The

most impressive thing about this band for me is that they did this on their own and

it sounds pretty fucking stellar for a cassette. Brings back memories of the good "ol

days of metal heads tape trading across the globe. Those were good times, and so

is this tape. Musically, and this only works if you know the bands I’m going to refer

to, think Satyricon meets Usurper with a little Amon Amarth thrown in. worth getting

if those comparisons strike a chord in the metal head inside you. (Armageddon labe/

PO Box 56/ Providence Rl 02901) (-Erik)

NEON MANIACS -7" Truth be told I’m not sure if this is the name - it’s wntten kinda

unreadable. This is kinda new wave punk but not in a synth way, they play with an

open guitar rockin ’ sound that is kinda low-fi and poppy with sorta sing-songey snotty

vocals. Catchy tunes in an old punk way. (Puke n' Vomit Records' PO Box 3435/

Fullerton CA 92834) (-Chris)

NEW MEXICAN DISASTER SQUAD - S/T CD Poppy hardcore punk in the vein of Stnke

enough melody to make it good, and of course machine gun drums.D Lo-Fi and raw, like

a demo should be.O If you wear a bandana (or you used to but you stopped within the

last couple of years because it became passe and you didn’t want your friends to laugh

at you while you showed off your new killer moves in the pit), then you should check out

NRL. If you’ve never worn a bandana but like to thrash, then you should check them out

anyway.(www.noreflexionleft.fr.st) (-Robert)

NO THINK - STRAIGHT TO HELL 7” Hyper thrashing & grinding Japanese thrash. This

reminds me a lot of SENSLESS APOCALYPSE but played at Taster speeds. Blinding at

times! Check it out. (Hg Fact Records/ 105 Nakano Shinbashi Mansion/Yayio-cho2-

7-15/Nakano Tokyo 164-001 3/Japan) (email: hgfact@japan.interq.or.jp) (-JAY)

NOGOODNIX - ST CD Never heard of them when I lived in California, but damn would

I have loved to checked them out, playing their mix of early 90s east bay styled melodic

hardcore and fast straightforward punk.D Plenty of nods to CRINGER here, both in the

vocals and the guitar work.. .this is truly awesome, and sounds refreshingly NOT

pretentious.D I hope to hear more from this central California band in the future.D

(Manifest Destiny. 408 Ash Street, Chico, CA 95928) (-Robert)

01 POLLOI - FUAIM CATHA CD Long live Oi Polloi, the ultimate band for the eco-punks.

This new CD is so damn good! Their sound and style is much as it’s been for years now,

heavy hard driving punk with a strong metallic foundation, played fast and furiously, and

a good twisting dance beat just where you need it. Deek’s vocals are distinct as always

- singing about defending the earth and there are also female vocals here and there and

some spoken word parts as well. I recognize a few songs on here, but I guess most of

it is newish. The LP was out on Skuld, so I guess I’ve heard it before, but it is still

refreshing as if I had not. Seriously, all I can think about is how this is the ultimate for

the eco-warrior punk. Hardcore political stance against capitalism, cops, and the fucked

up fucking system and while totally pro-liberation, choice, the punks and the earth. I love

this!! (Combat Rocl/PO Box 65/11101 Rihimaki Finland) (-Chris)
******

OLD MAN GLOOM - MEDITATIONS IN B LP Alternating between weird soundscapes (a

fancy word for really good samples) and kick-ass, crushing hardcore, these 1 3 tracks

make for one near perfect record that keeps my interest^rom start to finish.. not the

easiest thing to do (as my age increases, my attention span gets shorter and shorter) .OJust

two dudes, creating a bombastic sound with loads of low end, and plenty of harsh

abrasive noise.D I can see this appealing to gnnd freaks, to Stoner rock stoners, to

hardcore fans, and nearly everything in between.D Use IRON LUNG as a reference (and

not just because of the two piece thing), and up the mysterious vibe a few notches . . then

throw in the top notch packaging one has come to expect from Magic Bullet.D All around

never before available on cd until now

PUBLIC SERVICE

featuring bad retigion/f?,

circle one,red cross,

disability

oio punx rocKers Become musicianr.

?
Mayor; i rn just missing ine pnmi (ueexcore

Records, P.0. Box 145, Hillview, KY40129) -TNT

OUTBURST -MILES TO GO CD A long overdue re-issue of this late-80’s NYHC bands

demo & 7” recordings, and though I have my gripes, I am just glad it is out. One major

gripe is the layout looks too thrown together, and I’d rather have gotten more photos &

a little less liner notes, honestly. Outburst were not around for a long time, but definitely

inspired many bands after their demise. They played a brutal metallic crossover style,

packed with slow heavy breakdowns. “Thin Ice" is so friggin’ great! (Blackout Records,

931 Madison St., Hoboken, NJ 07030 www.blackoutrecords. com) (Dave)

PAINT IT BLACK - CVA CD If I said that this band picks up where Kid Dynamite left off,

someone’ll probably be pissed, but that is how it sounds and feels to me. This band is

the new hot shit band from Philly with members of Lifetime, Kid Dynamite and Good

Riddance. There hasn’t been as much hype of late, as I would have expected, and this

is one of those bands that deserve the hype. They’re fucking good. Energetic catchy

hardcore with super punch,

bounce and catchy grooves. The

kind of hardcore that gets the

crowd riled up and rightfully so.

I’d liken this within the Kid Dyna-

mite Strike Anywhere camp. Lots

of tempo changes from the slow

build-ups to the super fast parts,

but without any genre gimmicks.

This is straight forward, fist in

the air hardcore and it’s awe-

some. (Jade Tree/ 2310
Kennwynn Rd/ Wilmington DE

19810 <jadetree.com>) (-

Chris)
****

PAN$Y DIVISION- TOTAL EN-

TERTAINMENT CD In case you

didn't know, Pansy Division are

gay and they really want you to

know it. It's cool to hear generic

pop punk sung by guys about

other guys, instead of generic

pop-punk sung by guys about

girls. This is their seventh al-

bum; their first in five years. If

you like ’em, this is right in line

with their previous efforts. If you

haven’t heard ’em, think The Jam
meets Green Day meets homosexuality. (Alternative Tentacles, P.0. Box 419092, San

Francisco, CA 94141 www.altemativetentacles.com) -TNT

PART M - “WEEPING WAILING AND GNASHING QP

T

EETH’’ I
Q” It’s the new emo I

guess.. .well, it’s not really new, but I’ll call it that anyway.D Ten years ago bands like

MOSS ICON, UNIVERSAL ORDER OF ARMAGEDDON, VOICE OF REASON all played this

style, but now it has been morphed into emo-hardcore with indie rock vocals and almost

tech-metal guitar leads.D It never really goes anywhere for me, but they are at least

proficient. The main difference between this stuff and those bands I mentioned: it never

seemed contrived “back in the day.” Silly? Certainly, but never contrived. (Coldbringei/

Andy Kindon, PO Box 65144, Los Angeles, CA 90065) (-Robert)

PHASE TERMINALS - L’ENFER PES APPARENCY CP Drum machine punk from

France. . .the vocals kinda remind me of tough japanese punk, but that comparison stops

at the vocals, as the disc is pretty bland industrial punk that drags on forever.D I tried to

like this, but failed.D (Forme Letale, 12 Allee des Saules 59890 Quesnoy sur Deule

FRANCE) (-Robert)

POUNDAFLESH - CRY FROM THE PEOPLE CD It’s always kinda nice to get back to the

straight forward punk rock style - in this case the UK punk. Played with a catchy rockin’

energy and moderately gruff vocals that don’t skip over the sing-a-longs Punk as fuck

really in that good old heavy UK punk way. Just 5 good solid songs. (FCR/PO Box 1 52/

Burton On Trent/ Staffs DEI 4 1 XX England) (-Chris)

RANDOM AXE OF TERROR - DEMO TAPE Kick ass raw punk from Michigan! DDistorted

fuzzed out and tough as shit with songs like “Release From Hell,” and “When The Bomb
Drops," I guess you can figure what this shit sounds like, and it sounds fucking great.

BLITZ cover to boot.D I want more.D ($2, 13133 Klinger, Detroit, Ml 48212) (-Robert)

RASH - -GORELANDIA TAPE Ferocious Mexican thrashy hardcore with plenty of

“ maturity." Completely catchy, but never wimpy, and the vocals are perfect for this

style; growls and barks but no cookie monster stuff. Lyrics in Spanish, and I’m pretty

sure their content falls on the personal side of political.D Amazing recording, an all

around amazing tape.D Hopefully someone will release this on wax so more folks will get

to check it out.D(Reaccionafernando Lozano, Apdo. Postal 1 946, C.P. 64001 Monterey,

N.L. MEXICO) (-Robert)

RASH - ,, .GORELANDIA CD Awesome pummeling hardcore punk from Mexico. The

songs are hard hitting in a classic sense with international HC flavors and USHC

moments (of the non-breakdown sort! . . think bands like DEATHREAT) No moments of

modern metal influences, just HC & punk all the way. It’s great to see and hear strong

winning m rconocnnsi ana soma airgey ott near punx, man may nava soma vary

guitar lead dnven parts, coming back to the dirgey quality. Even a touch of that

Grimple Logical Nonsense hybrid. It’s not all over the place persay, but definitely will

keep you on your toes. I’m really intrigued and love the allure of the building

pummeling grind. The recording is solid, but also kind of compressed. I really look

forward to hearing more from this band. (169 Hillside St/ Asheville NC 28801 /

Iouise138@aol.com) (-Chris)

RINGWORM - THE PROMISE CD They play old-school heavy hardcore in that tough-

guy way that with a metallic edge, but in the style that came before the new era metal

hardcore like they play today. I don’t really know anything about this Cleveland

Hardcore band, but I guess they've been around for awhile and this is an old “classic"

album that has been re-done and repressed and all that. This is aggressive, hard and

tough with deep throaty vocals with a throw to them. Reminds me old NYC HC from

the late 80s and early 90s. This is the kind of shit that makes for a senously hard mosh

pit. This has a nice fold out

packaging with some liner notes

and it includes a demo recording

from the early 90s. (Deathwish)

(-Chris)

RISE AND FALL - IU DANCE
MY DANCE CD Melodic Japa-

nese punk that you could easily

imagine hearing on MTV2, or

perhaps opening the side stage

at the Warped Tour.D That said,

this is the band who you might

seeftear in one of those situa-

tions, and you might whisper dis-

creetly to a close friend that you

kinda liked them, and you would

hope that your friend would not

tell all of your friends with stud-

ded jackets that you liked the

wimpy band.D Vocals are remi-

niscent of Guy from Fugazi at

times, and there are moments

that bring to mind Milemarker,

but no keyboards or lady sing-

ers.D If theywere from the states,

they would be in the Buzzbin, but

I’ll just listen to them when no

one else is around.D (HG Fact,

105 Nakano Shinbashi-M, 2-7-15 Yayoi-Cho, Nakano, Tokyo 164-0013 JAPAN) (-

Robert)

ROBOT HAS WAREWOLF HAND - THE ENDLESS LP - CD I was into this from the

explosive get go. Totally amped, high energy and fast hardcore playing in a straight

forward non-distorted manner. Fronted by dual male and female vocals in a manic

delivery of harsh abrasiveness . Good lyrics too. Really, that doesn’t seem like enough

words to describe not sing this band’s praises, but at the heart of it - it does the job.

This band is good and they have a cool name and you should check them out. (The

Art of the Underground/Alex Kems/59 Custer St/Buffalo NY 14214) (-Chris)

ROTTEN BASTARDS -VOIDTAPE Fast tough hardcore with a bit of a thug vibe.Pretty

good in a “thick neck” sort of way . .you know; you kinda like it, but at the same time

you thinkyou might not be welcome at one of their shows.D(heiner@rottenbastards.de)

(-Robert)

ROY- TACOMATOSE CDEP Some guys from Washington, who were^ire also in

Botch, These Arms are Snakes, and Harkonen, take a stab in a different musical

direction. This stuff is less hardcore more indie-rock, but you know what, unlike a lot

of those hardcore4ndie-rock crossovers, this one doesn’t sound at all pretentious.

Lyrics are witty. Music is catchy and smooth. This record is stripped down and

honest and I really appreciate it. The first song is called “T Town Concrete." Comedy.

(Initial Records, P.0. Box 17131, Louisville, KY 4021 7) -TNT

RPG - FULLTIME CD Well I must admit, I’m a bit biased vi/this band. They live here

in Richmond, and are good close friends. But I for one am not afraid to rip a band a

new one if they fuckin suck ass!! Fortunately for RPG, myself and everyone else, this

is fiot in anyway shape or form a suck ass band. In fact, I believe RPG will be heading

the charge for a return to an original punk aesthetic. By that I mean the Stoocjes gr

Generation X. These 1 3 songs are a testament to what can happen when four folks

get together w/a DIY ethic and a love for loud punk and 70’s rock. This album is so

good you'll leave it on in repeat for quite a few spins each time. If you aren’t convinced

by the time “early 72" comes on, you will be, and you’ll be banging your head wthe

rest of us here in Richmond. (Direct Hit Records <www.rpgva.com>) (-Erik)

RUNN-A-MUCKS .
“
QF A D I FFERENT 8BEJD ’ This band seems to have came

out of nowhere. I was reviewing stuff for this other magazine about two years ago,

and had the pleasure of hearing the RUNN-A-MUCKS ep, which was awesome.D Now
I’m checking out their second LP, and they have a slew of other releases under their

belts, including a CD comp of “old" stuff. So much for me being on top of my game.C

FACE
IN

"PASSING

DOWN
SHIT
TIMES" CD/LP



unreadable. This is kinda new wave punk but not in a synlh way, they play with an

open guitar rockin’ sound that is kinda low-fi and poppy with sorta sing-songey snotty

vocals. Catchy tunes in an old punk way. (Puke n' Vomit Records' PO Box 343y

Fullerton CA 92834) (-Chris)

NEW MEXICAN DISASTER SQUAD - &T CD Poppy hardcore punk in the vein of Stnke

two dudes, creating a oomoastic sound wnn loads or low eno, ano piemy or narsn

abrasive noise.D I can see this appealing to gnnd freaks, to Stoner rock stoners, to

hardcore fans, and nearly everything in between!] Use IRON LUNG as a reference (and

not just because of the two piece thing), and up the mysterious vibe a few notches. . then

throw in the top notch packaging one has come to expect from Magic Bullet. All around

never before available on cd untit now
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PART II
- "WEEPING WAILING ANO GNASHING OF TEETH" 10” It’s the new emo I

guess. ..well, it’s not really new, but I’ll call it that anyway.D Ten years ago bands like

MOSS ICON, UNIVERSAL ORDER OF ARMAGEDDON, VOICE OF REASON all played this

style, but now it has been morphed into emo-hardcore with indie rock vocals and almost

tech-metal guitar leads.D It never really goes anywhere for me, but they are at least

proficient.D The main difference between this stuff and those bands I mentioned: it never

seemed contrived “back in the day." Silly? Certainly, but never contrived.^ (Coldbringe^

Andy Kindon, PO Box 65144, Los Angeles, CA 90065) (-Robert)

PHASEJERMJNALE - L’ENFER DES APPARENC.ES. £D Drum machine punk from

France. . the vocals kinda remind me of tough japanese punk, but that comparison stops

at the vocals, as the disc is pretty bland industrial punk that drags on forever.D I tried to

like this, but faiied.D (Forme Letale, 12 Allee des Saules 59890 Quesnoy sur Deule

FRANCE) (-Robert)

POUNOAFLESH - CRY FROM THE PEOPLE CD It's always kinda nice to get back to the

straight forward punk rock style - in this case the UK punk. Played with a catchy rockin’

energy and moderately gruff vocals that don’t skip over the sing-a-longs Punk as fuck

really in that good old heavy UK punk way. Just 5 good solid songs. (FCR'PO Box 1 52/

Burton On TrenKStaffs DE14 1XX England) (-Chris)

RANDOM AXE OF TERROR -DEMO TAPE Kickass raw punk from Michigan! ODistorted

fuzzed out and tough as shit with songs like “Release From Hell,” and “When The Bomb

Drops," I guess you can figure what this shit sounds like, and it sounds fucking great.

BLITZ cover to boot.D I want morel] ($2, 13133 Klinger, Detroit, Ml 48212) (-Robert)

RASH - -GORELANDIA TAPE Ferocious Mexican thrashy hardcore with plenty of

“maturity.’D Completely catchy, but never wimpy, and the vocals are perfect for this

style; growls and barks but no cookie monster stuff. Lyrics in Spanish, and I’m pretty

sure their content falls on the personal side of political.^ Amazing recording, an all

around amazing tape.D Hopefully someone will release this on wax so more folks will get

to check itout.[](Reaccionafernando Lozano, Apdo. Postal 1 946, C.P. 64001 Monterey,

N.L. MEXICO) (-Robert)

RASH -
, ..GORELANDIA CD Awesome pummeling hardcore punk from Mexico. The

songs are hard hitting in a classic sense with international HC flavors and USHC

moments (of the non-breakdown sort! . . think bands like DEATHREAT) No moments of

modern metal influences, just HC & punk all the way. It’s great to see and hear strong

nonnnj

RQBfllMSWAREWQ Lf HANDTHELNDIESSLP- CD l was into this from the

explosive get go. Totally amped, high energy and fast hardcore playing in a straight

forward non-distorted manner. Fronted by dual male and female vocals in a manic

delivery of harsh abrasiveness . Good lyrics too. Really, that doesn’t seem like enough

words to describe not sing this band’s praises, but at the heart of it - it does the job.

This band is good and they have a cool name and you should check them out. (The

Art of the Underground'Alex Kems'59 Custer St/Buffalo NY 14214) (-Chris)

ROTTEN BASTARDS -VOIDTAPE Fast tough hardcore with a bit of a thug vibe.DPretty

good in a “thick neck” sort of way...you know; you kinda like it, but at the same time

you thinkyou might not be welcome at one of theirshows.D(heiner@rottenbastards.de)

(-Robert)

ROY- TACOMATOSE CDEP Some guys from Washington, who were^ire also in

Botch, These Arms are Snakes, and Harkonen, take a stab in a different musical

direction. This stuff is less hardcore more indie-rock, but you know what, unlike a lot

of those hardcoretndie-rock crossovers, this one doesn’t sound at all pretentious.

Lyrics are witty. Music is catchy and smooth. This record is stripped down and

honest and I really appreciate it. The first song is called “T Town Concrete." Comedy.

(Initial Records, P.O. Box 17131, Louisville, KY 4021 7) -TNT

RPG - FULLTIME CD Well I must admit, I’m a bit biased w'this band. They live here

in Richmond, and are good close friends. But I for one am not afraid to rip a band a

new one if they fuckin suck ass!! Fortunately for RPG, myself and everyone else, this

is not in anyway shape or form a suck ass band. In fact, I believe RPG will be heading

the charge for a return to an original punk aesthetic. By that I mean the Stooges gr

Generation X. These 1 3 songs are a testament to what can happen when four folks

get together v^a DIY ethic and a love for loud punk and 70’s rock. This album is so

good you’ll leave it on in repeat for quite a few spins each time. If you aren’t convinced

by the time “early 72’ comes on, you will be, and you’ll be banging your head wthe

rest of us here in Richmond. (Direct Hit Records <www.rpgva.com>) (-Erik)

RUNN-A-MUCKS - "OF A DIFFERENT BREED’’ CD This band seems to have came

out of nowhere.D I was reviewing stuff for this other magazine about two years ago,

and had the pleasure of hearing the RUNN-A-MUCKS ep, which was awesome.DNow
I’m checking out their second LP, and they have a slew of other releases under their

belts, including a CD comp of “old" stuff. So much for me being on top of mygame!
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This is more of the same, kick-ass adrenaline fueled punk rock and roll.D These 14

songs fly by, and I did not once get bored (quite an accomplishment for any record),
No fancy stuff, just hardcore punk, and they're awesome live as well.G (Six Weeks,

225 Lincoln Ave., Cotati, CA 94931) (-Robert)

RUPTURE - LUST AND HATE LP This is a vinyl issue of an oop CD release. Originally

recorded in '94, these tracks represent RUPTURE'S hateful and nihilistic fury If you're

a fan of them you know to expect ultra-hardcore hell ... If not, well, they probably don’t

care anyway and it's limited so it’ll sell out eithef way. Take it or leave it. (SOA Records

/ Paolo Petralia / Via Oderisi Da Gubbio 67/69 / 00146 Roma / Italy / email:

soarecords@tin.it) (-JAY)

SJz£.iU,:
"
MISERABLE EXI STENCE

"
” Beer soaked raw punks from San Francisco,

not to be confused with the Arkansas STFU This band has been making quite a name
for themselves over the last couple of years with their punk as fuck. . .well, just for being

punk as fuck.D Fist in the air sing-alongs that everyone can identify with like “Crank

Boogers." Fast and pissed, the way the punx should be.D (3351 Noriega Street, San

Francisco, CA 941 22) (Robert)

SABERS -SPECTER CD Specter is ten years of work by the two members of Sabers.

It is along similar lines as other Neurot Recordings psychedelic noise projects, though

that is not to say exactly identical. It is hypnotic with its layered heavy tribal drumming.

Resonant and highly effected guitar sounds bleed through many unrecognizable field

recordings creating a sound which encompasses droning ambiance alongside heavy

and pulsating grooves. Much like certain other Neurot releases it would not have as

much power if not played with continuity from start to finish Neurot Recordings, P.O.

Box 410209, San Fran, CA 94141) (-Neal)

SCALLY - COTO DEPORTIVO DE CAZA 10" Passionately DIY hardcore from

Switzerland. There is a slight melodic edge to the breakdowns (slower parts) here, but

otherwise this is straightforward political hardcore. Impressive. (Scally/Postfach 724

/8750 Glarus/Switzeriand/email: scally@gmx.ch) (-JAY) *

SCARRED FOR LIFE - "IS THIS THE PRICE OF FREEDOM?" 7 " Fast metallic crust

punk from the mean streets of Los Angeles (OK, I added that “mean streets" thing

myself). Ripping solos, dive-bomb guitars and spiteful political lyrics set to music that

brings to mind early 1990s bands like Brutally Familiar or pre-industrial

Nausea.OJghtning fast, great riffs and vocals that aggressively fuel this system

fighting machine.D Executed to near perfection, and I should mention the solos again,

because there are a lot of them...and because they are all great.D Punks have been

scared to shred for far too longID (Despotic Records. PO Box 832, Long Beach. CA
90801) (Robert)

SCHEMATIC OF A WAKING LIFE- CINDERS AND SEEDS CDEP Schematic of a

Waking Life play pretty upbeat, screamy hardcore I'm really over monotonous

screaming. Really over it. The music is acut above the restof the genre, but the vocals

make me wish CD players came standard with a karaoke feature (Bug Records

www.bugempire.com) -TNT

SCHIFOSI-7’’ Super dupper heavy. Really dark and brooding and absolutely heavy

as can be, in that apocalyptic punk way, with the dark weaving guitar lines that I am
so attracted to. The deep and guttural vocals from Kate (you’ve neverguess) are really

something. This is awesome. The dark heavy power is luscious, but doesn’t make me
think of any other bands. While this has a drop tuned sludgy heavy power, they also

amp the tempo to a driving energy and those weaving guitars balance it all out. I love

it. (Voice Production & Global Warning/PO Box 242/Northcote 3070 Vic Australia)

(-Chris)

SCOTT KELLY -SPIRIT BOUND FLESH CD This is a solo project from Scott Kelly of

Neurosis. On first listen his guitar lines remind me of ones that I might pass over while

writing music for being to slow, simplistic, or

lacking in catchy melodies. It is interesting that

you could probably guess which Neurosis

parts Scott Kelly has the most influence over

by listening to this with that in mind. His

monotone vocals combined with the repetitive

nature of the guitar create an entrancing audi-

tory result. The lyrical content is of a similar

poetic nature to that of the most recent Neuro-

sis album. (Neurot Recordings. P.O. Box

410209. San Fran, CA 94141) (-Neal)

SKARP - ST 7" This is really cool, but I kept

thinking it had to be on the wrong speed

because it was - it’s labeled wrong This is

super heavy and awesome with a dirgey pum-

meling thick sound quality. The vocals are

super distorted, but change enough to break

through so you can hear that it’s a rad female

behind that tough crazy voice. Still, this has an

overall dirgey quality of super heavy power

that just absolutely rocks. Pummeling double

bass drums, raging energy and fast parts,

super thick distorted parts, and even some
breakdowns into a ska-dance beat. The blend

and mix of all these styles is excellent and

keeps you on your toes. Has a totally epic

apocalyptic quality and it totally rocks. And
Skarp are one of my new favorite bands (Un-

Yelliman Records' PO Box 4171/ Seattle WA
98194-0171) (-Chris)

*****

SLEEPING BY THE RIVERSIDE - A BREATH
BETWEEN BATTLES CD Instantly I was hooked

cause this reminds me of another favorite Florida band. There is this infectious

contagious things which spread across that state creating multiple bands drawing on
similar sounds. Sleeping sound like As Friends Rust - playing melodic hardcore with

almost half-spoken vocals full of angst. Musically they bridge the melody with the

power of hardcore . But this is not the metallic version this is the more melodic version

with harmonious guitar melodies and the vocals actually having more of the edge. I

love it (Indianola Records' 307? Shoridan Rd/Valdosta GA 31606) (-Chris)

SLLLI’Y I IML GORILLA MUSLUM LI VL CD Ihis is a collection ol live works gathered

the melody of early 80s European bands like Slime or Asta Kask, and I can easily imagine

a huge crowd of dancers (as opposed to moshers) at their shows, just fun catchy punk
rocki I LA EXPERIENCE . continue along in the same vein, with songs that appear to

have been written between 1993 and 1996.L A highly recommended, and totally fun.

release.: J (Discos de Hoy c6 Jose Ibanez, Calle 4, C-5 Parque Montebello. Trujillo Alto,

Puerto Rico 00976) (-Robert)

Spit: MANIFESTO JUKEBOX/I EXCUSE SPLIT 7" Japan meets Finland on this melodic

gem.D I EXCUSE is total Husker Du worship in the best possible way. . the mid-era stuff

like “Flip Your Wig," especially with the guitar, which is near perfect.LJ Two awesome
songs from a band I’ve never heard of before, but would like to hear from again ; I

MANIFESTO JUKEBOX wowed kids across the states last year with their live show, and

these songs will not disappoint. Fantastic tuneful punk, the band that Jawbreaker would

have been had they started a decade later : I i Both bands’ songs were recorded in ?001

,

so I'm not sure if this is a new record or an older one, but you should get yourself one

either way.U (Combat Rock Industry, PO Box 65, 11101 Riihimaki, FINLAND) (Robert)

Spit: NEUROOTTISET PELIMANNIT / TARTUTA 7” NEUROOTTISET PELIMANNIT s

debut ep was phenomenal straight up 80 s sounding Finnish hardcore punk and their

tracks here are no different. They don’t use as much reverb as say TERVEET KADET, but

the power is there On the flip side TARTUTA tear thru a few tracks of utterly raging

slightly metallic hardcore punk, also with the infectious Finnish twist. The slight use of

reverb on their high screams gives a bit to ttie metal feel, but either way this is great stuff

Make sifre and track this one down (SHJ-records 66 Risto Eronen/Tunmlantie 186/

58920 Kolkontaipale/ Finland/ email, r_eronen@hotmail.com) (-JAY)

Spl!L..SC HIFO§|/$LACKJAW - SPLIT 7"
I really like Schifosi a lot. I reviewed their

7"

elsewhere They play super fucking heavy, drop tunes, throbbing hard rockin' punk with

the gruffest deepest female vocals ever Dark and ominous with weaving guitars and a

heavy throttled drive and pummel. Fuck yeah. Slackjaw I didn't like near as much, but

then agaipst t like Schifosi so mueh that it would be hard Slackjaw have a slower style,

still heavy but mote rockin', and more brooding and jamming in that technical majhy
way. The guitars weave in a gr atmg high pitched style, that reminds me of that discordant

hardcore, like maybe early Cave In or Converge, though the general sound rocks and

grooves with deep gruff vocals This record has an insert from the girl who put it out but

no lyrics info or address. I’d try coritacWiy the label whu put out the other Schifosi 7"

(Kick Start My Heart Records' try to order from (Voice Production A Global Warning/

PO Box ?4?/Northcote 3070 Vic Australia) (-Dhns)

SplL SEE YOU IN HELL/HOMO CONSUMENS SPLIT TAPE SEE YOU IN HELL wrote

the book on Czech hardcore punk (well, at least the guitarist did. ..literally I mean ..oh,

never mind) and they continue on in that fine tradition, trading in melody for tasteful bits

of death metal fury. I I The drummer is a machine, the singer a maniac, and the bassist

.i teddy bear I 1 1 hn guitarist7 Well lie wrole the book on Czech hardcore wail, did I sav

Spit: SHORTCUT/ASIDE SPLIT CD France strikes a blow straight for the throat with

these two outfits.SHORTCUT are fastcore, if you must put a label on it.nHigh-pitcher

vocals, with tons of back-ups. and blistering nffs layed over rapid fire Srums.D ASIDE,
who split up in 1999. are even faster, and offer more guttural vocals trading off with

killer female vocals.D INFEST and ELECTRO HIPPIES covers to give you a frame of

reference, this now defunct band is just one more reason why it is the punks who lose

when the punks overlook French hardcore bands.D32 songs all together on this disc,

well worth yourtime and money if you like it fast and furious. (Boisleve, La Saudrais

35310 Cintre. FRANCE) (-Robert)

Spit; SOOPHIE NUN SQUAD A ABE FROMAN - SPLIT LP Sometimes I think I’m too

serious to appreciate a band like Soophie Nun Squad. I saw them once - there were
like 10 people in the band and they filled up the basement they played in. They wore
football helmets and freaked the fuck out, dancing and having the best time. My mouth
was agape the whole time. On record, they are crazy and manic and all over the place

Poppy punk and fun, hip hop, and I don’t even know what. Abe Froman have a very

similar ki nd of crazy fun energy. Dual female and male vocals and a very poppy sound
Honestly. I’m not too into either (Harlan Records'7205 Geronimo'N. Little Rock AR
72116) (-Chris)

Sfllt; TAKARU/A LIGHT IN THE ATTIC split LP Two west coast “members of" outfits

,

both of whom pretty well destroy.G TAKARU are perhaps what happens when folks

in good powerful emo(ish) hardcore bands start listening to good powerful crust(ish)

bands . LJ Imagine last year's SATURATION LP with lots of slower parts, or an intelligent

version of the tough guy dnvel handed out by east coast pretty hair record labels.D

Heavy as a sledgehammer, and angry.as a swarm of bees, these six songs are all

awesome, and I wanted more when they were done.D A LIGHT IN THE ATTIC are

Yaphet Kotto and Suicide nation folks, and resemble a fusion of those two acts.D Less

metal than one, more pissed than the other Solid chaotic hardcore that gets you right

in the chest.U (Sky of III Rule, PO Box 1 70516, San Francisco, CA 941 1 7) (-Robert)

Spit: THE AWAKENING /VIRGINIA BLACK LUNG - SPLIT 7" This is probably one
of my favorite 7"s nght now for a variety of reasons First of all - both of these bands
are awesome and command repeated listens. Secondly this is the 3rd release in the

series of Sea of Steel splits which is an awesome pro-bicycle thing and they not only

bring together great bands for these splits, but they make some really good looking

records as well. So the Awakening are a band I can not get enough of. I mean really,

they are one ofmy favorites They're heavy hardcore pun k with a seriously drop tuned

throb that rocks, but they keep it hardcore, ya know with a relentless energy and drive,

moderate ranged vocals, weaving guitars they manage to have a rad and unique style

at a time when that really stands out Fucking awesome And Virginia Black Lung are

another great band I’ve been way into for awhile now too - they bust out with some
super heavy and intense hardcore delivered with a discordant fury, deep to raspy

multiple vocals and a raging yet weaving style that has a,chaotic edge which then

merges into swooning one Both of these bands are awesome, great split, great

record Two fucking awesome bands. (Ed Walters'2416 S. WarnockSt/Philly PA
19143) (-Chns)

*****

Spit: THE ENTROPY PROJECT/SCREWJACK split LP A posthumous release from

two late 1 990s Seattle bands.U Tl IE ENTROPY PROJECT certainly sounds a bit dated,

as these songs were recorded in 1 996, but they were ahead of their time at the time,

their style of metalcore mixed with melody and guitar leads and the occasional soft

part became unbearably prevalent around the turn of the new century, but these tracks

are head and shoulders above most of the crap that that particular musical revolution

spawned j ISCREWJACK are more noisy and all overthe place, and remind me of the

good things that all those shitty tech metal bands might have been able to do if they

concerned themselves with rocking instead of wnting more confusing parts than the

nexl band I Still a little noodly for my taste, but these tunes are far more powerful than

their seven years might suggest !J It s a shame that this record is such a quiet footnote

in the lives of these two bands (only 400 copies pressed), as I think that both are more
worthwhile than most bands releasing records today (

1
(Excursion, PO Box ?0??4,

Seattle, WA 98012) (-Robert)

Spit: THE STOCKHOLM SYNDROME / STAYING AT HOME split 7” Australia’s

Stockholm Syndrome kick off the split with double bass and anguished screams, then

quickly descend into dark broodmy angry hardcore only slightly reminiscent of

modern US hardcore like Give Up The Ghost I : Completely furious, and totally

good. I IStaying At Home, also from down under, sound like a midwestern indie rock

band, like Ten Grand witti sweater boy vocals.U Pretty good, and ttiey provide a nice

contrast on this two song two band split EP I Interesting to note that these two very

different sounding bands have lyrics that could have been written by the same
person.U Don ’t know what that means, just thought it wortti mentioning.!J (Deplorabk

Recordings. PO Box 430 Newtown, NSW ?04?. AUSTRALIA) (-Robert)

Spit: TO HELL AND BACK/THE SHEMPS - SPLIT 7" This is kmda funny. Funny in

that ttiese veterans of the NY tiardcore scene are now playing in two distinctly different

bands The Shemps (w' Artie Phillie and Bill Flono) play that retro style of rock n' roll

punk with a clean rock n' roll guitar sound kmda 50s like, but definitely more rockin’

and sliyhtly trashy in that 70s punk way that there is a big retro wave about. If I didn't

know who was in this band, I wouldn't care about them - since I do -
1 think it's funny

and even pretty good To Hell and Back (ex-Devoid of Faith dudes) are fucking

awesome. I'm a huge fan of them. It sounds to me like SSD in the late 80s ruck era.

And yes. they rock, and rock hard Gruff vocals and a good hard guitar rock driven,

style II I didn't have this affinity foi Boston HC and the rock era that came later and
.again didn't know ttiese guys. I miytitspot dig it as much, but the fact is -

1 love this baud’

and these two songs kick ass. (GlnomRec/PO'Box 14?5#7\ll>any NY 1 ??3?) (-Chns)

Spit: VISIONS OF WAR/OLHO DE GATO LP This is a painng of top-notch Dutch

CRUST bands. VISIONS OF WAR start this out with raging cruslcorc mixing bits of UK
styles with 90 s sounding metallic ferocity They utilize a strong pairing of dual vocals

as well OLHO DE GATO continue the mayhem, but with more of a straightforward

tiardcore style, and less metallic crust. Still hits hard as fuck though, and the pair-up

of both hands works perfectly here This is one ol the better split LPs you can pick up
at the moment, so check it nut (Angry Records r,6 Fulvio Dogliofti/C.P ?80/ 15100
Alessandria/ Italy/wrialf, anytyjwf&wimw) pjayi

S pit: YACOPSAE/SANITYS PAWN LP YACOPSAt starts this out with hyper blasting

ultracore mayhem, much like we've all come to expect from them. An abundance of

blast beats and constant high pitched screaming vocals, all pulled off perfectly for the
style Un .Ihu Hillside /ANIIYS DAWN add a littlu more low und wiili dual vuljK

SMALL BROWN BIKE- NAIL YOURSELF TO THE GROUND CDEP I’ve always thought

of this band as a heavier Jawbreaker. I like them a lot and this short record leaves nothing

to be desired aside from an extra song or two. I hear this is their last record for No Idea

as they are moving to Lookout for their full-length. Great labels sweat this great band.

They are heavy at times, soft at other times, great at all times. Five songs on this one,

including a country song with an organ and a lap steel I love this record and I can't

wait for the full-length. (No Idea Records, P.O. Box 14636, Gainesville, FL 32604

www.noidearecords.com) -TNT

SMALL BROWN BIKE- THE RIVER BED LP/CD Hmmm? I got really excited about this

record as I’ve been waiting for it for quite some lime. Small Brown Bike is one of my
favorite bands of recent years. Their Lookout! Debut is pretty darn good, but il lacks

some of the edginess of their previous efforts It's pretty rock friendly and I can almost

see the video hit playing in the mind. I'm not sure if that’s where these dudes are going,

but from the slight change in sound production, I don't think it's out of the question.

Don’t get me wrong, this record is up to par. musically and lyrically, with their previous

records, but il seems just a little more polished. I like the ‘Nail Yourself to the Ground’

EP a lot more. (Lookout! Records, 3264 Adeline St., Berkeley, CA 94703

www.lookoutrecords com) -TNT

SPAZM 151 - ST CD This is the CD version of their LP on MIND CONTROL records.

That being said, this album rips thm pure fucking hardcore. ‘Texas style" as they put

it. Excellent, harsh and damn punk: this is old-school style done nght. 13 mad
motherfucking tunes including JERRY’S KIDS and OFFENDERS covers. You should

already know this.
.
(Busted Heads Records /box 275/901 06 Umea/ Sweden/

www.bustedheads.com) (-JAY)

SPEAKEASY - RETURN TO SENDER CD Oh this is good. If you like Against Me -

chances are good you'll dig this too. Punks playing acoustic guitars with harmonicas

and loads of passion and urgency. Okay, maybe it’s not acoustic, but it’s lo-fi and

simple sounding in a great way. Super catchy and infectious. A perfect mix of melody

and intensity. (PO Box 20897/Oakland CA 94620-0897) (-Chris)

German grinctyowerviolence stuff here from two solid bands.D Bizarre X offer up four

sizzling platters that... well, gnnd like mad.D An unrelenting two piece assault who have

released loads of records throughout their 10 (!) years, and this split continues on in

their fine tradition.D You like to Thrash?Q You like Bizarre X.D Fellow Germans Kent

Brockman don't mess around with subtleties, they play both powerAND violence.DYou

like Grind? You like Kent Brockman Very not tough lime green and black splatter vinyl.

(Hombre Loco Rec.,Postfach 1031 17,60101 Frankfurt (Main), GERMANY) (Robert)

Solt: CAUSTIC CHRIST/R.A.M.B.O. - SPLIT 7” Caustic Christ are taking the world

by storm with their powerful old-school hardcore thrash style Distinctly Pittsburgh

punk to my ears from some of my favorite people on earth. And R.A.M.B.O. - what is

there not to love about this amazing band of Philly activist punks who dress up in outfits

to play, thrash you to the ground with intelligent messages at the same time Seriously

- two of the best bands that the East Coast hardcore-punk scene has to offer in a

beautiful looking record sleeve. Get your hands on this. (Busted Heads'Box 275'901

06 Umea Sweden) (-Chris)

Sfl!t DEFIANT TRESPASS /CQLD LIKE DECEMBER 7
”

The most interesting thing

about this record is that mine is not round . I mean, it’s supposed to be round, but it’s

kinda egg shaped, which is good, cause otherwise I would be forced to say that both

bands sound warbly, when, in fact, they do not. Defiant Trespass play hardcore the way
I first knew it, dirty raw and punk Political and pissed, the way punks should be, these

three songs are a fine introduction to this band, and I would like to find some more,

perhaps I will look on the InterWeb. Cold Like December are slightly more modern,

which means they have a new school youth ,

crew tinge on one song (speaking of which, I

don’t know if the guitar at the end was meant

to be a joke, but I hope not. ‘cause it is tucking

great!), and the vocals are ever so slightly in

the “new" hardcore vein. ! like this enough to

look for one that is round (http//

fakeindependent.com) (Robert)

Spit: DILUTE/HELLACD This is a split of two

bands live recordings. Hella is a guitar player

and a drummer playing extremely noisy, fast,

and chaotic technical jazz-metal, or as they

describe themselves spazz-core. It has simi-

larities to parts by bands such as The Dillinger

Escape Plan. Dilute makes a good juxtaposition

for this release. They are a lot more based on

soothing melodies and build-ups rather than

stop and start madi less . They have very strange

childlike vocals that don't really seem to fit. I

think this band might make more sense on a

highly produced studio recording. (Sickroom

Records, ltd
,
P O Box 47830, Chicago, IL

60647) (-Neal)

Spit: HYPATIA / ROBOTATTACK! - SPLIT 7”

Hypatia bust out with some manic hardcore

with a thrash style crossed with some emo-ish

guitar tones and a we re having fun vibe. I try to

like this band more than I do. and I really don’t

know why On the Robotattack side the first (jalf

is a mello acoustic number, which then erupts

into some energetic straight forward hardcore

Weird rolling space bubble soundbytes in be-

tween the songs, erupting again into manic hardcore and then weird off-beat timing

changes Ya know, it just doesn't do it for me These bands went on tour together and

I bet if I saw them I'd dig it more than I do on vinyl. ($3 SOppd'Square of Opposition Rec/
2935 Fairview St/Bethlehem PA 18020) (-Chris)

Sp it; KNIFED/LIMPWRIST - SPLIT 7" Two raw hardcore bands sporting the gay pride

Knifed from Ireland are more blatant, singing about cocks and fucking, pretty hardcore

High pitched vocals overtop of super fast speed hardcore Straight forward, or should

l say gay forward ? Llmpwrisl, the US allstar band ol hardcore gay boys have much more



like Grind? You like Kent Brockman . Very not tough lime green and black splatter vinyl

(Hombre Loco Rec., Postfach 1031 17,60101 Frankfurt (Main), GERMANY) (Robert)

Spit: CAUSTIC CHRIST/R.A.M.B.O. - SPLIT 7" Caustic Christ are taking the world

by storm with their powerful old-school hardcore thrash style. Distinctly Pittsburgh

punk to my ears from some of my favorite people on earth. And R.A.M.B.O. - what is

there notto love about this amazing band of Philly activist punks who dress up in outfits

to play, thrash you to the ground with intelligent messages at the same time Seriously
- two of the best bands that the East Coast hardcore-punk scene has to offer in a

beautiful looking record sleeve. Get your hands on this. (Busted Heads'Box 27S^901

06 Umea Sweden) (-Chris)

m: DEFIANT TRESPASS /COLD LIKE DECEMBER 7" The most interesting thing

about this record is that mine is not round . I mean, it's supposed to be round, but it's

kinda egg shaped, which is good, cause otherwise I would be forced to say that both

bands sound warbly, when, in fact, they do not. Defiant Trespass play hardcore the way
I first knew it, dirty raw and punk. Political and pissed, the way punks should be, these

three songs are a fine introduction to this band, and I would like to find some more,

perhaps I will look on the InterWeb. Cold Like December are slightly more modern,

which means they have a new school youth

crew tinge on one song (speaking of which, I

don’t know if the guitar at the end was meant

to be a joke, but I hope not. 'cause it is fucking

great!), and the vocals are ever so slightly in

the ‘new" hardcore vein. ! like this enough lo

look for one that is round (http^

fakeindependent.com) (Robert)

Spit: DILUTE/ HELLA CD This is a split of two

bands live recordings. Hella is a guitar player

and a drummer playing extremely noisy, fast,

and chaotic technical jazz-metal, or as they

describe themselves spazz-core. It has simi-

larities to parts by bands such as The Dillinger

Escape Plan. Dilute makes a good juxtaposition

for this release. They are a lot more based on

soothing melodies and build-ups rather than

stop and start madness . They have very strange

childlike vocals that don’t really seem to fit. I

think this band might make more sense on a

highly produced studio recording. (Sickroom

Records, ltd
.
PO Box 47830. Chicago, IL

60647) (-Neal)

Spit: HYPATIA / ROBOTATTACK! - SPLIT 7"

Hypatia bust out with some manic hardcore

with a thrash style crossed with some emo-ish

guitar tones and a we're having fun vibe. I try to

like this band more than I do, and I really don't

know why. On the Robotattack side the first Ijalf

is a mello acoustic number, which then erupts

into some energetic straight forward hardcore

Weird rolling space bubble soundbytes in be-

tween the songs, erupting again into manic hardcore and then weird off-beat timing

changes Ya know, it just doesn 't do it for me These bands went on tour together and
I bet if I saw them I'd dig it more than I do on vinyl ($3 50ppd/Square of Opposition Rec/
2935 Fairview St/Bethlehem PA 18020) (-Chris)

SMI_K_NIFED/LIMPWRIST- SPLIT 7” Two raw hardcore bands sporting the gay pride

Knifed from Ireland are more blatant, singing about cocks and fucking, pretty hardcore

High pitched vocals overtop of super fast speed hardcore. Straight forward, or should
I say gay forWard? Limpwrist, the US allstar band of hardcore gay boys have much more
clever lyrics that are just plain brilliant. Taking a heavier style, with gruffer vocals from
Martin. Still sticking to the gay-forward hardcore style. Raw and punk as fuck A good
pair up here. How can we not all love the fuck out of Limpwrist? (Rejected Record^PO
Box 6591/Dun Laoghaire/Co. Dublin/Ireland) (-Chris)

SfiLt: LA EXPERIENCE DE TONITO CABANILLASSS/JUVENTUD CRASA split CD Two
Puerto Rican bands on this split disc, five songs each.DJUVENTUD CRASA have all of

scared to shred for far too longft .) (Despotic Records, PO Box 832. Long Beach CA
90801) (Robert)

SCHEMATIC OF A WAKING LIFE- CINDERS AND SEEDS CDEP Schematic of a

Waking Life play pretty upbeat, screamy hardcore I’m really over monotonous
screaming. Really over it. The music is acutabove the rest of the genre, but the vocals

make me wish CD players came standard with a karaoke feature. (Bug Records

www.bugempire.com) -TNT

SCHIFOSI - 7" Super dupper heavy. Really dark and brooding and absolutely heavy

as can be, in that apocalyptic punk way, with the dark weaving guitar lines that I am
so attracted to. The deep and guttural vocals from Kate (you’ve neverguess) are really

something. This is awesome. The dark heavy power is luscious, but doesn’t make me
think of any other bands. While this has a drop tuned sludgy heavy power, they also

amp the tempo to a driving energy and those weaving guitars balance it all out. I love

it. (Voice Production & Global Warning/PO Box 242/Northcote 3070 Vic Australia)

(-Chris)

This is a solo project from Scott Kelly of

Neurosis. On first listen his guitar lines remind me of ones that I might pass over while

writing music for being to slow, simplistic, or

lacking in catchy melodies. It is interesting that

you could probably guess which Neurosis

parts Scott Kelly has the most influence over

by listening to this with that in mind. His

monotone vocals combined with the repetitive

nature of the guitar create an entrancing audi-

tory result. The lyrical content is of a similar

poetic nature to that of the most recent Neuro-

sis album. (Neurot Recordings, P.0. Box

410209, San Fran, CA 94141) (-Neal)

SKARP - S^T7" This is really cool, but I kept

thinking it had to be on the wrong speed

because it was - it’s labeled wrong This is

super heavy and awesome with a dirgey pum-
meiing thick sound quality. The vocals are

super distorted, but change enough to break

through so you can hear that it’s a rad female

behind that tough crazy voice. Still, this has an

overall dirgey quality of super heavy power

that just absolutely rocks. Pummeling double

bass drums, raging energy and fast parts,

super thick distorted parts, and even some
breakdowns into a ska-dance beat. The blend

and mix of all these styles is excellent and

keeps you on your toes. Has a totally epic

apocalyptic quality and it totally rocks. And
Skarp are one of my new favorite bands (Un-

Yelliman Records' PO Box 4171/ Seattle WA
98194-0171) (-Chris)

*****

SLEEPING BY THE RIVERSIDE - A BREATH
BETWEEN BATTLES CD Instantly I was hooked

cause this reminds me of another favorite Florida band. There is this infectious

contagious things which spread across that state creating multiple bands drawing on
similar sounds. Sleeping sound like As Friends Rust - playing melodic hardcore with

almost half-spoken vocals full of angst. Musically they bridge the melody with the

power of hardcore. But this is not the metallic version this is the more melodic version

with harmonious guitar melodies and the vocals actually having more of the edge. I

love it. (Indianola Records/3072 Sheridan Rd/Valdosta GA 31606) (-Chris)

SLEEPYTIME GORILLA MUSEUM - LIVE CD This is a collection of live works gathered

from many different venues. The music goes from a carnival ride soundtrack, to brutal

pounding heavy metal, to operatic, and then just to noise crafted from a variety of

voices, instruments, and voices. There seems to be a lot of crowd participation,

leading me to believe that their live show is really cool, although it doesn ’t translate as

well to CD format. (Sickroom Records, ltd., P.0. Box 47830, Chicago, IL 60647) (-

Neal)

Puerto Rico 00976) (-Robert)

Spit: MANIFESTO JUKEBOX/I EXCUSE SPLIT 7" Japan meets Finland on this melodic

gem.D I EXCUSE is total Husker Du worship in the best possible way . the mid-era stuff

like “Flip Your Wig," especially with the guitar, which is near perfect.LJ Two awesome
songs from a band I’ve never heard of before, but would like to hear from again i I

MANIFESTO JUKEBOX wowed kids across the states last year with their live show, and
these songs will not disappoint. Fantastic tuneful punk, the band that Jawbreaker would
have been had they started a decade later [ I Both bands’ songs were recorded in 2001

.

so I'm not sure if this is a new record or an older one, but you should get yourself one
either way.U (Combat Rock Industry, PO Box 65, 11101 Riihimaki, FINLAND) (Robert)

Spit: NEUROOTTISET PELIMANNIT / TARTUTA 7" NEUROOTTISET PELIMANNIT’s
debut ep was phenomenal straight up 80 s sounding Finnish hardcore punk and their

tracks here are no different. They don't use as much reverb as say TERVEET KADET, but

the power is there On the flip side TARTUTA tear thru a few tracks of utterly raging

slightly metallic hardcore punk, also with the infectious Finnish twist. The slight use of

reverb on their high screams gives a bit to tfie metal feel, but either way this is great stuff

Make si/re and track this one down. (SHJ-records 64> Risto Eronen/Tunnilantie 1 86/
58920 Kolkontaipale/ Finland /email: r»cronen@hotmail.com) (-JAY)

Spit: SCHIFOSI/SLACKJAW - SPLIT 7”
I really like Schifosi a lot. I reviewed their

7"

elsewhere. They play super fucking heavy, droptunes.throbbinghardrockin' punk with

the gruffest deepest female vocals ever. Dark and ominous with weaving guitars and a

heavy throttled drive and pummel. Fuck yeah. Slackjaw I didn't like near as much, but

then agaipst t like Schifosi so much that it would he hard Slackjaw have aslower style,

still heavy but more rockin', and more brooding and jamming in that technical mathy
way. The guitars weave in a grating high pitched style, that reminds me of that discordant

hardcore, like maybe early Cave In or Converge, though the general sound rocks and
grooves with deep gruff vocals This record has an insert from the girl who put it out but

no lyrics info or address. I’d try contacting the label who put out the other Schifosi 7"

(Kick Start My Heart Records'll to order from (Voice Production & Global Warning/
PO Box 242/Northcote 3070 Vic Australia) (-Chris)

Spit:m YOU IN HELL/HOMO CONSUMENS SPLIT TAPE SEE YOU IN HELL wrote
the book on Czech hardcore punk (well, at least the guitarist did. ..literally I mean ..oh,

never mind) and they continue on iri that fine tradition, trading in melody for tasteful bits

of death metal furyD The drummer is a machine, the singer a maniac, and the bassist
a teddy bear.D The guitanst? Well he wrote the book on Czech hardcore. ..wait, did 1 say
that already?D Anyway, SEE YOU IN HELL are a fucking steamroller of double bass
hardcore madness, and well worth your time HOMO CONSUMENS are more what you
might expect when you think of fast catchy East European punk, with basic punk parts

and gruff vocals. 22 songs that will have you singing along, fist in the air, even though
you cannot understand a single word/ Thi$ is seriously an awesome cassette.! [(Ultima

_Ratio4(okavec Miroslav, Spacilova 1 1 , 618 00, Brno CZECH REPUBLIC) (-Robert)

miry are one nr my ravor ires i ney re Heavy hardcore punk with a seriously drop tuned
throb that rocks, but they keep it hardcore, ya know with a relentless energy and drive,

moderate ranged vocals, weaving guitars they manage to have a rad and unique style

at a time when that really stands out Fucking awesome And Virginia Black Lung are

another great band I’ve been way into for awhile now too - they bust out with some
super heavy and intense hardcore delivered with a discordant fury, deep to raspy
multiple vocals and a raging yet weaving style that has a,chaotic edge which then
merges into swooning one. Both of these bands are awesome, great split, great

record. Two fucking awesome bands. (Ed Walters'2416 S. Warnock St/Philly PA
19143) (-Chris)*****

Spit: THE ENTROPY PROJECT/SCREWJACK split LP A posthumous release from
two late 1 990s Seattle bands.D THE ENTROPY PROJECT certainly sounds a bit dated,

as these songs were recorded in 1 996, but they were ahead of their time at the time,

their style of metalcore mixed with melody and guitar leads and the occasional soft

part became unbearably prevalent around the turn of the new century, but these tracks
are head and shoulders above most of the crap that that particular musical revolution

spawned ! JSCREWJACK are more noisy and all overthe place, and remind me of the

good things that all those shitty tech metal bands might fiave been able to do if they

concerned themselves with rocking instead of writing more confusing parts than the

next band 1

I Still a little noodly for my taste, but these tunes are far more powerful than
their seven years might suggest.U It's a shame that this record is such a quiet footnote

in the lives of these two bands (only 400 copies pressed), as I think that both are more
worthwhile than most bands releasing records today 1

1
(Excursion, PO Box 20224

Seattle, WA 98012) (-Robert)

Spit: THE STOCKHOLM SYNDROME / STAYING AT HOME split T Australia’s

Stockholm Syndrome kick off the split with double bass and anguished screams, then

quickly descend into dark broudiny angry hardcore OnlY slightly reminiscent of

modern US hardcore like Give Up The Ghost I ! Completely furious, and totally

good. IStaymg At Home, also from down under, sound like a midwestern indie rock
band, like Ten Grand with sweater boy vocals.L! Pretty good, and tticy provide a nice

contrast on this two song two band split EP I i Interesting to note that these two very

different sounding bands have lyrics that could have been written by the same
person.U Don’t know what that means, just thought it worth mention ing.lj (Deplorabk

Recordings. PO Box 430 Newtown. NSW 2042, AUSTRALIA) (-Robert)

Spit: TO HELL AND BACK/THE SHEMPS - SPLIT 7" This is kinda funny Funny in

thal tfiese veterans of the NY hardcore scene are now playing in two distinctly different

bands The Shemps (w/ Artie Phillie and Bill Flono) play that retro style of rock n' roll

punk with a clean rock n' roll guitar sound kinda 50s like, but definitely more rockin'

and slightly trashy in that 70s punk way ttiat there is a big retro wave about. If I didn’t

know who was in this band, I wouldn't care about them - since I do -
1 think it's funny

and even pretty good To Hell and Back (ex-Devoid of Faith dudes) are fucking

awesome. I'm a huge fan of them It sounds to me like SSD in the late 80s rock era.

And yes, they rock, and rock hard Gruff vocals and a good hard guitar rock driven

style If I didn't have this affinity for Boston HC and the rock era that came later and
.again didn't know these guys. I unghhiol dig it as much, but the fact is -

1 love this band"

and these two songs kick ass (Gloom Rec /PO'Box T425#Albany NY 1 273?) (-Chris)

Spit: VISIONS OF WAR/OLHO DE GATO LP This is a painng of top-notch Dutch
CRUST bands. VISIONS OF WAR start this out with raging crustcore mixing bits of UK
styles with 90 s sounding metallic ferocity They utilize a strong pairing of dual vocals

as well OLHO DE GATO continue the mayhem, but with more of a straighttorward

hardcore style, and less metallic crust. Still tuts hard as fuck though, and die pair -up
of hoth bands works perfectly here This is one nt the better split LPs you can pick up
at the moment, so check it out (Angiy Records c/b Fulvio Dogliotti/C.P 280/ 15100
Alessandria/ Italy /email antpywffiM-m)} (-MY)
Sp|t: YACOPSAE/S.A.NITYS DAWN LP YACOPSAE starts this out with hyper blasting

ultracore mayhem, much like we’ve all come to expect from them. An abundance of

blast beats and constant high pitched screaming vocals, all pulled off perfectly for the
style On the flipside SANITYS DAWN add a little more low end with dual vocals, one
grunting, in a belted out early powerviolence style Otherwise their sound blends in

perfectly with YACOPSAE So if fastcore /thrash /powerviolence /whatevercore is

you're thing this record will definitely get multiple plays. (Hombre Lobo Records/Bert
c'o Sandro Gessner/Str. Des Friedens 45/07819 Mittelpollmtz /Germany) (-JAY)

STAINS ; JOHNJWAYNE_WAS A NAZI 7" A re-issue of something that most people
jiave_onlyseenonjbay, now back in print (or the curious hardcore fans of today. Not

CONTRAVENE - prison sells 7"

WnTKAJ/ynV
new 3 song 7*

out NOW!
$3.50 ppd

Contravene s/t CD - $5

C Urine Specimen "raw" 7" - $3.50
"Moral Hazard/CfiUpccabra split 7" - $3.50

Carot Ann "score to settte" 7" - $3.50

Misanthropic "open up.." 7" - $3.50
Sea of Deprivation "catharsis..." LP - $7

Prices are postage paid for U.S. only.

Everywhere else add extra for postage.
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supot distorted, hut chfing« Hiiough to break

through so you can hoar that it's a rad female

behind that tough crazy voice. Still, this has an

overall dirgey quality of super heavy power

that just absolutely rocks. Pummeling double

bass drums, raging energy and fast parts,

super thick distorted parts, and even some
breakdowns into a ska-dance, beat. The blend

and mix of all these styles is excellent and

keeps you on your toes. Has a totally epic

apocalyptic quality and it totally rocks. And
Skarp are one of my new favorite bands (Un-

Yelliman Records' PO Box 41 71/ Seattle WA
98194-0171) (-Chris)

*****

SLEEPING BY THE RIVERSIDE - A BREATH
BETWEEN BATTLES CD Instantly I was hooked
cause this reminds me of another favorite Florida band. There is this infectious

contagious things which spread across that state creating multiple bands drawing on
similar sounds. Sleeping sound like As Friends Rust - playing melodic hardcore with

almost half-spoken vocals full of angst. Musically they bridge the melody with the

power of hardcore . But this is not the metallic version this is the more melodic version

with harmonious guitar melodies and the vocals actually having more of the edge. I

love it. (Indianola Records'3072 Sheridan Rd/Valdosta 6A 31606) (-Chris)

SLEEPYTIME GORILLA MUSEUM - LIVE CD This is a collection of live works gathered

from many different venues . The music goes from a carnival ride soundtrack, to brutal

pounding heavy metal, to operatic, and then just to noise crafted from a variety of

voices, instruments, and voices. There seems to be a lot of crowd participation,

leading me to believe that their live show is really cool, although it doesn 't translate as

well to CD format. (Sickroom Records, ltd., P.0. Box 47830, Chicago, IL 60647) (-

Neal)

for this release They are a lot more based on

soothing melodies and build-ups rather than

stop and start madness. They have very strange

childlike vocals that don't really seem to fit. I

think this band might make more sense on a

highly produced studio recording. (Sickroom

Records, ltd
,
P O Box 47830, Chicago, IL

60647) (-Neal)

Spit: HYPATIA / RQBOTATTACK? - SPLIT 7

"

Hypatia bust out with some manic hardcore

with a thrash style crossed with some emo-ish

guitar tones and a we're having fun vibe. I try to

like this band more than I do, and I really don’t

know why. On the Robotattack side the first foalf

is a mello acoustic number, which then erupts

into some energetic straight forward hardcore

Weird rolling space bubble soundbytes in be-

tween the songs, erupting again into manic hardcore and then weird off-beat timing

changes Ya know, it just doesn’t do it for me These bands went on tour together and
I bet if I saw them I'd dig it more than I do on vinyl ($3 50ppd/Square of Opposition Rec/
2935 Fairview St/Bethlehem PA 18020) (-Chris)

Spi t: KNIFED/LIMPWRIST- SPLIT7” Two raw hardcore bands sporting the gay pride

Knifed from Ireland are more blatant, singing about cocks and fucking, pretty hardcore

High pitched vocals overtop of super fast speed hardcore. Straight forward, or should
I say gay forward? Limpwrist, the US allstar band of hardcore gay boys have much more
clever lyrics that are just plain brilliant. Taking a heavier style, with gruffer vocals from

Martin. Still sticking to the gay-forward hardcore style. Raw and punk as fuck A good
pair up here. How can we not all love the fuck out of Limpwrist? (Rejected Records'PO
Box 6591/Dun Laoghaire/Co. Dublin/lreland) (-Chris)

Spit: LA EXPERIENCE DE TONITO CABANILLASSS/JUVENTUD CRASA spli t CD Two
Puerto Rican bands on this split disc, five songs each.QJUVENTUD CRASA have all of

Spit: NtUHOOTTISET PELIMANNIT / TARTUTA 7” NEUROOTTIsET PELIMANNIT's
debut ep was phenomenal straight up 80 s sounding Finnish hardcore punk and their

tracks here are no different. They don't use as much reverb as say TERVEET KADET, but

the power is there On the flip side TARTUTA tear thru a few tracks of utterly raging

slightly metallic hardcore punk, also with the infectious Finnish twist. The slight use of

reverb on their high screams gives a bit to hie metal feel, but either way this is great stuff

Make siire and track this one down (SHJ-records 64) Risto Eronen/Tunmlantie 186/
58920 Kolkontaipale/ Finland/ email. r_erQnen@hotmail.cbm) (-JAY)

Spit: SCHIFQSI/SLACKJAW - SPLIT 7"
I really like Schifosi a lot. I reviewed their 7"

elsewhere They play super fucking heavy, drop tunes, throbbing hard rockin' punk with

the gruffest deepest female vocals ever Dark and ominous with weaving guitars and a

heavy throttled drive and puyrrtrne.l. Fuck yeah. Slackjaw I didn’t like near as much, but

then against I like Schifosi so much that it would be hard Slackjaw have aslower style,

still heavy but moire rockin', and more brooding and jamming in that technical mathy
way. The guitars weave in a grating high pitched style, that reminds me of that discordant

hardcore, like maybe early Cave In or Converge, though the general sound rocks and
grooves with deep gruff vocals This record has an insert from the girl who put it out but

no lyrics info or address. I’d try contacting the label who put out the ottier Schifosi 7"

(Kick Start My Heart Records' try to order from (Voice Production & Global Warning/
PO Box 242/Northcote 3070 Vic Australia) (-Chris)

Spit: SEE YOU IN HELL/HOMO CONSUMENS SPLIT TAPE SEE YOU IN HELL wrote

the book on Czech hardcore punk (well, at least the guitarist did... literally I mean ..oh,

never mind) and they continue on iri that fine tradition, trading in melody for tasteful bits

of death metal furyll The drummer is a machine, the smger a maniac, and the bassist

a teddy bear.CJ The guitanst? Well he wrote the book on Czech hardcore. ..wait, did I say
that already?^ Anyway, SEE YOU IN HELL are a fucking steamroller of double bass
hardcore madness, and well worth your time : HOMO CONSUMENS are more what you
might expect when you think of fast catchy East European punk, with basic punk parts

and gruff vocals. 22 songs that will have you singing along, fist in the air, even though
you cannot understand a single word. I This is seriously an awesome cassette i !(Ultima

Ratio4<okavec Miroslav, Spacilova 11,61 8 00, Brno CZECH REPUBLIC) (-Robert)

Recordings. PO Box 430 Newtown, NSW 2042, AUSTRALIA)
(
Robert)

Spit: TO HELL AND BACK/THE SHEMPS - SPLIT 7” This is kmda funny. Funny in

that Ukjsc veterans of the NY hardcore scene are now playing in two distinctly different

bands The Shemps (v/Artie Phillie and Bill Florio) play that retro style of rbck n' roll

punk with a clean rock n' roll guitar sound kmda 50s like, but definitely more rockin'

and slightly trashy in that 70s punk way that there is a big retro wave about. If I didn't

know who was in this band, I wouldn't care about them - since ! do -
1 think it's funny

and even pretty good To Hell and Back (ex -Devoid of Faith dudes) are fucking

awesome. I'm a huge fan uf them. It sounds to me like SSD in the late 80s rock era.

And yes. they rock, and rock hard Gruff vocals and a good hard guitar rock driven

style It I didn't have this affinity foi Boston HC and the rock era that came later and
.again didn't know ttiese guys. I mighknot dig it as much, but ttie fact is -

1 love this band
and these two songs kickass (Gtoom Rec /PO Box 14253'Albany NY 1 2232) (-Chris)

Spit: VISIONS OF WAR/OLHQ DE GATO LP This is a painng ot top-notch Dutch
CRUST bands. VISIONS OF WAR start this uul with raging crustcore mixing bits ul UK
styles with 90 s sounding metallic ferocity They utilize a strong painng of dual vocals

as well OLHO DE GATO continue the mayhem, but with more of a straightforward

hardcore style, and less metallic crust. Still hits hard as fuck though, and the pair-up

of both bands works perfectly here This is one of the better split LPs you can pick up
at the moment, so check it out (Angry Records c4) Ftilvio Dogliotti/C.P 280/15100
Alessandria/ Italy /mail, wyiyfwffdMUyw) < -JAY)

Spjt: YACOPME/SAJillYS DAWN LP YACOPSAE starts this out with hyper blasting

ultracore mayhem, much like we've all come to expect from them. An abundance of

blast beats and constant high pitched screaming vocals, all pulled off perfectly for the
style On the flipside SANITYS DAWN add a little more low end with dual Vocals, one
grunting, in a belted out early powerviolence style Otherwise their sound blends in

perfectly with YACOPSAE. So if fastcore/ thrash /powerviolence /whafevercore is

you're thing this record will definitely get multiple plays. (Hombre Lobo Records/Bert
c'o Sandro Gessner/Str. Des Friedens 45/07819 Mittelpollmtz/Germany) (-JAY)
STAINS - JOHN WAYNE WAS A NAZI 7" A re-issue of something that most people
_have only seen on Ebay, now back in print for the curious hardcore tans of today. Not
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PO Box 71266
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
www.a-frecords.com
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new 3 song 7"

out NOW!
$3.50 ppct

Contravene s/t CD - $5

i Urine Specimen "raw” 7" - $3.50
"' Moral Hazard/Cfiupacabra split 7" - $3.50

Carol Ann "score to settle" 7" - $3.50

Misanthropic "open up." 7" - $3.50
Sea of Deprivation "catharsis..." LP - $7

Prices are postage paid for U.S. only.

Everywhere else add extra for postage.

Make all payment out to Shelly

Delbridge or Eric Corder, or use well

hidden cash. We also carry hundreds of

other records, tapes, cd’s, zines,

buttons, patches and more from around
the world, send a stamp for our full

catalog.

v/uua ;-i hi»).

Catchphraze Records
P.O.Box 41356

Phoenix, AZ. 85080
http://www.catchphrazerecords.com
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as great as stuff like the Negative Approach 7" or Minor Threat “in My Eyes" 7", it is

still a good chunk of noise from that same era. It appears to be a legitfnon bootleg)

repress, with most of the original layout still intact which is nice to see. Not a “must

have", but a hell of a lot better than paying a couple hundred dollars for it on Ebay,

especially if you are just curious about what the fuss is all about?!? (Twisted Chords,

Reutweg la, 76327 Pfinztal, Germany www.twisted-chords.de) (Dave)

STOP IT! - ST CD Local Richmonder’s playing some hard for me to describe style

cause it's kinda out of my realm, even though I’ve seen them play a bunch of times

and always dig it. Kinda emo-kinda mello and kinda not. Kinda DC influenced (which

is always something I can not pinpoint references to). The vocal style has a full room

bounce echo to it. They’ve got a lot of jamming and repetitive parts and sometimes

keep a guitar lead going on and on through a song. Lots of mello parts and overall

timing changes. Not chaotic or grating though, just to my ears rather unique and hard

to catch my groove.(-Chris) I’d like to be able to tell you what this album is called, but

I can't. The reason for that is because the layout, though artistically pleasing, makes

it impossible to know what the name of the record is. Musically the 1st half of the

record I found pretty good and appealing in a Drive Like Jehi/1 .6 band'' early 90's

Dischord sound kinda way. But somewhere towards the end. my interest was lost. Not

that the latter songs were bad, just not as interesting. Pretty good record though, if

you’re into this kinda stuff, I'm sure you’d be fanatical about this band who's album

title can’t be found. (-Erik) (Robotic Empire'PO Box 421 1/Rich. VA 23220) (-Chris)

STRIKE ANYWHERE - EXIT ENGLISH CD I love Strike Anywhere!! They make my
heart swell and inspire me like nothing else. They are the embodiment of hardcore

punk and all that I love. Intelligent lyrics, energetic anthemic hardcore and super

catchiness fueled with positively. I eat this shit up and these guys get the hats off,

finger pointing, crazy dance fueled me to fly across the country just to see them. So

this new release is kinda different and I admit that on the first few listens I wasn’t so

sure how I felt. It’s mellower and the recording is much more polished and

compressed and friendly sounding. And I was missing some of the fist in the air

fucking hardcore and feeling a bit weird about it all But ya know what, I kept listening

and listening and this got under my skin just like everything they’ve ever done. Sure

there are a few more “woah-ooh-ooh's" on here and a few more syrupy guitar lines

that I think they could do with out cause I know they are capable of better, and I don’t

want to see them get more friendly cause I know that they rule with all the fury and

punch they’ve got. But amidst the sweet syrup and friendliness the heart and soul of

Strike Anywhere is uncompromised here. They are still fuel for a fire, spirit for a

revolution, energy to get you through the night, and passion to move you towards

inspiration. They've got all the frantic energy and finger pointing tempos to keep the

frantic adrenaline pumping. Thomas' vocals are as urgent and sweet as ever, and

there are plenty of sing-a-long choruses to keep everyone involved. The lyrics are

masterful and epic and fuel for the anthemic hardcore that is Strike Anywhere. Damn,

I love this band so much. They are on fire, hot as shit, and my inspiration for some

Richmond pride in my boys. Fuck yeah. (Jade Tree/231 0 Kennwynn Rd/Wilmington

DE 19010 <jadetree.com>) (-Chris)
******

STRIKER - “NO BEARS ON THE TRACK’’ CD Another Swedish raw punk attack for

sure, but this time without the D-BeatO STRIKER are fast, which I like.Q STRIKER are

punk as fuck, which I likeO STRIKER have Discharge styled one line choruses, which

I like.n STRIKER have perhaps the worst cover art I have seen in years, which makes

me shake my head in dismay. So get this, and while you are thrashing like mad, draw

yourself a new cover to place over the one they made
,
so that each time you go to listen

to "No Bears On The Tracks," you won't laugh Seriously, these 23 songs are a non-

stop assault, and come highly rec-

ommended.D (Six Weeks, 225 Lin-

coln Ave., Cotati, CA 94931
)
(-Rob-

ert)

SUBURBAN BITCH - DEMQ TAPE

Band already broke up., barely made

it a month, but they left us with these

six dirty catchy punk tunes.D Great

lyrics, and punk you can dance

to.. .and they called it quits just 75

miles from my house.D (no address)

(-Robert)

SYZSLAK - HITLER COULD HAVE

BE£flMQfnm£flR Southern fried

crust rock from Philly. They’ve got a

strong pairing of Femalotnale vo-

cals that go with the metallic groove

nicely. Sometimes they even clean

things up a bit with entrancing sing-

ing. Interesting. SYZSLAK-TOHELL
WITH YOU CDR On this recording

SYZSLAK seem a bit harsher with

more of a crusWnetal edge. But still, this is heavy on the groove rock and uses Female'

Male vocals teaming nicely Check them out (140? S 6"’ St. 2nd
FI. /Philadelphia PA

19147) (-JAY)

TERMINUS - GRAVEYARD OF DREAMS CD 10 years ago I got this awesome
compilation LP from England called Endless Struggle: the best Irom the 1 in 1 2 club

and that record introduced me to some of my new favorite bands at the time - bands

I could not get enough of. Terminus was one of those bands. I’m not so sure I’ve heard

a thing about them since When this CD arrived in the mail I was excited. This seems

to be a discography with releases spanning from 1987 to 1996. Only thing I'm not

sure of about is whether these releases are all 7"s or full lengths cause the total tracks

on this CD is only 18 so I don't know if this is the “complete discography’ or what,

but it ddesn’t much matter cause this is more than I've ever heard from this band and

it’s just what I had always craved. To descnbe them is hard The vocals are so much

a distinct sound and quality for this band, as much as the singer from the Sisters of

Mercv Terminus has a ooth Quality with the ominous dark vocals that are so very

from Argentina. All of their songs are in Spanish. This CD compiles

a great deal of their fifteen-year history. It's really good. According

to the accompanying letter, the songs are about revolution, poverty,

and everyday life in Latin America. They are also Argentina’s longest

tunning DIY band. Quite impressive (Cochebomba Rekordz, P 0>
Box 546, Randolph, MA 02368) -TNT

THE AVOIDED - “WRITING ON THE WALL"/ I’M LEAVING YOU
’’

rODNot at all what one might expect from HG Fact, the world

renowned purveyors of raging Japanese thrash and hardcore.D The

Avoided sound like a Japanese Dead Moon, a compliment in my
book, but certainly not for everyone.D Garage-esque rock and roll

with falsetto male vocals singing about love and how time is short

(“We’ve got nothing to lose, but we got a lot to do’).D (HG Fact, 1 05

Nakano Shinbashi-M, 2-7-15 Yayoi-Cho, Nakano Ku, Tokyo 164

0013, JAPAN) (Robert)

THE BLACKTOP CADENCE- CHEMISTRY FOR CHANGING TIMES

LP/CD The long awaited reissue of the half of Hot Water Music side

project, which also features members of Army of Ponch and Baroque

(neither of which were around when this thing came out originally).

In case you'd forgotten, The Blacktop Cadence sound like a much

gentler, although not kinder, Hot Water Music. The lyrics are very sad

and pain-filled, but don 't you dare call them emo. This record is totally

rad and I’m glad it's back in print. It's been re-mastered, but I can’t

hearit. Oh yeah, the cover's been re-mastered as well. Very nice. (No

Idea Records, P.0. Box 14636. Gainesville, FL 32604
www.noidearecords.com) -TNT

THE BUSINESS - HARDCORE HOOLIGAN CD This is a collection of

some new songs, as well as some re-done songs from previous

releases. The theme is 100% Soccer anthems, all the while making

sure to put the emphasis on England's glorious Soccer traditions.

After almost 25 years, The Business are still able to turn out record-

after-record of otetreetpunk anthems for new generations of fans.

Having been a fan for over 1 5 years, I'd rather have these guys around

than a lot of the bands that are just relying on hits from 20 years ago

to get fans in the clubs (Blitz. Vice Squad, Exploited, etc). (BYO

Records, PO Box 67609, LA, CA 90067 www.byorecord^.com) (Dave)

THE DUDOOS- KOGIDASO! SHURA-SHU-SHUN! CD Holy Crap! I Can't get enough of

this ridiculous band. I can't understand what the songs are about at all, but they are the

catchiest tunes ever. Aside from the fact that I'm a suckerforJapanese punk bands, the

Dudoos play goofy pop punk ala The Toy Dolls. Their songs are in a mix of Japanese,

Engrish, and German. This is the Sound Pollution re-issue of their first CD, originally

released in Japan on Seven Star Records, only this version has three bonus tracks. In

addition to the usual guitars, bass and drums, “they plays the recorder, keyboard, bells,

etc I’m so glad they got their English website up and running (http/dudoos.com) . This

stuff is so addictive arid they need to win the award for weirdest album cover artwork

ever. Hep-Poko-Pop-Punko-Soundz!! Indeed. (Sound Pollution. P.0. Box 17742,

Covington, KY 41 01 7 USA)

THE ENABLERS- SWEET FUCK ALL CD The Enablers are members of Fay Wray and

Dashboard Confessional, but they sound nothing like either of those bands. They have

more of a Leatherlace or Hot Water Music sound. They are from California and are quite

good. These six songs left me wanting more. (Newest Industry, Unit 1 00, 61 Wellfield

Rd
,
Cardiff, CF24 3DG. UK. US distribution- No Ideawww noidearecords.com) -TNT

THE GITS - FRENCHING THE BULLY CD So the Gits are a legendary Seattle band - well

renowned and unfortunately known because the singer Mia Zapata was raped and

murdered and it caused an uproar in the

community. There is a resurgence of

interested in this band, in part due to a

movie coming out about them. The Gits

are a band I've long had mixed feelings on.

In some ways I absolutely love them. How
could I not - fronted by such a rad female

vocalist like Mia. She’s strong and power-

ful and sings her heart out, carrying a note

in a way that makes your knees quake.

The mixed feelings come from the fact that

they are very rock - with a lot of rockin'

guitar and sometimes I'm more into it than

others. But anyway you look at it -The Gits

aroWere an important band and rock they

did. I'm pretty sure this is the first LP. but

I'm not totally positive and I think that all

their stuff is being re-released. This fea-

tures the remixed, remasterd version of

the titled LP as well as a live set from

Portland in 1993. (Broken Rekids'PO Box

260402' SF CA 94146-0402) (-Chris)

THE NETWORK - S'T 7” Tech metallic hardcore in the tradition of RELAPSE’S

“hardcore" releases. I think BURNT BY THE SUN and DILLENGER ESCAPE PLAN are

mentioned as comparisons in some other places . not to be overly harsh, but this is not

my idea of hardcore. However, if you like the above-mentioned bands, check this out. .

.

they pull off the sound they are going for. (Out Of Limits/po box 765/ Farmington ME
04938 / www.outoflimits.com

)
(-JAY)

THE PHANTOM LIMBS - DISPLACEMENT CD fhis is a release I've highly anticipated

and been totally stoked on since it arrived. I can not get enough of this band. It started

when I saw them last spring in Gilman. Their first CD became a steady source of energy

for me through repeated listens. This new release is a perfect follow up that has hooked

under my skin. I hese Bay Area weirdoes play a totally unique style of synth goth punk

that is better than I could ever make that sound Thev've aot this retro old Dunk stvle.

but woven with a modem heaviness and the combination of synthed keyboards with real

drums played strong and heavy give this a totally unique edge. They’ve got this totally

bizarre feeling of a carnival and definitely run with the freak vibe and deliver some of the

and they rule. (Alternative Tentacles' PO Box 419092'SF CA 94141-9092) (-Chris)

THE PROWL -MISERY CD This is awesome. I’ll all about this goth punkthing that seems

to be getting kinda popular of late. These guys are a total hardcore band but they've got

a slight goth feeling to them, which is mostly in the vocals which have this echo effect

and a slightly sing-songey lift to them. The drums are heavy and pummeling giving this

a strong bouncing kick and rockin energy Likened to TSOL, The Prowl are drawing on

an old style of hardcore with adark side and incredibly depressing lyrics But the downer

aspect aside, this is awesome!!! (DeadAlive Records'PO Box 42593/ Philadelphia PA
19101 <www.deadaliverecords com>) (-Chris)

****

THE RESTARTS - SYSTEM ERROR CD Still going strong, these English punks keep the

banner flying. Abrasive yet catchy UK punk with raw vocals and plenty of chorus sing

a longs. The razor blade throated lead vocalist give this plenty of raw edge while through

most of it the music has a much more uplifting energy to it. They throw in some straight

forward rockin’ parts and a few old-styled guitar leads as well . But this is straightforward

punk rock from this spikey punk trio. Oddly enough, it seems rare to come across the

bands that play straight forward old-style punk rock and so this is refreshing cause

they've been at itfor like a decade. Cheers guys. Good catchy shit. (Active Distribution'

BM Active' London WC1N 2XX England

<www.activedistribution.orgxwww.restarts.co.uk>) (-Chris)

THE RITES - S'T CD What do you get when you combine members of Tear It Up, Down
In Flames, & Cut The Shit into one band??? The friggin’ RITES! Originally a side project,

they have since taken this band much further, and this CD rips! Ripping through 1 0 songs

in the blink of an eye, the CD version also has their 7" tracks & a live set too! There are

no silly rap parts, no stupid songs about girls - just 1 00% bad attitudes! “Asshole City’

is my jam.. (DeadAlive Records. PO Box 42593, Philadelphia, PA 19101

www.deadaliverecords.com) (Dave)

THE SET UP - TUNED TO DROP DEAD CD This is one of my favorite Richmond bands.

I liked them before, and now I like them even more. I can’t get enough of this new CD.

They drop tuned and are even heavier and more rockin’ and just more of all that I like.

They’ve got harmonious weaving gui-

tars and a throttled kickin' energy

Multiple raspy screamed vocals and an

urgent driving momentum that just

doesn’t quit rolling out the layers.

Amped to the gills and did I mention

how much this rocks? I got my head

banging and my feet tapping and a full

body gyrating rockin' going on. This is

so good I'm just stoked And if you can

believe it. they bust out a Sepultura

cover (RefuseResist) at the end of this,

which is so amazingly done and so

unexpected that it only furthered to

solidify the fact that the Set Up rule and

rock my world Go Richmond! Look

out for this band, they’ll take you by

storm. (Action Drive/PO Box 61 O'To-

ledo OH 43697) (-Chris)******

THE SQUNfl Q.F

F

AILURE - THE PARTY
IS OVER CD I find this one to be a hard

one to describe because in some ways

it s an over the place, and yet it's tight

and focused at the same time Angsty and discordant and kinda mathy hardcore with

a slew of timing changes and off beats that manage to rock and rock well I like it cause

of Richmond and shows in living rooms. I think The

South are from Florida, but I'm not sure They’ve got

some really mello quiet parts and some totally abra-

sive raw wild parts with a bunch of samples mixed in

between. Of course I like the more manic angsty parts

with the scream-o vocals and the rhythmic driving

energy. Lo-Fi emo punk. ($4ppd US' $5 Car/ $6

world/ the Perpetual Motion Machine' PO Box 7364'

Richmond VA 23221) (-Chris)

THE VACANCY- CDEP I got duped by the cover on this

one Upon first glance. I thought it was going to be a

really tough punk record, but it’s not at all. It’s more

of a poppy, emo rock kind of record, but not in a good

way. It sounds not unlike River City High, Saves the

Day, Simple Plan, or any of those bands you can check

out on MTV 2. I guess they’re not really that bad, but

they lack the punch that their record cover would

indicate that they had. The press sheet compares

them to lifetime. Once again, I don’t hear the punch.

The vocals are a little annoying and the music is kind

of well, not punchy. Lyrically, they leave a lot to be

desired. The lyrics kind of remind me of a Rancid

record. They have the fashion part down, but are

pretty much devoid of meaning once you graduate

from high school. Kind of a bummer. (A-F Records,

P.0. Box 71266, Pittsburgh, PA 15213 -TNT

THE WAGE OF SIN - A MISTAKEN BELIEF IN FOR-

EVER CD This is an all female hardcore band from

New Jersey who will kick your fucking ass. The

ultimate in solid wall of heavy power and destruction.

On this second full length release I think they are way

more metal and less hardcore. Although, they still

have hardcore sensibilities and moshable breakdowns

and back-up choruses from the boys. Her voice is evil

as shit, totally harsh and crazed sounding. In all

honestly, it gets to be a bit much after the whole record. At first I didn’t think I liked

this one as much as the last, but the more I listen the more I like it. Super chuggy

heavy guitar parts, machine gun style pummeling drums, the aforementioned

breakdowns, and seriously metallic guitar riffs. All women, or not, it really shouldn’t

matter, but since it’s so rare to have 4 women playing metallic hardcore that is this

good -
1 think it just makes it even better (Sappc/lmmigrant Sun Records'PO Box

15071 V Brooklyn NY 11215) (-Chris)

THIEVES DEMO TAPE Evil little goblin stoner rock hardcore That is a compliment.

Bleak drunken lyrics and crushing riffs that suffer somewhat from a rough demo

recordings This is indeed what happens when the punks realize that, sad as it may
be. Deep Purple is probably betterthan whatever crap the kids wear on their buttflaps,

and I, being a graduate of the same school or realization, would like to hear more

THIEVES.OThe evil little goblins win the demo package pnze hands down, order your

own and check it out for yourself. (2208 1 6th Ave. S, Mpls, MN 55404) (-Robert)

THINK I CARE - S'T CD If you like the ‘core at its raw & meanest - buy this! This is

bitter hardcore, and not for the weak at heart... Listening to this reminded of a live

Straight Ahead video I have with Tommy Carroll just going ballistic . This band seems

to pull it off with a similar furious energy... No, I am not kidding! (DeadAlive Records,

PO Box 42593, Philadelphia, PA 19101 www.deadaliverecords.com) (Dave)

THOSE UNKNOWN - S'T CD This is a reissue of their debut full length that came out

back in 1995. This time around it is on TKO Records, and you get 2 bonus live tracks

on this version too. If you like street punk stuff, then ybu either already like this band

8/or you like bands that were inspired by them. Not something I owned back then,

though I did have a few of their singles, it is nice to see it back in print again. I look

atft as a good history lesson of what street rock & roll sounded like nearly a decade

ago, before Warped Tour made bands like The Dropkick Murphys & One Man Army

household names... (TKO Records, 3126 W. Cary St. #303, Richmond, VA 23221

www.tkorecords.com) (Dave)

THRETNING VERSE - “Time For War’’ V All fast all punk, I’m converted.^ This shit

just smokes, nothing else really to say.D Female fronted, balls-out hardcore that

avoids the ridiculous trapping of scenes and genres and focuses instead on energetic

aggressive punk fucking rock.D Sign

me up!0 (Punk N Vomit, PO Box 3435,

Fullerton, CA 92834) (-Robert)

TORCHA SHED - NIHILISM ON THE
PROWL 7" This looks like an old ‘punk

and disorderly' record complete with

the 77 Brit punks and collage lines of

text. The style is indicative of that time

too. Moderate paced, catchy punk,

with a sorta droning snotty vocal style.

The lyrics are kinda sick and twisted -

about torture and abuse and nihilism.

Totally mocking a 77 style of punk

rockin' with a Sex Pistols twist. (Puke

n’ Vomit Records'PO Box 3435'Fuller-

ton CA 92834) (-Chris)

TOTIMOSHI - MONQU CD lotimoshi

is back wlheir best album to date. This

is a band that refuses to be stopped.

They can be crushingly heavy and turn

on a dime to be beautiful and lush. The

last piece on the album is a remarkable

acoustic emotional outpouring. Totimoshi is a hard band to describe for sure, but I’ll

give it a shot. Think Helmet mixed wthe Tea party mixed w$ome Jesus lizard all

played through a Sllang Laos frame of mind Very organic, vwy moving Make sense?



finger pointing, crazy dance fueled rne to fly across the country just to see them. So

this new release is kinda different, and I admit that on the first few listens I wasn’t so

sure how I felt. It’s mellower and the recording is much more polished and

compressed and friendly sounding. And I was missing some of the fist in the air

fucking hardcore and feeling a bit weird about it all. But ya know what, I kept listening

and listening and this got under my skin just like everything they’ve ever done. Sure

there are a few more “woah-ooh-ooh’s' on here and a few more syrupy guitar lines

that I think they could do with out cause I know they are capable of better, and I don’t

want to see them get more friendly cause I know that they rule with all the fury and

punch they've got. But amidst the sweet syrup and friendliness the heart and soul of

Strike Anywhere is uncompromised here. They are still fuel for a fire, spirit for a

revolution, energy to get you through the night, and passion to move you towards

inspiration. They've got all the frantic energy and finger pointing tempos to keep the

frantic adrenaline pumping. Thomas' vocals are as urgent and sweet as ever, and

there are plenty of sing-a-long choruses to keep everyone involved. The lyrics are

masterful and epic and fuel forthe anthemic,hardcore that is Strike Anywhere. Damn,

I love this band so much. They are on fire, hot as shit, and my inspiration for some

Richmond pride in my boys. Fuckyeah. (Jade Tree/231 OKennwynn Rd/Wilmington

DE 19010 < jadetree.com >) (-Chris)
******

STRIKER - "NO BEARS ON THE TRACK’’ CD Another Swedish raw punk attack for

sure, but this time without the D-Beat.D STRIKER are fast, which I like.D STRIKER are

punk as fuck, which I likeO STRIKER have Discharge styled one line choruses, which

I like.D STRIKER have perhaps the worst cover art I have seen in years, which makes

me shake my head in dismay. So get this, and while you are thrashing like mad, draw

yourself a new cover to place over the one they made, so that each time you go to listen

to “No Bears On The Tracks,' you won't laugh.D Seriously, these 23 songs are a non-

stop assault, and come highly rec-

ommended.D (Six Weeks, 225 Lin-

coln Ave., Cotati, CA 94931 )
(-Rob-

ert)

SUBURBAN BITCH - DEMO TAPE

Band already broke up. . . barely made

it a month, but they left us with these

six dirty catchy punk tunes.D Great

lyrics, and punk you can dance

to...and they called it quits just 75

miles from my house.D (no address)

(-Robert)

SYZSLAK - HITLER COULD HAVE

BEEMBORimCDR Southern fried

crust rock from Philly. They've got a

strong pairing of Femalotnale vo-

cals that go with the metallic groove

nicely. Sometimes they even clean

things up a bit with entrancing sing-

ing. Interesting.

WITH YOU CDR On this recording

SYZSLAK seem a bit harsher with

more of a crusWnetal edge. But stiH, this is heavy on the groove rock and uses Female''

Male vocals teaming nicely Check them out (1 402 S 6"* St. 2"° FI /Philadelphia PA

19147) (-JAY)

TERMINUS - GRAVEYARD QF DREAMS CD 10 years ago I got this awesome
compilation LP from England called Endless Struggle: the best from the 1 in 1 2 club

and that record introduced me to some of my new favorite bands at the time - bands

I could not get enough of. Terminus was one of those bands I’m not so sure I’ve heard

a thing about them since When this CD arrived in the mail I was excited. This seems

to be a discography with releases spanning from 1987 to 1996. Only thing I'm not

sure of about is whether these releases are all 7's or full lengths cause the total tracks

on this CD is only 18 so I don’t know if this is the "complete discography’ or what,

but it doesn’t much matter cause this is more than I've ever heard from this band and

it’s just what I had always craved. To describe them is hard. The vocals are so much

a distinct sound and quality for this band, as much as the singer from the Sisters of

Mercy. Terminus has a goth quality with the ominous dark vocals that are so very

unique and yet this is no goth band. They do have a unique quality of dark progressive

UK punk that is just simply catchy, rockin’ and awesome The deep vocals are very

sing-songey (in a good way) that goes with the harmonious quality. Sometimes it

feels very English (the accent comes through) and it’s always very rockin’ sometimes

with a lot of guitar leads. (Boss Tunage'PO Box 74'Sandy'Bedfordshire''SG19 2WB

UK) (-Chris)

THE ARGIES- HIMNOS DE COMBATE 1986-2001 CD The Argies are CockSparer

releases. Ihe theme is 100% Soccer anthems, all the while making RmSst ^
sure to put the emphasis on England's glorious Soccer traditions. 1|||K
After almost 25 years, The Business are still able to turn out record- Hi||
after-record of otfstreetpunk anthems for new generations of fans. ^
Having been a fan for over 15 years, I'd rather have these guys around |

than a lot of the bands that are just relying on hits from 20 years ago
*

to get fans in the clubs (Blitz, Vice Squad, Exploited, etc). (BYO &
Records, PO Box 67609, LA, CA 90067 www.byorecords.com) (Dave)

THE DUOOOS- KOGIDASO! SHURA-SHU-SHUN! CD Holy Crap! I Can't get enough of

this ridiculous band. I can’t understand what the songs are about at all, but they are the

catchiest tunes ever. Aside from the fact that I’m a sucker for Japanese punk bands, the

Dudoos play goofy pop punk ala The Toy Dolls. Their songs are in a mix of Japanese,

Engrish, and German. This is the Sound Pollution re-issue of their first CD, originally

'

released in Japan on Seven Star Records, only this version has three bonus tracks. In

addition to the usual guitars, bass and drums, “they plays the recorder, keyboard, bells,

etc

.

1

’ I’m so glad they got their English website up and running (http .<ftludoos.com) . This

stuff is so addictive and they need to win the award for weirdest album cover artwork

ever Hep-Poko-Pop-Punko-Soundz!! Indeed. (Sound Pollution. P.0. Box 17742,

Covington, KY 4101 7 USA)

THE ENABLERS- SWEET FUCK ALL CD The Enablers are members of Fay Wray and

Dashboard Confessional, but they sound nothing like either of those bands. They have

more of a Leatheriace or Hot Water Music sound. They are from California and are quite

good. These six songs left me wanting more. (Newest Industry, Unit 1 00, 61 Wellfield

Rd„ Cardiff, CF24 3DG, UK. .US distribution- No ldeawww.noidearecords.com) -TNT

THE GITS - FRENCHING THE BULLY CD So the Gits are a legendary Seattle band - well

renowned and unfortunately known because the singer Mia Zapata was raped and

murdered and it caused an uproar in the

community. There is a resurgence of

interested in this band, in part due to a

movie coming out about them. The Gits

are a band I’ve long had mixed feelings on.

In some ways I absolutely love them. How
could I not - fronted by such a rad female

vocalist like Mia. She’s strong and power-

ful and sings her heart out, carrying a note

in a way that makes your knees quake.

The mixed feelings come from the fact that

they are very rock - with a lot of rockin’

guitar and sometimes I'm more i nto it than

others. But anyway you look at it -The Gits

aretoere an important band and rock they

did. I'm prettV sure this is the first LP. but

I'm not totally positive and I think that all

their stuff is being re-released. This fea-

tures the remixed, remasterd version of

the titled LP as well as a live set from

Portland in 1993. (Broken Rekids/PO Box

260402/ SF CA 94146-0402) (-Chris)

THE NETWORK - ST 7" Tech metallic hardcore in the tradition of RELAPSE’S

“hardcore" releases. I think BURNT BY THE SUN and DILLENGER ESCAPE PLAN are

mentioned as comparisons in some other places . not to be overly harsh
,
but this is not

my idea of hardcore. However, if you like the above-mentioned bands, check this out. .

.

they pull off the sound they are going for. (Out Of Limits/po box 765/ Farmington ME
04938/ www.outoflimits.com) (-JAY)

THE PHANTOM LIMBS - DISPLACEMENT CD This is a release I’ve highly anticipated

and been totally stoked on since it arrived. I can not get enough of this band. It started

when I saw them last spring in Gilman. Their first CD became a steady source of energy

for me through repeated listens. This new release is a perfect follow up that has hooked

under my skin. I hese Bay Area weirdoes play a totally unique style of synth goth punk

that is better than I could ever make that sound They've aot this retro old Dunk stvle.

but woven with a modem heaviness and the combination of synthed keyboards with real

drums played strong and heavy give this a totally unique edge. They’ve got this totally

bizarre feeling of a carnival and definitely run with the freak vibe and deliver some of the

catchiest tunes you could hope for. I absolutely love this. There’s a great surpnse of

female vocals on one song which is rad. This weaves around with a totally frantic energy

that is super catchy whether fast or droning and repetitive - it’s like straight speed or

adrenaline in that it just makes me bounce and flail and want to dance. This band stands

out. They are totally unique and ahead of their game and they will fucking rock you. If

you think a combo of retro punk, goth, synth wave and carny music sounds remotely

cool then you are in for the treat of your life. The Phantom Limbs are like nothing else

DEAD TANK RECORDS
2351 Ernest St.

Jacksonville , FL 32204

i http://deadtankdistro.com
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and they rule. (Alternative Tentacles' PO Box 41 9092/ SF CA 94141-9092) (-Chris)

THE PROWL - MISERY CD This is awesome. I’ll all about this goth punkthing that seems

to be getting kinda popular of late. These guys are a total hardcore band but they’ve got

a slight goth feeling to them, which is mostly in the vocals which have this echo effect

and a slightly sing-songey lift to them. The drums are heavy and pummeling giving this

a strong bouncing kick and rockin energy. Likened to TSOL, The Prowl are drawing on

an old style of hardcore with adark side and incredibly depressing lyrics. But the downer

aspect aside, this is awesome!!! (DeadAlive Records'PO Box 42593/ Philadelphia PA
19101 <www.deadaliverecords.com>) (-Chris)

****

THE RESTARTS - SYSTEM ERROR CD Still going strong, these English punks keep the

banner flying. Abrasive yet catchy UK punk with raw vocals and plenty of chorus sing

a longs. The razor blade throated lead vocalist give this plenty of raw edge while through

most of it the music has a much more uplifting energy to it. They throw in some straight

forward rockin’ parts and a few old-styled guitar leads as well. But this is straightforward

punk rock from this spikey punk trio Oddly enough, it seems rare to come across the

bands that play straight forward old-style punk rock and so this is refreshing cause

they've been at it for like a decade. Cheers guys. Good catchy shit. (Active Distribution^

BM Active' London WC1N 2XX England

<www.activedistribution.orgxwww.restarts.co.uk>) (-Chris)

THE RITES - ST CD What do you get when you combine members of Tear It Up, Down
In Flames. & Cut The Shit into one band??? The friggin' RITES! Originally a side project,

they have since taken this band much further, and this CD rips! Ripping through 1 0 songs

in the blink of an eye, the CD version also has their 7" tracks & a live set too! There are

no silly rap parts, no stupid songs about girls - just 1 00% bad attitudes! “Asshole City’

is my jam.. (DeadAlive Records. PO Box 42593, Philadelphia, PA 19101

www.deadaliverecords.com) (Dave)

THE SET UP - TUNED TO DROP DEAD CD This is one of my favorite Richmond bands.

I liked them before, and now I like them even more. I can't get enough of this new CD.

They drop tuned and are even heavier and more rockin’ and just more of all that I like.

They’ve got harmonious weaving gui-

tars and a throttled kickin’ energy.

Multiple raspy screamed vocals and an

urgent driving momentum that just

doesn't quit rolling out the layers.

Amped to the gills and did I mention

how much this rocks? I got my head

banging and my feet tapping and a full

body gyrating rockin' going on. This is

so good I'm just stoked And if you can

believe it, they bust out a Sepulture

cover (Refuseflesist) at the end of this,

which is so amazingly done and so

unexpected that it only furthered to

solidify the fact that the Set Up rule and

rock my world Go Richmond! Look

out for this band, they’ll take you by

storm. (Action Drivec^PO Box 61 O'To-

ledo OH 43697) (-Chris)
******

THE SQUNJTQFMILURS - THE PARTY
IS OVER CD I find this one to be a hard

one to describe because in some ways

it's an over tne place, and yet it's tight

and focused at the same time. Angsty and discordant and kinda mathy hardcore with

a slew of timing changes and off beats that manage to rock and rock well. I like it cause

it works, and yet this doesn’t sound like anyone else, and originality in this day and age

is hard to come by. Plenty of heaviness and grooves supplemented by quick unexpected

changes that are not so bizarre as to be jarring. And the vocals go well with it - not being

too screamy or too deep or too much into any one extreme. I know, a weird description,

but sometimes that which is hardest to describe falls into the best categories. I dig it.

(Cheap Art Records'PO Box 2101/Philadelphia PA 19103) (-Chris)

THE SOUTH -
7’’ These guys play a screamo emo style of hardcore that reminds me

New Jersey who will kick your fucking ass. lire

ultimate in solid wall of heavy power and destruction.

On this second full length release I think they are way

more metal and less hardcore. Although, they still

fiave hardcore sensibilities and moshable breakdowns

and back-up choruses from the boys. Her voice is evil

as shit, totally harsh and crazed sounding. In all

honestly, it gets to be a bit much after the whole record. At first I didn't think I liked

this one as much as the last, but the more I listen the more I like it. Super chuggy

heavy guitar parts, machine gun style pummeling drums, the aforementioned

breakdowns, and seriously metallic guitar riffs. All women, or not, it really shouldn’t

matter, but since it's so rare to have 4 women playing metallic hardcore that is this

good -
1 think it just makes it even better ($8ppd'lmmigrant Sun Records'PO Box

15071 VBrooklyn NY 11215) (-Chris)

THIEVES DEMO TAPE Evil little goblin stoner rock hardcore That is a compliment.

Bleak drunken lyrics and crushing riffs that suffer somewhat from a rough demo
recording.D This is indeed what happens when the punks realize that, sad as it may
be. Deep Purple is probably betterthan whatever crap the kids wear on their buttflaps.

and I, being a graduate of the same school or realization, would like to hear more

THIEVES.DThe evil little goblins win the demo package prize hands down, order your

own and check it out for yourself. (2208 1 6th Ave. S, Mpls, MN 55404) (-Robert)

THINK I CARE - S'T CD If you like the ‘core at its raw & meanest - buy this! This is

bitter hardcore, and not for the weak at heart... Listening to this reminded of a live

Straight Ahead video I have with Tommy Carroll just going ballistic. This band seems

to pull it off with a similar furious energy... No, I am not kidding! (DeadAlive Records,

PO Box 42593, Philadelphia, PA 19101 www.deadaliverecords.com) (Dave)

THOSE UNKNOWN - ST CD This is a reissue of their debut full length that came out

back in 1395. This time around it is on TKO Records, and you get 2 bonus live tracks

on this version too. If you like street punk stuff, then you either already like this band

&t>r you like bands that were inspired by them Not something I owned back then,

though I did have a few of their singles, it is nice to see it back in print again. I look

at it as a good history lesson of what street rock & roll sounded like nearly a decade

ago, before Warped Tour made bands like The Dropkick Murphys & One Man Army

household names... (TKO Records, 3126 W. Cary St. #303, Richmond, VA 23221

www.tkorecords.com) (Dave)

THRETNING VERSE - “Time For War” T All fast all punk, I'm converted.D This shit

just smokes, nothing else really to say.D Female fronted, balls-out hardcore that

avoids the ridiculous trapping of scenes and genres and focuses instead on energetic

aggressive punk fucking rock.D Sign

me upO (Punk N Vomit, PO Box 3435,

Fullerton, CA 92834) (-Robert)

TORCHA SHED - NIHILISM ON THE
PROWL 7" This looks like an old 'punk

and disorderly' record complete with

the 77 Brit punks and collage lines of

text. The style is indicative of that time

too. Moderate paced, catchy punk,

with a sorta droning snotty vocal style.

The lyrics are kinda sick and twisted -

about torture and abuse and nihilism.

Totally mocking a 77 style of punk

rockin' with a Sex Pistols twist. (Puke

n’ Vomit Records^PO Box 3435/Fuller-

ton CA 92834) (-Chris)

IQUMflM - M0M.QL1 CP lotimoshi

is back w^heir best album to date. This

is a band that refuses to be stopped

They can be crushingly heavy and turn

on a dime to be beautiful and lush. The

last piece on the album is a remarkable

acoustic emotional outpouring. Totimoshi is a hard band to describe for sure, but I'll

give it a shot. Think Helmet mixed wthe Tea party mixed wSome Jesus lizard all

played through a Sliang Laos frame of mind . Very organic, very moving. Make sense?

Aside from being musical masters of their craft, they tour wftheir dogs. What more

ccyjld you want? (This Dark Reign Recordings'PO Box 30666'Long Beach CA 90853

< www.DevilDollRecords.com > )
(-Chris)

TRAPDOOR FUCKING EXIT- DEVIL’S EGG 77CDEP From Sweden, comes the

second release from Trapdoor Fucking Exit. They play a mix of the stylings of Drive

Like Jehu, The Stooges, and Refused. Very exciting. Four songs on the CD version,

Two on the 7". Ooooh! Hand-screened covers! (No Idea Records, P.O. Box 14636,



BEEN ABORTEDCDR Southern fried

crust rock from Philly. They’ve got a

strong pairing of Femaletnale vo-

cals that go with the metallic groove

nicely. Sometimes they even clean

things up a bit with entrancing sing-

WITH YOU CDR On thisrecording

SYZSLAK seem a bit harsher with

more of a crusWnetal edge. But still, this is heavy on the groove rock and uses Femal©/

Male vocalsteaming nicely Check them out (140? S. 6"* St. ?"* FI. /Philadelphia PA

19147) (-JAY)

TERMINUS - GRAVEYARD OF DREAMS CD 10 years ago I got this awesome

compilation LP from England called Endless Struggle: the best from the 1 in 12 club

and thal record introduced me to some of my new favorite bands at the time - bands

I could not get enough of. Terminus was one of those bands . I’m not so sure I’ve heard

a thing about them since When this CD arrived in the mail I was excited. This seems

to be a discography with releases spanning from 1987 to 1996. Only thing I'm not

sure of about is whether these releases are all 7"s or full lengths cause the total tracks

on this CD is only 18 so I don’t know if this is the “complete discography’ or what,

but it doesn’t much matter cause this is more than I've ever heard from this band and
'

it’s just what I had always craved. To describe them is hard. The vocals are so much

a distinct sound and quality for this band, as much as the singer from the Sisters of

Mercy. Terminus has a goth quality with the ominous dark vocals that are so very

unique and yd this is no goth band. They do have a unique quality of dark progressive

UK punk that is just simply catchy, rockin’ and awesome The deep vocals are very

sing-songey (in a good way) that goes with the harmonious quality. Sometimes it

feels very English (the accent comes through) and it’s always very rockin’ sometimes

with a lot of guitar leads. (Boss Tunage-TO Box 74/Sandy/Bedfordshire/SGI 9 2WB

UK) (-Chris)

THE ARGIES- HIMNOS DE COMBATE 1986-2001 CD The Argies are CockSparer

guitar and sometimes I'm more into it than

others. But anyway you look at it - The Gits

areWere an important band and rock they

did. I'm pretty sure this is the first LP. but

I'm not totally positive and I think that all

their stuff is being re-released. This fea-

tures the remixed, remasterd version of

the titled LP as well as a live set from

Portland in 1993. (Broken Rekids/PO Box

260402/ SF CA 94146-0402) (-Chris)

THE NETWORK - ST 7” Tech metallic hardcore in the tradition of RELAPSE’S

‘hardcore’ releases. I think BURNT BY THE SUN and DILLENGER ESCAPE PLAN are

mentioned as comparisons in some other places . not to be overly harsh, but this is not

my idea of hardcore. However, if you like the above-mentioned bands, check this out. .

.

they pull off the sound they are going for. (Out Of Limits/po box 765 /Farmington ME
04938/ www.outoflimits.com ) (-JAY)

THE PHANTOM LIMBS DISPLACEMENT CD This is a release I’ve highly anticipated

and been totally stoked on since it arrived. I can not get enough of this band. It started

when I saw them last spring in Gilman. Their first CD became a steady source of energy

for me through repeated listens. This new release is a perfect follow up that has hooked

under my skin. I hese Bay Area weirdoes play a totally unique style of synth goth punk

that is better than I could ever make that sound They've aot this retro old Dunk stvle.

but woven with a modem heaviness and the combination of synthed keyboards with real

drums played strong and heavy give this a totally unique edge. They’ve got this totally

bizarre feeling of a carnival and definitely run with the freak vibe and deliver some of the

catchiest tunes you could hope for. I absolutely love this. There's a great surpnse of

female vocals on one song which is rad. This weaves around with a totally frantic energy

that is super catchy whether fast or droning and repetitive - it’s like straight speed or

adrenaline in that it just makes me bounce and flail and want to dance. This band stands

out. They are totally unique and ahead of their game and they will fucking rock you. If

you think a combo of retro punk, goth, synth wave and carny music sounds remotely

cool then you are in for the treat of your life. The Phantom Limbs are like nothing else

They ve go! harmonious weaving gill

tars and a throttled kickin' energy

Multiple raspy screamed vocals and an

urgent driving momentum that just

doesn't quit rolling out the layers.

Amped to the gills and did I mention

how much this rocks? I got my head

banging and my feet tapping and a full

body gyrating rockin' going on. This is

so good I’m just stoked And if you can

believe it. they bust out a Sepultura

cover (RefusoResist) at the end of this,

which is so amazingly done and so

unexpected that it only furthered to

solidify the fact that the Set Up rule and

rock my world Go Richmond! Look

out for this band, they’ll take you by

storm. (Action Drive/PO Box 6IC/T0-

ledo OH 43697) (-Chris)
******

IS OVER CD I find this one to be a hard

one to describe because in some ways

it's an over tne place, and yet it’s tight

and focused at the same time. Angsty and discordant and kinda mathy hardcore with

a slew of timing changes and off beats that manage to rock and rock well. I like it cause

it works, and yet this doesn't sound like anyone else, and originality in this day and age

is hard to come by. Plenty of heaviness and grooves supplemented by quick unexpected

changes that are not so bizarre as to be jarring. And the vocals go well with it - not being

too screamy ortoo deep ortoo much into any one extreme. I know, a weird description,

but sometimes that which is hardest to describe falls into the best categories. I dig it.

(Cheap Art Records'PO Box 2101/Philadelphia PA 19103) (-Chris)

THE SOUTH - 7” These guys play a screamo emo style of hardcore that reminds me

aggressive punk fucking rock f I Sign

me up!U (Punk N Vomit, PO Box 3435,

Fullerton, CA 92834) (-Robert)

TORCHA SHED - NIHILISM ON THE

PROWL 7” This looks likean old ‘punk

and disorderly' record complete with

the 77 Brit punks and collage lines of

text. The style is indicative of that time

too. Moderate paced, catchy punk,

with a sorta droning snotty vocal style.

The lyrics are kinda sick and twisted -

about torture and abuse and nihilism.

Totally mocking a 77 style of punk

rockin' with a Sex Pistols twist. (Puke

n’ Vomit Records/PO Box 3435/Fuller-

ton CA 92834) (-Chris)

TOTIMOSHI - MONOLI CD lotimoshi

is back wrtheir best album to date. This

is a band that refuses to be stopped.

They can be crushingly heavy and turn

on a dime to be beautiful and lush. The

last piece on the album is a remarkable

acoustic emotional outpouring. Totimoshi is a hard band to describe for sure, but I’ll

give it a shot. Think Helmet mixed wrthe Tea party mixed wSome Jesus lizard all

played through a Sliang Laos frame of mind. Very organic, very moving. Make sense?

Aside from being musical masters of their craft, they tour wtheir dogs. What more

could you want? (This Dark Reign Recordings/PO Box 30666/Long Beach CA 90853

<www.DevilDollRecords.com>) (-Chris)

TRAPDOOR FUCKING EXIT- DEVIL’S EGG T’&DEP From Sweden, comes the

second release from Trapdoor Fucking Exit. They play a mix of the stylings of Drive

Like Jehu, The Stooges, and Refused. Very exciting. Four songs on the CD version,

Two on the 7". Ooooh! Hand-screened covers! (No Idea Records, P.0. Box 14636,

DEAD TANK RECORDS
2351 Ernest St.

Jacksonville , FL 32204

-ifr http://deadtankdistro.com

s
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Gainesville, FL 32604 www.noidearecords.com) -TNT

raging Finnish hardcore punk. Their sound goes from traditional Finn-Hc like

TERVEET KADET into Ska-grooves and then back into pogoing madness. It’s really

well done and keeps your attention without getting stale. These tracks were also just

released as a split LP with YHTEISKUNNAN YSTAVAT, by the same label that did this

CD. So contact them for either version at: (Jukka ob Kamaset levyt/Linnankatu 1

9

A 4/20100 Turku/Finland) (-JAY)

UPPERCUT - FOUR WALLS CD Another re-issue from the Blackout Records

archives, this one being from UPPERCUT.. . Uppercut were most known for their song

“Am I Clear?", with its “drinking is okay" message. This wouldn’t have been such a

big deal had NYC not had such a huge

resurgence of straight edge hardcore bands

at the time. The song was not “anti-sxe",

rather a statement of the bands “pro mod-

eration" stance. Anyways, these guys played

metal-tinged hardcore, and featured Erikfrom

Side By Side in the line-up, as well as Lars

from Judge. The “Four Walls" 1
2" is here on

CD for the first time, and for some reason

they added some tracks from a post-Upper-

cut band called MINDS EYE. Minds Eye were

a bonng rock band with ex-Uppercut & ex-

tolling Time guys. I would think that some

demo or WNYU live tracks from Uppercut

would have been a much better choice to fill

up space on the CD... As with the Outburst

reissue, the layout is kinda weak, with the

photos being waaaaaay too small, and the

liner notes being overboard. (Blackout

Records, 931 Madison St., Hoboken, NJ

07030 www.blackoutrecords.com) (Dave)

vft - “HERE'S YOUR WARNING" CD A

compilation of Seattle area hardcore acts

that serves both as an introduction to Excur-

sion records and a way to expose loads of

bands that have nothing to do with the label

at all, a refreshing change from “buy our

records" samplers.D Tons of great stuff on

here; COLD SWEAT (hands down the BEST

new band of the last year or so, get their LP

on RockN Roleplay), TO SEEYOU BROKEN,

CHAMPION, BLUE Monday, THE HIT, and

lots more.. .23 songs in all that run the

spectrum from rather mundane tough guy

jock core (only lightly represented) to raw

hardcore punk.D (Excursion Rec., PO Box

20224, Seattle, WA 98102) (-Robert)

• A SINGER SONGWRITER SERIES IN

FOUR PARTS 2xTAPE The title gives you the

gist, and I’ll give you the rest:D THE COM-
PLETE STRATEGIST are pure pop, like Foo

Fighters Light, and perfectly pleasant to lis-

ten to.D HUNDTS KUP endearingly accom-

panies his acoustic guitar with off key vo-

cals, singing pretty songs of life and long-

ing.D ADAM SHIVE’S GREATEST HITS are

somewhere between Billy Bragg and the not funny class clown.D I made it through

two songs, grudgingly.D VIC AND HIS BAD SELF sound like a DIY version of an early

80s pop act, and are certainly the highlight of this release.D Each act gets one side

of one tape, and there is a booklet that accompanies the tapes, which gives little to

no information, just some cut and paste and “art.” (Square of Opposition, 2935

Fairview St. Bethlehem, PA 18020) (-Robert)

- ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS - COMP LP This is an excellent

compilation of mostly European political punk. All the songs are previously unreleased,

which makes it even better. There’s a great list of pretty well known bands here and

plenty of favorites. Wasted, MDC, Sin Dios, Fleas and Lice, Ratos de Porao, Oi Polloi,

Apatia No, Police Bastard, Bellicosi, Klasse Kriminale, Sixty Stories, Petrograd,

Puagh, Rifu, Kovaanisgatsi, Action Directe, and TV Smith. This is one of those good

comps that even the bands I don’t know are matches for the faves. Comes w/a poster

and lyric booklet. Good solid punk rock. (Twisted Chords'ReutweglA 76327 Pfinzta/

Germany) (-Chris)

- BOSTON SCENE REPORT CD When I think of BOSTON -
1 think of SSD, Last

Rights, DYS, etc. This CD spotlights the “here & now" of what is going on in Boston

from 4 of its current bands: SUSPECT DEVICE, TOMMY & THE TERRORS, A-TEAM,

& The FAST ACTIN FUSES. Each band contributes 2 songs, with the A-TEAM and

T&TTerrors tracks being my favorites. A-TEAM even do a Motorhead cover, so that

was a pleaser... The bands are all punkbardcore, but each band gives a hint of the

different sounds Boston is brewing up. I thinkA-TEAM has recently broken up, which

sucks! I look forward to the other upcoming “scene reports" from other cities .
.

(TKO

Records, 3126 W. Cary St. #303, Richmond, VA23221 www.tkorecords.com) (Dave)

yfr - DUTCH ASSAULT - CD This is part of the RELAPSE "Assault" series focusing

on extreme music from specific regions. On this release are previously released (as

far as I can tell) songs from SUPPOSITORY, LAST DAYS OF HUMANITY. S.M.E.S. &
INHUME. This seems to mainly be an introductory to these bands, so if you are

familiar with them already I’d hardly call this essential. But otherwise it's a convenient

way to get multiple tracks from 4 fairly obscure Grind bands. (Relapse records/no

contact given)

A VOICE: AJMEElIfjQJl HUMANS £P Pretty bizarre to look at this

compilation filled with bands whom I have not heard from in years; EAST COAST
PANIC, G O O

,
IHE DREAD, ELMER, CATHY AMES, THE END, DISGRUNTLED

</a - MWHC DISTURBING THE PEACE CD Five bands are featured here, some newer

& some that have been kicking around for a few years. You get bands playing okbtreet-

punkbardcor&fnetal, some better than others. No big standouts, but the variance

between the bands(as well as an odd cover song choice) were minorly interesting.

Johnny Vomit were a low point. The sound qualityfecording was a bit flat in places as

well, while not overly important, didn’t help things either. (NGS Records, PO Box 334,

Westmont, IL 60559 ngsrecords.com) (Dave)

vfr - NO HOLD BACK... ALL ATTACK! 2XCD Two CDs packed with over 50 bands from

the Twin Cities, and has an amazing fold out cover & extensive booklet too! I can not

imagine the headaches this caused pulling this together, but they pulled it off! You get

bands from all sides of the hardcore-to-punk-to-rocknroll, and even with that many
bands, it flows pretty smooth. I don’t know

how much is unreleased or not, but this is a

great starting point for anyone curious about

what was going on in 2002 in their music

scene. I don’t know of many other scenes that

could pull this many bands together onto one

package either?!? The liner notes are from

Felix Von Havoc, and are informative & to the

point, rather than bonng (like on most other

comp liner notes) . There is no mailing address

on this, so instead, here are some of the

websites listed for the people that put this

together: www.havocrex.com,

www.extremenoise.com, &
www.tchardcore.com (Dave)

*1-..NYHC WHERE LHQlLETHLNGjj AR_E

CD Borrowing from the title of a legendary

NYHC comp from the late 80's called “Where

The Wild Things Are", this is just 4 bands that

play raw metallic hardcore. Each band con-

tributes 4 songs, except Pledge Of Resis-

tance, who deliver 5 tracks. The other bands

are: Condition, Carnage Krew, & Moral Terror.

None of the bands really did too much for me,

since each band doesn’t seem to be trying to

break any new ground, instead seeming to

play too much just by-the-numbers. (NGS

Records, PO Box 334, Westmont, IL 60559

ngsrecords.com) (Dave)

CAN
’

T FjRE ME CUZ I QUIT TAPE

Look around for my raves about GENITAL

PANIK and DOWN TO KILL, and then throw in

PINKO AND THE ACTION BOYS, DHYS, COM-
BAT and a few others, and you’ve got a

compilation representing one fucking killer

scene in Maine.D These tapes are only $2, and

I have yet to hear a reason to not get all of

them, there’s some great shit brewing up

north. (Renegade Tapes4<-Lub, 239
Cumberland Ave. #3W, Portland, ME 04101

,

renegade_tapes@hotmail.com) (-Robert)

n - -CON QOIO $E ENQONTRARAN CD A

hardcoreiiunk compilation featuring bands

from Peru. Includedon this CD are SABOTAJE,

INGOBERNABLES, GRITO DE MISERIA, EX-

KUPIDOS, LOS REZIOS, GENERACION
PERDIDA, CONFRONTO & S.Q.P. 50+ minutes of punk & hardcore most in the states

are likely to no nothing of. Check it out. (Cryptas/Cruz V. Luis/Apartado Postal #16-

052/Mexico D.F. /email: cons intemacion@hotmail.com) (-JAY)

Vfr MORE WORLD. LESS BANK - A HARDCORE PUNK COMPILATION 7’’ A really good

comp with bands from Germany, Sweden and Japan with a few strong stand out names

to get you not able to pass this up. The newer bands hold theirown on this as well making

for a solid compilation of heavy punk.

Skit System, Cluster Bomb Unit, Mur-

der Disco X, Human Waste, Crossing

Chaos, Uncles Charles, Coma and

Lim. All unreleased songs. I’m super

into Crossing Chaos who I’ve never

heard before. If you dig the heavy

international punk - you know you

wantthis. HalvfabrikatRec/obDanne

Lonnqvis/ Osterlanggatan 26B' 575

31 Eksjo' SwederY Blindead Prod cb

KorugfY Edgrensgatan 27/ 671 50

Arvika' Sweden) (-Chris)

n -
.
AUCHARDCORE PUNK COMPI-

LATION CD 37 tracks and over 70

minutes of French CrusVtjrindbardcore

punk. Featured are SICKNESS (memo-

rable crust punk with a beat), DRIE

LAGEN (Melodic he punk/crust),

KRON’N’OI (Metallic hc-crust compa-

rable to CONCRETE SOX), DISBEER

(dis-Crust!)& DEATH BURING (Grind-

ing punk) . A great way to check out an

eps worth of songs from each of these

bands. This is a 4 way split release

between ABSOLUT Hard-Core,

DEVIL'S, FAST & BEERS & WORST
prod

, so to randomly choose one

DISRUPT, AGATHOCLES, CRACKED COP SKULLS, 7 MINUTES OF NAUSEA, CHARRED
REMAINS aka MITB, ROTTEN SOUND and many, MANY more . . . Now you know. (S.O.A.

records / Paolo Petralia / Via Odensi Da Gubbio 67/69 001 46 /Roma Italy /email:

soarecords@tin.it) (-JAY)

via - PUNKTURED CDR A cool international punk rockbardcore'crust compilation to

benefit Raoe Crisis UK. 72 minutes by HOMEBREW, LEFT FOR DEAD, ACTIVE

SLAUGHTER, BREZHNEV, KISMIT HC, SIN DIOS. SOP CAR PILE UP, ASBEST, COMBAT
SHOCK, DOG ON A ROPE, EGG RAID, APB, BUG CENTRAL, DOGSHIT SANDWICH,
FREAKS UNION, ANAL BEARD, CHINEAPPLE PUNX and MANY more! ($8 ppd to:

Punktured cb 145-149 Cardigan Road / Leeds LS6 1LJ / England / email:

VAUX - THERE MUST BE SOME WAY TO STOP THEM CD This almost got the veto pile,

but there is something here worth talking about. These guys play a rockin’ style that

totally feels like it’s on the cusp of what is exploding in popularity these days. It's not

a surprise to see they’ve played the warped tour and are in the AP and all that. Not really

S&L material. But they’re still pretty good, when they keep an edge. When they get more

polished and smooth, I find it less interesting. Got kinda that raunchy rock n’ roll feeling,

but more than that too. Vocals change from raw to sweet, as does the musical style.

Likewise parts of this totally rock and then I remember that they’re a band on the up and

up when they get all radio sounding and I totally want to turn it off. (Volcom Entertairt-

ment) (-Chris)

VOW DREAMS - THE CASTLE OF THE LOST SOULS CD These 2-people band CDRs
are often enough to make a reviewer grown, but this one caught my ear and it’s pretty

cool. It's totally black metal with the most raspy, distorted evil echoey sounding vocals.

And musically they throttle some double bass drums <fnd play some superchuggy heavy

guitar riffs with an almost 80s thrash-speedmetal style. When it all rolls together, it's

damn cool and rockin’ and catchy and pretty different. 2 songs w/vocals called Castle

of the Lost Souls and the Living Cemetery to give you an idea of the goth type darkness.

The other 2 songs are instrumentals. (Vow Dreams ob Antonello Mura'Via Napoli 7/

08015 Macomer (Nu) Italy) (-Chris)

WARSAWPACK - STOCKS AND BOMBS CD This band is an interesting combination

between funk rock, hard rock, jazz, and hip-hop influence. The lyrical content is very

overtly political, and there is a neat web map of corporate control on the back cover. They

sing about topics such as the war on drugs, war, globalization, and t.v. programming.

I appreciate that they actually play real instruments beyond just samplers and turn tables.

(www.warsawpack.com) (-Neal)

WASTED -HERE WE GO AGAIN CD If you’ve been enjoying this Finnish punk bands slew

of releases and wished you could find their early 7"s - then you’re in luck. This CD brings

together 2 - 7" eps from 98 and one from 99 with a couple of comp tracks an other

bonuses. You can hear the big difference in their sound on the first 7" which has really

distorted vocals and a mucluougher sound. By the second 7" the catchy, poppy punk

style that has grown such super hooks into me is ringing through. Don’t be turned off

by the word poppy. These guys rock and play some super catchy tunes with strong pogo

bouncability in the straight sense of the words punk rock. (Combat Rocl/PI 65^1 1 1 01

Riihimak/Finland <www.combatrockindustry.com>) (-Chris)

played with frantic energy in a straight forward manner Ranging from totally fast rage

to a slower heavy tempo, this keeps the energy amped but with good vanety. Totally

urgent hardcore punk all around. This is good fist in the air, happy circle-pit punk rock

and this band rocks. (Bom to Die Records contact. Hungry Ghost Records' PO Box

62021 ^Middleton Wl 53562) (-Chris)

WEAVING THE DEATHSAQ - THE DEVIL'S PUNCHLINE 7
”

This recording has them

playing their fast, energetic, straightforward hardcore punk style but taking on a slightly

heavier edge. More punch and a slightly metallic edge to the guitars and deeper vocals.

The style and sound is totally the same band, but this just feels like a more powerful

recording. The drums beats are totally pummeling and frantic, but they still manage to

hold down some really catchy tunes while thrashing out some urgent mania. Really

fucking good mid-west energized fast hardcore. (Kangaroo Records' Middenweg ly
1098 AA AmsterdanVThe Netherlands) (-Chris)

WELCOME HOME. NEMO!- ST CD I’m usually into lo-fi acoustic bandsfjeople, but this

is a little too lo-fi attempting to be a little more hi-tech than it comes across. The guy who
made this record, Ian, from the Came Nations, plays acoustic, lo-fi, folk-punk ala The

Mountain Goats. While I like this kind of stuff quite a bit, I can’t get into this. It’s kind

of psychedelic at times and that rubs

me the wrong way. It was recorded

on a boom box, too. Punk? Brian

Baker is mentioned in a song. DIY?

Definitely. (Friends and Relatives,

P.O. Box23, Bloomington, IN47402)

. -TNT

WHATEVER IT TAKES- A FISTFUL

OF SKULLfrSTARS & SKULLS CD
This is Chris #2 from Anti-Flag’s

other band, but that has nothing to

do with their sound. This is more

hardcoretock reminiscent at times

of Hot Water Music, Silent Majority,

Strike Anywhere, and the like Musi-

cally, they are catchy as hell, yet not

to the point of being annoying. Lyn-

cally, the songs are about revolu-

tion, 9 to 5 frustration, and the usual

punk rockness. The back cover

warns that this stuff isn’t well re-

corded, but I didn’t notice. This

record is altogether enjoyable and I

whole heartedly recommend it. (A-

F Records, P.O. Box 71266, Pitts-

burgh. PA 15213 -TNT

WILL 0 WISP -UNSEEN CD This is

rather unique - a cross of ethereal,

ethereal experimental sounds might check this out. (Beyond Prod/ CP 5057 Via

Catalan/ 161 54 Genova Italy) (-Chris)

WITH ALL SINCERITY - THE AGE WHERE NOTHING FITS CD In this current time of

being inundated with metallic hardcore - this band totally stands out I’m happy to say.

In fact this fucking rocks my world. They play a fantastic mix of new metal hardcore

crossed with old-school death metal and the new hybrid of hardcore death metal (think

Darkest Hour) They’ve also got some melodic parts in the mix. Super heavy, super

chunky, with some awesome breakdowns. All in all this has all the hooks you want for

this kind of powerful assault of metallic hardcore and the fusion of all the different styles

works so good and doesn’t, I repeat doesn't sound “just like everyone else" and that

makes this awesome. Fuck yeah! The record cover is weird though - with a fold-out

mock movie poster which leave the actual CD not having much of a cover. (Pluto

Records/PO Box 120VMcKinney TX 75070) (-Chris)

WOJQZE_CH -_CHRflNOLQG IQ 01^£0GRAPH_Y 15:200,2^0 DIY German grindcore.

This is a compilation of theirprevious releases, as the title suggests. Most of these vinyls

are hard to find now, so this is the prefect way to track down all those hard to find songs

(Dratsab/#2A JLN Kampong Charchar/Kuala Jempul/72100 Bahau N. Sembilan/

Malaysia) (-JAY)

WRECKAGE - DEMO TAPE Now this is fucking killerO Six songs, and no bullshit to be

found, just fast old school hardcore.C I can easily imagine this band sharing the stage

with ADOLESCENTS or BATTALION OF SAINTS twenty years ago, but still it sounds

totally modem.D Guitar leads and political lyrics, WRECKAGE seriously shreds, I want

more more more.D Get thisND (24-75 38th. Street #4B, Astoria, NY 1 1 103) (-Robert

YA BASTA!-LUCHAY FIESTA LP This is Traditional ska with the horns and the twisting

dance beats. Old-school ska in the good way Though by the name, I thought this was

Spanish - they're French and they are anti-Fascist. I like old-ska like this, so this is pretty

cool. Totally different from what I usually listen to around here and an odd twist of

internationalism. (Twisted Chords/ Reutwegl A 76327 Pfinzta/Germany) (-Chris)

Ramone and they really want you to know that, so much that it's the album’s title. The

Ramones, it ain’t, but shit, they play a bunch of Ramones-esque songs that total fans

might like, maybe. Almost every song has Dee Dee saying “1
, 2, 3,

4" So, you know,

it’s just like the Ramones, but definitely not. In a word, stupid. (Trend is Dead, P.O.

444, Normal, IL 61 761) -TNT

ZON E - SQUEEZED STATE CD After ep and comp appearances Japan’s ZONE finally

unleash their much-anticipated album. What we get here is 24 minutes worth of

traditional Japanese hardcore comparable to WARHEAD, FORWARD and the like. This

really stands out among the best of the genre and will get multiple plays from anyone

craving solid Japanese HC. Recommended. (Hg Fact Records/105 Nakano Shinbashi

Mansion / Yayio-cho2-7-1 5 / Nakano Tokyo 164-0013 / Japan) (email:

hgfact@japan

.

BLACK MARKET FETUS / DISCIDER
l(Iowa GRIND Vs Wisconsin D-BEAT/HC) \

1(17 track CD includes debut 7” + unreleased f

I

NAILED DOWN “Resurrection” 3x7”/M

(16 new fast angry/violent HC trax!!)

DISCIDER “Drinking To Forget” 7”

(Very few left, then Out Of Print!!)

BATHTUB SHITTER “Ferti«*er” 7”

(Cooler than You Japan Grind-Core)

MACHETAZO “The Maggot Sessions”
(I

s1 7” as full band. Brutal Spain Grind!)

WARCOLLASPE “Crap, Scrap” 7”

(covers by DISCHARGE, AMEBIX,&ANTISECT)]

[
OUT IN NOV /PEC:
COPEATER “Debut” MLP/MCD
WARCOLLASPE “Singles” CD
COACCION “2Bd” CD

PRE ^
ORDER
LTD ED !!

DIY FOR LIFE

filoed

NEW IN OCTOBER / NOV



compilation ot beanie area hardcore acts

that serves both as an introduction to Excur-

sion records and a way to expose loads of

bands that have nothing to do with the label

at all, a refreshing change from “buy our

records" samplers.D Tons of great stuff on

here; COLD SWEAT (hands down the BEST

new band of the last year or so, get their LP

on Rock N Roleplay), TO SEEYOU BROKEN,

CHAMPION, BLUE Monday, THE HIT, and

lots more.. ..23 songs in all that run the

spectrum from rather mundane tough guy

jock core (only lightly represented) to raw

hardcore punk.D (Excursion Rec., PO Box

20224, Seattle, WA 98102) (-Robert)

V* - A 3INGER SPNQWRITER SERIES IN

FOUR PARTS 2xTAPE The title gives you the

gist, and I’ll give you the rest;D THE COM-
PLETE STRATEGIST are pure pop, like Foo

Fighters Light, and perfectly pleasant to lis-

ten to.D HUNDTS KUP endearingly accom-

panies his acoustic guitar with off key vo-

cals, singing pretty songs of life and long-

ing.D ADAM SHIVE’S GREATEST HITS are

somewhere between Billy Bragg and the not funny class clown.D I made it through

two songs, grudgingly. VIC AND HIS BAD SELF sound like a DIY version of an early

80s pop act, and are certainly the highlight of this release.D Each act gets one side

of one tape, and there is a booklet that accompanies the tapes, which gives little to

no information, just some cut and paste and “art." (Square of Opposition, 2935

Fairview St. Bethlehem, PA 18020) (-Robert)

vfr - ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS - COMP LP This is an excellent

compilation of mostly European political punk. All the songs are previously unreleasfd,

which makes it even better. There's a great list of pretty well known bands here and

plenty of favorites. Wasted, MDC, Sin Dios, Fleas and Lice, Ratos de Porao, Oi Polloi,

Apatia No, Police Bastard, Bellicosi, Klasse Kriminale, Sixty Stories, Petrograd,

Puagh, Rifu, Kovaanisgatsi, Action Directe, and TV Smith. This is one of those good

comps that even the bands I don't know are matches for the faves.Comes w/a poster

and lyric booklet. Good solid punk rock. (Twisted Chords/Reutwegl A 76327 Pfinzta/

Germany) (-Chris)

vft - BOSTON SCENE REPORT CD When I think of BOSTON -
1 think of SSD, Last

Rights, DYS, etc. This CD spotlights the “here & now" of what is going on in Boston

from 4 of its current bands: SUSPECT DEVICE, TOMMY & THE TERRORS, A-TEAM,

& The FAST ACTIN FUSES. Each band contributes 2 songs, with the A-TEAM and

T&TTerrors tracks being my favorites. A-TEAM even do a Motorhead cover, so that

was a pleaser... The bands are all punkfiardcore, but each band gives a hint of the

different sounds Boston is brewing up. I thinkA-TEAM has recently broken up, which

sucks! I look forward to the other upcoming “scene reports" from other cities... (TKO

Records, 31 26 W. CarySt. #303, Richmond, VA23221 www.tkorecords.com)(Dave)

vfr - DUTCH ASSAULT - CO This is part of the RELAPSE “Assault" senes focusing

on extreme music from specific regions. On this release are previously released (as

far as I can tell) songs from SUPPOSITORY, LAST DAYS OF HUMANITY, S.M.E.S. &
INHUME. This seems to mainly be an introductory to these bands, so if you are

familiar with them already I’d hardly call this essential. But otherwise it’s a convenient

way to get multiple tracks from 4 fairly obscure Grind bands. (Relapse records/no

contact given)

compilation filled with bands whom I have not heard from in years; EAST COAST

PANIC, G.O.D., THE DREAD, ELMER, CATHY AMES, THE END, DISGRUNTLED

NATION, SUBINCISION and loads more, 36 in all.D The benefit is for People First, and

international organization supporting people with developmental and physical dis-

abilities, and the literature from and about these groups is informative and eye

opening.D The music is up and down, as is to be expected from a 36 band comp, but

stand outs include THE DREAD, LEFTOVER CRACK, CHOKING VICTIM, A DEATH

BETWEEN SEASONS.D (Repetitively Futile, PO Box 1311, Missoula MT 59806) (-

Robert)

are uonomon, uarnage Mew, & Moral i error.

None of the bands really did too much for me,

since each band doesn't seem to be trying to

break any new ground, instead seeming to

play too much just by-the-numbers. (NGS

Records, PO Box 334, Westmont, IL 60559

ngsrecords.com) (Dave)

YOU CAN'T FIRE ME CUZ I QUIT TAPE

Look around for my raves about GENITAL

PANIK and DOWN TO KILL, and then throw in

PINKO AND THE ACTION BOYS, DHYS, COM-
BAT and a few others, and you’ve got a

compilation representing one fucking killer

scene in Maine.D These tapes are only $2, and

I have yet to hear a reason to not get all of

them, there's some great shit brewing up

north. (Renegade Tapes/K-Lub, 239
Cumberland Ave. #3W, Portland, ME 04101

,

renegade_tapes@hotmail.com) (-Robert)

Vfr- -CON QDI.Q.SE ENCONTRARAN CD A

hardcore^unk compilation featuring bands

from Peru. Included on this CD are SABOTAJE,

INGOBERNABLES, GRITO DE MISERIA, EX-

KUPIDOS, LOS REZIOS, GENERACION
PERDIDA, CONFRONTO & S.Q.P. 50+ minutes of punk & hardcore most in the states

are likely to no nothing of. Check it out. (Cryptas/Cruz V. Luis/Apartado Postal #16-

052/Mexico D.F. /email: cons_intemacion@hotmail.com) (-JAY)

MORE WORLD. LESS BANK - A HARDCORE PUNK COMPILATION T' A really good

comp with bands from Germany, Sweden and Japan with a few strong stand out names

to get you not able to pass this up. The newer bands hold theirown on this as well making

for a solid compilation of heavy punk.

Skit System, Cluster Bomb Unit, Mur-

der Disco X, Human Waste, Crossing

Chaos, Uncles Charles, Coma and

Urn. All unreleased songs. I'm super

into Crossing Chaos who I've never

heard before. If you dig the heavy

international punk - you know you

want this. HalvfabrikatRec/tybDanne

LonnqvisV Osterlanggatan 26B/ 575

31 Eksjo' SwederY Blindead Prod oi)

KoruglY Edgrensgatan 27/ 671 50

Arvika'Sweden) (-Chris)

LATION CD 37 tracks and over 70

minutes of French Crust^nndhardcore

punk. Featured are SICKNESS (memo-

rable crust punk with a beat), DRIE

LAGEN (Melodic he punk/crust),

KRON’N’OI (Metallic hc-crust compa-

rable to CONCRETE SOX), DISBEER

(dis-Crust!)& DEATH BURING (Grind-

ing punk) . A great way to check out an

eps worth of songs from each of these

bands. This is a 4 way split release

between ABSOLUT Hard-Core,

DEVIL'S, FAST & BEERS & WORST
prod., so to randomly choose one

label's contact: ($11 ppd to: Devil's

Rec/Chemin du Moulin/de Troyes/

32000 Auch/France) (-JAY)

*fe_-QLD PAYS NOSTALGIA 3X^ A

massive compilation featuring tracks

from many out of print releases on S.O.A. records throughout the years. Bands such as

ASSUCK, ANAL CUNT, DUDMAN, CRIPPLE BASTARDS, BLOODRED BACTERIA,

sing aoout topics suen as me war on orugs, war, yioDanzauon, ana t.v. programming

I appreciate that they actually play real instruments beyond just samplers and turn tables.

(www.warsawpack.com) (-Neal)

of releases and wished you could find their early 7"s - then you’re in luck. This CD brings

together 2 - 7” eps from 98 and one from 99 with a couple of comp tracks an other

bonuses. You can hear the big difference in their sound on the first 7" which has really

distorted vocals and a muctuougher sound. By the second 7" the catchy, poppy punk

style that has grown such super hooks into me is ringing through. Don't be turned off

by the word poppy. These guys rock and play some super catchy tunes with strong pogo

bouncability in the straight sense of the words punk rock. (Combat Rock'PI 65/1 1 1 01

Riihimak/ Finland <www.combatrockmdustry.com>) (-Chris)

WEAVING THE DEATHBAG - LOST IN THE WORLD 7
"

Intense awesome hardcore -

played with frantic energy in a straight forward manner Ranging from totally fast rage

to a slower heavy tempo, this keeps the energy amped but with good vanety. Totally

urgent hardcore punk all around. This is good fist in the air, happy circle-pit punk rock

and this band rocks. (Bom to Die Records contact: Hungry Ghost Records/ PO Box

620214/Middleton Wl 53562) (-Chris)

WEAVING THE DEATHBAG - THE DEVIL'S PUNCHLIN E V This recording has them

playing their fast, energetic, straightforward hardcore punk style but taking on a slightly

heavier edge. More punch and a slightly metallic edge to the guitars and deeper vocals.

The style and sound is totally the same band, but this just feels like a more powerful

recording. The drums beats are totally pummeling and frantic, but they still manage to

hold down some really catchy tunes while thrashing out some urgent mania. Really

fucking good mid-west energized fast hardcore. (Kangaroo Records' Middenweg W/
1098 AA AmsterdanVThe Netherlands) (-Chris)

WELCOME HOME. NEMO!- S4 CD I'm usually into lo-fi acoustic bands^eople, but this

is a little too lo-fi attempting to be a little more hi-tech than it comes across. The guy who
made this record, Ian, from the Carrie Nations, plays acoustic, lo-fi, folk-punk ala The

Mountain Goats. While I like this kind of stuff quite a bit, I can't get into this. It's kind

of psychedelic at times and that rubs

me the wrong way. It was recorded

on a boom box, too. Punk? Brian

Baker is mentioned in a song. DIY?

Definitely. (Friends and Relatives,

P.0. Box 23, Bloomington, IN 47402)

. -TNT

WHATEVER IT TAKES- A FISTFUL

OF SKULLSSTARS & SKULLS CD
This is Chris #2 from Anti-Flag’s

other band, but that has nothing to

do with their sound. This is more

hardcoretock reminiscent at times

of Hot Water Music, Silent Majority,

Stnke Anywhere, and the like Musi-

cally, they are catchy as hell, yet not

to the point of being annoying. Lyn-

cally, the songs are about revolu-

tion, 9 to 5 frustration, and the usual

punk rockness. The back cover

warns that this stuff isn't well re-

corded, but I didn't notice This

record is altogether enjoyable and I

whole heartedly recommend it. (A-

F Records, P.0 Box 71266, Pitts-

burgh, PA 15213 -TNT

WILL 0 WISP -UNSEEN CO This is

rather unique - a cross of ethereal,

goth and metal. Beautiful female

vocals, and keyboards with techni-

cal guitar playing in a classical metal

style A real cross-section of styles

and sounds, very unlike the usual

that I get for review here at S&L. And while there are parts that I could appreciate and get

into, on the whole, I would have to pass. However, those who enjoy classical metal and

Broken Rekids pob 460402, SF CA 94146 USA www.brokenrekids.com
CDs$12. LPs $9. anv4 cds $40.00 DDd in USA!

444, Normal, ILOI/bl) INI

ZONE - SQUEEZED STATE CD After ep and comp appearances Japan’s ZONE finally

unleash their much-anticipated album. What we get here is 24 minutes worth of

traditional Japanese hardcore comparable to WARHEAD, FORWARD and thalike. This

really stands out among the best of the genre and will get multiple plays from anyone

craving solid Japanese HC. Recommended. (Hg Fact Records/1 05 Nakano Shinbashi

Mansion / Yayio-cho2-7-15 / Nakano Tokyo 164-0013 / Japan) (email:

[DIY FOR LIFEl

6loed j
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IBLACK MARKET FETUS / DISCIDER
|

(Iowa GRIND Vs Wisconsin D-BEAT/HC)
1(17 track CD includes debut 7” + unreleased

I NAILED DOWN “Resurrection" 3x7"/M

|
(16 new fast angry/violent HC trax!!)

DISCIDER “Drinking To Forget" 7"

(Very few left, then Out Of Print!!)

BATHTUB SHITTER “Fertiliser" 7"

(Cooler than You Japan Grind-Core)

MACHETAZO “Hie Maggot Sessions" 7"|

(1 * 7” as full band. Brutal Spain Grind!)

WARCOLLASPE “Crap, Scrap" 7"

(covers by DISCHARGE, AMEBIX,&ANTISECT)1

OUT IN NOV /DEC:
COPEATER “Debut" MLP/MCD
WARCOLLASPE “Singles" CD
COACCION “2nd" CD

SHIRTS: (black and in sixes S.M.L.XUXXL)
DISCIDER “Drinking to Forget" Cover*

BATHTUB SHITTER “fertilizer" Cover

MACHETAZO “Maggot Sessions" Cover*

WARCOLLASPE “Hand + Gun/Pipe" graphics*

RUPTURE “Space Apes" cover*

BLACK MARKET FETUS “split" 7" cover

PATH OF DESTRUCTION “Provoked" 7" cover*

NAILED DOWN “Resurrection" cover*

COPETAER “Cop Eating Monster*

*Als© Available as Black Hoodie Sweatshirts

* All our dbl sided, high quality, SIZES (S,M,L*XL)

LTD EDITION records are WHITE vinyl, hand #*d,

Silk-Screen Black Denim covers + Original Cover.

Lid 50 or 100 & come with Patches tool

CATALOG + FBF Logo Sticker Sl.Qo|

PRICES: USA // CAN/MEX // WORLD
7" EP / LTD $4 / $5

LP/LTD $9/ $15

MCD/CD $7/ $9

SHIRT $10.00

HOODIE $25.00

$5/$6
$12/ $17

$8/ $10

$12.00

$30.00

$7/ $8

$15/ $20

$10/ $12

$15.00

$35.00

* MLP or 3x7" is SAME PRICE as LP or LTD LP^

CASH or MONEY ORDERS as Payment only!!
|

TO: AMANDA DOBRON

[PAYPAL Accepted, but add 5% to order total |

I
Id: fhf fl firstbloodfamilv.com

|



Apatia No, Police Bastard, Belllcosl, Klasse Krimlnale, Sixty Stories, Petrograd,

Puagh, Rifu, Kovaamsgatsl, Action Directe, and TV Smith. This is one of those good

comps that even the bands I don't know are matches forthe faves . Comes w'a poster

and lyric booklet. Good solid punk rock. (Twisted Chords-'ReutweglA 76327 Pfinzta/

Germany) (-Chris)

vfr - BOSTON SCENE REPORT CD When I think of BOSTON - 1 think of SSD, Last

Rights, DYS, etc. This CD spotlights the “here & now" of what is going on in Boston

from 4 of its current bands: SUSPECT DEVICE, TOMMY & THE TERRORS, A-TEAM,

& The FAST ACTIN FUSES. Each band contributes 2 songs, with the A-TEAM and

T&TTerrors tracks being my favorites. A-TEAM even do a Motorhead cover, so that

was a pleaser... The bands are all punk-hardcore, but each band gives a hint of the

different sounds Boston is brewing up. I think A-TEAM has recently broken up, which

sucks! I look forward to the other upcoming “scene reports" from other cities... (TKO

Records, 31 26 W. Cary St. #303, Richmond, VA 23221 www.tkorecords.com)(Dave)

y-fr - DUTCH ASSAULT - CD This is part of the RELAPSE “Assault” senes focusing

on extreme music from specific regions. On this release are previously released (as

far as I can tell) songs from SUPPOSITORY, LAST DAYS OF HUMANITY, S.M.E.S. &
INHUME. This seems to mainly be an introductory to these bands, so if you are

familiar with them already I'd hardly call this essential. But otherwise it's a convenient

way to get multiple tracks from 4 fairly obscure Grind bands. (Relapse records/no

contact given)

bizarre to look at this

compilation filled with bands whom I have not heard from in years; EAST COAST
PANIC, G.O.D., THE DREAD, ELMER, CATHY AMES, THE END, DISGRUNTLED

NATION, SUBINCISION and loads more, 36 in all.D The benefit is for People First, and

international organization supporting people with developmental and physical dis-

abilities, and the literature from and about these groups is informative and eye

opening.D The music is up and down, as is to be expected from a 36 band comp, but

Stand outs include THE DREAD, LEFTOVER CRACK, CHOKING VICTIM, A DEATH

BETWEEN SEASONS.D (Repetitively Futile, PO Box 1311, Missoula MT 59806) (-

Robert)

Lim. All unreleased songs. I'm super

into Crossing Chaos who I’ve never

heard before. If you dig the heavy

international punk - you know you

wantthis. HalvfabrikatRec/otrDanne

Lonnqvis^ Osterlanggatan 26B^ 575

31 Eksjo-'Swederv'Blindead Prod <yb

KoruglV Edgrensgatan 27/ 671 50

Arvika^Sweden) (-Chris)

y^a-AUCHARDCORE PUNK COMPI-

LATION CD 37 tracks and over 70

minutes of French CrusKjnnd-hardcore

punk. Featured are SICKNESS (memo-

rable crust punk with a beat), DRIE

LAGEN (Melodic he punM:rust),

KRON’N’OI (Metallic hc-crust compa-

rable to CONCRETE SOX), DISBEER

(dis-Crust!)& DEATH BURING (Grind-

ing punk) . A great way to check out an

eps worth of songs from each of these

bands. This is a 4 way split release

between ABSOLUT Hard-Core,

DEVIL'S, FAST & BEERS & WORST
prod., so to randomly choose one

label’s contact: ($11 ppd to: Devil's

Rec/Chemin du Moulin/de Troyes/

32000 Auch/France) (-JAY)

yjL- QLD PAYS NOSTALGIA 3Xcd A

massive compilation featuring tracks

from many out of print releases on S O.A. records throughout the years. Bands such as

ASSUCK, ANAL CUNT, DUDMAN, CRIPPLE BASTARDS, BLOODRED BACTERIA,

Definitely. (Friends and Relatives,

P.O. Box23, Bloomington, IN 47402)

-TNT

WHATEVER IT TAKES- A FISTFUL

OF SKULLfrSTARS & SKULLS CD
This is Chris #2 from Anti-Flag's

other band, but that has nothing to

do with their sound. This is more

hardcoretock reminiscent at times

of Hot Water Music. Silent Majority,

Stnke Anywhere, and the like. Musi-

cally, they are catchy as hell, yet not

to the point of being annoying. Lyn-

cally, the songs are about revolu-

tion, 9 to 5 frustration, and the usual

punk rockness. The back cover

warns that this stuff isn't well re-

corded, but I didn't notice. This

record is altogether enjoyable and I

whole heartedly recommend it. (A-

F Records, P.O Box 71266, Pitts-

burgh. PA 15213 -TNT

WJLL O WISP -UNSEEN CD This is

rather unique - a cross of ethereal,

goth and metal. Beautiful female

vocals, and keyboards with techni-

cal guitar playing in a classical metal

style. A real cross-section of styles

and sounds, very unlike the usual

that I get for review here at S&L. And while there are parts that I could appreciate and get

jnto, on the whole, I would have to pass. However, those who enjoy classical metal and

1(17 track CD includes debut 7” + unreleased trax

I NAILED DOWN “Resurrection” 3x7”/MCD

I
(16 new fast angry/violent HC trax!!)

DISCIDER “Drinking To Forget” 7”

(Very few left, then Out Of Print!!)

BATHTUB SHITTER “Fertiliser” 7”

(Cooler than You Japan Grind-Core)

MACHETAZO “The Maggot Sessions”

(1
st 7” as fell band. Brutal Spain Grind!)

WARCOLLASPE “Crap, Scrap” 7”

(covers by DISCHARGE, AMEBIX,&ANTISECT) 1

OUT IN NOV / DEC:
COPEATER “Debut” MLP/MCD
WARCOLLASPE “Singles” CD
CQAOCION “2nd” CD

SHIRTS: (black and in sizes frM.UXJ^XXL)
DISCIDER “Drinking to Forget” Cover*

BATHTUB SHITTER “fertilizer” Cover

MACHETAZO “Maggot Sessions” Cover*

WARCOLLASPE “Hand + Gun/Pipe” graphics*

RUPTURE “Space Apes” cover*

BLACK MARKET FETUS “split” T cover

PATH OF DESTRUCTION “Provoked” 7” cover*

NAILED DOWN “Resurrection” cover*

COPETAER “Cop Eating Monster’

*Aiso Available as Black Hoodie Sweatshirts

* All our dbl sided, high quality, SIZES (S,M,L*XL)

LTD EDITION records are WHITE vinyl, hand #’d,

Silk-Screen Black Denim covers + Original Cover.

CATALOG + FBF Logo Sticker $1.00

PRICES: USA // CAN/MEX // WORLD
7” EP / LTD $4 / $5 S5/S6 S7/S8
LP/LTD $9/ $15 $12/ $17 $15/ $20

MCD/CD $7/ $9 $8/ $10 $10/ $12

SHIRT $10.00 $12.00 $15.00

HOODIE $25.00 $30.00 $35.00
* MLP or 3x7” is SAME PRICE as LP or LTD LP

CASH or MONEY ORDERS as Payment only!!

TO: AMANDA DOBRON

PAYPAL Accepted, but add 5% to order total
|

Id: fhftg)firstbloodfam il\ .com
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FIRST BLOOD FAMILY
PO BOX 1766

MADISON WI 53701-1766

www.firsthloodfamilv.com
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Sound Idea Distribution
NEARLY 3,000 PUNK AND HARDCORE TITLES FROM AROUND THE WORLD! FAST, RELIABLE MAILORDER!

Here are afew things in stock now:

Sound Idea Distribution

PO Box 3204

Brandon, FL 33509-3204

Phone (813) 653-2550

Fax (813) 653-2658

www.soundideadistribution.com
ORDERING INFORMATION.

Minimum order is S10 or ft will be returned.

U.S. cash, check or money order made payable to Bob Suren.

PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE FOR THE U.S. ONLY,
la the US, add SJJI5 for first cbm postage, IT you want ft.

CanandMex wiiface mafc add SI per item
Can and Mrs S3 forfint Hern, SI each additional

WaridMtoil $2 for first Item, SI each additional

Bkltt ftkiai: S4 emch for firrt 2 items, SI each additional

PLEASE ht alternatives oryon may get a credit sip.

CATALOGS: Send SI US, S2 world.

CREDIT CARDS: We gradgingly accept your yuppie plastic.

Cal (813) 653-2550, 12-* PM EST
PAY PAL — CALL orEMAIL before sending payment

STORES: GET IIS TOUCH
FOR WHOLESALE RATES!

STICKERS! — Dade, we totally jest got like 15
m31ion stickers. Check the web page or see all of the
designs in the illustrated catalog (free with each
order.)

Abut* Sonora "Hereacla" LP *8.50

Arm Dlreta "latrevcncao" CD $12 (Brazil)

Acs* Dlrota "Eatre A Bears* E a Caas" CD SI2
Aetloa Direct* "La Naavellc Conspiration” LP J8.S0
Artist Mlads"Reclpc Far DDwter" 7" S5
Artist Minds"The National Letts E" 7" S5
Active Mlads"Dls b Gettlaf Pathetic" 7” *5
Arttte Mlads"Beblad TV* Mask" 7" S5
Artlte Ml ads/Jesus Crest 7" *5
Artltt Minds "Welcome Te The Slaafkter House" LP *8.50
Art! re Mlada "Free Te Be Chained" LP 18.50
Artltt Minds "Yee Caa Close Year Eyes" *5
Artlte Sobverslra/Tro piezo CD J8.50

Addiction "Peak Allea Ramr" LP StO (Japaa)
A Death Betwees Seasons "Welgkla| Caatradlctlaas" 7" 15
A Death Between Seasoas/F ailing Oter Draak CD S5
A Death Betwees Seaaaas "Killing All Wlsemea..." 7" J3.50
Agathocles/MIttea Spider 7" SJ.50 (Ye*, saather A| 7"!)

Afatheefea "If# U*e_. Hatred" 7" S5
Agatbwdrs/Abstain 7" SS

Afatharle* "Mlarerare" CD 18.50 (9 songs)

Afathariea/Leaklag Far Aa Answer 7" 13.30

Agatfroclea/Emhalmlag Theatre 7" J5
Afatharle* "Lit* aad Malay" 2i7" S5
Afteta Of Satao/N* Lew 7" S3.50
Alltrflc T# Beflihlt "TYala Ride" 7" *3.50
Allerflc T* Ballahlt "Whal We’re For b..." 7" *3.50

Crlpplr Bastards "Mlsantropo A Sensn Unlco" CD *12

Cxosnek "Nlrlegalaa Pornflfralla Z..." LP *8.50

Dahmrr "Dahmerlzed" LP *8.50

Dairy Qacens/Septlr Tumor 7" *5

DDI/Stalker LP *8.50

D.D.I./Stalker CD *8.50 (Japan)

Dead Nation "Painless" 7" *5
DrfChoke "S/T" 7" *3.50

Demon System 13 "Noonr Will Thank You.. 'CD *12
Demon System 13 "Killed By The Kid*" LP *8.50

Demon System 13 "Killed By The Kids" CD *10
Demon Syitrm 13 "Vad Vet" CD SI I

Deride ”.8/T’ 7" *5 (oa Kangaroo Record*)

Despised "S/T" 7" *5
Destrsrclon/Slda 7" SS (Spain)

Detention "Expelled" CD $12 (Totally tool!)

Dlallo/Eihale 7” *3.50
V

Dlallo "Diagram OfA 8ram" 7" *5
Dlallo "For Profit" 7" *3.50 (Ki-CHINGI)
Diaspora LP *8.50 (Crust Bom Finland)

Dlsarm/Dlrty Power Game 7" $5 (Italy)

Dlsarm/H407 7" *3.50

Dlsarm/Obbrobrlo 7" *5
Dlsarm/Mlgra Violent* 7" *5 (Italy/Argentina)

Dlsarm/Sabrat 7" *5
Dfieard "Death From Abote” 7" *5 (Sweden)
Dlrrarga "Happy Night" CD *12
Dkrlder "Drinking To Forget The Fatare” 7" *3.50
Dkkonto "There I* No Tomorrow" CD *12
Disorder "We re Still Here" CD $13.50

Ditorre "S/T" 7" *3.50 (G A noise thrash erarlne**)

Dragnet "We're All Cutthroats" I.P *8 50
Dragnet "We re All Cutthroats" CD $1
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Dregs Of Humanlty/NIhillst LP *8.50

D.R.1. "Dirty Rotten CD" CD SI 2 (1st LP, "VP" 7"+demos)
D. R.l. "Dealing with It" CD * 1 2 (2nd album, atlll good)
Driller Killer "And The Winner Is" I.P **.50 (Sweden)
Dropdead/Uaholy Grave 7" *5
Drnakard/Coraacopla 7" *5 (grind)

Drankea Orgy Of Destraetloa/CSMD 7" *5
Draakea Orgy Of Destractlon/Saael 7" *3.50
Dambalraek "S/T" 7" *5
Dambstrack "We All Fall Down" LP *8.50

E-150 "Discography" CD *12
Earth Citizens "Complication*" LP *8.50 (Swiss)

Earth Citizens "To A Nation..." I,P *8.50 (Swltierland)

Ecosochrlft "Trained To Serve" LP *7.50

Effigy "Grinding Metal" 7" *3.50

Elegy 7" *3.50

Eaola Gay/Cache Bomba LP *8.50

E.T.A.E. "S/T' 7" *3.50 (Japaa)

Eiecradore* "Odlo Vital" 7" *3.50

Errcradores/Sla Dio* LP *8.50

Eikteach "Dlvlsloni" 7" *3.50 (Canada)

Ei'Kombro 7" *5 (ColomWa)
Fallare Face "Complete Fallare” CD *6 (40 aoaga)
Falrlbck "S/T' 7" *3.50

Field* OfShlt 10" *8.50

Flaal Masiakre "The Bell* OfHeir 7" *3.50

Flrat Degree Marder "Fuck" 7" *5
Forca Macabra "Hlsterla" CD *12
Forca Macabra "The Tracr* The Machine Leaves..." 7" *5
Forced Eipresslon/Avuklon 7" $3 50
Forced Reality "13 Year* of..." CD Stl

Forca Macabra "Cavelra Da Forca" LP *8.50
Foartera Or Fight 7" *3.50

Fnck Oa The Beach/FI acheagr ad 7" *5
Faek Oa The Beach "Endlr** Summer" CD $12
Fnek Oa The Beach "Eadles* Sammer" LP *8.50

Hellaatioa "Cheerleaders Far Imperialism" LP $8.50
Hellnatioa "Cheerleaders For Imperialism" CD $12
Fach On The Beach "Power violence Forever" CD *12
Faek The Faets/Kastrat 7" *5

Lack Of Knowledge "Americanized” CD *12 (UK, early 80s)

Lady Cop "S/T" 7" S3.50 (Don't mess with a lady cop...)

Last Warning/Fallout 7" *5

Laukaus "Mika On Tuolla?" 7" *3.50

Leveling "S/T" 7" *3.50 (ei-Brother Inferior)

Leveling "S/T" CD *5 (ei-Brnther Inferior)

Llbertlnagem CD *12 (Brazil, unique packaging!)

Life's A Riot 7" *5 (Finland, brodda!)

Loudmouths/llot Rod Honeys 7" 15

Machetazo "The Maggot Sessions" 7" *3.50

Mad Rats "Speed Kills" 7" *3.50 (from Portugal, on 625)

Malignant Tumour "Dawn OfA New Age" CD *10

Manchurian Candldates/Haw g Jaw 7" *3.50

Manchurian Candidates "Between Reality" LP *8.50 (cool)

Manchurian Candidates "Between Reality" CD S8.50

Manchurian Candidates "Dead New World" 7" S5 (TX)

Maneurysm "Swallowed By Karma" 7" *3.50

Man I* The Bastard "Mancruel" CD S8.50

Married To A Murderer 7" *3.50

Masslck 10" *8.50

Mas* Murdrrers/Tagada Jones 10" picture disc *8.50

Mass Separation "Tak Mau Lagl" 7" *3.50

MDC "Now More Than Ever: 1980-2000" CD *10
MDC "Millions Of Dead Copa" CS $5 (cassette)

Meanwhile "The Show Must Go On" 7" *3.50 (Sweden)

Minute ManlCrsto/Shank 7" *5

Misery "The Early Years" CD *10

Misery "The Early Years" LP *8.50

Mlsery/Eztlnctlon of Mankind CD $10 (13 tunes, hro)

Misery/Eitlnctlon of Mankind LP *8.50

Modern Life Is War 7" *3.50

Morte Ascenta CD *12 (Brazil)

Morte Paura/Slnltrrror 7" *5

Mrtva Budoucnost/Pangs of Remorse 7" *5

Municipal Waste "Waste* Tango and" 08 $5 (cassette)

Marder Disco Eiperlence 7"$5 (German and fantastic)

Murder-Suicide Pact "Lobotomy Kit" 7" S3
Murder-Salclde Pact LP $6 (16 songs)

Murder Suicide Pact CD *6 (Early SOa-styte HC)
Mushroom Attack "The Fight Goes Oa" CD *10 (23 songs)

My Revenge "Both Feet Over” LP *8.50

My War /Revenge Therapy 7" *3.50

Nall biter "Abused" LP $8.50

Nallblter "Abused" CD *8.50

Nailed Down "Perth Wotfpack" LP S8.S0 (Fierce hardcore)

Nailed Down "Might Is Right" 7" *5 (llardass hardcore)

Negative Step "Conquering Punk" 10" *8.50 (Texans)

Negative Step/Pretty Little Flower 7" SJ.50

Niae Shocks Terror "Discography” CD *10

Nine Shocks Terror "Zen and the Art of..." I,P *8.50

Nine Shocks Terror "Paying Ohmage” LP $7.50

Nine Shocks Terror "Paying Ohmage” CD *10
No Alternative "Nights In S.F.: 1977-82" LP *8.50

No Comment "Discography" LP *8.50

Noothgrush "Falling Early, Falling Often" CD *12

N.O.T.A. "Live at the Crystal Pistol" CD *1
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Offenders "Died In Custody" CD $12

Off Ml nor "The Heat Death Of The Universe" CD *12
Onion Flavored Rings "Used To It" CD S6

Oppressed Logic "It's Harrassment!" LP *5
Orchid "Chaos Is Me+Dance Tonight" CD *8.50

Orchid "Gatefold" LP *7.50

Orchid "Gatefold" CD *7.50

Otophobia "Malignant" LP *8 50

Otophobla "Malignant" CD $12
Otophobia ^Reason Of Insanity 7"' S3

Otophobla "Confined" 7” *5

Otophobla "Sourer OfConlkslon” 7” S3 (Atlanta grinders)

Paintbox "Earth Ball Sports Toarnameat" CD *13.50

Paintbox "Singing Shorting Crying" CD *13.50 (15 songs)

Paluka "Mutual Interest" 7" *5 (Japan)

Pangs Of Remorse/Ravelin 7 10" *8.50

Parental Advlsory/Rellth LP *8.50

Sc ally "Que Fue l)e Los Dos" 7" *5 (sorts Blark Flaggy)

Scally "Cot© Deportlvo De Cain" 10" *8.50

Scapegoats "Life b Pasted On My Eyes’" CD *12 (Too cooll)

Schlfosl 7" $5 (Aussie crust)

Sceln Red "Marinas" 7" S3
See You In Hell 7" *5 (Czech It oat!)

Selfish "Cry For Love" CD *12
Senseless Apocalypse "Senseless Stereotyped Idea" CD *12
Seven Days OfSamsara "Live oa WNYU";7" *3.50

Seven Days OfSamsara "Never Stop Attacking" CD *12
Seven Days Of Samsara/Destrayer 7" *5
Seventeenth Class "Will Eat Yonr..." 7" SJ.50

Seventeenth Class "In Utter Contempt" LP *7.50

Seventeenth Class "In Utter Contempt" CD *7.50
Severed Head Of Slate "Anathema Device'" LP *8.50
Severed Head Of State "Anathema Device" CD *8.50

Severed Head Of State "Discography" CD S7.50

Severed Head OfState "Black Blood World" 7" *5
Severed Head OfState "No Love Lost" 7" S3.50

Severed Head OfState "S/T" 7" *3.50 (on Ebullition)

Seyarse "S/T" 7" *3.50

Shank "The Carte Of Shank" CD *8.50

Shank "Coded Message*" CD *12
Sharpevllle "At The Late Hoars" LP Sf.50 (Finland)

Shlkahanc "Hatred" 7" *5 (Japan)

Shognn "Eater The Equation" 7" SJ.50

Slckoldt "God Bless Oppression" LP *8.50 (Italy)

Skitsystem "All! E Skit" CD *12 (19 previously releas songs)
Skitsystem "Enkel Resa Till Rannstenen" LP *8.50

Skitsystem "Enkel Resa Till Rannstenen" CD *10
Skullkrnsker/ArUcle Nine 7" *5
Skulls " B ables/VIctlm s/Erotl c Neurotic" 7" *3.50

Skulls "Thereapy For The Shy" CD *12
Slang "Skilled Rhythm Kills" CD *12
Social Infestation "Lasciate Ognl Speranza" CD *8.50 (rlpat)

Society Of Friends "Growing Up" LP *8.50

Society of Friends "Vol HI" 7" *3.50

Stains (MDC) "John Wayne Waa A Nazi" 7" *5
Stalag 13 "In Control" CD *12
Stalingrad "Long Loat" 10” *8.50

Stillborn "S/T" 7" *3.50

Strirony "Uwaxqjrle" LP *8.50

Strahl Kahl 7" $5 (Switzerland)

Straight To Hell/Balance Of Terror 7" *3.50
Still Life "Dlscographjy: From Angry Heads" CD *8.50
Strong Intention "Eztermlnatlon Vision" 10" *8.50

Struggle "Discography: One Settler" CD *8.50
Strung Up "S/T' 7" SJ.50 (CA hardcore/thrash)

Stupid Babies Go Mad/Bralneaters 7" SJ.50
Submachine "Live Fast, Die Dumb" LP *8.50 (Plttsbargers!)

Submachine "Live Fast, Die Dank" CD *11
Submachine "Sawed Off Shot Ginas" CD *12
Submission Hold "Waiting For The Monkey..." LP *7.50

Submission Hold "The Ostrich Dirt Oa Monday" LP *7.50

System Shit/Ham an Errar LP *8.50

System Shit "Kill That Fucker" 7" *3 (Very negative, miaterl)

Tear It Up "Nothing to Nothing" LP S8.S0

Tear Me Down "Morlre Dl Toller anzl" 10" *8.50

Teenage Kings "Don't Fool Me" 7" *3.50

Tem Eyot K1 /Hundred Years War 7" *3.50

Tem Eyos Kl LP *8.50 (The cover Is brown, dude...)

Tcrroralh "1988 Demos" 7" *3 (like Siege or Septic Death)
Think I Care "S/T" LP *8.30

Think I Care "S/T" CD SI 1

Think I Care "Phase"’ 7" *3 50 (on Deadallve Rec)
Think Twice "Unreallzrd" LP Sd

Third World Planet LP *8.50

Thla Computer Kill* 7" $3.50

Toryora Aadltl va "Eatre la Reslsteacla y el CamMo" CD SI 2

Total Fucking Dntractioa/Vehemeace 7" *5
To What End "And History Repeats Itself" 7" *5
Torlc Narcotic /Unseen 7" *3.50

Toxic Narcollc/A Global Threat 7" *1.50
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Abwa* SiMri "Hereacla" LP S8.S0
Ktm Direta "Iutrevcacao" CDS 12 (Brazil)

Acaa Dtrata "Entre A Bearn© E • Cana” CD J 12
Artlaa Direct* "La Noavelle Coaapl ration" LP J8.50
Artlw Mlad*”Rerlpc Par Dtawter" 7" SS
Artlw Ml ads"The National Utta E" 7" S3
Artttc hflnd*"Df* Is Gcttlag Pathetic" 7" S3
Artlre Mlnda"Brklad The Mask" 7" S5
Active Mlnds/Jrsas Crast 7" S3
Artis* Mind* "Welcome Ta Tie Slaagkter Haase" LP S8.50
Active Ml ads "Free Te Be Chained" LP $8.50
Active Minds "Yea Caa Clase Yaar Eyes" S3
Active Sahraraf va/Trapieaa CD S8.S0
Addlcttaa "P*ak Allea Racar" LP S10 (Japan)
ADcatk Betweea Sense as "Welgklag Contradiction.” 7" S3
A Destk Between Scat*aa/F a] I lag Over Drank CD S3
A Dentk Between Seanaas " Killing All W|scaea...’’ 7" JJ.30
Agathoclet/MIttra Spider 7" S3.30 (Yes, aaetker Ag 7"!)

AgWfcades "If# Use-. Hatred" 7" S3
Agathwdrm/Abstain 7" S3
Agatkacles "Mleceeare" CD SS.50 (9 aaags)
Agatkades/Laaklag Par Aa Aaswrr 7" S3.S0
Agatkacles/Eaikalailag Theatre 7" S5
Agatkacles "Live aad Nulay" 2i7" S3
Agents Of Satan/Ns Less 7" SJ.50
Allergic Ta Ballsklt "Trala Ride" 7" S3.30
Allergic Ta Ballsklt "Wkal We’re For Is..." 7" S3.S0
Allergic T# Wkeres/McCartky Cummlulon CD SIO
Allergic Ta Wkeret/Sealle Cltlaras 7" S3.S0
Aadl Petertea's Arate "Blod Ser Mere Vlrkellct" 7" S3
Any Last Wards 7" S3 (arw aa HAVOC)
Arragaata Agttatar "Vagan*" 7" S3 (Swedea ’S3)
Arsedestrayer "Xxxlteeaasse Revaltf" LP SS.50
Aatkarlty Akane/KahJ staeracy 7" 1)30
Aatarltar "S/T* 7" S3
Aatarltar/Vanlt Par Breaklkat 7" S3
Avarlclaas "SFT 10" SS.50
A.V.O. "Salatlaas" 7" S3
Batktafc Slitter "Fertiliser" 7" S3.S0
Batktak Skitter "S7+3 Skit Palais” 7" S5
Batktak Skitter "Oae Faa" 7" S3
Batman Pake "Living la Fear" 7" S3
Beleklag Peagalas "Drag Beer... Nat Met" CD Si 2
Besk "Wkat Weat Wraag" 7" $3.50
Beak "The Heart OfClvfllsatlea" LP SS.50
Betercare "Yaatkcrastdlscagrapky" CD SI
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Betavcare/Ofka Da Gata 7" IS (Hallaad)
Betray "SfT 7" S3 (XGermanHardcoreX)
Beyaad Descrlptlaa/Kaalatta 7" S3
Blasteaecreels "Solitary Neglect" 7" S3.30
Blaataaecrasls "S/T" 7" S3JO
Boabatrlkc "Kaas Ocfc DJavaltkap" LP S8.30
Bara Dead kaas "Salvation Oa Tkc Knees” LP S8.S0
Bara Dead Icon. "Ralas" LP $8.50
Bara Dead Icaas "New Scream Iadastry” 10” SS.50
Battles pad Skul|*/400 Blows 7” $3.50

Baxed la "S/T" 7" S5
Beycot/Tace Raaslrex 7" S3
Bread aad Water "S/T" LP S* (12 new soags)
Bread'Aad Water "Evcrytklag Sa Far" CD S6
Bread aad Water "Evcrytklag 8a Far” cassette S6
Bread Aad Water/Reasoa aflasaalty 7" S3
Rrrid And Wain "Filar# I.." V" a i <n unr

Demon System I) "Noone Will Thank Yoa..." CD SI 2

Demon System 13 "Killed By Tke Kids" LP SS.50

Dcmoa System 13 "Killed By Tke Kids" CD SIO
Demon System 13 "Yad Vet” CD SI I

Deride "S/T* 7" S3 (on Kangaroa Record.)
Despised "S/T” 7" S3
Deslrarcion/Slda 7" S3 (Spain)

Deteatloa "Expelled" CD SI 2 (Totally cooil)

Diallo/Exhale 7" S3.50

Dlallo "Diagram OfA Scam" 7" S5
Dlsllo "For Profit" 7” S3.50 (Ka-CHINGI)
Diaspora LP S8.50 (('rust from Finland)

Dlaarm/DIrty Power Game 7" S5 (Italy)

Dlsarm/H407 7" SJ.SO

Dlssrm/Obbrokrlo 7” S3
Dlssrm/Mlgrs Violent. 7” S3 (Italy/Argentina)
Dlaarm/Subrat 7” S3
Discard "Death From Above" 7" S5 (Swedea)
Discarga "Happy Nlgkt” CDSI2
Disci der "Drlaklag To Forget The Fatare" 7" S3.50
Dlskonlo "There Is No Tomorrow" CD S12
Disorder "We're Still Here" CD S13.50
Divorce "S/T" 7" S3.50 (G A noise thrash craziness)

Dragnet "We’re All Cutthroats” I,P S8.50
Dragaet "We’re All Cutthroats" CD SI I

Dregs Of Ilnaianlty/Nlhlllst LP SS.50

D R I. "Dirty Rotten CD" CD SI 2 (1st LP, "VP" ?” demos)
D. R.I. "Dealing with FI” CD SI 2 (2nd albam, still good)
Driller Killer "Aad The Wlaaer Is" LP SS.50 (Swedea)
Dropdead/Uaholy Grave 7" S5
Draakard/Coraacopta 7” S5 (grlad)

Drankea Orgy Of Destractloa/CSMD 7" S5
Draakea Orgy Of Destractloa/Saael 7" S3.50
Dambstrark "8/T" 7" S3
Dombstrack "We All Fall Down" l,P SS.50

E-150 "Discography” CD St
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Eartfc Citizens "Complications" LP S8.50 (Swiss)
Earth Citizens "To A Nation..." LP S8.50 (Switzerland)
Ecoaochrist "Trained To Serve" LP S7.50
Effigy "Grinding Metal" 7" SJ.50

Elegy 7" $3.50

Enola Gay/Cocke Bomba I.P SS 50
E.T.A.E. "S/T" 7" S3.50 (Japan)

Eiccr adores "Odlo Vital ” 7” S3.50 V

Etec r ado res/91 a Dios LP SS.50

Eiistenrb "Divisions” 7" S3.30 (Canada)
Ez-Kombro 7" S5 (Colombia)

Fallare Face "Complete Fallare" CD S6 (40 soags)
Falrfbck "S/T" 7" SJ.SO

Fields Of Shit 10" S8.50

Final Matsakre "The Bells OfHeir 7" SJ.SO
First Degree Marder "Fuck" 7" S3
Forca Mncabra "Hlsterla" CD SI
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Forca Macabra "The Traces The Machine Leaves..." 7" S5
Forced Expression/Avultloa 7" S3.50
Forced Reality "!J Years of..." CD SI I

Forca Macabra "Cavelra Da Forca" LP S8.50
Foarteea Or Fight 7" S3.50

Fnck Oa The Beaeh/Flacheagrad 7" S5
Fuck Ou Tke Beach "Endless 9ammer" CD S12
Fnck Oa The Beach "Endless Summer" LP SS.50
Hellnatiou "Cheerleaders Far Imperialism" LP SS 50
Hellnatioa "Cheerleaders For Imperialism” CD SI2
Fnck On The Beach "Power violence Forever" CD SI
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Fuck Tke Facts/Kastrat 7" S5
F.U.’s "Kill For Ckrlzt + My America" LP S12
Fatares "Electric Wave From Under World" CDS 12
Gate "Soaa to Be Sodomlscd" 7" S3.50

Gatecrashers/Idol Pnneh 7" S3.50
George Bitch, Jr. LP SS.50

Germs "Lexicon Devil" 7" S5
Go at shanty "Clearly Prrsp In" 7" SJ.SO
Goatsbanty "S/T’ 7" S5 (on Denied A Castom)
Godstomper/Warxor 7" SJ.SO

Godstomper "Hell’s Grim Tyrant” CD SM
Godstamper/BIzare X LP SS.50

Godztomper/lrrltate CD SS.50

Godstomper/Eatralls Massacre 7" SJ.SO

Gomorrha/Tamalt 7” S3 (Really tough zhltl Arrgl)
Gorehog/Veaereal Disease CD SIO (Oink and Ewwwl)
Goaka "Chaos" 7" S3.S0 (Japan)

Gavernmenl Issue "Make An Effbrt” 7" S3
Grltos De Alerta/lleresla 7" S5
Grolachara "Stxtlmesalne" CD SI 2 (S. African grlndcore)
Grolackara "Already Dead" 3" CD S3 (S. African grind)
Grow "9/T" 7" S3 (Japan)
Grown Apart "Crack la tke Mirror" 7" SJ
Grudge "Raw Grind" 7" S3 (Japan)

Hated Yoath/Roack Motel LP S6 (awesome FL IIC 1983-84)
Hate Mall Miters "Bleedlag/Jamping" 7" S3.50
Havalztyz/Efflgy 7" SJ.50 (Flnland/Japan)
Head Hits Concrete "S/T" 7" S5
Head Hits Concrete "Hope, Fesr and the Terror..." 7" SJ.50
Health Hazard/Snffrr "Discography" CD SI 1

Hero Dlshoncat "Juggernaut" CD SI2 (Finland)
Hero Dishonest "Rebound" 7" S5
Homan Error/Lycanthro py CD S 1 0 (Hungary/Czech Rep)
Hamaa Waste "Lagar Ar Dll For Att” 7” S5
Hamangas "I Hate Motbrrfticklng Cops" CD S 1
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Hunger Palaa/400 Miles Of Shit 7” SJ.50
I A E U.h.hk. 7" IS

l.nudraoulht/llot Rod Honeys 7" 15

Machetazo "The Maggot Sessions" 7" SJ.50

Mad Rats "Speed Kill*" 7” S3.50 (from Portugal, on 625)

Malignant Tumour "Dawn OfA New Age" CD SIO

Manchurian Candldates/Haw g Jaw 7" SJ.SO

Manchurian Candidates "Between Reality” LP SS.50 (rool)

Manchurian Candidates "Between Reality" CD $8.50

Manchurian Candidates "Dead New World" 7" $5 (TX)
Maneurysm "Swallowed By Karma” 7" SJ.50

Man Is The Bastard "Mancruel" CD S8.50

Married To A Murderer 7" S3.50

Masalck 10" S8.50

Mass Murdrrers/Tagada Jones 10" plrture disc SS.50

Mass Separation Tak Mau Lagl” 7" SJ.50

MDC "Now More Than Ever: 1980-2000" CD SIO
MDC "Millions Of Dead Cops" CS S5 (cassette)

Meanwhile "The Show Mnst Go On" 7" SJ.50 (Sweden)
Minute Manllesto/Shank 7" S3

Misery "The Early Years" CD SIO

Misery "The Early Years" LP $8.50

Mlsery/Eitinction of Mankind CD $10 (13 tunes, hro)

Misery/Extinction of Mankind Lr S8.50

Modern Life Is War 7" S3.S0

Morte Ascenta CD SI 2 (Brazil)

Morte Paura/SInlterror 7" S5

Mrtva Budournost/Pangs of Remorse 7" S5
Municipal Waste "Waste+Tangn and" CS $5 (cassette)

Murder Disco Experience 7"S5 (German and fantastic)

Murder-Suicide Pact "Lohotomy Kit" 7" S3
Morder-Salcide Pact LP S6 (16 songs)

Mardcr-Sulclde Pact CD S6 (Early SOs-style HC)
Mushroom Attack "The Fight Goes On" CD SIO (23 songs)

My Revenge "Both Feet Over” LP $8.30

My War /Revenge Therapy 7" SJ.SO

Nallblter "Abused" LP S8.50

N alibi ter "Abused” CD S8.50

Nailed Dowa "Perth Womack" LP S8.S0 (Fierce hardcore)
Nailed Down "Might la Right" 7" 55 (Hardass hardcore)

Negative Step ’’Conquering Punk" 10" S8.50 (Texans)

Negative Step/Pretty Little Flower 7" SJ.50

Nine Shocks Terror "Discography" CD SIO
Nine Shocks Terror "Zen and the Art of..." LP SS.50

Nine Shocks Terror "Paying Ohm age” LP $7.50

Nine Shocka Terror "Paying Ohmage" CD SIO
No Alternative "Nights In S.F.: 1977-82" LP SS 50

No Comment "Discography” LP S8.50

Noothgrash "Falling Early, Falling Often" CD $12
N.O.T.A. "Live at the Crystal Pistol" CD SI I

Offenders "Died In Custody" CD SI 2

Off Minor "The Heat Death Of The Unlverae" CD SI2
Onion Flavored Rings "Used To It" CD $6
Oppressed Logic "It’s Harrassmentt" LP S5
Orchid "Chaos Is Me+Dance Tonight" CD SS.50

Orchid "Gatelbld" LP $7.50

Orchid "Gatefold" CD S7.50

Otophohia "Malignant" LP S8 50

Otopho hi a ”M al I gnant " CD S 1
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Otophobta/Reason Of Insanity 7" S3
OtophoMa "ConSned" 7" J5
Otophohia "Source OfConfoslon’* 7" S3 (Atlanta grinders)

Pslntbox "Earth Ball Sports Tournament" CD SI 3.50

Paintbox "Singing Shooting Crying” CD SI3.50(I5 songs)

Paluka "Mutual Intereat" 7" $5 (Japan)

Pangs Of Remorse/Ravelin 7 10" SS.50

Parental Advlsory/Rellth LP SS.50

Parental Advisory "Clowns Of Establishment" 7" S3
Partisans "So Neat" 7" SJ.SO

Paragraf 1 19 7" S5 (Denamrb)

Paragraf 1 19 "Stotteplade" LP S8.50

Phohla/Platocracy LP S8.50

Plgaatloa "Yoa Would Hate To Know" CD SS.50

Planned Collapae "Socially Defective" CD S5 (NJ)
Plan Of Attack 7" SJ.SO

Poisoned Skrotam/N.N. CD $8.50 (Italy, IS songs)

Police Line "Elite Few" 7" S5
Police l ine "Quality Of Life" 7" S5
Pretty Little Flower "Swarming Industrial Cancer" 7" $3.50

Protest Stagnation "Dreams Of The Blind" 7" SJ.50

Prowl "Misery" CD SI I

Provoked "Inftnt In The Womb Of Warfare" LP S8.50

Pohllc/See You In Hell 7" S5

Pull 7" SI (Please buy this, dude...)

RsWd Grannies "Inte Dltt Problem” 7" S5 (Sweden)
Rsl Kn Ris "Himalayan Frostbite" 7" SJ.50
Rajoltns "Discography" CD S8.50

Htmho/Cruclal Unit 7" SJ.SO

Rashit "Kapak Gatrllerl’’ LP S8.50 (Turkey)

Rat Piss "S/T" 7" S5 (Australia)

Rattas "Demos 1981-83" CD $12
Rawness 7" $5 (Looks rather "raw”)

Raw Power "Still Screaming After 20 Years" LP $8.50

Raw Power "Still Screaming After 20 Years" CD SI2
Rsw Power "Trost Me" CD S12
Rsw Power "Screams From + After Your Brain" CD SI2
Raw Power "Wop Hour" 7" $5

Razor Blades "Songs From the Edge" CD S12 (Denmark)
Reality Crisis "Open The Door+Into The New..." CD SIO
Reason Of Insanity/Sick Abuse 7" $3.50

Reconstruct/Atret CD S8.50 (Mslayslaa and Indonesian IIC)

Restarts "Sfumworld" LP SS.50

Seven Days OfSamsara "Live on WNYU"'-7" 13.50
Seven Days OfSamsara "Never Stop Attacking" CD SI 2

Seven Days OfSamaara/Destrayer 7" S5
Seventeenth Class "Will Eat Yonr..." 7" S3.50

Seventeenth Class "In Utter Contempt" LP S7.30
Seventeenth Class "In Utter Contempt" CD S7.50
Severed Head Of State "Anathema Device” LP S8.50
Severed Head Of State "Anathema Device” CD S8.50
Severed Head Of State "Dlicography" CD S7.50
Severed Head OfState "Black Blood World" 7" S5
Severed Head OfState "No Love Lost" 7" SJ.SO

Severed Heed OfState "S/T' 7" $3.30 (on Ebullition)

Seyarse "S/T’ 7” SJ.50

Shank "Tke Curae Of Shank" CD SS.50

Shank "Coded Messages" CD $12
Sharpevflle "At The Late Hours" LP SS.50 (Finland)
Shlkabanc "Hatred" 7" S3 (Japan)

Shogun "Enter The Equation" 7" S3.50

Slckoida "God Blesa Oppression" LP $8.50 (Italy)

Skitsystem "Allt E Skit" CD $12 (19 previaaaly releas soags)
Skitsystem "Enkel Resa Till Rannstenen" LP S8.50
Skitsystem "Enkel Resa Till Rannstenen";CD $10
Skullkrusker/Article Nine 7" S3
Skulls "Bables/Vlctlms/Erotlc Neurotic" 7" S3.50
Shulls "Thereapy For The Shy" CD S12
Slang "Skilled Rhythm Kills" CD $12
Social Infestation "Lasciate Ognl Speraiua" CD SS.50 (rlpat)

Society OfFrirnda "Growing Up" LP SS.50
Society of Friends "Vol HI" 7" $3.30
Stains (MDC) "John Wayne Wan A Nazi" 7" S3
Stalag 13 "In Control" CD SI 2

Stalingrad "Long Lozt" 10" S8.50
Stillborn "S/T" 7" S3.50

Stracony "Uwaiajrle" LP SS.50
Strahl Kahl 7" S3 (Switzerland)

Straight To Hell/Balance OfTerror 7" $3.50
Still Life "Dlscographjy: From Angry Head*" CD SS.50
Strong Intention "Extermination Vision" 10" S8.S0
Straggle "Discography: Oae Settler" CD SS.50
Strung Up "S/T" 7" SJ.50 (CA hardcore/thrash)

Stupid Babies Go Mad/Bral neater* 7" SJ.SO
Submachine "Live Fast, Die Dumb" LP S8.50 (Plttshurgersl)

Submachine "Live Fast, Die Dumb" CD SI I

Submachine "Sawed Off Shot Glaus” CDSI2
Submission Hold "Waiting For The Monkey.-" LP S7.30
Submission Hold "The Ostrich Die* On Moaday” LP S7.50
System Shlt/llam an Errar LP SS.50
System Shit "Kill That Fucker" 7” S3 (Very negative, mister!)

Tear It Up "Nothing to Nothing" LP SS.50
Tear Me Down "Morlrc Dl Tolleranzl" 10" SS.50
Teenage Kings "Don't Fool Me" 7" S3.50

Tern Eyos kl /Hundred Yeors War 7" $3.50
Tern Eyos Kl LP $8.30 (The cover Is brown, dude...)

Terroraln "1988 Demos" 7" S3 (like Siege or Septic Death)
Think I Care "UK" LP SS.50

Think I Care ’’S/T" CD St I

Think I Care "Phase" 7" SJ.SO (oa He adalive Rec)
Think Twice "Unrealized” LP S«
Third World Planet LP SS.50

This Computer Kill* 7” $3.50

Torynra Audltlv* "Entre la Re*l*teurl*y el Cam Mo" CD SI 2

Total Fucking Destractlon/Vehrmence 7" S3
To What End "And History Repeats Itself’ 7” S3
Toxic Narcotlc/Uuseen 7" $3.50

Toxic Narcotlc/A Global Threat 7" $3.30

Toxic Narcotic "Had It Coming" 7" $3.50

Toxic Narcotic "89-99" LP $8.50

Toxic Narcotic "89-99” CD S8.50

Toxic Reasons "Independence" LP $12 (an all time fove)

Toxic Reason* "ludepeadeure" CD S12 (Authentic pankt)

Toxic Reasons "In The House OfGod" CD SI 2

Toxic Wastc/Bleedlng Rectum CD Si 2 (From Ireland)

Tragedy ’’S/T* CDS8.30
Tragedy "Vengeance" CD SS.50

Ulcerrboea "Line and Row" CD SIO
Ulcerrkoea/Sivllllmarha 7" $3.50

Ulcerrhoea/BIxarre X 7" S3 (Germany)
Ultimate Warriors "Oar Gimmick Is Wrestling" LP SS.50
Uncurbed "Chords For Freedom” CD SIO
Uncurbed "Chords For Freedom" 10" SS.50

Unholy Grave/Catheter 7" S3.50

Unholy Grave "Against Terrorism" 7" $5
Unholy Grave "Chaotic Raw Madnesa" 7" $3.50 (Live 2002)
Unholy Gravc/Trlp Scope 7" $5
Unholy Grave/Godstomper 7" S3.50
Unholy Crave/Krrum 7" S3
Unholy Grave "Fanaticism" 7" $3.50

Unholy Grave "Zero Hoar" 7" $3
Unholy Grave/Mad Thrashers 7" $5
Unholy Grave "The Uareleased Demo" 7" $3.50
Urban Waste "S/T" LP S8.50 (NYHC 1982 -- perfect!)

Urban Waste "S/T" CD SS.50 (8 songs, great early NY HC)
Urko/Minute Manifesto LP S8.50

Urko "FastJchordhardcoremotherfticklngthrash..." 7" S3.50
Urko "Trash It Up" 7" $5 (UK speed)

Yarukers "How Do Yon Sleep?” CD SI 3.50

Vilmelnen Kolonna "Alatlen Juhlaa" CD S8.50 (23 songs)
Yllmclnen Kolonna LP $8.50 (Flalaad)

Voorhees "What Yon See Is what Yoa Get" 7” SJ.SO
Voorbert "Crystal lake*. I egacy" LP IS 50
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Acm Dtrota "Eatre A Beacao E • Cbm" CD J 1
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Actio* Direct* "La Ntnrllf CoiflritlH" LP $8.30
Artie* Ml ads"Reelpc For Disaster" 7" $5
Artie* MI*ds"The National Latin E" 7" $3
Artie* Mlads"Dls b Getting Pathetic" 7" $5
Artie* Mlnds"Behlad The Mask" 7" $5
Artie* Mlada/Jeans Croat 7" S3
Artie* Minds "Wrltont T* Tic Slaaghter Hoaic" LP S8.30
Artie* Minds "Free T* B* Chained" LP $8.50
Artie* Mlads "Yaa Caa Clot* Yoar Eyes" S3
Artie* Snbmslva/Traplea* CD $8.30

AMirUai "Paak Alice Ratar" LP $10 (Japan)
A Death Between Scatoa* "Welgkieg Coatr adlctlons" 7" $5
A Death Between Seatoaa/FaHlag Over Draak CD S3
A Death Betwcca Beatoai "Wiling All Wlsemca..." 7" S3 50
Agathorlea/MIttr* Spider 7” $3.50 (Yet, aaotber Ag 7~l)

Afathorlc* "If# U**_. Hatred" 7" $5
AgatWdea/AhataiB 7" S3

Afathorlc* "Mleccrore" CD $8.50 (9 aoaga)

Afatborl e*/Loo kl eg for Aa Aaiwrr 7" $3-50

Afatboelea/Embalmlag Theatre 7" $5
Afathoclet "Lie* aad Noisy" 2i7" S3
Afoot* Of Satao/N* Lea* 7" $3.50

Allergic Ta Boll. hit "TYal* Ride" 7" $3.50

Allergic T* Ballahlt "Whal We're For b..." 7" $3.50
Allergic To Whorea/MrCarthy Cam mission CD $10
Allergic To Whoret/Sealle Cltlaea* 7" $3.50

Aaidl Petersea't Araie "Blod Ser Mere Vlrkellct" 7" $3
Aay Laat Words 7" $3 (aew oa HAVOC)
Arrogaata Agitator "Arogaaa" 7" $5 (Swedes ’83)

Araedeatroyer "Xntteeaasac Reeoltl" LP $8.30
Aatlorlly Ahose/Kakl itocracy 7" S3 30
Aatorltar "S/r 7" $5
Aatarltar/Vomit For Breaklhat 7" $5
Aearl rlaas "WT 10" $8.50

A.V.O. "Solatloas" 7" $5
Bathtah Shltter "FerUllser" 7" $3.30

Backtab Shltter "07+3 Shit Polats" 7" $5
Bathtah Shltter "Oae Faa" 7" S3
Batwas Poke "Llelag la Fear" 7" $3
Belchiag Peagolaa "Draft Beer... Not Mel" CD $12
Beak "What Weat Wroag" 7" $3.50

Beak "The Heart OfClvtllntioa” LP $8.50
Botercore "Yoathcraatdlacography" CD $12
Betercore/Olk* De Gat* 7" $3 (Hollaad)
Betray "8/T" 7" $3 (XGermanHardcerrX)
Bey*ad Descrlptloa/Koatatto 7" $3
Blastoaecroals "Solitary Neglect" 7" $3.50

Blastaaecroals "S/T" 7" $3.50

Boai twtrlkr "Kaos Och DJaraltkap" LP 58.50

Bara Dead boas "Sal ratio* Oa Tie Kates" LP $8.50
Bora Dead Icoas "Rales" LP $8.50

Bora Dead Icoas "New Screaas Iadastry" 10" $8 50
Bottle* aad Skalla/400 Blows 7" $3.50

Bated la "S/T" 7" $5

Boycot/Taco Raaslret 7" $3
Bread aad Water "S/T" LP $« (12 aew soaps)

Bread Aad Water "Evcrythlag So Far" CD $6
Bread aad Water "Everything So Far" cassette $6
Bread Aad Water/Reas## of lasaaity 7" $3
Bread Aad Water "Fatare Memories" 7" S3 (TX HC)
Bread Aad Water/Raalaa School Of Ballrt 7" $3.30

Brstal Massacre "Sarrlral of The Sickest" 7" $5 (Swiss)
Bara Yoar Bridges CD $8.30

Bary The LI flag 7" $3.50

Bary Tha Living "Twitch Of The Death Nerre" CD SI 2

Capitalist Casaaltles "Plaaaed Commaalty" 6" $3.50

Capitalist Casaaltles "Dltasseaibly Llae” LP $8.50

Capitalist CasaaiUea "Disassembly Llae" CD $1
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Capitalist Casaaitlea/Stack 7" $5
Car prater Aat "Never Stop Sh*ttag""7" $3.50

Car prater Aat/Rare To die 7" $3.50 (Skaterorel)

Carpc*ter Aat/Air Coadltloalag 7" $350
Caaae For Iffect/Oaanlarr 7" $5
Caastlc Cbrlat "Can't Relate" LP $8.50

Caastlc Christ "Can't Relate" CD $10
Caaatlr Cbrlst/lnteus* Yoath 7" $3.50

Caaatlc Christ 7" $3 (oa Haroc Records)
Coastlc Christ/RAM.B.O. 7" $5
Caastlc Chrlat "Discography” CS $5 (cassette tape)

( kickeabead/Los Caaadlaas CD $6
< l»ll Disobedience 'Invention Extinction” LP $8.50
.< orrosinne f atfmeria I P $8.50 (Italy)!]

( «irrr>»i#ar /Cr*p# I P $8 50(ltal>)
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Elegy 7" $3.30

Enola Gay/Cache Bomba LP $8.50

E.T.A.E. "S/T" 7" $3.50 (Japan)

Execradores "Odlo Vital" 7" $3.50

Eircr adores/S! a Dios LP $8.50

Eilsteach "Divisions" 7" $3.50 (Canads)

Ex-Korn bro 7" $5 (Colombia)

Fallare Face "Complete Fallare" CD $6 (40 soags)

Fairfbck "S/T" 7" 13.50

Fields OfShlt 10" $8 SO

Fiaal Msssakre "The Bells Of Hell" 7" $3.50

First Degree Mardcr "Fuck" 7" $3
Fores Macabra "Ulster la" CD $12
Forca Macabra "The Traces The Machine Leaves..." 7" $5
Forced F.iprestlon/Avxilslo* 7" $3.50

Forced Reality "13 Year* of..." CD $11

Forca Macabra "Cavelra Da Forca" LP $8.50

Foarteea Or Fight 7" $3.50

Faek Oa The Beach/Flacheagrad 7” $5
Facfc Oa The Beach "Endless Sammer” CDSI2
Fack Oa The Beach "Endless Sammer" LP $8.50

Hellastioa "Cheerleaders For Imperialism" LP $8.50

Hellnatioa "Cheerleaders For Imperialism" CD SI2
Fack On The Beach "Powerviolence Forever" CD $12
Faek The Facts/Kastrat 7" $5
F.U.’s "Kill For Christ + My America" LP $12
Fatares "Electric Wave From Under World" CD $12
Gate "Sooa to Be Sodomlted" 7" $3.50

Gatecrashera/Idol Panch 7" $3.50

George Bitch, Jr. LP $8.50

Germs "Lexica* Devil" 7" $5
Goatshaaty "Clearly Presp la" 7" $3.50
Goatshaaty "S/T’ 7" $5 (oa Denied A Custom)
Godstomper/Wartor 7" $3.50

Godstomper "Hell's Grim Tyrant" CD $11

Godstampcr/Blxare X LP $8.50

Godstomper/lrrltate CD $8.50

Godstomper /Entrails Msssacre 7" $3.30

Gomorrha/Tamalt 7" $5 (Really tough shltl Arrgi)

Gorehog/Venereal Disease CD $10 (Oink and Ewwwt)
Goaka "Chaos" 7" $3.50 (Japan)

Government Issue "Make Aa Effort" 7" $5
Grltos De Alerta/IIeresla 7" $5 V

Grelachara "Slitlmesaine” CD 31 2 (S. African grlndcore)
Grolachara "Already Dead" 3" CD $5 (S. African grind)
Grow "S/T' 7" $5 (Japan)

Grown Apart "Crack la the Mirror" 7" $3
Gradge "Raw Grind" 7" $3 (Japan)

Hated Yoath/Roach Motel LP $6 (awesome FL HC 1983-84)
Hate Mail KHIerx "Bleedlng/Jamping" 7" $3.50

Havslstys/Eftlgy 7" $3.50 (Flnland/Japan)

Head Hits Concrete "S/T" 7" $5
Head Hits Concrete "Hope, Fear and the Terror ." 7" $3.50
Health Haxard/Snffrr "Discography" CD 311

Hero Dishonest "Juggernaut" CD $12 (Finland)

Her* Dishonest "Rebound” 7" $5
Human Error/Lycanthropy CD $10 (Hungary/Czech Rep)
Hamaa Waste "Lagar Ar Till For Alt" 7" $5
Humangas ”1 Hate Motbernicklag Cops" CD $12
Huager Palaa/400 Miles Of Shit 7" 33.50

IAF./Rahakka 7" $3

IAF. "Ideal Anti Fascists" 7" $5 (S. America*)
Indlgestl "Sagaardorealta" CD $13.50

Indlgestl "Labeck Live 02/09/87" CD $13.50

Inflatable Dates "S/T’ 7" $3

Infestation Of Ass/He Who Corrupts 7" $3.50

Infrxione "Oppression* Quotidians" LP $8 50 (Italy)

Inaoxia Corpora "Je Tezke Otoclt" CD $12
Intense Yoath "SelfDestruct" 7" $3.50

latenslty "The Ruins OfOur Future" LP $8.50 (Sweden)
Intestinal Disease "Counting The Damage" 1.P $8.50

In The Shit "A Cancerous Society" LP $8 30
In The Shit "A Cancerous Society" CD $12
In The Wake Of lie Plagae "S/T” 7" $3.30

Iron Laag/Lana Dagales CD $8.50

Jahara "Why We Wish" CD $8.50 (6 songs)

Jerry’s Kids "Is This My World?" I.P $12
Jetas And The Gospel Fuckers/Agent Orange CD $12 (Dutch)
JFA "We Know You Suck" CD $12
John Holms/C auras 7" $5
John Holmes "El Louso Suavo" CD $8.30 (Ex-Doom, UK)
Konstrukt "In Glrum lmu« Nocte El" 7" $5
krltlckaSituace LP $8.50 (Cxrch Republic)

Kadgel "Sea Moakee" 10" $3 (Prices slashed"!'!!)

negative neprrrtiy i,imr r tower r u.in
Nlae Shocks Terror "Discography" Cl) $10
Nine Shocks Terror "Zen and the Art of...” LP $8.50

Nine Shocks Terror "Paying Obmage" LP $7.50

Nine Shocks Terror "Paying Ohmage" CD $10
No Alternative "Nights In S.F.: 1977-82" LP $8.50

No Comment "Discography" LP $8.50

Noothgrush "Falling Early, Falling Often” CD $12

N.O.T.A. "Live at the Crystal Pistol" CD $1
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Offenders "Died In Custody" CD $12

Oft Minor "The Heat Death OfThe Universe" CD $12

Onion Flavored Ring* "Used To It" CD $0

Oppressed Logic "It’s Harrassment!" LP $5

Orchid "Chaos I* Me+Dance Tonight" CD $8.50

Orchid "Gatefold" LP $7.50

Orchid "Gatefold" CD $7.50

Otophobia "Malignant” LP $8.50

Otophobia "Malignant” CD $12
Otophobia/Reason Of Insanity 7" S3

Otophobia "Conflned" 7” $5

Otophobia "Source OfConfeslon” 7" $3 (Atlanta grinders)

Paintbox "Earth Ball Sports Tournament" CD $13.50

Palatbox "Staging Shonting Crying" CD $13.50 (15 songs)

Paluka "Mutual Interest" 7" $5 (Japan)

Pangs Or Remorse/Ravelln 7 10" $8.50

Parental Advlsory/Rellth LP $8.50

Parental Advisory "Clowns Of Establishment" 7" $3

Partisans "So Neat" 7" $3.50

Paragrafll9 7" SS(Denamrk)
Paragraf 1 19 "Stotteplade" LP $8.50

Phohla/Platocracy LP $8.50

Plgaatloa "You Would Hate To Know" CD $8.50

Planned Collapse "Socially Defective" CD $5 (NJ)

Plan Of Attack 7" $3.50

Poisoned Skrotam/N.N. CD $8.50 (Italy, 18 songs)

Police Line "Elite Few" 7" $5

Police Line "Quality Of Life" 7" $5

Pretty Little Flower "Swarming Industrial Cancer" 7” $3.50

Protest Stagnation "Dreams Of The Blind" 7" $3.50

Prowl "Misery" CD $11

Provoked "fnfent In The Womb OrWarfare" LP $8.50

Publlc/See You In Hell 7" $5

Pull 7" $1 (Please buy this, dude...)

Rabid Grannies "bite Dltt Problem" 7" $5 (Sweden)

Rsi Ko Rlt "Himalayas Frostbite" 7” $3.50

Rajoltus "Discography” CD $8.50

Rambo/Crudal Unit 7" $3.50

Rashit "Kapak G atelier I" LP $8.50 (Turkey)

Rat Piss "S/T* 7" $5 (Australia)

Rattus "Demos 1981-83" CD $12
Rawness 7” $5 (Looks rather "raw”)

Raw Power "Still Screaming After 20 Years" LP $8.50

Raw Power "Still Screaming After 20 Years" CD $12

Raw Power "Trust Me" CD $12

Raw Power "Screams From + After Your Brain" CD $12

Raw Power "Wop Hour" 7" $5

Raxor Blades "Songs From the Edge" CD $12 (Denmark)

Reality Crisis "Open The Door+lnto The New..." CD $10

Reason Of Insanity/Stck Abuse 7" $3.50

Reconstruct/Atret CD $8.50 (Malaysian and Indonesian IIC)

Restarts "Slumworld" LP $8.50

Retards "First Often**" 7" $3

Retribution "S/T" 7" $3 (Blandng Infest clones!)

Revenge "We re Not Gonna Take It" 7" $5 (UK 1978)

Revolt* 10" $8.50

Rlfluto/Depravatl 7" $5 (Italy)

Rilsteterror "Taab^Jara Hardcore" 7" $3.50

Rllstctyt "Tervetuola Kuolema" 7" $3 (NEW on Havoc)

Ripcord "Hardcore" CD $12 (the original bandana thrash)

Ripcord "More Songs" CD $12

Rites "S/T’ LP $8 50

Rites "S/T* CD $11

R'N’R "I’ve Had It/Your Rules" 7" $3.50

Roach Motel "Worstest Hits: Discography” Cl) $10

Rot "Ynor Lie Is Gone — Your Day Has Come" LP $8.50

Rot "A Long Cold Stare" LP S8.50D

Rot "Old Dirty Grlndcores" CD $12 (Rradl, 65 songs)

Rot/No Prejudice 7" $5 (Brazil)

Rotten Brain 7" $5 (Italy)

Runnamucks "On The Brink” LP $8.50 (Fast, dude)

Rannamurks "On Ihe Brink" CD $8.50

Runoamurkf "Of A Different Breed" LP $8.50

Ruoh»««i ticks "Of A Different Breed" CD $1
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Runnsti iirks/'lhe l umps 7" $3.50

Sangrt i'» l.os fnei cos 7" $3 50 (aka "Blood OfThe Pigs")

Strung Up "S/T" 7" $3 50 (CA bardrore/thrash)

Stupid Babies Go Mad/Hralncaters 7" $3.50

Submachine "Live Fast, Die Dumb" LP $8.50 (Plttsbargersl)

Submachine "Live Fast, Die Dumb" CD $1
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Submachine "Sawed OffShot Glass” CD $12
Submission Hold "Waiting For The Monkey.." LP $7.50

Submission Hold "The Ostrich Dies Oa Monday" LP $7.50

System Shit/Ham an Error LP $8.50

System Shit "Kill That Facker" 7" $3 (Very negative, mister!)

Tear It Up "Nothing to Nothing" LP $8.50

Tear Me Down "Morlre Dl Tolleranzi" 10" $8.50

Teenage Kings "Don’t Fool Me" 7" $3.50

Tern Eyos Kl /Hundred Years War 7" $3.50

Tern Eyos K) LP $8.50 (The rover Is brown, dude...)

Terroralh "1988 Demos" 7" $3 (like Siege or Septic Death)

Think I Care "S/T" LP $8.50

Think I Care "S/T" CD $1
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Think I Care "Phase" 7" $3.50 (on Deadallve Rrc)

Think Twice "Unreallxed" LP $6

Third World Plaaet LP $8.50

This Computer Kills 7" $3.50

Toryora Aadltlva "F.atre la Reslstenrla y el CamMo" CD $1
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Total Fucking Destractloa/Vehemence 7" $5
To What End "And History Repeats Itself 7" $5
Toxic Narcotlc/Uaseen 7" $3.50

Toxic Narcotlc/A Global Threat 7" $3.50

Toxic Narcotic "Had It Coming" 7" $3.50

Toxic Narcotic "89-99" LP $8.50

Toxic Narcotic "89-99" CD $8.50

Toilc Reasons "Independence" LP $12 (an all time fcve)

Toxic Reasons "Independence" CD $12 (Anthemir punk!)

Toxic Reasons "In The Hoase OfGod" CD $12
Toxic Waste/Bleeding Rectum CD $12 (From Ireland)

Tragedy "ft/T" CD $8.50

Tragedy "Vengeance” CD $8.50

Ulcerrhora "Line and Row" CD $10

Ulcerrboea/Slvllllmnrba 7" $3.50

Ulrerrhoea/BIxarre X 7" $5 (Germany)
Ultimate Warriors "Our Gimmick Is Wrestling" LP $8.50

Uncurbed "Chords For Freedom” CD $10
Uncurbed "Chords For Freedom" 10" $8.50

Unholy Grave/Catheter 7" $3.50

Unholy Grave "Against Terrorism" 7" $5
Unholy Grave "Chaotic Raw Madness" 7" $3.50 (Live 2002)
Unholy Grave/Trip Scope 7” $5
Unholy Grave/Godstomper 7" $3.50

Unholy Grave/Keram 7" $5
Unholy Grave "Fanaticism" 7" $3.50

Unholy Grave "Zero Hoar" 7" $5

Unholy Grave/Mad Thrashers 7" $5
Unholy Grave "The Unreleased Demo" 7" $3.50

Urban Waste "S/T" LP $8.50 (NYHC 1982 ~ perfect!)

Urban Waste "S/T" CD $8.50 (8 songs, great early NY HC)
Urko/Mlnute Manifesto LP $8.50

Urko " F as(3chordhar dcorem other for kingthr ash...” 7" $3.50

Urko "Trash It Up" 7" $5 (UK speed)

Yarukers "How Do You Sleep?” CD $13.50

Vllmeinen Kolonna "Alstlen Juhlaa" CD $8.50 (23 songs)

Yllmelnen Kolonao LP $8.50 (Flat aad)

Voorhees "What You See Is what You Get" 7" $3.50

Voorbees "Crystal Lake's Legacy" LP $8.50

Voorhees "Crystal Lake's Legacy" CD $1
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Voorhees "13" LP $8.50

Voorhees "13" CD $11

Vorwarts "A Trip Down Memory Lane: 1979-83" LP $8.50

Vulture Culture "Hypocrite" 7" $1 (Pleeeeeeeeease buy It!)

Wadge/Shlt On Command 7" $5 (I command yoa to shltl)

Wallside 7" $3.50

Wanda Chrome and The Leather Pharohs "Eleven" LP $4

Wankln Family "We Did It For The Kids" CD $10 (Great!!!!!)

Wanton Thought 7" $1

Warcollapse "Crap, Scrap and...” 7" J3.50
Warcollapse "Divine Intoxication" CD $8.50

Warcollapse "Indoctrination" 7" $5 (Swedish eras!)

Warsptte "Gallery OfThe Macabre" CD $10
Wasteold "Total Pakeold" I.P $8 50

Waterfront 7"$1

Water street "Pumphouse" 7" $1

W.AV.F..8. "The Vagrancy OfThe Hell" 7" $3.50 (Japaa)

Weaving The Deathbag 7" $3.50 (6 soags)

Weaving The Deathbag "The Devil's Punchline" 7" $5
Weirdos "Weird World" LP $8.50 (Great early LA punk!)

Weirdos "Weird World" CD $1
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W elfare/lllllbllly Blltikrelg 7" $3
Welt "Brand New Dream "CD $12

For a complete catalog, send $1 OJ.S.) or $2 (outside of the U.S.) Stores get in touch for wholesale rates?
Or you can check out the web page: www.soundideadistribulion.coni Sound Idea e-maii: sndidea@ix.netcom.com

When in Florida, stop by the Sound Idea store in Brandon. Open every day from 12-8 PM. Call for directions.


